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1.0 SUMMARY
This report describes the work performed by GEAE (GE Aircraft Engines) on NASA Contract
NAS3-24080 to theoretically and experimentally evaluate the aerodynamic, acoustic, and
aeromechanical performance of GE-defined counterrotating blade concepts. The analytical
methods development and design are addressed in this document. Utilizing the analytical methods
which evolved during the conduct of this work, aerodynamic and aeroacoustic predictions were first
developed and then compared to NASA and GE wind tunnel test results.
This report also presents detailed mechanical design and fabrication descriptions for five
different composite shell/titanium spar counterrotating blade set configurations. Further, design
philosophy, analysis methods, and material geometry are addressed, as well as the aerodynamic,
aeromechanical, and aeroacoustic influences on the design procedures. Blade fabrication and
quality control procedures are detailed, bench-testing procedures and results to verify blade
integrity are presented, and instrumentation associated with bench-testing is identified. The
additional hardware to support specialized testing is also described as are operating blade
instrumentation and associated stress limits.
Five GE--designed counterrotating blade concepts were scaled to a 2-foot tip diameter so they
could be incorporated into the MPS (model propulsion simulators). Aerodynamic and aeroacoustic
performance testing was conducted in the NASA Lewis 8x6 supersonic and 9x15 V/STOL (vertical
or short takeoff and landing) wind tunnels and the GE freejet anechoic test chamber (Cell 41) in order
to generate an experimental data base for these counterrotating blade designs. Facility and MPS
vehicle descriptions are provided, along with descriptions of the test instrumentation. Complete test
matrices are provided, detailing test procedures. Effects on performance of rotor-to-rotor spacing,
blade number, angle-of-attack, pylon proximity, mismatched rotor speeds, and reduced diameter
aft blades are also addressed. In addition, counterrotating blade and specialized aeromechanical hub
stability test results are furnished.
2.0 INTRODUCTION
Over the past several years, GE has been engaged in internal as well as government-sponsored
studies to evaluate advanced technology, energy efficient propulsion systems for potential use both
in commercial and military subsonic aircraft. These studies have covered a wide spectrum of
engines, from pure turbojets to helicopters, in terms of size and performance as a function of
effective bypass ratio. These studies have included modern turbofans, such as the direct-drive
NASA/GE E 3 (Energy Efficient Engine), and the geared fan for very high bypass ratio, such as the
NASA/GE QCSEE (Quiet, Clean, Short-haul Experimental Engine); conventional turboprops; and
the more modern, NASA single-rotation propfans.
Figure I illustrates the spectrum of bypass ratios considered. Between the bypass ratio spectrum
bounded by the turbofan and turboprop engines lies a region of counterrotation propulsors, unique
and unconventional engines. This region is identified as the "unused range" of engines. Included
in this class of propulsion concepts are engines which can combine the advantages of turbofans and
turboprops.
The GE studies identified particular aerodynamic and acoustic performance advantages for
unconventional propulsors that utilized a modem counterrotation blading system, particularly for
"pusher type" propulsor designs incorporating a blading concept of high hub-to-tip radius ratio and
high disk loading (shp/D ---60). The work described in this report involves an investigation of these
modern, GE-conceived, counterrotation blade concepts; such as, those utilized by the GE UDF®*
(unducted fan) engine.
GE began a major, in-house, full-scale UDF development program in 1983. At the outset it was
recognized that an adequate data base on counterrotating blade concepts was needed and that the
CRfPTR (counterrotating propulsor test rigs) would be required to generate the data. A test rig scale
of 0.622 m (24.5-inch) blade-tip diameter was chosen, to match the existing test rig utilized in the
NASA Lewis Single-Rotation Propfan Program. These rigs were designated as the 2-foot MPS
(model propulsion simulators) and are designed to investigate propulsion-system-installed-
performance interactions, as well as to evaluate the mechanical and aerodynamic performance of
the counterrotating blades.
In January 1983, GE initiated an in-house, intensive preliminary design study to determine the
mechanical design and functional use requirements for the MPS rigs. Both NASA Lewis and GE
requirements were reviewed. GE subsequently solicited the Boeing Commercial Airplane Company
of Seattle, WA, in April 1983 to finalize the design, fabricate, conduct check-out tests, and deliver
three MPS rigs. GE's decision to utilize Boeing was based primarily on Boeing's expertise in the
design and fabrication of precision thrust/torque measurement balances and their existing drive
module components.
Of three test rigs fabricated (outside of this contracted program), the first rig (No. 1) was utilized
in wind tunnel testing at Boeing under a joint GE/Boeing effort to provide precontractual check-out
of the test rig systems and preliminary screening of some blade concepts. The second rig (No. 2) was
*Registered trademark of the General Electric Company, USA.
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Figure I. GE Study of Bypass Ratios Spectrum.
used by GE in its anechoic chamber freejet facility to generate data under this program. In
compliance with the terms and conditions of this contracted program, the third test rig (No. 3) was
provided to NASA Lewis by GE and was used by NASA Lewis in their wind tunnel facilities at
Cleveland, OH. GE also provided test support services (personnel) to assist NASA in conducting
their own experimental test investigations.
The overall objective of the program associated with this document was to investigate, both
theoretically and experimentally, unique GE counterrotation blade concepts. (The experimental
investigations were conducted using scale model blading.) The aerodynamic, acoustic, and
aeromechanical performances of these concepts were defined, evaluated, and documented for
application to future advanced technology (IOC 1990-1995) propulsion systems. In order to
accomplish this, the work was segmented into the six tasks listed below:
• Task I - Technical Program Plan and Management
• Task II - Analytical Methods Development and Design
• Task HI- Blade Mechanical Design and Fabrication
• Task IV - Simulated Takeoff Flight Acoustic and Performance Experiments
• Task V - NASA Wind Tunnel Performance Test Support
• Task VI - Data Reduction and Analysis.
Thisreportwill addresssubjectmatterrelatedto thesetasksperformedunderNASA Contract
NAS3-24080.
While theintentof thisContractorReportis tomainlypresentestresultsobtainedunderNASA
Contract NAS3-24080, the results obtained under separateadditional testing conductedat
NASA-Lewis by NASA-Lewis personnelarealsoincludedto provideacompletedocumentation
of all testingof thefive bladedesignsdescribed in this report.
Separate informal reports compiled for Tasks II, III, and V and the Comprehensive Data Report
(CDR) contain more detailed coverage of the work under each of these tasks. Such informal reports
are not publicly distributed and thus are referred to in the text only by the contract task number for
reference purposes.
The data compiled and discussed in this report are a combination of that required under the terms
of the GE contract with NASA and additional data obtained by NASA-Lewis engineers in support
of the common industry/government research priorities. Specifically, the low speed data in NASA's
9x15 foot wind tunnel were essentially government furnished supplemental data for comparison to
and enhancement of the GE contract data. Acknowledgment of the joint research efforts are
appropriate to clarify and distinguish the source of data, hardware, and report figures. Minor issues
regarding data accuracy interpretations are still pending as of the publication of these data.
However, final resolution of any differences are not expected to substantially affect the overall report
quality.
3.0 ANALYTICAL METHODS DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN
The work effort for this portion of the program involved aerodynamic, aeroacoustic, and
aeromechanical design of GE counterrotation blade concepts. It also involved the development of
analytical methods needed to support this design effort. Aerodynamic and aeroacoustic predictions
were also developed using these analytical methods for comparison with wind tunnel test results
from acoustic and performance testing conducted under this program.
3.1 Aerodynamic Methods Development
The approach for aerodynamic methods development was to divide the effort into two main
thrusts: the development of a lifting surface model, and design analysis and code validation. The
following sections discuss the technical approach used in accomplishing this.
3.1.1 Lifting Surface Model
The principal goal of this activity was to provide a method for shaping the camber line of a swept
blade near the tip; to meet this goal, the approach selected was to build on previously established
work performed by Professor John Sullivan of the Purdue Research Foundation. Specifically, to
modify the Purdue Vortex Lattice Model to include compressibility corrections, optional analytic
chordwise loading distributions, blade taper, solidity, sweep, and relative Mach number to provide
a measure of the departure angle perturbations due to end effects alone. Results of this activity are
contained in Reference 1, which provides a model description, discussion of general theory,
software description, and sensitivity study.
3.1.2 Design Analysis and Code Validation
Repeated adjustments and iterations to the GE--CRDC (Corporate Research and Development
Center) Euler 3D computer program model were made during the design analysis and code
validation investigations involving the SR-3 blade. These studies evaluated the effects of wall
boundary conditions, grid density, smoothing parameters, and the distance of the grid boundaries
from the blade edges. Three consistency checks were made to determine the optimum method for
utilizing Euler 3D to verify design guidelines being employed in counterrotating propulsor blade
design. These consistency checks were on: conservation of circulation, torque, and plots of relative
total pressure.
The final recommendations for using Euler 3D as a tool in propeller flow field analysis were:
• To use as fine a grid as possible
• To use first-order boundary conditions
• If the blade Mach number distribution is of primary concern, the upstream and
downstream boundaries can be fairly close to the edge of the blade
• Second- and fourth-order smoothing should be reduced until any further reduction
causes shock overshoots and oscillations in the solution.
The justification for the preceding conclusions is provided in an internal GE report, (GE TM No.
85-515 by R.D. Caney), documenting the Euler 3D work.
3.1.2.1 SR-3 Data Match
Prior to the aerodynamic design of the full-scale F-7/A-7 counterrotating blades, an analytical
study was performed to assess the performance of the single-rotation propfan, SR-3, which was
designed by Hamilton-Standard under NASA Contract NAS3-20769. The propfan model has 8
blades with a 0.25 inlet-radius ratio and a 45 ° tip sweep (as defined by Hamilton Standard). It was
designed in scale model size (62.2-cm diameter) at a cruise flight condition of Mach 0.80,
10,667-meter (35,000-feet) altitude. The summarized aerodynamic design point parameters are
compared in Table 1 to the design parameters of the F-7/A-7 blades.
Table I. Comparison of SR-3 and F-7/A-7 Blade Aero Design Parameters.
Design Point, Mach/Alt.
Advance Ratio, J
Power Coefficient, Cp
Disk Loading, shp/D z,
kw/m z (HP/ft z)
Tip Speed, m/s (ft/s)
Number of Blades
Aero Tip Sweep, degrees
Blade Activity Factor
SR-3
SR-3 Data Match F-7/A-7
0.80/10,667 m 0.80/10,667 m
3.06
1.70
3.002
1.385
262(32.6)
249(816)
8
45
235
300(37.5)
243.8(800)
8
45
235
0.72/10,667 m
2.80
2.68
444(55.5)
237.7(780)
8+8
33/29
147/152
In order to evaluate the $2-3 design and calibrate the GE dedsign procedure, an axisymmetric
flow analysis was set up using the SR-3 model flowpath, blade geometry, and test data taken close
to the deisgn point as reported by Hamilton--Standard (Reference 2). This procedure is termed a data
match. It requires the input of measured data and gives meridinal Mach numbers and other
circumferentially averaged data throughout the flow field. Figure 2 illustrates the results of this flow
analysis. Flow streamlines and calculation stations are depicted with contours of meridional Mach
numbers superimposed on the plot. In the blade passage, Mach numbers peak at 1.16, where the
blade root thickness tends to choke the local hub flow. Downstream of the blade TE (trailing edge),
the large hub accelerating curvature raises the Mach number to 1.08. The axisymmetric flow
analysis results compares well with the results described in Reference 3.
The data match was performed using wind tunnel test data at Mach 0.80 near the design advance
ratio at a lower-than-design power coefficient. Wake survey probe measurements of total pressure
and total temperature were input to the GE axisymmetric flow analysis at a number of radial
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immersions; output results are demonstrated in Figure 3. The blade relative flow angles, lift
coefficients, and adiabatic efficiency are plotted from flow calculations. The normalized loading
distribution, as calculated from the input temperature rise, is also indicated. Euler 3D analyses were
also performed on the SR-3 blade using the GE Euler code. The blade-to-blade 3D (three-
dimensional) flow field was analyzed at the Mach 0.8 data match point to obtain surface Mach
number and loading distributions. The Euler calculation of exit flow angle (Figure 4) indicates a
greater loading level than the test data match over the entire blade span; this suggests that the blade
is more open than the hot-intended airfoil coordinates used in the data match. Figure 5 identifies
the surface Mach numbers for streamline sections near the tip, pitchline, and hub.
For the airfoil section near the tip, surface Mach numbers reveal a large loading over the entire
chord length and a strong normal shock at the TE. The shock is less strong for the midspan or
pitchline section, but is concentrated at the TE, expanding from a Mach of 1.15 down to
approximately 0.85. Near the hub, the surface Mach number distributions are strongly influenced
by the thick airfoil sections. The LE (leading edge) thickness and incidence angle causes the Mach
number to spike near the edge, decelerate, and then accelerate to midchord. The Mach numbers
along both surfaces peak near the maximum thickness location before diffusing to the trailing edge
at a 1.75 velocity ratio. Spanwise Mach number contours are shown in Figures 6 and 7 along the
pressure and suction surfaces of the blade. These plots show the strong shock at the tip trailing edge,
diminishing down the blade span toward the hub. The surface Mach number distributions resulting
from this 3D analysis of the SR-3 blade suggest that the thick airfoil sections near the hub, plus the
accelerating curvatures of streamlines in the hub, adversely affect the overall aerodynamic
performance at Mach 0.80 cruise. Improvements in hub area-ruling and airfoil mean-line shaping
could lead to better aerodynamic performance.
3.1.2.2 SR-1 Data Match
The SR-1 single-rotation propfan, designed by Hamilton-Standard under NASA Contract
NAS3-20219, was analyzed using the GE data match calculation procedure. The SR-1 model is
similar to the SR-3 having 8 blades with a 0.25-inlet-radius ratio. The principal difference in the
two designs is the planform shape. The SR-3 has a 45°-aero tip sweep, while that of the SR-1 is
only 30°; the SR-1 is also straighter in the inner portion of the blade, having no forward sweep.
Another difference occurs in the flowpath shape; the SR-1 hub flowpath is more conical through
the blade, not employing the area-ruling of the later SR-3 design. Both configurations were
designed for the same flight condition as indicated in Table 2. The lower efficiency of the SR-1 can
be attributed to less sweep and poorer hub performance.
Test data taken in the wind tunnel near the aero design point were used to perform the data match
analysis. Table 3 identifies the test data as well as the GE data match values.
The GE axisymmetric flow calculation code was run using the SR-1 scale model flowpath
coordinates, blade geometry, and design point test data. The results of this calculation are presented
in Figure 8. The flow streamlines and calculation stations are shown, with contours of meridional
Mach numbers superimposed on the plots. The Mach numbers inside the blade row indicate a large
region of supersonic flow near the hub; the peak Mach number calculated is 1.21, at the hub, where
maximum blade thickness occurs. Downstream of the blade another region of supersonic flow
occurs where the curvature of the hub flowpath causes local flow to accelerate over Mach 1. Both
of these regions of high Mach number flow are verified by the Hamilton-Standard f'mal report
(Reference 3).
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Figure 3. Radial Distribution of Aero Parameters at Design Data Match, SR-3 at
Mach = 0.80. (As Calculated with Axisymmetric Throughflow Code)
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Table 2. Comparison of SR-3 and SR-I Blade Aero
Design Parameters.
Design Point Mach No./Alt.
Advance Ratio, J
Power Coefficient, Cp
Disk Loading, Shaft Power/D 2
SR-3 SR-I
0.80/10,667 m.
3.06
1.70
0.80/10,667 m.
3.12
1.73
kw/m 2 (HP/ft 2)
Tip Speed, m/s (ft/s)
Aero Tip Sweep
Blade Activity Factor
Number of Blades
300(37.5)
243.8(800)
45 °
235
8
300(37.5)
243.8(800)
30 °
203
8
Table 3. Comparison of SR-I Test and GE Data Match
Analysis Results.
Mach Number
Advance Ratio, J
Tip Speed, UT, m/s (ft/s)
Power Coefficient, CP
Disk Loading, Shaft Power/D 2
kw/m 2 (HP/ft 2)
Net Efficiency
SR-I GE
Test Point Data Match
0.80
3.12
243.8 (800)
1.73
300(37.5)
0.773
0.80
3.118
243.8(800)
1.702
283(35.4)
0.787
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As shown in Figure 9, the meridional Mach number distribution along the hub surface compares
well with the test values reported. The GE axisymmetric flow calculation also matches well with
the total pressure ratio and swirl angles measured with rakes downstream of the rotor. Figure 10
illustrates the comparison of test measurements to the calculation. The measured total pressure ratio
was initially input, and the losses were adjusted to obtain a reasonable adiabatic efficiency profile
while matching the exit swirl as closely as possible. The losses and pressures were adjusted slightly
from the initial inputs to obtain the best data match. The resulting radial profiles of adiabatic
efficiency and loading also are presented in Figure 10.
Utilizing the GE Euler code, blade-to-blade 3D flow analyses were also performed for the
SR-1. The 3D flowfield was analyzed at the Mach 0.80 data match point to obtain surface Mach
number distributions. Radial distributions of exit swirl and angular momentum (ARCU) are also
calculated by Euler code and compared with the axisymmetric values in Figures 11 and 12. The
Euler-calculated swirl is within 1° of the axisymmetric calculation in the outer span of the blade but
does not fall off in the hub region like the test data and the axisymmetric calculation show.
The change in angular momentum across the blade as calculated by Euler 3D is significantly
higher across the span, particularly in the hub region. In general, the Euler code overpredicts the
amount of loading carded by the SR-1 blade, but not as great an overprediction as achieved by the
SR-3 calculation. Accounting for the viscous effects and a blade running more closed than predicted
would bring the Euler-calculated loading level closer to matching the experimental data.
Figure 12 identifies the surface Mach number distributions from the Euler calculation for
representative airfoil sections near the tip, pitchline, and hub. Blade surface Mach number contours
for suction and pressure sides of the SR-1 blade (Figures 13 and 14) indicate a very strong trailing
shock (stronger than the SR-3 Euler results) over the outer two-thirds of the blade span; this is
consistent with the fact that the SR-1 has a lower activity factor and less aerodynamic sweep. Even
though loading is not large in the hub region, blade thickness and solidity causes the shock to occur
near mid-passage, creating a surface Mach number distribution such as that depicted in View C of
Figure 12. Area-ruling of the hub surface would alleviate this problem. The surface Mach number
distributions of the SR-1, as compared to that of the SR-3, reveal a lighter leading edge loading with
a smaller incidence angle but a much greater trailing edge shock.
3.2 Aeroacoustic Methods Development
3.2.1 Scaling Procedures Development and Evaluation
Scaling procedures are required to relate aeroacoustic results from model test rigs to full-scale
engine flight conditions. In this report, a formal procedure has been developed for scaling the
measured scale model tones to those of full-scale engines; however, due to flow-similarity
consideration, this procedure does not include broadband noise scaling.
In order to establish scaling procedures, one has to fast retain the geometric similarity between
model tests and the desired full-scale operating conditions. When aerodynamic performance
similarities need to be maintained, control is required, during the test, over the following three
parameters: tip Mach number, Reynolds number, and the advance ratio; that is, a ratio of flight speed
to tip speed (Reference 4).
Gutin's equation (References 5 and 6) demonstrated that aerodynamic tone noise generated by
propfans depends directly on such associated performance variables as thrust, shp (shaft
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horsepower), flight Mach number, and tip Mach number. Consequently, the same set of
dimensionless parameters governing the performance similarity is assumed in this report to also
govern aeroacoustic similarity.
In a typical model test, not all of the above similarities can be maintained; for example, geometric
deformation of the model blades at off--design conditions may be different than that of full-scale
blades. As a result, both the geometric and the performance similarities are not kept; correction in
the scale-up procedure may be needed. Also, having decided the tip Mach number and the advance
ratio for a test point, there is no freedom left to choose a desired Reynolds number of the simulated
flight condition.
On the assumption that the viscosity of the air is constant, the Reynolds number of the associated
full-scale condition is less than that of the model test by a factor equal to the ratio of the diameter
of the model blades to the diameter of the full-scale blades. The effect of the difference in Reynolds
number on propfan performance has been found to be small and, thus, is ignored in the performance
scaling procedure. However, flows of different Reynolds numbers have different turbulent
structures. Broadband noise has been shown to be related to inflow turbulence and turbulent
boundary layers passing the blade trailing edge (Reference 7); there is no simple equation relating
broadband noise of propfans measured from cases of different Reynolds numbers.
In contrast, there is Gutin's equation describing tone noise generated by a single-rotor propeller
(Reference 5) which is expressed in simple terms of aeroperformance variables. Tone frequencies
predicted by the equation have been verified by all of the test measurements. In addition, the
extension of Gutin's equation for nonuniform inflow to rotors has been derived in the text of Morse
and Ingard (Reference 6). In Section 3.2.1.1, Gutin's equation is further generalized to deal with the
case of nonuniform inflow to rotors with time-dependence. Interaction tones, which are generated
by the forward-rotor wake flow impinging on aft-rotor blades, can then be described by the same
equation as the steady-loading tones.
Section 3.2.1.2 identifies and discusses the two empirical constants in the generalized Gutin
equation. Scaling law based on the equation is used to scale the tone noise for cases of different sizes,
as well as for cases under different operating conditions. The scaling procedure is different from
predictions by analytical models which do not rely on empirical coefficients for each set of
rotor/blade angles. Results presented in Section 3.2.1.3 are shown to have reasonable agreement
between scaled and measured data, in reference to the prediction of our existing analytical model.
Discrepancies between the scaled results and these data are discussed in Section 3.2.1.4. The
significance of improving the scaling law is emphasized, in that it leads to important information
on the lump characteristics of forward rotor wakes for the study of interaction noise.
Table 4 lists and defines the various nomenclature used in the equations appearing in the
above-named subsections.
3.2.1.1 The Generalized Equation of Gutin
The acoustic pressure of discrete tones, as produced by a single-rotor propeller in uniform flow,
can be described by Gutin's equation:
_. m . 1
Pm &nr C O R " " q " cos 8 - • JmB(mB H sin 0). (I)
o e e
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Table 4. Nomenclature for Scaling Procedures Development
and Evaluation Equations.
Subscript F:
iSubscript A:
Subscript •
B
Co
D, E:
f :
x
f_:
F :
x
F_:
g:
i:
J:
m:
n:
No :
l'l :
e
p.
r :
o
R :
e
shp :
x:
X, Y:
if:
Quantities Associated with the Forward Rotor
Quantities Associated with the Aft Rotor
: Quantities Derived Using the Effective Radius, R
e
: Number of Blades
: Speed of Sound
Collective Terms of Gutin's Equation, Useful for
Scaling Purposes
Amplitude Related to the Total Thrust of a Rotor
Amplitude Related to the Total Drag Force of a Rotor
Thrust at a Point of the Rotor Disk
Drag Force at a Point of the Rotor Disk
An Arbitrary Function
-I
Bessel Functions of Integer Orders
Harmonic Numbers of the Forward Rotor
Harmonic Numbers of the Aft Rotor
Flight Math Number
Effective Tip Math Number
Sound Pressure
Distance from a Sound Source to an Observer
Tip Diameter
Effective Radius (0.7 to 0.8 RT}
Shaft Horsepower
Direction of Flight (Reference Figure 15)
Empirical Constants in Gutin's Equation
Fourier Coefficient from the -space of the Rotor Tone
Pressure Level
6: Fourier Coefficient from the -space of the Rotor Thrust
(Reference 6, p. 741)
6: Fourier Coefficient from the -space of the Rotor Drag
Force (Reference 6, p. 741)
_: Azimuthal Angle About the Axis of Rotor Rotation
(Reference Figure 15)
_: Absolute Values of the Angular Velocity of Rotors
e: Emission Angle
q: Propulsion Efficiency
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This equation does not include interaction tones which are generated by the wake flow of a
forward rotor impinging on aft-rotor blades. The inflow to the aft rotor is not only nonuniform, but
also time--dependent; the case of nonuniform inflow to the rotor has been presented in the text of
Morse and Ingard (Reference 6). In this section, time--dependence is included in the analysis using
notation similar to those of Reference 6, pp. 739-744. Note that in Equation 1, the expression on
the left-hand side has no radial r-dependence of the rotor (Reference Figure 15). The dependence
has been averaged over r and written in terms of both effective radius, Re, and effective tip Mach
number, Me. Similar results are to be derived for interaction tones; thus, the radial dependence is
also ignored in the present analysis.
x
Flight
Direction
+QF
r
Forward
Rotor
E4A
Aft
Rotor
Figure 15. Definition of Rotor Coordinates
and Rotor Angular Velocities.
Referring to Figure 15, the axial force exerted on the fluid by the aft rotor is expressed in Fourier
series as Equation 11.3.2 of Reference 6:
= ( )2Fx(O't) - fx " g(O,t) • arl . e-i(n f_ABA) • t + _ ; (2)
assuming the angular velocity of the aft rotor is--_A- The function g(O, t) in the above equation
accounts for the wake effect on the aft-rotor loading. If one defines a coordinate,
= 0 - O.F t, (3)
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which is stationary in reference to the blades of the front rotor, the time-dependence of g(a, t) can be
absorbed into g. The function of the wake effect has only g-dependence:
g(0,t) = E 13m " ei(mBF_) (4)
m--_
or,
_n
g(8,e) = _m " ei(mBF_) " e'i m(BF'_F)t.
I]1" "00
The substitution of Equation 4 into Equation 2 yields:
Fx(_,t) = fx E E _m _n ei(mBF-nBA)8
m n
e-i(mBF% + nBA_A )t. (5)
Similarly the Fourier series expansion for the drag force can be expressed as:
F_(_,t) = fx_ _ 6m _n ei(mBF-nBA)8 e'i(mBFOT + nBAQA)t (6)
m n
It should be noted that the predicted angular frequency mBF_F + nBAf2A is associated with the
mode mBF--nBA in the O-space.
The derivation from this point to the result of the total sound pressure generated by the aft rotor
is identical to that of Reference 6 (Equations 11.3.14 through 11.3.18). The only difference is that
f_F is identically zero for the case dealt in the text. The derivation starts with obtaining the far-field
approximation of the monopole sources, in term.s of Bessel functions, and then, the same
approximation for dipole sources. Dipole sources of strength, Fx and F _, are integrated separately
over the rotor disk. Discrete tones fall out from the integration over the variable a (Figure 15).
Variables having radial dependence in all of the integrands are replaced by proper mean values. The
total sound pressure is the sum of p calculated from the thrust, Fx, and that from the drag force,
F_. The derived pressure amplitude:
_n _m (mBF'nBA) 550 shp . J(mBF_nBA)(mBA H sin 0) (7)= CO " R ePmn 4n r° e
-riB A (Me)A 1 6m ]
" rnBF-nB A H° qA " cos 0 (Me) A [3m
is valid for steady- as well as unsteady-loading tones generated by the aft rotors.
3.2.1.2 Scaling Law Based on Gutin's Equation
Scaling laws m'e empirical relationships intended for the interpolation or extrapolation of
existing acoustical data to that of similar rotor geometry under similar operating conditions. In
conu'ast, an analytical model can, in principle, make the same prediction without refen'ing to test
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data.Thescopeof predictions by scaling is more limited than those achieved by analytical models.
Another major difference between these two prediction methods is that scaling laws rely on
empiricism and ignore many physical principles employed in the analytical models.
There has been good agreement on tone frequencies between those predicted by the generalized
equation of Gutin (Equation 7) and those measured in all of the test data. According to Equation 7,
propfan tones associated with the integer pair (m,n) exist for all possible combinations of m and n.
The integers m and n can be of the same signs for modes of orders [in IBF+In [BA,or of opposite signs
for modes of orders lm IBe- In IBA.
However, Morse and Ingard (Reference 6, p. 746) pointed out that the tones associated with
kn IBF+ In IBA are negligible compared with the tones associated with kn [Be--In IBA. Clearly,
predicted angular frequencies (Equations 5 and 6) for the dominating modes of Im _3e- In IBAare:
kn [BFf_F+ In IBAf_A (f_F and f2A > 0).
Test data have consistently verified the fact that dominating tones do occur at the frequencies
predicted by the theory. To write Equation 7 in the form convenient for tone-scaling purpose:
Pmn = X (D + E Y), (8)
where
X = an fire' (9)
and
Y
5
m
mBF'nBA . 550 shp (nBA M sin 0)
D = 4_ r° ACo (Re) " J(mBF-nBA) e
nBA (Me)A ]
mBF-_ A M° " qA " cos 0 ,
(10)
(11)
,i,O>"]E = 4n r° Co (Re) J(mBF-nBA)(nBA He " (12)
A
The terms D and E in Equation 8 are variables that depend on mode numbers of a tone, numbers
of rotor blades, and aerodynamic performance of a given propfan test; (for a specified tone, D and
E can be calculated without knowing its pressure). The terms X and Y (combinations of 13m, 8m,
or Ctn) are regarded as empirical constants for the scaling procedure and must be solved from the
given tone pressure. As was previously discussed (Equations 2 and 4), [3m is the Fourier coefficient
of the axial unsteady loading of the aft rotor, which depends on forward-rotor wakes. Similm'ly, _m
depends on the same wake, but for the tangential component of the loading. The Fourier coefficient
etn is a function of chordwise distribution of the steady loading on aft-rotor blades.
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In general,thetwoconstants(X andY) def'medin Equations9 and10areexpectedto varyboth
with different rotor geometryand with factors affecting forward-rotor wakes.Oncetheseare
determinedfrom the scaled-modeldata,Equation8 canbeusedto scalethe tonepressuresfor
propfansof different sizesand for thoseoperatingunderdifferent, but similar, conditions. In
Equation8,thereareonlytwo unknowns(X andY) for eachgiventonemeasuredfrom atest.There
aremore thantwo microphonelocationswherethetonepressuresaremeasured.Sinceeachtone
pressureat onemicrophonelocationcorrespondsto oneequationfor theunknowns,therearemore
equationsthanunknownsfor atone.A methodbasedonthecriterionof least-square-errorshasbeen
adoptedin thisreportto solvefor X andY.HavingobtainedtheX andY from model testdataof
a desiredcase,Equation8 canbe immediatelyutilized for scalingpurposes.A measuredtone
pressurecanbeprojectedto that of afull-size propfan.
As explainedin Section3.2.1, the validity of the scalingprocedureis basedon assumed
similaritiesof bothgeometryandaerodynamicperformance.Thegeometricsimilarity impliesthat:
(Re)Full-Scale
(RT)Full-Scale
= (RT)Mode I
" (Re)Model. (13)
The performance similarity gives the following relationship:
[ (RT)Full-Scale ] 2(shP)Full_Scale = (RT)Mode I " (shp)Hodel.
(14)
The preceding two relationships are used to scale tone pressure for propfans of different sizes
but of the same geometric and aerodynamic similarity conditions. In predictions for propfans of
different configurations and operating conditions, the desired numbers of blades and rotor efficiency
are substituted into Equations 11 and 12 to arrive at the corresponding values of D and E. It should
be noted that the region of validity for a given set of X and Y may be limited; consequently, the
prediction may not be valid, if the full-scale condition is not comparable to the model test condition
from which X and Y are derived.
In this report, a scaled tone of propfans is referred to all tones which are indexed by the same
values of the two integers, m and n, in Equation 8. However, tone frequencies change as the tone
pressure is scaled for various conditions. The scaled tone frequencies of a full-size propfan can be
written in terms of the associate model tone frequencies as:
-R(Me'C o e)Full-Scale
= • (Tone Freq)Model.
(Tone Freq)Full_Scale (Me.to.Re)Model
(15)
3.2.1.3 Results of Applying the Scaling Law
Three examples are given for evaluating the scaling law discussed in the preceding section. The
first example, Figure 16 (Views A through C), which involves comparison of Cell 41 data and flight
test data, demonstrates acoustic tone noise of a propfan being scaled up for size difference. The
second example, Figure 17 (Views A through I), evaluates the scaling law of Equation 8 for propfan
cases of the same geometric configuration which are operated under different conditions. In the third
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example, Figure 18 (Views A through I), the scaling formula of the second example is evaluated
against cases of different pitch-angle settings of the same propfan. In Figure 16, the data of Cell 41
(Test Point 1210) have been scaled up for a full-size engine. The difference between the test
operating condition and that of the selected case of flight tests has been ignored. Both cases have
F-7/A-7 design 8+8 blades. Because the forward and aft rotors have the same number of blades and
the same rotational speed, the steady-loading tones of each rotor and the interaction tones cannot
be distinguished at multiples of the BPF's (blade passing frequencies).
Figure 16 (Views A and C) indicates good agreement between the scaled-up Cell 41 data and
the flight test data both of the tones at primary and at 3x the BPF. However, the difference of the tone
at 2xBPF between these two sets of data is significant; View B demonstrates an almost 10--dB
difference in the emission angle range from 70o to 100 °. However, within that range, the dip in the
directivity pattern of flight test data is unusual to known patterns of steady-loading tones of a
propfan, and the peak SPL (sound pressure level) of the tone at 2xBPF is lower than that of the other
two tones. Effects of this difference is not significant to the total SPL of all three tones.
As another example, Test Points 5605 and 5606 of Cell 41 are selected to evaluate the scaling
law of Equation 8, which is applied to cases of different operating conditions. The two empirical
constants (X and Y) of Equation 8 are determined from Point 5606. Acoustic data of Point 5605 are
measured under different operating conditions than that of Point 5606. Estimations from the scaling
law are compared with measured data in Figure 17 (Views A through I) for Point 5605. In addition
to the comparison in each figure, predictions of the GE analytical model for propfan noise are
included as references.
(a)
Figure 16.
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Comparison of Tone Directivities of Flight Test
Data and Scaled-Up Cell 41 Data.
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The comparisons between the data and estimations by scaling law show good agreement for all
tones at primary blade-passing frequencies of forward and aft rotors (FI+A0 and F0+A 1 tones). In
regard to other tone comparisons, the disagreements are especially prominent for the higher
frequency steady-loading tones as depicted in Figure 17 (Views B, C, E, and F). However, it has
been found that when a significant difference between the test data and scaling law estimations
exists, the estimations are always close to the analytical model predictions.
Pitch angles for Series 56 tests are set at 38.30 for the forward-rotor blades and 38.6 ° for the aft. The
third example (Figure 18) is intended to evaluate the extension of the scaling formula derived from a
test of Series 56 to Test Point 5805 of Series 58, for which the blade-pitch angles were set at 42.7 °
and 41.4 °. Because blade-pitch angles in the third example were reset, most of the tone directivity
comparisons indicate that the differences between test data and estimations by Equation 8 are larger
than the differences of the corresponding tone comparisons of the second example. However, com-
parisons of tones at primary blade passing frequencies still show good agreement. In addition, when
significant differences exist between estimations and data for tone directivities, it is observed again
(as in the previously cited example) that the scaling law estimations generally approximate the pre-
dictions of the analytical model.
3,2.1.4 Discussion of Scaling Law Application Results
In all three examples presented in the preceding section, the data and scaling law estimations
agree very well for FI+A0 tone and F0+A1 tone. This implies that Gutin's equation can be
effectively applied to scale FI+A0 and F0+A1 tones, not only for propfan size difference, but also
for differences of operating conditions. In the third example, it is demonsu'ated that an empirical
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scaling formula can be borrowed and applied successfully, even for a case with different pitch angles
of propfan blades.
Unfortunately, disagreements between test data and estimations by scaling law are significant for all
tones except the FI+A0 and F0+A1. Either the tone pressure levels do not agree, or the directivity
patterns are different. One possible explanation for these discrepancies is that the generalized equa-
tion of Gutin derived in this report has accounted only for steady- and unsteady-loading noise;
whereas, actual tone pressure measured in a test may include thickness noise, unexpected installa-
tion noise, and noise from other unknown sources.
It was mentioned in the discussion of the second and third examples, that the directivity patterns
ofF2+A0, F0+A2, F3+A0, and F0+A3 tones estimated by the scaling law have prominent peaks and
are similar to those predicted by the analytical model; nonetheless, they are quite different from the
flat patterns of the measured data. As a matter of fact, this discrepancy does not arise in the (first
example) comparison study of Cell 41 data and flight test data; all measured data seems to agree on
the flat patterns of the tone directivities. This raises the question of whether, in the theoretical
formulation, all of the possible noise sources have been included for the steady-loading tones of 2x
or 3x the blade-passing frequencies. For example, quadrupole sources are not included in Gutin's
equation nor in the analytical model utilized in this report (References 8 and 9).
In the immediate future, to resolve the discrepancies and to afford an enhanced understanding
of the noise generation mechanisms of the propfans, there are two roles that scaling laws can play.
First, empirical scaling laws should be refined. Because they are by nature empirical formulas, these
scaling laws are ideal tools enabling the use of available data to identify and quantify the missing
pieces of noise sources that have not been included in the existing theoretical formulation.
Second, a refined scaling law has the potential to provide information of installation and wake
effects on propfan noise. According to the formal derivation of the scaling law (Equation 8), the two
empirical constants depend on the lump characteristics of wake effect on noise. When solved from
a set of test data, these constants can be further analyzed and provide important and needed
information to the study of interaction tone noise of propfans.
In summary, Gutin's equation is cast in a general form, which can be used to estimate tone
pressure for both steady- and unsteady-loading noise generated by the counterrotation propfans.
The equation is used as a scaling law to scale tone pressure measured from tests to that of propfans
with different sizes, as well as those operated under different conditions. Results indicate
agreements and discrepancies between the estimations and test data. In order to resolve these
discrepancies, future improvement of the scaling law has been proposed.
3.3 Aerodynamic Design
3.3.1 General Aerodynamic Design Approach
The approach selected for aerodynamic design of the UDF (unducted fan) blade is the same
quasi-three dimensional approach utilized for a conventional ducted fan. Much of the technology
used in the aerodynamic design of these highly loaded, counterrotating blade rows is the same as
that established for engines with high bypass-ratio transonic fans. Principal design challenges in the
UDF® design are eliminating the choking of flow in the blade hub region, where the blade thickness
is the greatest, and minimizing passage shock losses due to the high through-flow velocities.
Another critical design challenge is the correct modeling and prediction of the 3D flow field in the
open tip region of the blades.
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Twoeffectsidentifiedasvery importantin thedesignof highperformanceunductedfanblades,
incontrastto ductedfans,are: largesecondaryflows thataregeneratedatthetipsof theblades,and
theuseof aerodynamicsweepto reducethe effectiveMach number.Both of theseeffectswere
investigatedduringthedesignphase;accordingly,thebladeairfoil shapeswerespecificallytailored.
Thecircumferential-average-flowsolutioniscalculatedfor theUDF® configurationusingthe
optimum-loading distribution developedby Theodorsenfor counterrotatingpropellers.When
executingtheaerodesign,primary attentionis focusedon thetop-of--climbdesignpoint.This is
wherethebladingMachnumbersarethehighestand,therefore,wherethegreatestneedfor design
precisionexists.The opentip condition is simulatedin the flow calculationby employinga wall
boundaryfarremovedfrom thebladeflow field, suchthatonly 10%of thetotal flow passesthrough
theblades.A calculationisalsomadewith only 1%of totalflow passingthroughthebladesto further
assurethat theboundaryis not influencingtheflow field in thebladeregion.Theflow calculation
modelsthenacelle/nozzleflowpathsandthecircumferential-average-flowpaththroughtheblade
hubregion.
Flow propertiesarecalculatedalong11streamlinesthroughthebladesaswell as7 streamlines
abovethebladetips.Numerouscalculationstationsareutilized, rangingfrom far upstream(of the
blades)to far downstream.Eight internalbladestationsarealsoimplementedin thecalculationto
accuratelyrepresentthebladepresencein theflow field. The leanand bladeblockagetermsare
incorporatedin the radial equilibrium equationwhich is solvedat eachof thesestationsand
streamlinegrid locations.TheresultingvectordiagramsrepresentingtheMach0.72aerodynamic
designpoint areutilized for settingtheblademean-lineangles.
Airfoils aredesignedon thedesignstreamsurfacesusingblade-to-bladeanalysesor cascade
concepts.In general,theairfoil designsneedto recognizechangesin laminathicknessandchange
in radiusof the streamsurfacesfrom leadingedgeto trailing edgeaswell astheeffectsof blade
sweepandsecondaryflows.
Thebladeplanformshapeischosentoaffordoptimumaeroacousticsweepdistributionandstill
meetaeromechanicalstability requirements.Initially, thebladeaxisis definedfor eachbladerow
by radial distributions of sweepand tangentiallean. A chord distribution consistentwith the
spanwiseloading distribution is specified. The airfoil sectionsare thendefinedalong stream
surfacesfromthebladetip tohub.Radialandchordwisethicknessdistributionsaredefinedtosatisfy
theaeromechanicalstressandstability constraints;this, togetherwith theblademean-line angle
distribution,specifiesanairfoil shapealongeachstreamline.
The fully 3D bladeis thenanalyzedusingthe GE Euler codeto determinesurfacevelocity
distributions. Several iterationson blade mean-line angle m'emade to improve the velocity
distributionsandto reducethepassageshockstrengths.Airfoil coordinatesaredefinedat thehot
running condition (aerodesignpoint), but the cold manufacturingairfoil shapeis defined by
applyingappropriatedeflectionscalculatedfrom bothair loadsandcentrifugalloads.Figure 19
depicts an exampleof the changein bladestaggerand camberanglesfrom static to running
condition.
Airfoils designed by this process are stacked to generate blades for manufacturing. It is generally
necessary to iterate the blade design with the circumferential-average analysis to assure that the
latter contains the proper blade force and blockage distributions.
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3.3.2 Blade Configuration
Three unducted fan blade configurations (F-4/A-4, F-5/A-5, and F-7/A-7) were designed in
scale model size at the maximum--climb flight condition of Mach 0.72; 10,668--m (35,(XlO-ft)
altitude. Two others, the F-1 l/A-11 and F-21/A-21, were designed at Mach 0.80 maximum-climb.
All five blade designs were manufactured for scale model testing using the 0.62-m (24.5-in.)
diameter MPS rig. Table 5 summarizes the pertinent aerodynamic design parameters.
Mach 0.72 configurations were the earliest designs completed, each having 8+8 counterrotating
blades and a moderately high annulus loading (shaft power/Aa) of 86 HP/ft 2 at the aerodesign point.
The F-4/A-4 and F-5/A-5 were designed to study effects of blade-activity factors, while
maintaining the aero tip sweep and other parameters nearly the same. The F-4/A-4 blades had 25%
more chord than the F-5/A-5 blades; both designs employed planforms with no hub sweep and
radially straight trailing edges. F-7/A-7 blades were designed with more aerodynamic sweep over
the entire blade span and with chord lengths similar to the F-4/A-4 blades. The planform shape of
the F-7/A-7 blades also differed from that of the F-4/A-4 and F-5/A-5, using forward sweep at
the hub and backward sweep at the tip. All Mach 0.72 configurations were designed for the nominal
rotor-to-rotor spacing of 10.57 cm (4.16 in.).
Table 5. Aerodesign Parameters of the Unducted Fan Configurations.
F-4/A-4
Design Flight Hach No.
Advance Ratio, J
Power Coefficient, PQA
Annulus Loading, Shaft
Power/Aa, kw/m
(HP/ft 2)
Number of Blades
Total Activity Factor
0.72
2.80
4.15
682
(85)
8+8
2456
F-5/A-5
0.72
2.80
4.15
682
(85)
8+8
1968
Tip Speed (RI), m/s
(fps)
Aero Tip Sweep, Degrees
(Forward/Aft)
Inlet-Radius Ratio
237.7
(780)
19/20
0.425
237.7
(780)
15118
0.425
F-7/A-7
0.72
2.80
4.15
682
(85)
8+8
2392
237.7
(780)
34/31
0.425
F-/I/A-11
0.80
3.12
4.63
771
(85)
11+9
3780
237.7
(780)
37/34
0.425
F-21/A-21
0.80
3.12
5.58
947
(118)
11+10
3713
243.8*
(800)
45/25
0.431
* Standard Day + 18° F Conditions
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Figure 20 compares the radial distributions of the lift coefficients and solidifies of the Mach 0.72
forward and aft blade rows. The lower solidity (F-5/A-5) blades have lift coefficients that are
approximately 25% larger.
The F-7/A-7 configuration was designed to scale of the full-scale demo engine UDF® design,
except that the model-scale blades were fabricated with a different composite-ply stiffness than
design intent. This affected the cold-to-hot transformation, resulting in airfoils with 2 ° to 4 ° more
camber than intended over most of the blade span at the high speed running condition.
The F-1 l/A-11 and F-21/A-21 configurations were designed at the Mach 0.80 maximum-climb
condition, with different numbers of blades in the forward and aft rotors. The F-1 l/A-11 has 11 for-
ward and 9 aft blades; whereas, the F-21/A-21 uses 11 forward and 10 aft. Due to a higher design
Mach number (0.80), disk loading of the F-1 l/A-11 was higher than the earlier Mach 0.72 designs.
The disk loading at Mach 0.72 remained the same as the F-4/A-4, F-5/A-5, and F-7/A-7 configura-
tions. Larger chords and more blades (compared to earlier designs) were employed to both increase
the total activity factor and lower the blade-lift coefficients. The radial distributions of the
F-1 l/A-11 and F-21/A-21 blade solidities and lift coefficients are illustrated in Figure 21.
The F-21/A-21 configuration was designed for a 25% higher disk loading than the other
configurations at the Mach 0.80 maximum-climb condition; Figure 22 compares the radial load
distribution of the F-2 l/A-21 to the nominal load distribution of the other blade configurations. The
full-size blade diameter was reduced from 3.56 m (11 ft, 8 in.) to 3.05 m (10 ft), with the same total
horsepower. All of the designs employed Theodorsen's optimum-loading distribution, which
concentrates the loading over the inner portion of the blade, out to approximately 60% span, then
falls off rapidly to 0% at the tip. The F-2 l/A-21 design also employed a higher tip sweep (45 o) on
the forward blades. Figure 23 presents the radial distributions of aero sweep for each of these blade
configurations.
3.3.3 Axisymmetric Design Flow Analysis
The axisymmetric flow analysis was performed at the maximum-climb aerodynamic design
point for each configuration. Figures 24 through 28 depict the meridional view of the UDF®
configurations with the streamlines, calculation stations, and meridional Mach number contours
superimposed. Flow streamlines are calculated after the blade row work addition and losses are
input, along with the blade speed and freestream Mach number. The meridional Mach number
contours indicate the regions of the flow field where the highest through-flow velocities occur,
generally inside the blade rows where the thickness blockage reduces the effective flow area.
Higher flight Mach number designs, such as the F-1 l/A-11 and F-2 l/A-21, have local regions
inside and downstream of the aft rotor where the flow is at or very near a choked condition. These
designs were specified to have larger rotor-to-rotor spacings to reduce the effects of acoustical
interaction. Some area-ruling of the hub flowpath in the region of the blades was employed to
alleviate the choked conditions as much as possible. Upstream of the blades, the nacelle was shaped
to provide a gentle diffusion ahead of the forward-rotor leading edge. Downstream of the rotors,
the hub contour was designed to follow the direction of the exhaust plume for the demo engine.
Calculations for four of the configurations were performed for the full-scale (3.56- m diameter)
UDF demo engine, and then the blade coordinates were scaled to the MPS size, 0.62-m (24.5-in.)
diameter. The F-I l/A-11 configuration was designed and analyzed in the scale model size, since
it was considered only for scale model testing.
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3.3.4 Blade Planform Selection and Euler 3D Analysis
The blade planform shapes were defined early in the design phase to allow time for the detailed
aerodynamic cascade flow and aeromechanical stability analyses. The planform was shaped by
stacking custom-tailored airfoil sections along the swept and leaned blade axis. The airfoil
mean-line shapes were then finely tuned at all streamlines with several iterations, using GE's
three-dimensional Euler code (Reference 10), commonly referred to as Euler 3D.
The airfoil shapes for each blade configuration were selected using the standard blade generator
code, making allowances for the sweep--end effects and secondary flow vorticity as described by
Smith in Reference 3. Single-rotor methods test cases of the axisymmetric flow field were set up
in order to process the 3D calculation obtained with the GE Euler code.
At the time these blade configurations were being designed, Euler 3D was in the early
development stage and was only capable of performing calculations for single-rotor cases. Since
then, the code has been modified to handle two-rotor cases, where one of the blade rows is
represented by flow-field source terms while the calculation is performed on the other. Euler 3D
calculation results for the forward rotors (F-4, F-11, and F-21) are presented in Figures 29 through
31. Aft-rotor methods test cases were run for the A-11 and A-21 blades and ale shown in Figures
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32 and 33. Surface Mach number distributions for representative streamline sections also are
portrayed. Several iterations on blade mean-Line shapes were performed in order to obtain the best
possible surface Mach number distributions.
The early F-4 design indicated a strong trailing edge shock near the tip; this was reduced
significantly in the shaping of the later F-11 blade design. Even though the freestream Mach number
was higher, the F-11 surface Mach number distributions were generally more favorable because of
the larger chord and tip sweep. The F-21 blades also had more favorable surface Mach number
distributions, but the additional loading and increased blade hub thickness adversely affected the
A-21 distributions (Figure 33).
3.4 Aeroacoustic Design and Design Evaluation
3.4.1 The Acoustic Model
Noise from counterrotating blade rows can be considered as a result of:
• Steady-loading and thickness noise of the forward rotor
• Steady-loading and thickness noise of the aft rotor
• Unsteady-loading noise resulting from the aft rotor interaction with the wakes shed
from the forward blades
• Unsteady-loading noise as a result of the interaction of the aft rotor with vortices
shed from the forward blade tips.
In addition to these, the installation environment also will affect the noise perceived, and
broadband noise cannot be ignored. The tool used to evaluate candidate counterrotating blade
designs from an acoustic standpoint is built upon experience gained by GE both in the analysis of
single-rotation propeller noise and in the modeling of compressor rotor wakes. References 11 and
12 provide a detailed description of this work. Extension of the single-rotation model to
counterrotation was conducted in two parts; the inclusion of tip-vortex effects was performed under
this contract, but the major portion of work was done "in-house," under an IR&D (independent
research and development) project. The tip-vortex model is described in detail in Reference 13.
3.4.1.1 Steady Loading and Thickness
The steady-loading and thickness model used for both rotors resembles the formulation of
Hanson (Reference 14) and is described in detail in Reference 11. The model employs a source
description that is noncompact in both the chordwise and the spanwise directions. The input required
for each blade row includes blade geometry, flight Mach number, and details of the blade
aerodynamic loads. The BPF harmonic noise for each rotor is calculated separately, and the axial
separation between rotors is taken into account when computing the observed sound.
3.4.1.2 Rotor-to-Rotor Interaction Noise
Two models are employed in the prediction of unsteady-loading noise as a result of aft-rotor
blades passing through flow disturbances generated by the forward rotor. The tip-vortex noise
model (which calculates noise resulting from the interaction of the second rotor with vortices shed
from the tips of the forward-rotor blades) was developed under this contract and is described in
detail in Reference 13. The rotor-wake noise model (which calculates noise resulting from
interaction of the second rotor with viscous wakes shed from the forward rotor) was developed under
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an in-house IR&D technology program, building on previous GE experience in the modeling of
compressor rotor wakes. In both of these models, the blades are assumed to be acoustically
noncompact in the spanwise direction only. The blade geometry (in terms of sweep, lean, blade
chord, blade-pitch angle, and pitch-change-axis spacing) is taken into account in the modeling.
3.4.1.3 Near-Field Cabin Noise Considerations
A semiempirical near-field model, developed for single-rotation propfans and described in
detail in Reference 11, is included in the noise model. Additional factors involved in the calculation
of cabin noise include: noise generated by the airplane-fuselage boundary layer; cabin-wall
reflection and refraction effects, and transmission losses through the cabin wall. These factors are
included in the model in the following manner:
• Fuselage Boundary Layer Noise
-- The noise spectrum is calculated as a function of boundary layer thickness
(Reference 15). One-third--octave levels obtained thusly are added to the
previously calculated one-third-octave tone spectrum levels (including effects
of cabin-wall reflection and refraction) to determine the resultant level on the
cabin wall.
• Reflection and Refraction
-- These effects rely on user input; possibly as a result of exercising a model such
as that described in Reference 11. A default value of +6 dB, which corresponds
to in-phase reflection, is present in the program.
• Transmission Losses
Data on cabin-wall insulating materials tend to be viewed as proprietary by
aircraft manufacturers. The information used in the model is taken from
Reference 16 and, again, can be overwritten by the user.
3.4.1.4 Data/Theory Comparisons
Figures 34 through 36 show tone comparisons between data and theoretical predictions for both
low speed, flight Mach No. 0.25, and high speed, flight Mach 0.72, conditions. In both instances,
the blades under consideration are those designated as F-7 (forward rotor) and A-7 (aft rotor). Low
speed data are taken from an 11-forward plus 9-aft (11+9) blade configuration tested in the GE Cell
41 anechoic facility. High speed data are taken from an 8-forward plus 8-aft (8+8) blade
configuration tested in the 8x6 wind tunnel at the NASA Lewis Research Center, and in the BTWT
(Boeing Transonic Wind Tunnel). The degree of agreement between measurement and prediction
for both low- and high-speed cases is considered sufficient to justify the use of this model in the
evaluation of candidate blade designs.
3.4.2 Aeroacoustic Evaluation of Candidate MPS Blade Designs
3.4.2.1 Basis of Comparison
The candidate blade design parameters used in this study are tabulated in Table 6, and planform
shapes are presented in Figure 37. They fall into two main categories; those designed to operate at
a flight Mach No. of 0.72, and those designed to cruise at a higher speed, namely Mach 0.8.
Because these blades were designed for different missions, in Table 6 two options are given for
disk loading (in terms of thrust per unit annulus area); and two different blade diameters are used.
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Table 6. HPSBlade Design Parameters.
Configuration F-4/A-4 F-5/A-5 F-7/A-7 F-If/A-If F-21/A-21
Design M
o
Number of Blades
Tip Sweep, degrees (19
Tip Sweep, degrees (2)
Activity Factor (I)
Activity Factor (2)
PCA Az/Dtl
Annular Loading,
(Fn/AAann)
Dtl Used (m)
0.72
8+8
19
21
150
157
0.72
8+8
15
18
120
126
0.72
8+8
34
31
147
152
0.8
11+9
37
34
180
0.17
Demo
3.4
0.17
Demo
3.4
0.17
Demo
3.4
200
0.32
Demo
3.4
0.8
II+I0
45
25
173
121
0.25
Product
3.05
It was felt that the only valid comparison for evaluation purposes was to predict the noise from each
set of blades, since they generated the same thrust, but to adjust the diameter of the rotors to maintain
the differences in design blade loading. The operating conditions at which the MPS blades were
evaluated are listed in Table 7.
3.4.2.2 Results of Comparison
Figure 38 provides a "bottom line" comparison of the five blade designs. Further details are
presented in the Task H report.
Table 7. MPS Blade Acoustic Evaluation Conditions.
Condition
Sideline
Cutback
Approach
Cruise
Thrust (N)
73,392
43,146
15,234
19,611
R1 Tip
Speed (m/s)
253
229
183
238
Range (m)
512
732
122
2
* 0.72 or 0.80 Depending on the Blade Design Point
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For the low speed designs, the levels calculated for the F-5/A-5 blading are consistently higher
than those for the F-4/A-4 and F-7/A-7. Table 6 and Figure 37 show that these blades have both
lower sweep and reduced blade chord (leading to increased blade loading) relative to the other two
designs. These factors adversely affect the noise. On the other hand, F-4/A--4 blades have similar
chords to the F-7/A-7 but, again, reduced sweep. In all cases, their noise is predicted to be higher
than that of the F-7/A-7.
The high speed designs, F-1 l/A-11, indicate that benefits of increases in blade number, spacing,
and blade area (as shown by the large activity factors for F-11/A-11) are manifest under the
community noise conditions of sideline, cutback, and approach. The cruise case reflects the result
of the increase in flight speed (and, hence, helical tip Mach number), together with the effect of the
increase in blade number. The predicted increase in noise under these conditions is due, in part, to
the increase in thickness (volume displacement) noise resulting from those very changes in chord
and blade number that were of benefit under community conditions. Conclusions to be drawn from
this study are that:
• Of the Mo = 0.72 designs, the F-7/A-7 - with its higher sweep and"nominal" chord
- is predicted to be quieter than both the F-4/A-4 and F-5/A-5 designs.
• The Mo = 0.80 designs are predicted to be quieter under community noise
conditions, owing to the increases in blade number, blade row spacing, and blade
area. However, when combined with the higher cruise Mach number, these
increases lead to higher noise levels under high speed conditions.
3.4.3 Tip-Vortex-Interaction Investigation for Counterrotating Propellers
The acoustic signature of a counterrotating propeller is rich in tonal content which can be
ascribed to various noise-generating mechanisms at work. The analytical modeling of these
mechanisms will provide a better physical understanding which, in turn, will assist in evolving a
methodology for low noise designs. Principal noise mechanisms associated with the tonal spectrum
of the counterrotating propeller are:
• Steady-loading and thickness noise of each rotor
• Unsteady-loading noise generated by the aft rotor as a result of interaction with the
wake shed by the forward rotor
• Unsteady-loading noise generated by the aft rotor due to an interaction with the tip
vortex of the forward rotor
• Unsteady-loading noise generated by either rotor due to the presence of a rotating
potential field of the other rotor.
This section documents the work accomplished on analytically modeling the unsteady-loading
noise due to tip-vortex interaction. The physical process involved in the generation of the tip vortex
of these propulsors is similar to that of fixed wings; that is, a static pressure differential between the
pressure and suction sides of the airfoil in the tip region of the wing results in a flow from the pressure
to the suction side which, ultimately, rolls up into a tip vortex. This process can be explained using
finite-wing theory; that is, the effect of a reduction in the span of a wing from infinity to a finite
length may be viewed as the effect of a removal of tip vortices extending indefinitely in the direction
of the span and a replacement of these vortices by trailing vortices connected at their downstream
ends by starting vortices (Reference 17).
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Analyticalmodelingof theupwashfield (gust) created by the tip vortex of the forward propulsor
at the aft propulsor LE (or 1/4 chord) is based on an approach previously taken for fan-tone noise
(Reference 12). This approach consists of modeling the tip vortex as a free vortex (that is, F =
constant, V 0 0t l/r) with a forced vortex core (within the core, V0 ot r); the strength, size, and
streamwise development of which are empirically modeled. The gust field of the tip vortex at the
aft rotor determines the unsteady-lift response of the aft rotor blade and, hence, the additional
unsteady-loading noise due to the tip vortex.
3.4.3.1 Counterrotating Blade Tip Vortex Model
This section briefly describes the aerodynamic model developed for predicting the gust field at
the aft rotor due to the tip vortex of the forward rotor. This data is used to evaluate the fluctuating
lift and the associated unsteady loading or interaction noise of the counterrotating propellers. The
quasi-3D (quasi-three--dimensional) aerodynamic model of the forward rotor exit flow field
employs a streamline-by-streamline approach (Reference 3 provides a detailed description). The
velocity field induced by the tip vortex of the forward rotor at the aft rotor is computed first for a
coordinate system rotating with the forward rotor. A coordinate transformation of this velocity field
relative to the aft rotor is performed; this yields the upwash velocity perturbations from the
freestream value for the aft rotor. The upwash velocity perturbations exhibit a periodicity coinciding
with that of the forward rotor. Fourier analysis of the upwash waveform yields the upwash gust
harmonics distribution. The twist of the forward rotor blade from hub to tip causes a time/phase lag
between the flow field from the hub and tip regions impinging on the aft rotor blade. This spanwise
distortion and clocking of the rotor wake/vortex "sheet" as it convects downstream results in a
spanwise phase variation of the wake/vortex field. The analysis for predicting this phase lag due to
the twist of the rotor blades was developed under a previous GE IR&D (Independent Research and
Development) project and is described in Reference 3. The spanwise distribution of the gust
harmonics, along with the above-described aerodynamic phase, gives a complete description of the
gust field impinging on the aft rotor.
Computation of the fluctuating lift force on the aft rotor due to the upwash gust is performed next
by using the classical (incompressible) unsteady lift response theory of Sears (Reference 18),
modified to take compressibility effects into account according to a procedure developed by Amiet
(Reference 19). The fluctuating lift force forms the right-hand side of the wave equation, whose
formulation and method of solution are described briefly in Section 3.4.1 of this report.
The following paragraphs briefly describe the tip-vortex model development and the procedures
followed in establishing certain empirical relationships associated with the tip-vortex model.
Nomenclature for the equations presented in these paragraphs is defined in Table 8.
The tip vortex model has evolved from a similar model for computing secondary flow vortices
(in and behind a ducted rotor blade passage) which are dominated by the tip clearance leakage flow
(References 20 and 21). The tip vortex model assumes the existence of a core that contains all of
the shed vorticity, so that the motion outside is h'rotational. Figure 39a is a sketch of the radial
variation of tangential velocity (V0) induced by the tip vortex and the associated circulation of the
vortex. Obviously, even at large distances from the vortex center, sufficiently large swirl velocities
exist, in terms of V0/(V0)max. It should be noted that the current tip vortex model does not include
an effect of an axial velocity component of the tip vortex; however, this will be included in future
work, as detailed data become available.
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Table 8. Nomenclature for Tip Vortex Model Equations.
a
AR
t_
bt
B1
B2
c
Ca
CD
Ci
CL
dBA
dip
l>n
D_
fslq
f_
fwqr
HTR
Kvtx
M8
mwqr
rl
OASPL
PNL
q
R
Radius of the core of the tip vortex
Aspect ratio (span/chord)
Radial distance of the center of the tip vortex from rotor tip
Tangential loacation of the center of the tip vortex in the interblade passage relative
to wake centedine
Number of blades in the forward rotor
Number of blades in the aft rotor
Chord
AxialChord
Local section drag coefficient
Circulation index (Equation 13.1)
Local section lift coefficient
A-weighted dB level
Tip diameter
Tip diameter of forward rotor
Tip diamter of aft rotor
qth harmonic of steady loading and thickness noise of forward rotor
(seeEquation 26)
rth harmonic of steady loading and thickness noise of aft rotor
(see Equation 27)
rth harmonic of aft rotor unsteady noise due to qth gust harmonic
Hub/tip ratio
Empirical constant for tip vortex trajectory (see Equation 25)
Aircraft Mach number
Spinnding mode number of rth harmonic of aft rotor unsteady noiise due to qth gust
harmonic of forward rotor
Exponent for decay of circulation of tip vortex (see Equation 22)
Overall sound pressure level
Perceived noise level
Gust hormonic
Radius
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Table 8. Nomenclature for Tip Vortex Model Equations.
r
Rhub
R_p
R_x
RTI
rpml
rpm2
S
S
SPL
Sup
UDF
Va/c
Vtip
Vq
_Vq_m_
V8
Wdc
WFS
x,y
Xf
XPCA
z_
Radial distance from center of vortex core
Hub radius
Tip radius
Radial location of tip vortex
Tip radius of forward rotor
RPM of forward rotor
RPM of aft rotor
Blade--to--blade tangential spacing
Streamwise distance
Sound pressure level
Blade--to--blade tangential spacing at the tip
Unducted fan
Aircraft flight velocity
Tip speed
Tangential velocity created by tip vortex
Maximum value of tangential velocity created by tip vortex
Freestream velocity
Wake centedine defect (relative to forward rotor)
Freestream velocity (relative to forward rotor)
Coordinates of the unwrapped annulus (see Figure 39b)
Axial distance from pitch change axis of forward rotor
Axial distance between pitch change axis
Axial location of tip vortex
Greek Symbols
F
(r3,_
'C
Circulation
Circulation of the tip vortex
Semiwake width
Tip clearance
Angular velocity of the tip vortex
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In the case of the ducted fan rotor, the tip vortex model superimposes a row of combined forced/free
vortices and an image row on the opposite side of the annulus wall to enforce the zero normal
velocity at the wall. Figure 39b depicts a sketch of unwrapped annulus with both the tip vortices and
the image vortices. The vortices are located at a periodic tangential spacing that is equal to the blade
spacing. The spanwise and the tangential (+y and +x directions, respectively) velocities outside the
tip vortex core were determined by using an extension of Lamb's solution (Reference 22) for the
induced flow field about two infinite rows of vortices of finite radius, as modeled (Figure 39b).
Reference 13 provides the detailed formulation.
For the unducted fan, the annulus wall does not exist. This is mathematically modeled by
increasing the value of the tip clearance to a large value, so that the effect of the image vortex is made
negligible. Figure 40 compares the gust spectra at three spanwise locations for increasing values of
tip clearance. The nondimensional tip clearance shown in Figure 39b is tip clearance divided by the
forward rotor chord at the tip. Typical values of for ducted fan rotors are 0.01. It is seen that when
_" is increased by a factor of 1000, the solution has converged so that even an increase in _"does not
alter the results. For the sake of completeness, gust harmonic spectra for the case of no tip vortex
(that is, wake alone) are also presented (Figure 40).
Although the tip vortex is seen to have considerable influence on the gust harmonic spectra at
the tip streamline and at the streamline which is 89% of the span from hub, the gust harmonic spectra
at the hub are not affected by the tip vortex. Also note that the gust spectral levels without the tip
vortex (that is, wake alone) in the tip region are much lower in amplitude, compared to the hub
region. This is because the smaUer spacing and larger chord at the hub yield smaller values of
streamwise distance/chord ratio which, in turn, makes the wakes stronger at the hub (compared to
the tip).
The gust spectra (with the tip vortex) at the tip streamline and the streamline 89% of the span
from hub demonstrate a different character. Based on the tip vortex trajectory model, the 89%
streamline is very close to the region of impact of tip vortex on the aft rotor. The gust spectral levels
at the 89% streamline are seen to be higher than for the tip streamline. The gust harmonic falloff for
increasing values of the gust harmonic "q" is also lower for the 89% streamline (compared to the
tip streamline), indicating a sharp profile for the gust waveform near the point of impact of the tip
vortex.
Computation of the flow field created due to the tip vortex can be performed if one knows both
the"
• Circulation of tip vortex at the axial station of interest (Fvtx)
• Radial and tangential coordinates of the tip vortex (br and bt).
The experimental data reported in Reference 23 contained information on the variation of
(VF0)max and radius of the vortex core of a uniform NACA-0012 airfoil (with an aspect ratio of 6),
set at an angle-of-attack of 7.5 °, at two freestream velocities (70 and 100 fps). Vortex measurements
were made with a yawhead pressure probe from 10 to 30 chord lengths downstream of the trailing
edge. The experimental data chosen from Reference 24 were obtained on a NACA-0012 airfoil of
an aspect ratio of 6 at a freestream velocity of 110 fps. The variation of tip vortex radius with
angle-of-attack was measured at approximately six chord lengths downstream of the trailing edge
using a vorticity meter. The applicability of the data (based on the wing configuration) to the
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significantly swept UDF® blade geometry should be verified once experimental tip vortex data can
be obtained from these UDF® blade configurations.
Empirical corrections
a linear rational function
dx +e
Y= fx+ 1
where d, e, and f are empirically determined constants, and
a/(c x/CL), and x = s/c.
(Vo)max 0.024 {s/c) + 0.5586
- Y(s/c) (17)
v_--Z_L - 0.0504 (s/c) + 1.0
Constants d, e, and f in Equation 16 were determined through an iteration scheme aimed at
minimizing the standard deviation (Reference 12 provides more details). The following cor-
relations yielded minimum standard deviation:
for (VO)max/(Voox/CLand a/(c_/CL)were developed by employing
of the type (Reference 12):
(16)
y could be (VO)max/(VooVCL) or
where:
(V0)m_x = maximum tangential velocity of the tip vortex
V_o = freestream velocity
CL = local section lift coefficient
s = streamwise distance
c = chord
and
a 0.01584 (s/c) + 0.0014 Z(s/c)
= 0.184 (s/c) + 1.0 = (18)
Figures 41 and 42 demonstrate these correlations, along with the data for:
(V0)max a
and c--_L ,
respectively. The empirical corrections provided in Equations 17 and 18 can be improved by adjust-
ing the constants d, e, and f when more detailed experimental data for the UDF® blades become
available.
(19)
By definition, the circulation ofthe tip vonexis:
2n
(F)v¢ x = f (V 0) a dO
0='s0 max
SO R
= v® C4qe c 4qr ZCs/c) dO
O=
= 2n (V0) a
max
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Figure 43 shows the correlations given by Equations 17 and 18 and the computed circulation
(Equation 19), along with the data. It isseen that the maximum tangential velocity decreases with
s/c; whereas, the radius of the vortex core increases with s/c, and the tip vortex circulation initially
rises and then shows almost no decay over 10 to 30 chord lengths. The absence of a decay in the
circulation of the tip vortex noted in the above set of data has been conf'Lrmed on full-scale aircraft
tip vortex measurements for up to 1,000 chord lengths downstream of the aircraft (Reference 25).
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The linear-rational-function correlations employed for (VO)max and radius of the vortex core
simulate this behavior of the tip vortex very well. Certain limiting forms of (F)vtx are examined next.
For example:
or
At (s/c) = 0 (r)vt x = 2n Vo,c CL (0.5586 x 0.0014) (20)
(l')vt x
= 0. 0007822rt V c
0o
For large values of s/c:
[ (F)vtx ] (_024 ._ _.0.01584_ (21)
_" L==Vo, c CLJ = 0504,] L"_..1-"_ ",] = 0.040994(s/c) -,0,
Hence, for largevalucsof s/c,the circulationof the vortexreaches an asymptotic value which
ishigherthanthe valueatthetrailingedgc.Thc initialriseintipvortexcirculation(asindicatedby
thesecorrelations)may be viewed asaresultoftheinitialroll-upoftheshed spanwise vorticityinto
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a well-defined tip vortex. Thus, the correlations seem to represent some of the physical features
exhibited by the wing tip vortices. Unfortunately however, for the UDF® configurations, the range
of the s/c value (that is, spacing between the forward and aft rotors) is less than 5.0; within this range,
there is a lack of data, as evidenced by Figures 41 through 43.
Flow-field visualization studies conducted 9n helicopter rotors (Reference 26) show that the
shed tip vortices for rotating blade rows diffuse within one to two revolutions, and the distinction
of the tip vortices is lost. However, no quantitative information exists regarding the circulation of
(V0)max or radius of such rotating tip vortices for use in modeling the decay of rotating tip vortices.
The more rapid decay of rotating tip vortices (compared to translating tip vortices) may be due to
the relatively larger turbulence and more efficient mixing processes prevalent in the near field of
a rotating blade row, compared to a wing in translation wherein the decay could be due
predominantly to viscous dissipation. In the absence of applicable information regarding the decay
of the tip vortex for an unducted rotor, different power law decay rates are proposed for the current
model:
1
(r)vt x a
(i + s/c) q (22)
Figure 44 demonstrates streamwise variationsof normalized tipvortex circulationfor three
decay rates(thatis,I]= 0, I/4,and I/2);theexponentialvalue thatwas used fortipvorticesof the
ducted fan rotorwas I/2 (Reference 12).The presence of theannulus wall and the largenumber of
bladesof a ducted fan rotorwould cause a fasterdiffusionof tipvortex,compared tothe unducted
fan rotor;hence, vl= I/4isproposed as the exponent forthe tipvortexdecay rateof an unducted
fan.The influenceofthedecay rateon theacousticpredictionsof unducted rotorswillbe examined
through parametric studiesin Section3.4.3.2.2.
Next, an empiricalrelationshipisdeveloped forthe trajcctoryof the tipvorticesemploying the
flow visualizationdata(Reference26) which were obtainedforhelicopterbladesina typicalhover
mode. All ofthesedataindicatedthattipvorticesmove radiallyinward forincreasingaxialdistance,
which isascribableto the stream tube contraction(Figure45).
Linear-rational-functioncorrelationmethods (Reference 12) were used again to develop an
empiricalrelationforthetrajectoryofthetipvortex.Linear-rationalfunctionsareapplicableifthe
dependent variable shows a monotonic trend with the independent variable.Since the radial
movement of the tipvortexwith axialdistanceismonotonic, approaching an asymptotic value,
linear-rationalfunctionwas chosen.The empiricalrelationshipwhich yieldedminimum standard
deviationis:
Rvt x 12 (Zvtx)/Rti p + 1.0
-- = (23)
Rti p 16 (Zvtx)/Rti p + 1.0
where
Rvtx: radiallocationof core of tipvortex
Zvtx: axiallocationof core of tipvortex.
Since theformulationfortipvortex(seeFigure39b) usesbr= Rtip- Rvtx,Equation 23 iswritten
interms of b:
b r Rvt x 4 (Zvtx)/Rti p....
= 1 -_ = I6 + 1.0 (24)
Rtip Rtip (Zvtx)/Rti p
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There is a lot of scatter in the data for large values of 7-./Rtip; this, mainly, is a result of the
uncertainty in defining the tip vortex at large values of Z/Rtip due to the diffusion of the tip vortex.
The development of Equation 24 is based on the data base for helicopter rotors. The HTR for
helicopter rotors is approximately less than 0.1; however, the HTR for the UDF® blades is
approximately 0.4. This introduces some amount of uncertainty regarding the applicability of the
tip vortex trajectory correlation of Equation 24 to the UDF® configuration. Due to the lack of a data
base for the higher values of HTR, the general form of the tip vortex trajectory for UDF® blades
is assumed from Equation 24 as follows:
br Kvtx (Zvtx)/Rtip (25)
Rti p 16 (Zvtx)/Rti p + 1.0
where Kvtx is an adjustable constant.
For a given HTR, the tip vortex trajectory can be expressed in terms of a blade span percent of
the tip by: (br/Rtip)/(1-HTR). For example, the value of br/Rtip = 0.1 translates to about a 17% span
from the tip, with HTR = 0.4. On the other hand, the value of br/Rtip = 0.1 approximates Kvtx to be
2 for Z_tx/Rtip = 0.3. Thus, the value of Kvtx for the UDF® blades should be chosen with
consideration of blade geometries, forward and aft rotor spacing, aero performance, etc., which
would affect the tip vortex trajectories. The value of K,,tx was assumed to be between 0.5 and 2.0,
based on a flow-field computation performed using GE's in-house codes. The parametric
evaluation of the tip vortex trajectory on the unsteady noise due to the tip vortex is reported in Section
3.4.3.2.2 Again, a detailed experimental data base will be required to obtain the proper value of K,,tx
for the UDF® blade configurations.
3.4.3.2 Model Evaluation
The aerodynamic model for the tip vortex of counterrotating propulsors (described in Section
3.4.3.1) is evaluated in this section by:
1. Parametrically evaluating the effect certain key parameters (such as: tip vortex
trajectory, decay rate, and extent of clipping of the aft rotor) have on the acoustic
characteristics of the counterrotating UDF® propulsors.
2. Comparing selective acoustic data and predictions of the counterrotating UDF®
propulsors, aimed at evaluating the tip vortex model.
Additional data/theory comparisons and parametric studies are discussed in Reference 13.
Due to the relatively low values of solidity over most of the span, UDF® propulsors may be
viewed as isolated airfoils in computing the gust harmonic spectra resulting from impingement of
the forward rotor wake and the tip vortex on the aft rotor. Hence, the unsteady gust model developed
by Kemp and Sears (Reference 27) was selected for predicting the gust harmonic spectra of unsteady
loadings induced by the tip vortex and the rotor wakes.
3.4.3.2.1 Parametric Studies
The studies described in this section parametricaUy evaluate the effect of certain geometric and
aerodynamic parameters of the tip vortex on the acoustic charac- teristics of a counterrotating
propeller. The principal objective of these studies was to develop an understanding of the sensitivity
of the acoustic characteristics to certain key geometric and aerodynamic parameters of the tip vortex.
The parametric studies described herein are:
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• Influence of tip vortex trajectory (Kvtx sensitivity)
• Influence of decay rate of tip vortex (r I sensitivity)
• Influence of progressive clipping of the aft rotor.
For the parametric studies, standard F-7/A-7 blade design parameters are used to calculate the
gust harmonic spectra and unsteady loading noise through the present model; Figure 46 portrays a
planform of these blades. The parametric studies are performed based on the aeroperformance data
of TP (test point) 3706 of a 90% rpm case with 9x8 F-7/A-7 blades at a take-off Mach number,
obtained from GE Cell 41. For an unequal blade number configuration (such as, 9x8) but equal rpm,
the steady loading and thickness noise and the noise due to wake/tip vortex interaction occur at
distinctly different frequencies (Reference 14), as listed below:
• Steady loading and thickness noise of forward rotor
fslq = q * rpm.._l , B 1 q = 1, 2, 3, 26)60 "'"
where fslq is the qth harmonic of steady loading and thickness noise of the forward rotor, and B 1 is
the number of blades in the forward rotor, and q = 1 corresponds to BPF (blade passing frequency),
q = 2 corresponds to 2xBPF of forward rotor, etc.
• Steady loading and thickness noise of aft rotor
fs:r = r * rpm..___2, B2 r = 1, 2, 3 ...60 (27)
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where fs2r is the rth harmonic of steady loading and thickness noise of the aft rotor, B2 is the number
of blades in the aft rotor; and r = 1 corresponds to BPF; r = 2 corresponds to 2xBPF of the aft rotor, and
SO on.
• Noise due to wake/tip vortex interaction
q = 1, 2, 3 ...
fwqr = fslq + fs2r' r 1, 2, 3 ... (28)
For equal rpm's (say, rpml = rpm2 = rpm), normalized frequencies are defined as:
fslq = qB 1, q = 1, 2, 3 ... (29)
fslq = (rpm/60)
-- f2sr
f = = rB2, r = 1, 2, 3 ... (30)
(rpm/60)
and
f-_qr fwqr = qB 1 + rB2, q = 1, 2, 3 ....
= (rpm/60) r = 1, 2, 3 .... (31)
The spinning mode numbers associated with steady loading and thickness noise of forward and
aft rotors are qB 1 and rB2, respectively. The spinning mode number associated with the noise due
to wake/tip vortex interaction is given by:
mwq r = rB2 - qBl (32)
where mwqr isthe spinningmode number oftherthharmonic or aftrotorunsteady noise,due toqth
gustharmonic of forward rotor.
Table 9 liststhetonedesignation,fwqr,mwqr, q,and rforincreasingfrequenciesfora9x8 blade
configuration. Figure 47 is a schematic of the steady loading and unsteady loading noise spectra for
the 9x8 blade number configuration.
In the following parametric studies, the sensitivity of each parameter was examined indi-
vidually by varying the particular parameters from the basic stage of each. The value of each
parameter at the basic stage is given as Ci = 2.0, Kvtx = 2.0, bt/S = 0.5, and q -- 1/4.
Influence of Tip Vortex Trajectory
The influence of the tip vortex trajectory on gust spectra and its consequent influence on the
interaction noise were studied by parametrically varying the Kvtx (see Equation 25).
Figure 48 indicates the predicted influence of the tip vortex trajectory on the gust harmonic spectra at
three streamlines in the tip region. As Kvtx increases, the tip vortex moves radially inward. At the tip
streamline, the gust harmonic spectrum for Kvtx = 0.5 has the highest levels (compared to Kvtx = 1 and
2), since the tip vortex for Kvtx = 0.5 is closest to the tip streamline. For the 89.1% streamline, the gust
harmonic spectrum for Kvtx = 1 has the highest levels com- pared to Kvtx = 0.5 and 2, since the 89.1%
streamline is closer to the tip vortex point of impact when Kvtx = 1. However, for the 70.1% stream-
line, gust spectrum levels for Kvtx = 0.5 and 1 are about same. This indicates the tip vortex effects
induced by Kvtx = 0.5 and 1 are minor at this streamline location. The gust spectrum levels for
Kvtx = 2 are quite different from others. The noted relative dominance of even-numbered gust har-
monics over odd-numbered gust harmonics is due to the fact that the tangential location of the tip
vortex is at the midpassage.
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Table 9. Normalized Acoustic Frequencies and Spinning
Modes Associated with Wake/Tip Vortex Inter-
action for a 9 x 8 Blade Number Configura-
tion.
Tone
Designation _wqr mwqr q r
(A + F) 17 -1 1 [
(2A + F) 25 7 1 2
(A + 2F) 26 -10 2 1
(3A + F) 33 15 1 3
(2A + 2F) 34 -2 2 2
(A+3F) 35 -19 3 1
(4A + F) 41 23 1 4
(3A + 2F) 42 6 2 3
(2A+3F) 43 -11 3 2
(A + 4F) 44 -28 4 1
(SA + F) 49 31 1 5
(4A+2F) 50 14 2 4
(3A+3F) 51 -3 3 3
(2A + 4F) 52 -20 4 2
(A + 5F) 53 -37 5 1
fwqr - Normalized acoustic frequency
mwqr - Spinning mode
q - Forward rotor gust harmonic
r - Aft rotor acoustic harmonic
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Figure 49 shows the influence of the tip vortex trajectory on each individual interaction tone at
an observer angle of 91 along with the data. Apparently, the sensitivity of Kvtx on the acoustic
predictions is insignificant. This probably happens because the gust spectra at different radial
locations are enhanced for different values of Kvtx. The comparisons between data and predictions
indicate that the Kvtx values do not improve the accuracy of the model. The differences between
the predictions and data (up to 10 dB) are noted in Figure 49.
Figure 50 shows the influence of tip vortex trajectory on the directivity of tone SPL sum of
interaction noise. Variations in the tip vortex trajectory do not significantly alter the interaction tone
SPL sum; however, the trajectory parameter does significantly affect the interaction noise prediction
for the clipped aft rotor blades configuration, as shown in the subsequent parametric studies.
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Influence of Decay Rate of Tip Vortex
Also investigated was the influence of the decay rate of the tip vortex on gust harmonics. As
discussed in Section 3.4.3.1, a power law decay rate was proposed for the circulation of the tip
vortex"
1
(r)vt x a (1 + s/c) q (33)
The cycle corresponds to a typical cutback. Figure 51 demonstrates the predicted gust harmonic
spectra for tip vortex decaying with different rates at the streamlines of the tip and 70.7% span from
the hub. The case of no tip vortices also was included for the sake of comparison. For this study, Kvtx
= 2.0 and bt/S = 0.5 are used.
The gust spectral levels for the nondecaying tip vortex are the highest. As the rate of decay
increases from 0 to 1/4, to 1/2, the gust spectral levels decrease monotonically.
Influence of Progressive Clipping of Aft Rotor
The tip vortex is a noise-generating mechanism. By clipping the aft rotor to minimize inter-
actions between the tip vortex and the aft rotor blades, the interaction noise is reduced. This
phenomenon has also been verified from the GE in-house UDF® acoustic data base. The thrust loss
due to clipping and the associated required reduction in shp (shaft horsepower) can be made up either
by increasing the rpm, or loading of the aft rotor; however in this parametric study, no attempt has
been made to recover thrust loss resulting from clipping. This study was conducted with the
objective of discovering the sensitivity (relating to the percent clipping of the aft rotor) on noise
reductions. Consequently, this study considered four values of percent span clipping (5%, 10%,
15%, and 20%), in addition to 0% and 25% span clippings. Figure 46 presented the planforms of
the standard F-7/A-7 and the F-7/A-7 with 25% clipping of span on the aft rotor.
Thrust and shp data are available only at 0% and 25% clippings for Moo = 0.25. Figure 52 shows
the assumed interpolation of the thrust and shp of the aft rotor with the end points (0% and 25%
clipping) coinciding with data for the 90% rpm case.
The steady loading and thickness noise and the wake/tip vortex interaction noise occur at
distinctly different frequencies for unequal blade number configurations (Figure 47). As illustrated
in Figure 12, tones associated with the steady loading and thickness noise were summed on a
mean-squared pressure basis; this is also true for the tones associated with the wake/tip vortex
interaction noise. Figure 53 demonstrates the predicted effect of progressive clipping of the aft rotor
on the sum of steady loading and thickness noise. It is evident that the steady loading and thickness
noise reduces uniformly as the percent clipping increases, a reflection of the assumed performance
of clipped aft rotor (Figure 52). Predicted effect of the clipping sensitivity on the interaction tones
is portrayed in Figure 54; whereas, the predicted effect on the OASPL (overall sound pressure level)
is presented in Figure 55.
As discussed previously, unsteady loading interaction tone predictions depend on many
empirical correction parameters. To predict the clipping effect on the interaction noise, the tip vortex
strength (Ci) and the tip vortex tangential location (bt/S) were fixed at 2.0 and 0.5, respectively.
Figure 54 (View A) shows the predicted effect of progressive clipping of the aft rotor on wake/tip
vortex interaction noise by using Cd = 0.02 and Kvtx = 2.0. A value of Ca = 0.02 induces the strong
rotor viscous wakes which control the interaction noise generation and reduces the influence of the
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tip vortex. Since the tip vortex effect is small with a combination of these Cd and Kvtx, the clipping
effect is also shown as small (Cd = 0.02).
On the other hand, View B of Figure 54 shows the significant clipping effect when the drag
coefficient is reduced to 0.005 to amplify the effect of the tip vortex. With the value of Kvtx = 2.0,
the tip vortex is located approximately at 17% span from the tip of the aft rotor; thus, a large reduc-
tion in interaction noise is obtained by going from 15% to 20% clipping, and there are no reductions
for percent clippings less than 15% span, as evidenced in Figure 54, View B.
The predicted clipping effect with Cd = 0.005 and Kvtx = 1.0 is depicted in Figure 54 (View C),
where the only difference between Views B and C is the reduction of Kvtx (from 2.0 to 1.0). With
Kvtx = 1.0, the tip vortex center is located at about 8% span; thus, a significant noise reduction is
observed with the 10% and 15% clippings. Hardly any noise reduction is noted for clippings less
than 5% or greater than 20%, since the influence of the tip vortex is concentrated at approximately
8% span.
Figure 55 (Views A through C) reveals predicted OASPL directivities for the various percent
clippings with values of Cd and Kvtx corresponding to those used in Figure 54 (Views A through C,
respectively). The OASPL reduction due to the aft rotor clipping is clearly shown, but the
magnitudes of reduction are not as significant as those of the interaction noise. This is primarily due
to the relatively high levels of the aft rotor steady loading and thickness noise.
This study has demonstrated that the current tip vortex model can be used to predict the
interaction noise reduction that can be attained by the clipping of the aft rotor. However, to determine
the optimum value for percent clipping of the aft rotor, in terms of noise reductions at a nominal
thrust loss, the empirical correction parameters of the current model need more refinements. This
effort is ctirrently in progress as part of a GE IR&D project.
3.4.3.2.2 Data - Predictions Evaluation
Systematic data/theory comparisons are performed to evaluate the applicability and limitations
of the current tip vortex model. Figure 46 provided a planform of the standard F-7/A-7 blade design,
along with the clipped aft rotor. Narrowband acoustic dam, measured at Cell 41 for the F-7/A-7
(standard and clipped) blade geometries at a free jet Mach number of 0.25 and an axial distance of
0.2408 between pitch-change axes angle, were used to perform the following comparisons of data
and theory. The acoustic data have been transformed from the free jet situation to an equivalent flight
situation by accounting for the refraction effect of the freejet shear layer using ray theory, in Order
that a one-to-one comparison of data and theory can be performed. These comparisons, as discussed
below, refer to a 90% rpm case (Test Points 3706 and 4110). Test Point 3706 is for the standard A-7
blade, and Test Point 4110 is for the clipped A-7 blade. For Test Point 4110, the aft pitch angle was
opened to recover the thrust loss due to clipping, but the rpm was maintained to be the same for both
standard and clipped configura- tions. Figure 56a identifies the shp and pitch angle data. The
narrowband data employed has a bandwidth from 6 Hz to 5 kHz. Since the BPF is at about 1 kHz,
the narrowband data contains tones up to about 5 harmonics of BPF.
Figure 56a compares measured and predicted directivities of the tone SPL sum of all of the steady
loading and thickness noise for standard and clipped aft rotor blades. The tone SPL sum was
obtained by adding only the tones associated with the steady loading and thickness noise of the
forward and aft rotors on a mean-squared pressure basis. The measured reduction in steady loading
noise due to the clipping of the aft rotor is well predicted; the directivities also are in relatively good
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agreement. Figure 56b compares the measured and predicted steady loading and thickness tones for
standard and clipped aft rotor at an observer angle of 105. The measured and predicted reductions
in tone levels of the aft rotor BPF and its harmonics, indicated by 1A and 2A, due to clipping are
in good agreement. The measured and predicted tone levels of the forward rotor BPF and its
harmonics (denoted by IF, 2F, and 3F) are also in good agreement. Actual tone data reveal a slower
falloff with an increase in harmonics, as compared to the predictions; this may indicate the presence
of some inflow distortion into the rotors.
Figure 57 compares the predicted and measured tone SPL sum for wake/tip vortex interaction
noise for unclipped and clipped aft rotor cases. As previously discussed, the interaction tone
predictions are sensitive to the empirical constants utilized in the tip vortex model. Therefore,
several sets of the empirical constants are tested in the following data/theory comparisons and are
specified in each figure. The term "no tip vortex" in the figures indicates that the tip vortex model
was turned off for the specific predictions and that, these interaction tones are induced only by the
forward rotor viscous wakes. The tone SPL sum was obtained (as in the case of steady loading and
thickness noise) by adding all of the interaction noise tones on a mean-squared pressure basis.
The predictions presented in Figure 57a were performed using the empirical constants of Cd =
0.02, Ci = 2, Kvtx = 2.0, and bt/S -- 0.5 for the tip vortex model. As discussed, the value of Cd = 0.02
produces such strong viscous wakes that the tip vortex effect is masked. However, the predictions
with no tip vortex indicate that the clipping blade increases the interaction tone sum, which
contradicts the data. The predictions in Figure 57b are performed with a Cd of 0.005; results indicate
the accurate predictions of the clipping effect, but with the underpredictions of the SPL. Without
the tip vortex model, Figure 57b shows that predictions for both the standard and clipped blades are
underpredicted and that, the interaction tone noise is still higher for the clipped case than for the
standard case. Figure 57c presents the predictions made with the same empirical constants used in
Figure 57b, except Ci, the strength parameter of the vortex, is increased to 3.0. With this set of
parameters, the data/theory comparisons show good predictions for the standard aft blade
configuration; however, the inaccurate prediction of the clipped blades was still present. Since
predictions with no tip vortex are not affected by the Kvtx and Ci values, the no tip vortex
comparisons in Figures 57b and 57c are identical to each other.
Next, data and theory comparisons of the individual interaction tone directivity contained within
the interaction tone sum of Figure 57c are examined utilizing the empirical constants of Cd = 0.005,
Ci = 3, Kvtx = 1 and bt/S = 0.5. Figure 58 compares predicted and actual data for 1A+IF, 2A+IF,
1A+3F, 2A+2F and 3A+IF interaction tones (Table 9 identifies these interaction tones), both with
and without the tip vortex model. For each interaction tone, the predicted AdB between standard and
clipped aft rotors is in better agreement with the data for cases with tip vortex influence, as compared
to those without tip vortex. Note that predictions for the clipped aft rotor (with or without the tip
vortex model) have altered only slightly. However for most individual interaction tones, the
predictions for the standard aft rotor with the tip vortex model have increased, relative to those
without the tip vortex model. In general, it is obvious that the current acoustic prediction model
including viscous wake/tip vortex model can not predict accurate individual interaction tones, even
though (as demonstrated in Figure 57) the interaction tone sum can be well-predicted.
To examine the effect of the rotor viscous wake alone, Figure 59 demonstrates the predicted
spanwise variation of the streamwise distance per chord, normalized wake centedine defect, and the
semiwake width for Test Point 3706, with the Ca values of 0.02 and 0.005. This figure does not
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contain the tip vortex effect. It is seen that due to relatively large s/c values in the tip region, the wake
has decayed much more (compared to the hub region). The semiwake width determines the shape
of the gust harmonic spectra, and the wake centerline defect determines the amplitude of the gust
spectra (Reference 12). The harmonic falloff rate increases as the semiwake width increases. The
amplitude of the gust spectra increases with a corresponding increase in the wake centerline defect.
Due to the deeper (larger values of the wake center- line defect) and the narrower (smaller values
of semiwake width) wakes in the hub region, compared to the tip region, the gust harmonic levels
that are due to wake alone are much higher in the hub region tham in the tip region. Therefore, the
contribution of the wakes from the outer 25% span in the tip region probably is not a significant
contribution to the total interaction noise. Accordingly, the outer 25% span of the aft rotor was
clipped; the total interaction noise is not predicted to be much different from the standard blade case
(for the wake alone model).
A set of data and theory comparisons also were generated for 80% rpm for standard (Test Point
3704) and clipped (Test Point 4104) aft rotor blades. Aeroperformance data for these two test points
are contained in Figure 60, where the pitch angle of the clipped aft rotor is opened more (than that
of the standard aft rotor) to recover performance loss caused by the clipping. Figure 60 compares
the measured and predicted directivities of the tone SPL sum of steady loading and thickness noise
for standard and clipped aft rotor configurations. As in the case of 90% rpm (Figure 56a), the
predicted reduction in steady loading and thickness noise due to clipping of the aft rotor is in
relatively good agreement with the data.
Figure 61 compares measured and predicted effects of clipping of the aft rotor on interaction tone
SPL sum, with and without tip vortex model. The predictions are performed with the empirical
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constants of Cd = 0.005, Ci = 3, Kvtx = 1, bt/S = 0.5, as in Figure 36 of the 90% rpm case. As in the
case of 90% rpm (Figure 57), when the tip vortex model is included in the predictions, the predicted
AdB between standard and clipped aft rotor is in better agreement with the data, as compared to those
where the tip vortex model is not included. The predicted AdB with the tip vortex model between
standard and clipped aft rotor, however, is greater than the measured AdB. Since the Ci (or strength)
of the tip vortex is computed based on the average lift coefficient over the outboard 30% of the span
in the current model (Reference 13), the strength of the tip vortex is reduced at lower rpm; hence,
the prediction at 80% rpm (due to clipping) is seen as lower than that predicted at 90% rpm. The
measured AdB due to clipping at 80% rpm is seen as greater than that at 90% rpm (Figures 57c and
61). Hence, the predicted change (with the tip vortex model) of the effect of clipping with rpm
contradicts other data with this particular set of empirical constants.
Figure 62 summarizes the comparisons for the measured and predicted effect of clipping of the
aft rotor on 1A+IF, 2A+IF, 1A+2F, 3A+IF, 2A+2F, and 1A+3F interaction tones at 80% rpm, with
and without tip vortex. Figure 62 indicates that predictions for the standard aft blade are in relatively
good agreement with the data using the tip vortex model, although data/theory comparisons for the
clipped blade need improvement. In general, the predicted AdB (due to clipping of the aft rotor)
when the tip vortex model is included is still in better agreement with the data, as compared to those
predictions not including the tip vortex model.
These comparisons of data and theory show that the current model can be utilized to investigate
the noise characteristics of the UDF® blade configuration and can, eventually, become a useful
design tool when the empirical constants used in the present model will be determined accurately
from well-controlled experimental studies.
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3.4.3.3 Conclusions and Recommendations Related to the Tip Vortex
Needed
This report has documented the analytical modeling, limited data and prediction comparisons,
and certain key parametric studies pertaining to the tip vortex as a part of the noise-source mech-
anism for unsteady loading noise of counterrotating propellers. The viscous rotor wake effect is also
modeled in order to compute the unsteady loading noise. The upwash field created by the combined
tip vortex and the viscous rotor wake was analytically modeled employing an approach previously
taken for fan tone noise. The strength, size, and streamwise development of the tip vortex are
empirically modeled, based on fixed wing and helicopter rotor data. The present work should be
considered as a basic frame model containing a number of empirical constants. These constants
connot be defined accurately at the present time, due to insufficient aerodynamics data for the UDF®
blades configurations. However, the model had been structured in such a manner that it can be
improved and refined with minor modifications when detailed UDF® aerodynamics data become
available. Some of the significant conclusions and recommendations for future work are presented
in the following sections.
The following significant conclusions are a product of the above-described analyses:
• The measured reduction in interaction noise due to clipping the aft rotor is very well
predicted by the tip vortex model; however, the wake alone model (that is, without
the tip vortex) could not predict the measured reduction in interaction noise due to
clipping.
* Tip vortex trajectory does not have a noticeable impact on the interaction noise for
the standard aft blade configuration; however, it controls the effectiveness of the
clipping on interaction noise levels for the clipped aft blade configuration.
• The decay rate of the tip vortex has a significant effect on the noise reduction
achievable due to an increase in rotor-to-rotor spacing.
Various physical parameters of the tip vortex, such as the tangential location and strength of the
tip vortex, had to be extracted from the measured acoustic data. An improved aerodynamic model
of the tip vortex would reduce the amount of empiricism in the model. These improvements can
be attained either through experimental measurements of flow fields or through flow-field
computations.
An axisymmetric model is recommended for the tip vortex (rather than an unwrapped annulus
model), because of the significant geometric and aerodynamic radial variations of the blades. Such
an approach may require a numerical solution rather than the analytical (closed form) solution that
has been possible with the unwrapped annulus or rectilinear array of vortices adopted in the existing
model.
In the current tip vortex model, an axial velocity component of the tip vortex has not been
considered, which may affect the upwash perturbation velocity as much as the tangential component
of the tip vortex.
3.5 Aeromechanical Analysis and Design Evaluation
Like any other device that operates in all. counterrotating blades could experience aero-
mechanical or aeroelastic vibration problems, which in turn, could lead to mechanical failure. This
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is caused by the physical interaction of an elastic structure with the air. Examples of aeromechanical
problems may be gleaned from aircraft wing, turbine engine airfoil, helicopter blade, and
single-stage propeller technologies. The role of aeromechanics in propeller and fan blade
development is twofold. First, it assures the mechanical safety of the propulsion system during the
development phase and durability (long life) of the production design. Second, it provides
understanding through analyses of aeromechanical problems so that such problems can be predicted
and, thus, avoided during the design phase of a propulsion system. The helicopter rotor blade,
single-stage propeller, and fan in a turbine engine are the closest relatives of counterrotating blades.
Aeromechanical problems associated with these propulsive devices are expected to be pertinent to
the aeromechanical design of counterrotating propulsion devices. Rotation of propellers/blades
introduces centrifugal forces and an inherent periodic or cyclic loading on the blades and supporting
structures which, due to their proximity, experience dynamic interactions that are mechanical or
elastic and aerodynamic. Therefore, in the planned work it was important to review and identify the
potential aeromechanical problems that could be encountered by counterrotating blades and to
evaluate and analyze the selected designs for these phenomena.
Some of these phenomena, particularly those unique to counterrotating blades, have not been
fully studied, and the implications are only marginally understood. For this reason, the
aeromechanical efforts in this program were divided into the following three areas:
• Identify and define potential aeromechanical problems of unique counter- rotating
blade concepts developed for this program
• Survey and review the criteria and analytical methods for the most pertinent
problems
• Implement these criteria and analyses to evaluate prospective designs and assist in
the identification of optimal aeromechanical design configurations consistent with
desired aeroacoustic performance.
3.5.1 Aeroelastic Analyses
The linearized boundary-value problem for cascades both in steady- and unsteady-
compressible flow is formulated in the GE GAP (General Aeroelastic Program), Figure 63, in terms
of potential acceleration (or pressure), instead of velocity, for load evaluation of the blades. This
acceleration potential is used for all three flow regimes (subsonic, transonic, and supersonic) for
convenience, consistency, and other intrinsic advantages, one of these advantages is that the integral
equation which relates the known downwash on the blade surface to the unknown pressure
differential distribution over the blade need only be extended over the blade area, since the pressure
jump across the wake is zero. Another advantage is that the known downwash distribution due to
blade motion, which is explicitly defined, is not part of the integration; this is demonstrated by
Equation 33. The 2D (two-dimensional) integral equation relating pressure and downwash
distributions is given by the following general form, which is applicable to all pertinent flow
regimes:
E. f_l- AC (_)K(x-_)d_ (33)
v R 8N 1 P
where
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w(x)
VR =
aG( =
Ap(_) =
9 =
velocity amplitude normal to the blade surface (downwash) at any chordwis
station x
in subsonic flow,
4_ in supersonic flow, and M is the relative Mach number
the relative velocity
 _LLt
½9VR is the chordwise pressure differential distribution
the pressure difference along the blade chord
the fluid density
= the 2D kernel function which physically represents the contribution to the airfoil
surface velocity at a point x, due to a pulsating pressure doublet of unit strength
which located at _ on the airfoil surface.
Equation 33 is the integral equation to be solved for the unknown chordwise pressure differential
coefficient distribution, ACp(_), since both the kernel function, K(x--_, and the downwash, w(x),
are known quantities. The general expression for the downwash (required on the left-hand side of
Equation 33) is given by:
VR b + _xx z(x) (34)
where k = wb/VR is the reduced frequency, based on the semichord, and z(x) is the instantaneous
small displacement of the chordline. When z(x) is expressed in terms of modal displacements, Equa-
tion 34 becomes:
w(x) = _ + _xx (X)qrVR r= 1
(35)
for modal steady (k -- 0) and unsteady aero load evaluation. This approach is employed in the GAP
for evaluation of both steady- and unsteady-pressure and for steady aeroelastic, flutter, and forced
vibratory response applications.
3.5.1.1 Steady Aerodynamic Load Evaluation
The steady modal aerodynamic loads required for steady-state aeroelastic response evaluation,
including chordwise mode shapes, are represented by the following:
: urs m+
A Zm Ym J
{Qxa}
m
{Qz }
ffi
(36)
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and
A [. zm YmJ
{FIr}
m (37)
where
{Qx_ } = [sin 8 ] {Lm}
m Ym (38)
{Qza } = [cos 0 ] {Lm}
m Ym
: {Mi}
in
(1)
and
{Flr} = [sin Oym ] {L_} (39)
m
{F2r } = [cos 0ym ] {L_}
m
{F3r} = {Mmr}
Ill
and
A_+, Ar+Z
m In
= the rth nondimensionalized mode shapes in the x+ axis, respectively,
at the x+ chordwise stations
or+
Ym
= the rth slope of the mode shape about the y+ axis at the Xm chordwise
stations
Ym
= the difference between the camber slope and the stagger at the Xm
chordwise stations.
Chordwise distribution of elemental flexible modal loads Lr and moments M' r are evaluated
from the steady-state chordwise pressure distributions by substituting Equation 35 with k = 0 in the
downwash on the left side of Equation 33, which becomes:
E f'
VR r= 1 P
(_)K(x-_)d_. (4O)
The modal elemental loads and moments are evaluated for each mode shape and will be of the
form:
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L 1 L2 L 3 L r with qr 1m' m' m' """' m =
M 'I M '2 M '3 M 'r with qr = I
m' m' m' " " " _ m
for r = 1, 2 ..... number of modes to be analyzed.
3.5.1.2 Flutter Analysis
The chordwise pressure differential coefficient distribution ACp(_) is now complex and a
function of reduced frequency.
Unsteady modal aerodynamic loads required for flutter analysis, including chordwise mode
shapes, are obtained with Equations 37 and 39; an evaluation of blade flutter (instability) is
determined from the solution of the dynamically coupled modal equations given by:
[Hrk] {qk } + [(l+jgr)MrW2 r] {qr } = [Qrk]A{Qk } + {Qr}G (41)
with
{Qr}o
where
[Mr_
gr
(Or
[Qrk]A
= o
the modal mass matrix
the rth modal structural damping at speed
the rth blade frequency at speed
the unsteady generalized aerodynamic force matrix, where Qrk is the rth mode
force induced by the kth deformation made at speed
the rth mode unsteady gust loading
the rth generalized coordinate
the number of modes in the analysis, -- 1,2,3 ....
Qr G =
qr =
k=r =
Simple harmonic motion is assumed throughout this analysis, which states that:
qk = -(to)2 qk"
Flutter is obtained from the solution of Equation 41 when the total damping, aero plus structural,
becomes zero.
3.5.1.3 Forced Response Analysis
Inflow distortion patterns are usually presented in the form of absolute total pressure or absolute
velocity distributions as the combination of superposed radial and circumferential components. For
compatibility with forced vibratory response prediction methods in the GAP, either of these
distributions is transformed into radial and circumferential components of downwashes. A given
arbitrary inlet pressure or velocity distortion pattern will first be transformed into an inlet distortion
pattern of velocity downwashes prior to being decomposed into its Fourier harmonics. For instance,
Figure 64 presents an arbitrary circumferential absolute total pressure pattern for two spanwise
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point-by-point to a circumferential gust incidence amplitude distortion pattern (Figure 65). The
resulting circumferential gust incidence pattern is then decomposed into its Fourier components to
yield:
.D
aG = aG + _ aG sin nmt (42)
av E n= 1 n
where
a<_avg = the average circumferential gust incidence amplitude to distortion
_n = the nth harmonic gust incidence amplitude.
The average circumferential gust incidence amplitude for the clean inlet reference pressure or
velocity characteristics is merely the steady-state spanwise blade LE incidence distribution. To
obtain baseline gust incidences, clean inlet or reference harmonic gust incidence amplitudes are also
evaluated since these may also produce significant resonant vibration stresses.
Unsteady loads (due to unit sinusoidal gust downwash) are generated from the unsteady
subsonic, transonic, and supersonic programs presently available in the GAP as is shown in Figure
63. Evaluation of gust amplitude and phase variation along the blade span due to arbitrary inlet
distortion patterns is presented below.
The sinusoidal gust incidence amplitude is shown in Reference 28 to be of the form:
WG__= [j ] (43)VR a G exp w(t-xb/V R)
where _ contains the n-harmonic-incidence amplitudes given by Equation 42 for any arbitrary
inlet distortion pattern at any spanwise blade station. The sinusoidal gust amplitude for the nth har-
monic at the blade tip, for instance, can be written as:
(w_) [j( )] (44)= aG exp nmt-nkx-4#tip •
n n
Since periodicityisassumed, thecircumferentialpositionofthen-harmonics inthe above equation
isimmaterialaslong as allblade spanwise phase anglesarereferredtoa common, orreference,cir-
cumferentialposition as depicted inFigure 65. Equation 44 can be rewrittenas:
( WG)_Rn =UGn ej# (c°s knX-J sin knx)eJnmt (45)
where
n_o
kn
(Or
= n_2 (at resonance)
= 0_rb/Vr is the reduced frequency of the rth vibration mode
= _2 (N/rev)/60 (at resonance).
N/rev = n denotes the engine order integers; also the number of blade passages per revolution.
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From Equation 45, the unsteady sinusoidal gust amplitude to be introduced into the loads
calculation is:
Unsteady gust amplitude -- a G e- j t_, (46)
n
and the unsteady loading for a unit sinusoidal gust downwash is:
(wo) x -j sin knx)eJmat (47)= (cos k n
At resonance, the reduced frequency corresponds to kn = (n_)b/Vr at a given spanwise blade station
since the semichord b and the relative inlet velocity VR vary along the blade span. The phase angle
is obtained from the harmonic decomposition of the distortion pattern at all spanwise blade stations
for each harmonic n. Thus, both the phase angle _ as well as the amplitude c_n at any spanwise blade
station will vary for each harmonic n.
The unsteady pressure distributions Cp(_, due to sinusoidal gusts, are evaluated by substituting
Equation 45 into the kernel function, Equation 33. The dynamically coupled modal equation for
forced response evaluation is shown in Equation 41 where, for forced response, {Qr}G = 0. Also,
the harmonic motion assumption is now of the form:
Clk = -(nw)Z qk - -(n.Q)Z qk' (48)
followingEquation 45.
SubstitutingEquation 48 into41 and solvingthislatterequation forthe complex generalized
response qk foreach harmonic n by directinversionyieldsthe following:
tqkln = [_(n.q)2 [Hrk ] + {(l+jgr) MrWZr} _ [Qrk]A] "1 tQrtG. (49)
The unsteady modal generalized aerodynamic loads [Qrk]A and gust loads {Qr}G are functions
of the reduced frequencies kn = (n_2)b/VR, as defined in Equation 45.
It should be noted that Equation 49 has a full "rxr" matrix, as utilized in this program, and not
a series of"r" uncoupled matrices since the unsteady generalized aerodynamic matrix [Qrk]A is not
a diagonal matrix. Without this aerodynamic matrix, only the structural damping gr would provide
the vibratory deflection amplitude at resonance for vibratory stress evaluation.
3.5.2 Stability Analyses
An evaluation of the stability of the UDF®/MPS blades was conducted by utilizing GE's GAP
(Figure 63); the GAP code was verified by comparing its predictions against experimental data from
several turboprop blade designs.
The CDR provides a detailed description of the correlations with the NASA SR-3 and SR-5
blade stability predictions obtained from using the code with test data. This comments on the effects
of cascading (number of blades in a given stage) and chordwise deformations on the stability
characteristics of swept turboprop blades.
Analysis of the turboprop blades indicated that chordwise variation of the mode shape (referred
to as "mode-shape slope") is a key parameter in influencing the stability of a given aero design.
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Since the mode-shape slope and its spanwise variation can be controlled by judiciously selecting
the ply definitions (material properties, orientations, and stackup) on composite blading, such as that
of the MPS blades; the mode-shape slopes have become one of the main design parameters.
Aeromechanical design of these blades is accomplished in two phases. In the preliminary design
phase, the designer evaluates candidate ply definitions for a selected aero profile of the blade. This
evaluation is accomplished by checking mode-shape slopes against preliminary design rules
(Figures 66 and 67), obtained through compilation of test/analysis data from numerous turboprop
blade designs. These rules identify stable and unstable combinations of mode-shape slopes and
reduced frequencies for the fundamental modes, IF (first flex) and IT (first torsion). If one of the
candidate ply definitions satisfies the preliminary design guidelines comfortably, it is adopted in the
design release for blade fabrication. Using the GAP code for quantitative design records, final
aeromechanical evaluation of a design release is conducted.
Most of the candidate designs usually fall in the"gray" boundary zone which separates the stable
and unstable regions. The reason for this is that every new design selected represents an incremental
venture in extending the known state-of-the-art design technology. A full stability audit, utilizing
the GAP code, is conducted on those designs which do fall in the gray area. This audit identifies the
following if the blade is unstable:
• Modal diameter of the potential flutter response
• Instability frequency (which could be significantly different from the normal mode
frequency)
• The dominant vibratory pattern
• Behavior of aerodynamic damping versus interblade phase angles in normal modes
oThe effects of cascading, density variation, changes in mode-shape slopes, and
increases in relative Mach number in the blade channels.
This information provides the designer with insights for design tradeoffs. Each subsequent,
improved design is again judged on the basis of mode-shape slope versus reduced frequency, against
the background of the detailed flutter analysis previously performed. A comprehensive flutter
analysis is then conducted on the final design before the blade is released for fabrication.
Stability analyses were performed for several UDF® blade configurations as part of this
contract. These configurations are identified as: F-4/A-4, F-5/A-5, F-7/A-7, F-11/A-11, and
F-21/A-21.
Stability estimates for the F-4/A-4 and F-5/A-5 are shown in Figures 68 and 69, respectively.
These stability plots are in terms of the aerodynamic damping coefficient, gaero, versus the interblade
phase angle, 7. In other more familiar terminology, the damping (gaero) corresponds to the loss factor,
r I, orto 8/x where _5is the logarithmic decrement, orto 1/Q where Q is the synchronous amplification
or quality factor. The interblade phase angle (7) is related to the response nodal diameter through
7 = 360°n/NB where n is the nodal diameter, and NB is the number of blades in the stage. Thus, for
the MPS 8+8 configurations, 7 = 45°n. Note that 7 = 0- 180 ° corresponds to FTW (forward traveling
waves), and that 7 = 180° - 360° corresponds to BTW (backward traveling waves).
There were two ply layups for the F-4/A-4 and F-5/A-5 blades; they are discussed in greater
detail in Section 4.1. The first set of these blades had 5-mil, 80%/20% graphite/glass plies; the
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second set had outer plies of2.5-mi1100% graphite, which is the new ply layup referred to in Figures
68 and 69 (Views B, each). From these analyses, both the F-4/A-4 and the F-5/A-5 blades were
adjudged to be stable for both the takeoff and cruise conditions.
Figure 70 presents results of the stability analyses for F-7/A-7 blades with the 13°-ply
orientation and rigid hub for takeoff and cruise conditions. As shown, the F-7 blades were predicted
to be stable at both operating conditions, but the A-7 blades were predicted to be marginally unstable
at takeoff (only about 3% structural damping is required for stability) and unstable in a
three-nodal-diameter BTW at cruise.
As illustrated in Figures 71 through 73, F-11/A-11 blades were analyzed for the 11+9
configuration at the cruise condition only. Figure 71 shows the original F-11 blade to be marginally
unstable for the 1T mode in a one-nodal-diameter BTW. Another analysis was made for the F-11
blade with 10% trailing edge clipped (Figure 72) which demonstrated the clipped blade to be stable.
A stability assessment of the A-11 blade (Figure 73) proved this blade to be stable at cruise.
Preliminary analysis of the F-21 blade indicated that it was less stable than the F-11 blade.
Consequently, the detailed stability analyses of the F-21 blade concentrated on a 10% TE clipped
blade (designated F-21 c), as shown in Figures 74 through 76; once again, only the cruise condition
was analyzed. It can be seen in Figure 74 that the F-21c may be unstable in the 1T mode in a
one-nodal-diameter BTW.
Further analyses were performed by varying the response frequency at the least stable interblade
phase angle, 7 = 327-3°; (this type of analysis serves to determine the response frequency and
damping of the complete aeroelastic system). The results, illustrated in Figure 75, prove the F-21 c
blade to be unstable in the 1T mode responding at about the 2F frequency; that is, the 2S (second
system) frequency. It should be noted here that the MPS stability analyses were made with full-scale
UDF® finite element models with the ply thicknesses scaled appropriately. Thus, the flutter
frequency of about 96 Hz in Figure 75 scales to 474 Hz for the MPS F-2 lc. Another F-21 c analysis
was made at 90% speed for the cruise condition (Figure 76); this reveals the F-21c to be marginally
unstable (only about 3% structural damping is needed for stability) at this reduced speed condition.
Figure 77 demonstrates the results of the stability analysis for a 10% TE clipped A-21 blade at the
cruise condition. This shows the potential for a 1F instability in a three-nodal-diameter BTW. (The
A-21 blade was manufactured thicker than the design intent so that it was stable throughout the
testing.)
As demonstrated by the above, the various stability analyses have been expanded throughout the
MPS experience. Early analyses were naturally influenced by past experience with ducted
turbo-blading. Thus, the investigations were conducted in the 7 = 0- 180 ° regime (Figures 68 and
69) where FTW have been observed in ducted turbomachinery instabilities. Once it was learned that
unducted fan instabilities are manifested through BTW, the analysis was extended to 7 = 360°.
Another deviation from ducted turbomachine aeromechanical experience was the mixed-mode
instabilities which occun'ed in the MPS testing (Figure 75). As opposed to single-blade-mode
instabilities, observed even in NASA SR-3 and SR-5 series testing, mixed-mode instability occurs
when one of the blade modes (mode shapes) responds near the frequency of another mode. This was
first observed during F-7/A-7 testing where the A-7 blades experienced instability in the 2F
(second flex) mode at the 1A (first axial) frequency. Thus, the stability analyses were expanded
again.
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Once the particular was determined to be critical (least stable in the usual gaero versus 7 plots),
the third dimension of the stability analysis was examined using a "frequency sweep" at the least
stable interblade phase angle (Figures 75 and 76). In this part of the analysis, the reduced frequencies
used to calculate the unsteady aerodynamic coefficients are varied about the nominal values which
correspond to the blade hot shape.
For the composite material used in the construction of the blades, the relatively low
structure/fluid mass ratio can result in significant modification of the blade structural dynamics.
These changes in blade frequencies and mode shapes arise from the effects of the homogeneous,
unsteady aerodynamics in the form of "virtual mass" and "virtual stiffness" terms, as well as mode
cross-coupling effects. The magnitude and sign of the frequency modification depends on blade
mode and flight condition. The frequency sweep then serves to determine the frequency and
damping of the complete aeroelastic system. The GAP frequency sweep stability analyses for
mixed-mode instabilities has correlated well with MPS test data, as demonstrated in Table 10.
3.5.3 F-7/A-7 Forced Response Analyses
Using the analytical methods described in Section 3.5.1.3, forced response analyses were made
for the F-7/A-7 blades and compared with the MPS AOA (angle-of-attack) test data at the
following conditions.
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MPS
Tunnel Mach, MPS AOA, degrees
0.72 2, 8
0.40 5, 14
0.25 5, 16
Blade response was predominantly at 1/rev and 2/rev engine orders. The 1/rev response at M =
0.72 was analyzed with the GAP utilizing the procedures listed below:
• Evaluate the vibratory stresses for each blade mode (1F, 2F, 1T, etc.)
• Evaluate the 1/rev incidence and phasing due to angle--of-attack along the blade
span, and introduce this distribution into the GAP unsteady-gust program
• Evaluate the modal deflections utilizing the distortion portion of the GAP
• Calculate the physical vibratory stresses by superposition of the modal deflections.
Results of this analysis are shown in Figure 78 to be in good agreement with the test data herein
presented for comparison.
Table 10. MPS Test/Prediction Stability Correlation.
A-7_ 13 ° Ply
(A/M Hub)
A-7, 35 ° Ply
(A/M Hub)
A-7, 13 ° Ply
(Fixed)
F-If
(Fixed)
F-21
(Fixed)
Prediction Test Data
2F Mode at IA fn = 351Hz
2F Mode at IA fn = 351Hz
IT Mode at 2F fn = 336 Hz
1T Mode at 2F fn = 530 Hz (2n)
= 510 Hz (ln)
IT Mode at 2F fn = 474 Hz
2F Mode at IA fn = 380 Hz
(Cell 41, M 0.25)
2F Mode at IA fn = 380 Hz
(Cell 41, M 0.25)
IT Mode at 2F fn = 354 Hz
(Boeing, M 0.6)
IT Mode at' 2F fn = 540 Hz
(NASA, M 0.8)
IT Mode at 2F fn = 480 Hz
(NASA, M 0.8)
Note: fn denotes blade natural frequency
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4.0 MECANICAL DESIGN AND FABRICATION
Under this contract, candidate counterrotating UDF blade configurations were identified.
Selection of a high fan radius ratio (nominally 0.42) facilitated the desired higher disk loading
design by permitting an increased total activity factor without problems with hub crowding. Blade
hub solidity determines the extent to which blades may be moved into reverse pitch and, together
with hub thickness/chord ratio, largely determines the onset of hub choking.
In addition, the high radius ratio was used advantageously to lower the blade aspect ratio
(nominally 2.4) while also adopting a low (by propfan standards) per blade activity factor of 150.
This was expected to result in a stiffer, more rugged blade with lower tip losses.
With these considerations in mind, theoretical studies led to adoption of a baseline design
configuration of 0.425 radius ratio and 8+8 blades of 150 activity factor. Engine performance for
this configuration was estimated by scaling the results of advanced propeller prediction techniques
and was subsequently verified by comparison with SR-3 blade test data.
This baseline configuration, designed for Mach 0.72 flight, analytically exhibited good
propulsive efficiency at that condition. Follow-on aerodynamic studies, however, indicated that
careful selection of the nacelle shape would enable this configuration to be flown at Mach 0.8
without hub choke.
Having identified a baseline counterrotating blade configuration, a program was defined to
generate a data base for this baseline design and to investigate significant perturbations from it;
specifically, variations in the following design parameters:
• Number of Blades • Activity Factor
• Radius Ratio • Blade Sweep
• Tip Speed • Disk Loading
Consequently, five blade configurations, represented by the forward blade planform shapes
illustrated in Figure 79 and the aerodesign parameters listed in Table 11, were selected to be
aerodynamicMly and acoustically evaluated in scale model high- and low-speed wind tunnel tests,
defined in Tasks IV and V of NASA Contract NAS3-24080. The blades were designed for
evaluation in the MPS figs. Table 12 summarizes corresponding hub and tip radii for the model
blades F-4/A-4, F-5/A-5, F-7/A-7, F-1 l/A-11, and F-21/A-21 ("F" and "A" denote "forward"
and "aft," respectively, for each of the five blade designs).
Sections 4.0 through 4.2 describe the design and fabrication of the five composite-
shell/titanium-spar blade sets of Figure 79. Details of mechanical design philosophy, analysis
methods, and material properties are presented. Aerodynamic, aeromechanical, and aeroacoustic
influences on the design process are also addressed, along with blade fabrication and quality control
procedures. Bench testing to verify blade mechanical integrity is described, the results of which are
presented, and instrumentation is identified. MPS blade instrumentation and measured stress limits
are also reported. Finally, fabrication of several items of hardware to support the specialized
investigations into acoustic, aerodynamic, and aeromechanical phenomena experienced during
Tasks IV and V testing is described.
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Figure 79. Selected Counterrotating Blade Planform Shapes.
Table ii. Unducted Fan Aerodynamic Design Parameters.
Parameter F/A-4 F/A-5 F/A-7 F/A-If F/A-21 SR-3
Design Flight Mach No. 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.80 0.80 0.80
Advance Ratio (J) 2.80 2.80 2.80 3.12 3.12 3.10
Power Coefficient (PQA) 4.15 4.15 4.15 4.63 5.58 2.30
Thrust Coefficient (TQA) 1.26 1.26 1.26 1.27 1.50 0.60
Disk Loading (shp/Aa) 86 86 86 96 118 50
Number of Blades 8+8 8+8 8+8 11+9 II+I0 8
Total Activity Factor 2456 1968 2392 3780 3713 1880
Tip Speed (RI), ft/s 787 788 785 784 801" 800
Aero Tip Sweep, degrees 19-20 15-18 34-31 37-34 45-25 45
Inlet Radius Ratio 0.424 0.423 0.425 0.425 0.431 0.240
Net Efficiency Goal 0.850 0.850 0.850 0.856 0.840 0.812
* Standard Day + 18 ° F Conditions
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Table 12. Scale Model Counterrotating
Blade Dimensions.
Blade
F-4
A-4
F-5
A-5
F-7
A-7
F-II
A-If
F-21
A-21
Hub Radius, in. Tip Radius, in.
5.22
4.96
5.22
4.96
5.21
4.96
5.24
4.96
5.24
4.96
12.36
12.02
12.37
12.02
12.32
11.97
12.31
I1.94
12.17
11.75
4.1 Blade Mechanical Design
Mechanical design of the F-4/A-4, F-5/A-5, F-7/A-7, F-1 l/A-11, and F-2 l/A-21 blades was
performed by GE under Contract NAS3-24080. Detailed design procedures identified in Figure 80
are described in this section.
After detailed aerodynamic design, the candidate blade shapes at design point operating
conditions (hot shape) underwent mechanical design. For the MPS blades, a graphite/glass
composite shell with a Ti6-4 airfoil-shaped spar which extends to approximately 50% of the blade
height was chosen. The platform and trunnion sections which allow the blade to be installed in the
MPS rotating hub assemblies were machined in one piece, integral with the spar.
Figure 81 is a sketch of an F-4 blade. The size and shape of the spar, the composite layup, and
the trunnion size vary with each design. The 8- and 9-blade MPS hubs accept only large-trunnion
blades (F-4/A-4, F-5/A-5, and F-7/A-7); whereas, the 10- and ll-blade MPS hubs accept only
small-trunnion blades (F-21 and A-21). Because the F-11 and A-11 blades have threaded shanks,
a removable trunnion of either size can be installed, allowing these blades to be tested in any of the
MPS hubs. Figure 82 shows the F-11 and A-11 blades.
Due to the strength-to-weight ratio of the composite material and the presence of the spar,
steady-state operating stresses were expected to be low; however, natural blade frequencies were
of particular concern. AOA (angle-of-attack) and simulated-pylon testing would produce
disturbances of 1/rev and 2/rev. Due to the counterrotation, each blade row would create n/rev and
2n/rev excitations for the other blade row, where n is the number of blades in each row. Vibration
modes that could be potentially damaging had to be tuned; for example, the fundamental flex (F)
modes, torsion (T) modes, and the chordwise bending or stripe (S) modes. These modes could not
cross the per revs mentioned above during simulator operation or must do so at low speeds where
the excitation energy was lower. Tuning was accomplished using ply orientation, overall blade
thickness, spar thickness, and chord-length changes based on guidelines established from
experience with composite structures relating to stability and stress.
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The initial shell ply-layup pattern for each blade was chosen separately in order to provide
blades anticipated to be stable, at the design point, with stresses lower than the capability of the
material.
Chordwise mode-shape slopes of the 1F (first flex) and 1T (first torsion) modes were discovered
to play a big role in stability; minimizing these slopes tends to stabilize the blades. The material
reference axis can be varied to minimize the slopes. (The material reference axis is the direction in
which a 0°-fiber would lie, relative to the radial direction with a positive angle being in the direction
of positive blade sweep.) The F-4/A-4 and F-5/A-5 blades, both of which are straight, were given
0°-reference axes. The F-7/A-7 blades had a 13°-referenc e axis (A-7 blades tested in an
aeromechanical hub had a 35°-reference axis). The F-1 l/A-11 blades had a 45°-reference axis. The
F-21 blades had a 40°-reference axis, and the A-21 blades had a 50°-reference axis; the F-21 and
A-21 designs had different reference axes for stability reasons.
Because MPS blades were to be constructed of the same material as that used on a full-scale
design, the original F-4/A-4 and F-5/A-5 designs utilized 5-mil, 80%/20% graphite/glass plies.
The layup was [0/20/0/-20/] relative to the blade-stacking axis. owever, initial testing of these
blades revealed the shortcomings of this layup. Since the blades were so thin at the leading and
trailing edges, only the two outer 0 ° plies made up these regions. This caused cracks to develop along
the fibers in these regions. Additionally, the F-5/A-5 blade failure was caused by a 2S mode, 16/rev
crossing resonance, as the 0/20/0/-20 plies did not provide enough chordwise strength.
To obviate these problems, a new material/layup combination was needed; extensive analysis
determined the best possible layup for each design. The introduction of 2.5-mil 100% graphite plies
allowed four plies to be fit into the thinnest 10-mil region, instead of two. Placing 0/90 plies on the
blade surface provided the needed crossbracing.
The final plies chosen for the MPS blades had a [0/90/45/90/0/-45] 2.5-mil and [0/20/0/-20/...]
5-mil layup orientation. As depicted in Figure 83, only the top three plies were changed from the
original layup: six 2.5-mil plies were substituted for the three 5-mil plies. On the F-1 l/A-11 and
F-21/A-21 designs, 45°-plies were substituted for the 20°-plies; this provided more torsional
stiffness. The 90°-plies provided the stiffness needed to drive the 2S mode out of the 16/rev range;
on swept blades where stability is a problem, the 90 ° and 45 ° plies helped stabilize the blade.
The orthotropic material properties of the graphite elements depended on the number of plies
in the element which, in turn, depended on the thickness of the element. A preprossesor was used
to calculate these thicknesses and to assign the corresponding material properties. Each element was
comprised of many plies, having unidirectional material properties. Laminate plate theory was used
to convert the individual ply properties into bulk element properties through the thickness for use
in the finite element model. Figure 84 details typical three-element sections for three different airfoil
regions.
In the six-ply-thick section, outer elements were assigned bulk material properties of a 0/90
layup; whereas, the center element had the properties of a single 45°-ply. The eight-ply section does
not divide into three equally spaced elements, so fractions of plies were used for material property
calculations. Since skin thickness in the spar region is constant, all the outer elements over the spar
had the same properties. Material direction cosines were used to relate the material layup axis to the
global coordinate axis.
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Table 13 shows the 100% graphite properties, and Table 14 lists the 80%/20% graphite/glass
properties.
To ensure safe operation over the full range of testing desired, stress and vibration characteristics
of each blade configuration were predicted using a finite element computer program (GE
TAMP/MASS) that takes into account the anisotropic nature of the composite material.
A finite element model of each blade design was set up using GE's TAMP/MASS program. The
elements are eight-noded bricks that handle orthotropic material properties. A 3x8x20 mesh was
used; 3 elements through the thickness, 8 across the chord, and 20 along the span. A mesh plot of
each forward blade design is provided in Figure 85; a slice through the chord of a typical design
would resemble Figure 86.
To represent fixed/free boundary conditions of the blade designs, models were fixed at the base
of the spar. This caused the predicted frequencies to be higher than actual because hub and trunnion
stiffnesses were not taken into account. Experience indicates the effect of rigid hubs is not very large.
A spring stiffness matrix was used at the base of the blade for aeromechanical hub analysis. Trunnion
stress analysis was performed by utilizing root reaction loads from blade finite element analyses to
calculate tensile and bending stresses. This method has been shown to give accurate results when
compared to actual bench test frequencies.
A modal analysis of the finite-element models was then run to assess the frequencies and mode
shapes. The Task III report presents the individual frequencies and mode shapes for the F-4, A-4,
F-5, A-5, F-7, A-7, F-11, A-11, F-21, and A-21 blades. This information was utilized to conduct
a preliminary ("quick look") stability analysis which checks mode-shape slopes against preliminary
design rules. These rules identify stable and unstable combinations of modal slopes and reduced
frequencies for the fundamental modes (first flex and fh'st torsion). The IF- and 1T-mode quick
look stability plots from this analysis for the contract blades are illustrated in Figures 87 through 92.
All blade designs passed the quick look stability analysis, except the A-11 (Figure 91). In that
instance, the blade design fell into the "gray" boundary zone separating the stable and the unstable
regions. The reason for this is that every new aerodynamic design selected represents an incremental
venture in pushing the then-known state--of-the-art technology. For such a case, a full stability audit
is conducted, using the GE GAP code. Figure 93 plots the results of the stability audit for this blade.
If the blade is unstable, the audit will reveal the following:
• Modal Diameter of Potential Flutter Response
• Instability Frequency (which could be significantly different from the normal mode
frequency)
• The Dominant Vibratory Pattern
• The Expected Loss of Aerodynamic Damping
• Behavior of Aerodynamic Damping Versus Interblade Phase Angles in Normal
Modes
• Effects of Cascading, Density Variation, Changes in Mode-Shape Slopes, and
Increased Relative Mach Number in Blade Channels.
This information provides the designer with insights for design tradeoffs (based on parametric
studies conducted in the past), with respect to each of the above parameters and pertinent
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Table 13. AS (Graphite)/PR288 (Epoxy) Ply Properties.
Property
Axial Elastic Modulus (Tensile), x 106 psi
Transverse Elastic Modulus (Tensile), x 106 psi
Shear Strength, x 106psi
Poisson's Ratio, in./in.
Axial Ultimate Tensile Strength, ksi
Axial Ultimate Strain (Tensile), % in./in.
Transverse Ultimate Tensile Strength, ksi
First-Ply Failure Transverse Tensile Strength, ksi
Transverse Ultimate Strain (Tensile), % in./in.
Transverse Ultimate Shear Strength, ksi
HCF (High Cycle Fatigue) Axial Endurance Limit, ksi
HCF Transverse Endurance Limit, ksi
HCF Shear Endurance Limit, ksi
(HCF at Minimum/Maximum Load = -I.0, 30 Hz)
* Estimated from RT (Room Temperature) Data
Mean Value
74 ° F 200 ° F
18.56
1.27
0.671
0.32
185.1
1.03
9.27
5.21
0.80
17.49
55.0
1.9
3.0
17 25
0 97
0 452
0 31
179 8
1 07
7 80
2 99
Ill
l1.59
55.0
I.I*
1.8"
Table 14. AS (Graphite) - S (Glass)/PR288 (Epoxy) Ply Properties.
Property
Axial Elastic Modulus (Tensile), x 106 psi
Transverse Elastic Modulus (Tensile), x 106 psi
Shear Strength, x 106 psi
Poisson's Ratio, in./in.
Axial Ultimate Tensile Strength, ksi
Axial Ultimate Strain (Tensile), % in./in.
Transverse Ultimate Tensile Strength, ksi
First-Ply Failure Transverse Tensile Strength, ksi
Transverse Ultimate Strain (Tensile), % in./in.
Transverse Ultimate Shear Strength, ksi
HCF (High Cycle Fatigue) Axial Endurance Limit, ksi
HCF Transverse Endurance Limit, ksi
HCF Shear Endurance Limit, ksi
LCF (Low Cycle Fatigue) Axial Strength, ksi
(HCF at Minimum/Maximum Load = -I.0, 30 Hz;
LCF at Minimum/Maximum Load = 0.I, 1.0 Hz)
* Estimated from RT (Room Temperature) Data
Mean Value
74 ° F 200 ° F
16.19
1.45
0.771
0.31
178.6
1.12
7.63
4.22
0.58
13.78
50.0
1.4
3.3
130.0
16.08
1.17
0.530
0.32
194.9
1.24
7.58
3.11
0.83
9.53
50.0 *
1.0"
1.9"
130.0 *
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Figure 85. Finite Element Mesh for MPS Blade Design.
Graphite Shell _
Figure 86. Typical Chordwise Slice Through Finite Element Mesh.
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combinations thereof, to guide the tradeoffs and arrive at acceptable candidate blade designs
efficiently should an iterative process be necessary to obtain a stable blade. As demonstrated in
Figure 93, the A-11 blade passed the audit. Meanwhile, an assessment of the blades was made to
evaluate the acoustic performance of the designs.
Next, a steady-state analysis was conducted at design loadings to obtain the calculated stresses
and deflections contained in the Task III report; whereupon, the stresses, frequencies, and stability
were found to be in the desired range for the blades with the material ply layups chosen for the
composite shells. Thus, it was not necessary to recycle the design process to alter ply layup or modify
airfoil shapes to refine the aerodynamic design.
Having identified acceptable blade designs, detailed aeroelastic analyses were performed to
predict stability. The results are presented in Figures 94 through 98. Blade stability was acceptable
and so design proceeded to define the cold (static) shapes so MPS blades could be fabricated.
When determining the cold shape of blades, an iterative procedure is used which recognizes that
deflections are usually large and nonlinear. The hot-shape model was run first in GE's
CLASS/MASS computer program, and resultant deflections were then subtracted from the original
hot shape to obtain the first cold shape. The cold-shape model was then run through CLASS/MASS
again, and the resultant hot shape was compared to the original hot shape. If the two were not within
an acceptable tolerance, the cold-shape coordinates were adjusted, and the process repeated until
a final cold shape was defined which would deflect to the desired hot shape. The accuracy of
CLASS/MASS deflection predictions are largely dependent on the gas loadings input from
aerodynamic design. Preliminary results of actual blade deflections measured with lasers indicate
good agreement with analysis. Figure 99 illustrates the hot-tot-cold-shape determination process.
In summary, the MPS blade design process followed the steps listed below:
1. Initial hot aerodynamic shape is defined.
2. Initial ply layup is chosen based on experience.
3. A finite element model is set up using geometry and gas loads from aerodynamic
design and the initial ply layup definition.
4. A modal analysis is run to obtain frequencies and mode shapes.
5. Modal analysis is used to conduct quick look stability assessment; if stability is
unacceptable, the ply layup is redefined, the correspondingly altered finite element
analysis repeated, and the quick look stability analysis reiterated until stability is
acceptable. If the redefinition of ply layup does not produce acceptable stability, the
airfoil aerodynamic shape is modified and the ply layup cycle repeated until blade
stability is acceptable.
6. A steady-state analysis is run at design loadings and stresses to investigate
deflections.
7. Detailed aeroelastic analysis is used to predict stability. If stability is unacceptable,
the procedures from Step 5 involving ply/fiber adjustments and/or blade shape
changes are reiterated until a stable blade is produced.
8. The cold airfoil shape is then obtained through an iterative process.
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9. The cold shape is released to Drafting, where the appropriate manufacturing
drawings are made.
10. A titanium master model, spars, and blades are fabricated.
4.2 Blade Fabrication and Quality Control
Blade fabrication was achieved by utilizing outside vendors to machine the Ti6-4 master model
and spars, and then using existing GE facilities and personnel to apply the composite shells to the
spars. Adequate quantities were procured for the bench testing required and to ensure that spars were
available to run the planned MPS rig tests.
For each airfoil configuration, a metal master tool was machined to exact airfoil coordinates, by
an outside vendor. To assure conformance to design drawings, the model was inspected at each
airfoil section; a die was then cast from the master blade. Utilizing the dies, the composite shell was
applied over the spar and formed to final blade shape. This method of fabrication produced very
small variance from blade to blade. All blades were weighed, ultrasonically scanned, and inspected
(visually and dimensionally).
The basic compression molding process developed by GE for composite airfoils as applied to
MPS blades is diagrammed in Figure 100 and includes the following:
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* Ply Pattern Generation - The requisite number and geometry of laminae that
would uniformly fill the mold and/or the volume between the metallic spar and the
die cavity were determined by scribing the metallic master model blade
topographically.
• Ply Assembly - Fixtures were manufactured for assembling the blade laminae in
the correct sequence and relative location.
• Spar Preparation - Fully NC (numerically controlled), machined spars were
chemically and mechanically etched and primed to prepare the surface for bonding
to the composite airfoil during the co-curing process.
• Molding - Using a metallic, fully machined and approved master model blade,
epoxy mold tools were fabricated. The critical molding process was accurately
controlled to ensure good consolidation of the composite, void-free laminates, and
molding uniformity. Precise die-closure programs were developed to produce
blades of consistent quality.
• Finishing Operations - The minor finishing operations to the molded airfoils
included deflashing and finishing of leading and trailing edges.
The detailed process used by GE to fabricate the MPS blades is outlined more thoroughly in the
itemized procedures presented in a separate informal report covering Task III of this contract (GE
TM No. 87-528).
Manufacturing and quality-control specifications, plans, and procedures were implemented to
ensure the use of the highest quality materials and to control the blade fabrication processes. The
plans covered every operation of the blade manufacturing processes from the time the raw materials
were procured until the part was delivered to test. Process control records were maintained in
individual files and included such information as routing cards, molding cycle charts, temperature
recording charts, dimensional inspections, material properties, and chemical analyses. All blades
were nondestructively inspected by ultrasonic through-transmission with a C-scan print-out record
that also formed part of the individual blade documentation.
Before any blade was released to test, a Material Review Board Committee (consisting of a
cognizant design engineer, a manufacturing engineer, and a quality representative) reviewed it
visually, together with the dimensional-inspection records, process records, and C-scans to ensure
acceptable quality.
4.3 Blade Instrumentation and Bench Testing
Each blade configuration underwent bench testing prior to operation on the MPS; the following
subsections provide details and results of the bench testing.
4.3.1 Blade Strain Distributions
One blade from each stage of each configuration was heavily instrumented with strain gauges,
and the strain distributions for the relevant modes were measured. The gauge locations for the F-7
and A-7 blades are shown in Figures 101 and 102, and results of the strain distribution bench tests
are provided in the Task III informal report (GE TM 87-528), along with gauge locations and strain
distributions for the remaining blade configurations tested.
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4.3.2 Blade Frequency Testing
Blade designs were frequency checked, and the mode shapes of the natural frequencies were
determined. Bench test frequencies and comparisons with analytical frequencies for the F-7 and
A-7 blades are tabulated in Tables 15 through 18. Mode shapes from bench testing are compiled in
the Task UI informal report (GE TM 87-528), as well as the frequency information for the remaining
blade configurations.
4.3.3 Blade Pull Testing
A pull test was performed on the F-l/A-1 type MPS blades to determine the bond strength of
the spar/shell interface. A radial load, oriented at the composite shell center of gravity, was applied
until the spar separated from the shell. The blade shell was molded into a Devcon block (Figure 103)
to which the load was uniformly applied. The load was increased at a slow rate until failure occurred.
The spar separated from the shell at slightly over 15,000 lb; this is well above the operating load on
the blade. At cruise conditions, the load is estimated to be 1,100 lb. It was concluded that the bond
between the spar and shell had excellent strength characteristics, and it was assumed that all blades
with similar-size spars would produce similar results.
P
!
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Figure 103. Pull Test Schematic.
4.3.4 Blade Fatigue Testing
Blade-tip damage occurred during MPS testing of the F-4/A-4 and F-5/A-5 blades with the
original (0/20/0/-20/...) 5-mil ply layup. It was determined that the F-5/A-5 blades had failed in
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Table 15. F-7 Bench Test Frequencies (Hz).
Test-Blade Number
Mode 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I0 ll
1 IF 198 188 188 194 195 190 192 192 194 193
2 2F 516 512 510 514 510 510 512 506 508 500
3 1T 706 675 681 730 708 670 700 716 722 690
4 3F 988 989 992 1006 982 993 994 988 984 970
5 3F' 1128 1106 II00 1104 1116 1095 1122 1120 1124 1138
6 2T 1310 1285 1283 1350 1374 1292 1306 1332 1314 1270
7 4F 1624 1660 1661 1698 1650 1677 1666 1676 1654 1600
8 3T 1874 1841 1853 1954 1878 1856 1854 1822 1868 1800
9 5F 2434 2434 2496 2436 2474 2476 2470 2388 2480 2372
I0 4T 2646 2778 2608 2790 2800 2760 2528 2648
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 Mean o
I IF 186 197 196 198 194 194 192 195 193 3.4
2 2F 504 510 502 508 510 502 505 510 508 4.3
3 IT 675 706 720 728 738 704 687 700 703 20.0
4 3F 985 990 996 996 986 972 984 986 988 8.4
5 3F' 1089 I122 1120 1134 1106 1124 1091 I122 1114 14.5
6 2T 1277 1304 1310 1324 1342 1284 1307 1308 1307 22.0
7 4F 1661 1654 1608 1616 1660 1618 1661 1654 1650 26.2
8 3T 1853 1868 1844 1874 1934 1848 1905 1850 1868 34.9
9 5F 2500 2474 2410 2444 2564 2420 2358 2448 2449 49.9
I0 4T 2734 2768 2670 2560 2774 2697 92.7
Table 16. Comparison of F-7 Analytical and Bench Test Frequencies (Hz).
Mode Analytic_ 0% Speed Analytic_ 100% Speed Averase Bench
1 IF 196 293 193
2 2F 468 558 508
3 IT 773 906 703
4 3F 901 1037 988
5 3F' II15 1136 1114
6 2T 1373 1528 1307
7 4F 1522 1643 1650
8 3T 2000 2231 1868
9 5F 2279 2402 2449
I0 4T 2778 3095 2697
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Table 17. A-7 Bench Test Frequencies (Hz).
Test-Blade Number
Mode 1 2 * 3 _ 4 * 5 6 7 8 9 I0 *
1 IF 205 200 202 192 201 201 201 201 178 194
2 2F 530 534 516 517 524 528 532 522 522 519
3 IT 664 636 688 629 666 652 656 654 636 630
4 3F I000 1014 976 982 982 994 1008 984 996 989
5 A 1214 1208 1240 1205 1248 1228 1234 1230 1212 1200
6 2T 1256 1248 1247 1292 1286 1292 1277 1240
7 4F 1612 1636 1570 1578 1584 1600 1622 1590 1608 1600
8 3T 1870 1884 1974 1874 1910 1872 1871 1852 1848 1876
9 5F 2304 2342 2258 2294 2278 2300 2318 2276 2296 2284
I0 4T 2592 2606 2628 2584 2618 2564 2584 2528 2560 2628
II 2806 2800 2894 2864 2898 2800 2862 2814 2824 2844
12 * 13 * 14 15 16 17 18 Mean
1 IF 198 198 200 202 200 204 205 199
2 2F 531 529 530 526 526 530 536 527
3 IT 634 638 648 648 640 660 664 650
4 3F 1024 1012 990 998 1000 998 1004 997
5 A 1207 1210 1234 1220 1214 1244 1250 1223
6 2T 1249 1253 1292 1292 1286 1290 1296 1273
7 4F 1634 1628 1590 1628 1608 1618 1616 1607
8 3T 1906 1881 1874 1866 1850 1902 1896 1880
9 5F 2333 2314 2272 2322 2790 2334 2328 2302
I0 4T 2632 2594 2560 2576 2562 2600 2592 2589
11 2838 2778 2792 2760 2840 2870 2800 2828
6.4
5.8
15.8
13.1
16.2
21.1
19.9
21.7
24.6
28.7
39.9
* Blade Frequencies Checked After Application of Engine Gauges
Strain-Distribution and Mode-Shape Blade
Table 18. Comparison of A-7 Analytical and Bench Test Frequencies (Hz).
Mode Analytic_ 0% Speed Analytic_ 100% Speed Average Bench
1 IF 198 291 199
2 2F 489 565 527
3 IT 705 893 650
4 3F 932 1039 997
5 A 1112 1130 1223
6 2T 1323 1536 1273
7 4F 1548 1654 1607
8 3T 1973 2167 1880
9 5F 2325 2443 2302
I0 4T 2751 3138 2589
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a 2S mode; to verify this, bench fatigue testing was conducted driving the F-5 (-1 design) in the 2S
mode at approximately 2000 z. Three blades (F-5, No. 4; F-5, No. 1A; and F-5, No. 6) were driven
in this mode acoustically by a siren. Failure occurred at the tip of these blades in a manner similar
to that experienced during MPS testing. Test results are summarized in Tables 19 and 20 for F-5 (No.
4) and F-5 (No. 1A) blades, respectively.
A fatigue test was also performed on the new ply layup F-5 (-2 design) blade. This new ply layup
was (0/90/45/90/0-45) for thin (0.0025-in.) plies and (0/20/0/-20/...) for thick (0.005-in.) plies.
This blade did not have a 2S mode in the operating regime on the Campbell diagram; instead, it was
driven in 2F, the mode determined most likely to be excited during operation by instability or
separated-flow vibration. No failure occurred while the blade was driven in this mode. The
instrumentation for the F-5 (No. 10) blade utilized in this evaluation is illustrated in Figures 104 and
105, and test results are presented in Tables 21 and 22.
4.3.5 MPS Blade Instrumentation for Operational Testing
As previously mentioned, all of the blade configurations were tested to identify strain
distribution and vibration characteristics. During MPS operation, strain gauges were applied to four
blades on each rotor stage for monitoring the aeromechanical activity of the MPS blades. Gauge
locations were based on analytical mode-shape data. There were usually two radially oriented
gauges to pick up flex modes and one chordwise gauge near the tip to pick up chordwise-bending
Table 19. F-5 (No. 4) Fatigue Test Results.
Strain on Gau_e 4 r pin/in. DA
50O
600
7O0
8OO
90O
I000
II00
1200
1300
1500
1700
1900
2100
2300
2500
2700
2900
3100
33OO
3500
3700
3900
4100 2 x l0 s
Cycles
10 7
10 7
10 7
10 ?
107
10 7
10 6
10 6
10 s
10 6
10 6
10 6
10 6
106
10s
10s
10e
106
10 6
10 6
10 s
10 e
(Failed)
Frequency t Hz
1960
$
$
1957
1957
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Table 20. F-5 (No. IA) Fatigue Test Results.
Strain on Gau_e 41 _in/in. DA
2900
3100
3300
35O0
3700
3900
4100
4300
4500
4600
4800
Cycles
I0e
106
I0 e
106
106
106
106
106
I0e
I0e
<I00 (Failed)
Frequency, Hz
1953
1953
1961
1961
1960
1957
1957
Table 21. F-5 (No. I0) Fatigue Test Results, Concave Side.
Element
1
4
7
I0
13
16
19
22
Radial Chordwise
Max. Stress
2
3
3
4
2
7
12
14
Stress_ ksi Max. Stress
0.4
0.6
0.6
0.8
0.4
1.4
2.4
2.8
2
2
4
5
6
1
0
0
Stress_ ksi
0.4
0.4
0.8
1.0
1.2
0.2
0
0
Table 22. F-5 (No. I0) Fatigue Test Results, Convex Side.
Radial Chordwise
Element
3
6
9
12
15
18
21
24
Max. Stress
0
1
0
4
9
8
6
2
Stress I ksi
0
0.2
0
0.8
1.8
1.6
1.2
0.4
Max. Stress
3
2
4
8
12
7
2
0
Stress I ksi
0.6
0.4
0.8
1.6
2.4
1.4
0.4
0
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Figure 104. F-5 No. I0 Fatigue Test
Gauge Locations, Pressure
Side.
Figure 105. F-5 No. I0 Fatigue Test
Gauge Locations, Suction
Side.
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Table 23. F-4 tiPS Blade Scope Limits.
M___od_e_e Gauge 1
Stress Limit_ ksi
Gause 2 Gauge
I IF 0.4 23.6 29
2 2F 1.3 25.2 22
3 IT 9.0 14.5 I0
4 3F 8.8 12.4 6
5 3F' 7.3 12.2 1
6 2T 6.9 10.6 2
7 4F 12.0 5.9 I0
8 3T 1.6 7.3 6
9 4T 20.0 18.8 1
I0 2S 2.2 9.8 7
II 9.6 2.4 2
12 2.8 8.4
13 0.7 I.I
14 1.4 1.3
15 11.4 7.4
16 4.4 3.3
7
5
4
4
3
9
2
2
.9
.9
.I
1.4
0.9
1.3
2.0
0.8
3
modes. Gauges were positioned to record as many vibration modes as possible within the engine
operating range. Gauge locations for the F-4, A-4, F-5, A-5, I:;-7, A-7, F-11, A-11, F-21, and
A-21 blades as run on the MPS are identified in Figures 106 through 115.
Stress scope limits for gauge monitoring were based on bench test strain-distribution data.
Material strengths for the blade layups were calculated using laminate-plate theory with a frrst-ply
failure criterion. The endurance limit for vibratory stresses was assumed to be 30% of the
steady-state limit. Goodman diagrams drawn from these two points had an assumed shape based
on experience. A computer program was utilized to calculate the limits for each gauge at each mode;
inputs were: strain distribution data, analytical steady-state stress distributions, and Goodman
diagrams. The resultant scope limits for all MPS blade designs are tabulated in Tables 23 through
32.
4.4 Specialized Suport Hardware Design and Fabrication
Several items of hardware were fabricated to support test activities directed toward specialized
investigations of acoustic, aerodynamic, and/or aeromechanical phenomena in the GE anechoic
chamber and the NASA Lewis 8x6 and 9x 15 wind tunnels. This section presents descriptive material
related to this specialized upport hardware equipment.
4.4.1 The Nine-Blade ub
The nine-blade hub was designed to be utilized on either the forward oi" the aft rotor of any of
the three MPS rigs. Aluminum nine-blade hub forward and aft fairings were also fabricated to
complete the hub assembly. The blade retention and pitch-angle adjustment schemes for the
nine-blade hub are identical to those designed into the eight-blade hubs. Complete details of the
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Not to Scale. Dimensions are Inches (± 0.02). One-Eighth-Inch Gages.
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Table 24. A-4 MPS Blade Scope Limits.
Stress Limit t ksi
Mode Gauge 1 Gauge 2 Gauge 3
1 1F 2.2 21.0
2 2F 2.2 30.2
3 1T 11.8 13.6
4 3F 0.5 18.1
5 3F' I.I 14.8
6 2T 15.0 16.4
7 4F 1.2 3.6
8 3T 15.3 18.3
9 4T 4.8 3.8
I0 5F 8.2 24.0
II 2S 23.6 5.4
12 2S' 5.7 2.6
13 23.5 10.3
14 5.8 13.8
15 7.4 2.6
16 5.0 6.2
23.7
22.6
14.7
48
09
87
19
13 4
26
12 7
50
09
0.7
0.9
2.8
0.9
Table 25. F-5 _IPS Blade Scope Limits.
Mode
. Stress Limit_ ksi
Gauge 1 Gauge 2 Gause 3
1 IF 0 29.1 20.5
2 2/ 0.4 25.5 3.3
3 IT 4.7 6.3 3.3
4 3F 5.1 16.5 12.1
5 A 3.6 4.0 0.2
6 2T 8.3 3.3 0.5
7 4F 2.5 11.3 1.8
8 3T 9.4 2.9 3.5
9 5F 4.5 10.3 6.3
I0 4T 4.7 5.9 0
II 2S+F 9.3 0.9 0.5
12 6F 6.9 0.6 0.8
13 5T 3.0 1.0 0.7
14 2S' 9.0 2.1 2.4
15 ?T 2.8 0.2 0.4
16 2S" 8.9 1.5 0.5
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Table 26. A-5 MPS Blade Scope Limits.
Stress Limit I ksi
Mode Gause 1 Gauge 2 Gauge 3
I 1F 0.3 26.5 17.4
2 2F 0 34.4 5.0
3 IT 5.0 10.8 1.8
4 3F 3.7 17.5 II.0
5 2T 6.1 8.1 2.0
6 A 8.6 1.8 0.8
7 4F 6.5 12.6 1.4
8 3T 7.9 0 5.4
9 5F 8.9 10.9 6.5
I0 4T 4.0 5,4 2.0
II 5T 6.9 2.6 1.4
12 ? 8.9 1.0 1.4
13 2S 8.7 0.8 0.6
14 ? 8.7 2.4 2.3
15 ? 8.6 2.2 0.I
Table 27. F-7 MPS Blade Scope Limits.
Stress Limit_ ksi
Uncorrected Corrected*
Mode Gauge I Gauge 2 Gauge 3 Gauge I Gauge 2 Gauge 3
1 IF 0.3 10.1 17.7 1.4 4.9 9.7
2 2F 1.9 17.2 13.8 2.4 9.4 9.4
3 IT 4.7 0.5 0 4.2 2.0 0
4 3F 1.2 20.7 0 3.0 13.4 0
5 A 0.9 15.2 0.3 1.0 11.3 0.4
6 2T I0.0 0 3.8 7.0 0 3.0
7 4F 0.4 16.9 8.8 0.6 14.0 7.0
8 3T 12.5 0 4.8 8.5 0 1.9
9 5F 2.5 13.7 6.5
I0 4T 11.5 0 2.0
* This Correction was Necessary Due to the Deviation of Calibration Data from
Strain-Distribution Data
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Table 28. A-7 MPS Blade Scope Limits.
Stress Limit I ksi
Uncorrected Corrected*
Mode Gauge I Gau6e 2 Gause 3 Gauge I Gauge 2 Gauge 3
1 IF 1.2 9.4 13.7 1.6 7.3 15.6
2 2F 4.6 18.3 11.9 3.2 II.I 11.2
3 IT 8.1 6.6 I.I 5.3 9.2 1.2
4 3F 8.4 29.4 0 5.3 19.2 0
5 A 14.2 4.9 8.2 8.4 5.6 9.8
6 2T 14.4 4.8 3.2 11.8 10.8 9.5
7 4F 5.8 24.9 13.6 5.7 19.4 11.3
8 3T 22.3 7.8 2.3 11.5 4.9 1.0
9 5F 2.7 19.6 5.4 4.0 18.2 5.3
I0 4T 22.6 4.5 7.0
* This Correction was Necessary Due to the Deviation of Calibration Data from
Strain-Distribution Data
Table 29. F-f1MPS Blade Scope Limits.
Stress Limit_ ksi
Mode Gauge 1 Gauge 2 Gauge 3
1 IF 0.2 15.2 14.2
2 2F 4.2 13.0 2.0
3 IT 24.9 5.7 3.5
4 3F 1.7 4.7 6.5
5 A 8.7 3.7 7.7
6 2T 19.4 2.5 1.5
7 4F 3.2 6.2 1.0
8 3T 12.0 3.2 0.2
9 5F 1.5 3.2 4.7
10 4T 2.7 6.5 2.0
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Table 30. A-If HPS Blade Scope Limits.
Stress Limit_ ksi
Mode Gause 1 Gauge 2 Gauge 3
1 1F 0.7 14.7 17.4
2 2F 4.0 19.9 2.5
3 IT 18.4 7.7 2.0
4 3F 8.5 10.2 6.7
5 A 14.9 12.2 1.7
6 2T 19.2 6.7 2.7
7 4F 9.7 1.0 0.5
8 3T 18.7 0.2 0.5
9 5F 7.0 2.5 2.5
I0 2S+T 10.5 6.7 0.2
Table 31. F-21HPS Blade Scope Limits.
Stress Limit_ ksi
Mode Gauge I Gauge 2 Gauge 3
1 1F 8.0 22.7 19.2
2 2F 11.0 6.7 7.0
3 IT 13.2 5.5 0.3
4 3F 7.0 3.7 1.2
5 3F' 5.2 5.5 1.0
6 2T 10.7 2.5 2.0
7 2T' 2.7 0.5 0.7
8 4F 12.0 4.2 5.0
9 4T 0 0 0.3
I0 5F 12.0 9.0 3.2
Table 32. A-21HPS Blade Scope Limits.
Mode
I IF
2 2F
3 IT
4 IA
5 3F
6 2T
7 3T
8 4F
9 4T
I0 5F
Gauge 1
1.2
2.7
16.4
14.4
1.7
17.9
2.5
16.4
0.2
11.5
Stress Limit_ ksi
Gauge 2
24.9
24.9
17.7
17.9
11.7
5.5
2.5
3.7
4.2
9.2
Gauge 3
21.4
7.0
5.5
7.7
ii .9
3.7
4.2
6.5
4.0
3.5
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nine-blade hub and fairings are available in Boeing Drawing Nos. 5802-608 and 5802-612,
respectively, which have been supplied to NASA. This hardware was utilized to investigate
acoustic-phasing effects during Cell 41 and NASA Lewis 8x6 and 9x15 wind tunnel tests.
4.4.2 Aeromechanical Hub
Hub flexibility was studied using a specially configured aeromechanical hub. The intent was to
acquire design data to aid in assessing flexibility effects in the fan blade attachment ring used on the
full-scale engine. Data were acquired during testing in the anechoic chamber, Cell 41, at GE and
in the NASA Lewis 8x6 wind tunnel.
The aeromechanical hub was designed to simulate hub flexibility of the full-scale UDF®
Demonstrator blade support structures which include a rotating polygonal ring and turbine frame.
The design requirements included matching Demonstrator 2 and 4 nodal frequencies while
maintaining a 2x stress margin at maximum speed. The frequency match was based on a full-scale
ANSYS beam model of the Demonstrator configuration with the F1E9 blade, polygonal ring,
brackets, and turbine frame, because no test data were available during the design phase, owever,
the design task was quite difficult since the heavier MPS blade was not usable with scaled--down
versions of the Demonstrator support structures with 2x margin.
The initial concepts utilized the MPS blade with the standard trunnion; however, these early
studies showed that even a reasonable frequency match on first flex and axial modes was impossible
with the polygonal-ring-type structure. As a result, the threaded (turned--down) trunnion concept
was envisioned and approved. With this modification to the MPS blade, design proceeded in two
basic phases. The fast phase involved free/free mode frequency analysis of the blade and polygonal
ring to match fast flex and axial frequencies. In this analysis, the MPS model had the same blade
beam representation as the Demonstrator model, except lumped masses of the heavier trunnion were
used. Various polygonal-ring materials were examined, but the most successful was the same
material (Ti6-4) as the Demonstrator. The final ring configuration had a rail cross section and
spacing similar to the Demonstrator but was not an exact scaled-down version. In addition, the final
shape was very close to an ideal ring to minimize cyclic-fatigue-induced bending.
With the ring structure defined, the final task (encompassing the second phase) waa to design
a bracket simulating the Demonstrator bracket and turbine frame. Initial bracket concepts were
simply two radial legs with a flange interface at the ring; these simple bracket concepts were
unsuitable due to high stress induced by centrifugal ring displacement. The key was to then design
a two--piece bracket in which the upper portion simulated the radially flexible DemonsCator bracket
(for ring/frame radial decouple) and the lower portion simulated the stiff turbine frame. As in the
Demonstrator bracket, a "V-configuration" with tapering thicknesses was used. The lower legs of
the MPS bracket were subsequently designed to tune in the first axial frequencies. With this design,
target frequencies were matched within 2 z (full-scale) as evidenced by Table 33.
The final aeromechanical hub design, diagrammed in Figures 116 and 117, consisted of MPS
blades with threaded stems passed through a hole in the hub of the polygonal ring and attached to
the ring with self-locking nuts. The ring had eight flanges (one at each hub) which bolted to the upper
flange of the eight V-brackets. The lower ends of the V-brackets were integral with the lower legs
of the one-piece MPS bracket. These lower ends were connected to a large flange bolted to the
octagonal hub ring that replaced the original balance ring. Both of the bracket flanges used two
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Figure 116. Aeromechanical Hub and Rigid Hub Configurations.
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Table 33. MPS Aeromechanical Hub Design Frequency Comparison.
FrequencF_ Hertz (Full-Scale).
Model rpm 2N- IF 3N- IF 4N-1F 2N- IA 3N- IA 4N- IA
Demo 0 31.4 32.7 32.6 42.0 53.0 57.8
MPS 0 31.5 32.3 32.7 40.4 51.5 56.4
Demo 1537 51.0 52.6 52.5 62.8 73.6 75.8
lIPS 1537 51.7 53.1 53.2 63.3 74.4 77.1
1/4-inch-diameter bolts, and the lower flange had a dowel pin to help center the brackets and ring.
The entire bracket was made of the same material (Inco 718) as the Demonstrator bracket and frame.
Initially, only the first stage was to be designed, but studies revealed that both stages had similar
dynamic characteristics. Furthermore, the Demo polygonal rings were identical, which supported
the decision to utilize the same MPS aeromechanical hardware for both stages. The differences
between the two stages were in the assembly. The Stage 1 polygonal ring flange was located on the
aft side; whereas, the Stage 2 flange was on the forward side. This arrangement facilitated access
to the blade self-locking nuts for pitch change. Additional differences were manifested in the
threaded trunnion of the Stages 1 and 2 blades.
The clamping .arrangements were slightly different due to shorter Stage 2 stems which resulted
from the decreasing towpath radius. Although both stems had the same thread diameter and pitch
(0.4375-20 UNJF), Stage 1 had a right-hand thread, and Stage 2 had a left-hand thread. This
arrangement enhanced self-locking, as the blade steady-state twist moment tended to tighten the
nut for most pitch angles. Both of the stems had approximately the same thread length, but Stage
1 had a large-wrench feature (5/8-in. hex) just below the blade platform, compared to that of Stage
2 (5/16-in. hex) at the end of the stem. Further, both stems had a 1/16-in. long pilot feature (same
diameter as thread) just above the threaded portion; this provided proper alignment during
installation and tightening. Also, both stems had a neck diameter (5/16-in.) between the pilot and
blade platform to provide a feature for the stem strain during tightening. Stage 1 had a longer neck
than Stage 2; however, both were tightened with about the same preload, set to prevent joint
separation for maximum F-7/A-7 steady-state and alternating loads. The proper preload was
achieved by precise rotation (35 ° from seating) of the nut.
Although the aeromechanical hub was designed employing the FIE9 blade, testing was
conducted with the F7B4 and A7B4 blades. An ANSYS analysis of the aeromechanical hub with
the A7B4 blade was performed; a comparison with the MPS Stage 1 vibration test results indicated
that the Stage 1 frequencies were significantly lower for all first flex and axial modes, owever, a
similar comparison with results from a Demonstrator Stage 2 vibration test showed that the two-
and three-nodal first axial frequencies were with 1 z (Demonstrator scale). The vibration test 4N-1A
frequency of the Demonstrator was about 8 z higher, but first flex frequencies were about 4 z lower
than MPS analysis.
Furthermore, bench (fixed base) vibration testing of both Demonstrator and MPS blades
demonstrated Stage 1 first flex and axial frequencies which were significantly lower than Stage 2.
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This might explain the differences (Table 34) between Stages I and 2 MPS vibration test and analysis
results.
4.4.3 F-7/A-7 Torque Blades
The F-7 and A-7 torque blades were identical to the standard F-7 and A-7 blades, with the
exception of the stem. ere, fiats were machined 180* from each other so that four strain gauges could
be applied in a bridge arrangement to provide the capability of measuring torque on the stem. The
output of these gauges used the existing balance and telemetry ring wiring previously dedicated for
blade stress measurement with one modification: the output connection was made to a static strain
transmitter rather than a dynamic strain transmitter so the signal could be picked up on a discrete
frequency at the telemetry ground station. The intent was to have two F-7 and two A-7 torque blades
tested simultaneously. The resultant data would be input for full-scale engine actuator system
design-. More definitive torque blade details are available in Boeing Drawing No. 5806-14.
4.4.4 Simulated Ground Plane (Rig 2)
Full-scale UDF® proof-of--concept testing was conducted in proximity to a ground plane; this
may have affected performance and acoustic measurements. Testing at GE's outdoor crosswind
facility at Peebles, Ohio was similar to the tests conducted in GE's anechoic chamber (Cell 41) in
the presence of a freejet in order to simulate flight speed.
It was necessary and practical to assess ground-plane effects in back-to-back, ground-plane
versus no-ground-plane tests which could only be performed in the anechoic chamber. These scale
model tests were run with the F-7/A-7 blades, modeled after the first full-scale engine blades. The
ground plane designed for use in the anechoic chamber was a 5x5-foot flat surface, attached to a
Table 34. MPS Aeromechanical Hub Design Test Versus Analysis
and __PS Versus Demo Frequency Comparison.
Mode
Flexible-Base Condition Blade 2N-1F 3N-IF 4N-IF 2N-IA 3N-IA 4N-IA
MPS Stage 2 ANSYS Model A7B4 29.5 30.2 30.5 49.9 60.0 64.0
MPS Stage 1Vib Test FTB4 27.6 N/A N/A 42.9 48.0 51.6
Demo Stage 2 ANSYS Model A7D3 24.6 25.3 25.5 51.7 63.9 65.4
Demo Stage 2 Vib Test A7D3 25.9 27.5 N/A 49.3 59.0 72.0
Fixed-Base (Blade Only) Blade 1F 2F 1T 3F 1A 2T
Demo ANSYS Beam Model A7D3 26.8 78.3 97.9 N/A N/A N/A
Demo Bench Test ATD3 26.9 77.4 92.8 N/A N/A N/A
Demo Bench Test F7D3 21.9 70.2 97.9 N/A N/A N/A
MPS Bench Test A7B4 35.0 91.9 113.8 174.1 214.4 223.1
MPS Bench Test F7B4 33.3 88.4 122.5 172.4 194.3 228.4
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mount on the external side of the frcejet nozzle structure, designed to be installed at a distance of
4.9 in. to 5.2 in. (28.0 in. to 29.7 in., full-scale) from the MPS blade tips. Figure I 18 shows the
ground plane installed in Cell 41; Figure 119 illustrates design and installation details.
4.4.5 Wake Rake (Rig 3)
The autotraversing wake rake was used in the Boeing 8x12 transonic wind tunnel to study the
discharge flow field from the fan blades. It was designed to be adaptable for use in the NASA Lewis
8x6 wind tunnel but was not employed during the 1985 or 1986 test entries in that facility. This rake
mounted on the MPS nacelle support assembly to position 15 (each) total pressure, total temperature,
and flow-angle probes at MPS Station 205. The range of circumferential travel for this rake is + 30 °.
The design details of this rake arc provided in Boeing Drawing No. LO--062884 (previously supplied
to NASA).
4.4.6 Pylon (Rig 2)
A pylon with an airfoil section based on Boeing Drawing Nos. 5809-215, -216, and-217 was
designed to be installed in Cell 41 and tested with the MPS Rig 2. It was attached to a mount that
bolted to the anechoic chamber freejet nozzle external flange structure. Slots in the mount facilitated
vertical movement of the pylon to permit a range of axial distances to be set from the
plane--of-rotation of the forward blade row. Bolt--on tip fairings were available to account for
contour differences at the pylon/nacelle interface when this was done. Axial location could be set
1.84 in. (minimum), 2.936 in. (nominal), and 5.2 in. (maximum) from the forward blade row
plane-of--rotation. Also, the pylon could be positioned at six different circumferential locations on
the freejet nozzle. North and south locations placed the pylon relative to the anechoic chamber
microphone arrangement to simulate port and starboard engine installations, respectively. GE
Drawing Nos. 4013339-598 (Sheets 1, 2, and 3) and 4013339-600 show the details of the pylon.
4.4.7 Simulated Fuselage (Rig 2)
A simulated fuselage section was designed based on the Boeing 727 contour information for
installation at the freejet nozzle exit in Cell 41. Figure 120 illustrates the resultant body--of-
revolution schematically in relation to the freejet nozzle and MPS Rig 2.
Instrumentation proposed for the simulated fuselage is summarized in the Task III report. Figure
121 compares calculated Math number distributions for both. the body--of-revolution and the
Boeing 727 fuselage shape. Design details of the simulated fuselage are contained in the GE
Drawing Nos. 4013339-754 and 4013339-755, Sheets 1 and 2. Although design work was
complete, the simulated fuselage was not fabricated.
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Figure 118. Ground Plane Installation in Cell 41.
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5.0 ACOUSTIC AND PERFORMANCE TESTING
5.1 Rig ?./Cell 41 (GE Anechoic Chamber)
MPS SN002 testing in GE's anechoic freejet facility (cell 41), involving contract blading (but
not necessarily contract configurations) was conducted during the time period of October 1984
through July 1986, inclusive.
The objective of the test program was to investigate the acoustic, aerodynamic, and
aeromechanical performance of unique GE countermtation blade concepts at low speed for
application to future advanced technology propulsion systems. This was accomplished using scale
model blading on the MPS SN002 in GE's anechoic chamber, Cell 41. Blade design variables
included: tip sweep, activity factor, pitch angle, and blade row axial spacing. Mach numbers up to
0.35 at an angle-of-attack of 0 ° were set with the MPS on an isolated nacelle-type wind tunnel
installation arrangement. The effects of pylon interaction were also evaluated during the test
program.
5.1.1 Facility Description
All of the planned experimental measurements within Task IV of this program were conducted
in the GE anechoic freejet facility located at Evendale, Ohio, and herein identified as Cell 41.
Depicted schematically in Figures 122 and 123, Cell 41 is a cylindrical chamber 45-ft in diameter
and 72-ft high; the inner surfaces of which arc lined with anechoic wedges made of fiberglass wool
to yield a low frequency cutoff below 220 Hz and an absorption coefficient of 0.99 above 220 Hz.
Descriptions and results of the tests conducted in order to determine the acoustic characteristics of
the anechoic chamber (such as, inverse-square-law tests), and mean velocity and turbulence
intensity distributions ill the freejet were reported in internal GE reports (R81AEG212 and TM
84-597 by P.G. Vogt and B.A. Janardan, respectively).
The primary air supply for the simulator rig is a freejet air system that consists of a 250,000 cfm
(50 in.), water-column static pressure facility fan driven by a 3,500-hp (horsepower) electric motor.
Air to the facility fan is pulled through the existing buildup area inlet silencer. A transition duct and
silencer route air discharged from the facility fan to a silencer plenum chamber which reduces the
noise level by 30 clB to 50 dB, and the air is then discharged through the 1.2 m freejet exhaust. Freejet
flow at maximum permits simulation up to Mach 0.35. This Mach number variation at the
counterrotating blades is obtained by varying the facility airflow rate. The combined freejet and
entrained airflow, finally, is exhausted through a "T-stack" directly over the simulator rig in the
ceiling of the chamber.
The facility operating parameters were monitored during testing at the control console to ensure
that prescribed facility limits were not exceeded and to set the test--point conditions.
Measured on rakes at the metering station, freejet discharge pressures were used for setting the
desired freejet Mach numbers. These parameters were also routed through the dynamic scanning
system and recorded by the ADH (aerodynamic data handling) system.
Facility temperatures were monitored at the control console using a Doric multichannel
temperature indicator. The unit had a 24--channel capability and was designed for use with Type K
thermocouples (chromel-alumel).
The basic Rig 2 Test System, supplied by Boeing under a joint GE/Boeing effort prior to use in
this contracted program, included the fully assembled and instrumented rig mounted in a three-strut,
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vertical "rig frame" as shown in Figure 124. Boeing conducted a mechanical and instrumentation
check-out of this system before shipping to GE. This system was mounted and installed on the
"service frame" in the Cell 41 facility, as described above and depicted in Figure 124. During the
installation of the system, services required to operate the rig (such as lubrication supply and
scavenge, turbine air supply, and slave air supplies to vehicle sumps) were connected.
A complete check-out of all rig service systems was performed prior to the implementation of
planned testing. Insofar as possible, rig configuration changes were performed in the test facility
without removal from Cell 41. These model changes included changes to the: blade configuration,
blade row spacing, pitch angle, pylon, ground plane, and hub configuration.
A simulated fuselage section was designed, but not fabricated. A nacelle support pylon was
designed and fabricated for installation at the exit of the freejet nozzle, as illustrated in Figure 125.
The mounting was designed for locating the pylon at six azimuthal positions, relative to the
wall-mounted far-field microphones.
5.1.2 Vehicle Description and Instrumentation
5.1.2.1 General Description
The MPS is a pneumatically powered counterrotating unducted fan engine model propulsion
system which is designed for testing fan blade configurations in either subsonic or transonic wind
tunnels. A photograph of the assembled MPS SN002 in Cell 41, in the vertical mode, is presented
as Figure 126. The tunnel airflow direction is from the bottom to the top. The overall length is 117
inches (Model Station 173.00 to Model Station 290.00) and the nominal propulsor diameter is 24.5
inches. The MPS components are discussed briefly in the following sections of this document.
However, a more thorough description of these component parts and their function is available in
an internal Boeing report (D6--52523 by R.M. Swanson).
5.1.2.2 Mounting and Installation
For this test, the MPS SN002 unit was mounted in the center of the Cell 41 freejet nozzle (Figure
127). The MPS centerline coincided with the freejet nozzle centerline section.
5.1.2.3 Hub Shaft Module
GE def'mes the section of the MPS consisting of the blades, hubs, center shaft, rotating shafts,
nacelle, and nacelle support hardware as the hub shaft module.
5.1.2.3.1 Inner (Aft) Hub
The inner hub is the aft hub on MPS SN002; it rotates CWALF (clockwise, aft looking forward)
and provides the attachment and locking mechanisms for the aft blades. The eight--blade hub is
constructed of a titanium inner diameter ring with a microballoon outer diameter covering on the
external surface shaped to the nacelle contour with eight cutout areas for the blade shanks.
A portion of the hub near the blade platform is dished, as is the blade platform. This is done to
area-rule the hub/blade at the blade root to reduce Math numbers through the blades in the
maximum blade thickness regions. This inner hub attaches to the metric side of a rotating force
balance which, in turn, attaches to the inner rotating shaft. An 11-blade hub was fabricated for the
F-11 blades; its construction is similar to the 8-blade hub, but an aluminum fairing replaces the
microbaUoon for external surface shaping.
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Figure 126. The Assembled MPS SNO02 in Cell 41.
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5.1.2.3.2 Outer (Forward) Hub
The outer hub isthe forward hub on MPS SN002. ItrotatesCCWALF (counterclockwise,aft
looking forward),and the eightblade hub isconstructedin thesame manner as the afteightblade
hub, providing the retainmentfunctionon the forward blades.The outer hub attachesto a second
rotatingforce balance which, in turn,isaffLxedto the outer rotatng shaft.A 9-blade hub was
fabricatedfor the A-11 blades;itsconstructionand associatedfairingis similarto thatof the
11-blade hub.
5.1.2.3.3 Inner Rotating Shaft
The innerrotatingshaftisconcentric(inside)with theouterrotatingshaft.Itissupportedon the
id (insidediameter)by bearingsNos. i and 4,and on the od (outsidediameter)by the Nos. 2 and
5 bearings,and provides supporton theaftend,fortheaftbladetelemetrymodule and incorporates
the attachpoint forthe nonmetric sideof the rotatingforce balance associatedwith the innerhub
and aftblades.The innerrotatingshaftalsoincorporatesdifferentremovable spacerswhich allow
a variationinaxiallocationofthe aftbladerow, relativetotheforward blade row. The forward end
ismechanically connected totheinnerturbinedriveshaftby means ofa coaxial,flexiblediaphragm
(Bendix-_pe) coupling which allows compensation for minor shaftmisalignments and thermal
expansion differentials.Italsomechanically decouples the turbinesand hub shafts.This coupling
arrangement takesplace between MPS Stations238.275 and 245.6.
5.1.2.3.4 Outer Rotating Shaft
The outerrotatingshaftissuppormd on theidby bearingsNos. 2 and 5,and on theod by bearings
Nos. 3 and 6;ofthese,Nos. 2 and 3 areconsideredthrustbearings.The aftend ofthisshaftprovides
a surfaceforsupportingthetelemetrymodule associatedwith theforward bladesand alsoprovides
the attachpointforthe nonmetric sideofthe rotatingforcebalance which isconnected tothe outer
hub holding theforward blades.The forward end of theouterrotatingshaftmechanically connects
tothe outerturbinedriveshaftby means of a second Bendix coupling.This takesplacebctwccn the
MPS Stations240.41 and 245.425.
5.1.2.3.5 NonrotaUng Center Shaft
Inside the rotating inner shaft, the nonrotating center shaft provides a seat for the Nos. 1 and 4
bearings. The nacelle aftbody is supported from the aft end of the center shaft which extends through
almost the entire length of the MPS and serves as a conduit for instrumentation and lubrication
service lines which must be routed out of the simulator.
5.1.2.3.6 Nacelle and Nacelle Support Housing
The nacelle consists of two sections, identified as the forebody and aftbody. The forebody is an
ellipsoid-shaped shell from MPS Stations 201.63 to 221.0 (approximately), and is supported from
the nacelle support housing. It represents the nacelle of an unducted fan engine. It also provides a
mounting surface for the forward blade telemetry antenna and power source and the other
instrumentation-related equipment. The aftbody is a shell from MPS Stations 194.12 to (approxi-
mately) 173.00 which resembles the aftbody section of an unducted fan engine nacelle. It provides
a mounting surface for the aft blade telemetry antenna and power source, as well as for additional
instrumentation- and service-related equipment.
The nacelle support housing is comprised of a support structure which is cantilevered from the
turbine drive module. It houses the concentric drive shafts, nonrotating center shaft, and Bendix
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couplings. The housing also provides a seat for the No. 6 bearing. At the aft end of the housing is
a damper section which acts as a shock absorber to minimize vibrations on the hub shaft module.
This damper also provides a seat for the No. 4 bearing and a mounting surface for designated
instrumentation. An assembly drawing of the entire hub shaft module and Bendix couplings is
provided in Boeing drawing No. 5802-2 and in an internal GE report (MPS 84-02 by G.E. Hoff).
5.1.2.4 Turbine Drive Module
GE defines the forward section of NIPS SN002, which consists of the drive turbines, drive shaft,
high pressure air passageways, and section support structure, as the turbine drive module.
5.1.2.4.1 Inner Turbine and Drive Shaft
The innerturbineistheforward turbineinthe NiPS SN002; a two-stage turbine,itisconnected
to the inner turbinedrive shaftwhich issupported by the Nos. 9 and 10 bearings.On the forward
end of the inner drive shaft is a 60-tooth disk installed for use with a magnetic-speed pickup instru-
mentation device. Operating limits at the inner turbine inlet are 300 psi for pressure and 250 ° F for
temperature. Inlet temperature is set at 160°1= in order to eliminate the possibility of ice formation.
5.1.2.4.2 Outer Turbine and Drive Shaft
The outerturbineistheaftturbineon MPS SN002; italsoisatwo-stage turbineand isconnected
tothe outerturbinedriveshaftwhich issupported by bearingsNos. 7 and 8.On the aftend of the
outerturbinedriveshaft,justforward of theBendix coupling,isa 60--toothdisk installedfor use
with amagnetic-speed pickup instrumentationdevice.Operating limitsattheouterturbineinletare
the same as those for the inner turbine. The inner and outer turbines are interchangeable, and this
interchangeability affords the flexibility of reversing the direction of rotation of the drive shafts.
5.1.2.4.3 Turbine Drive System
These two turbinesare mounted, as previously described,in tandem on the counterrotating
concentricinnerand outerturbinedriveshaftsand arc drivenby dual airsupplies.In Cell41, both
hot air and ambient air travel through facility piping to a mixing chamber beneath the freejet nozzle.
The drive air m both turbines then advances from the chamber location m the MPS ntrbine drive
module housing by means of piping through the MPS support struts which extend from the freejct
nozzle wall.
From there, the air for the outer turbine enters the drive module housing through a 3--in. diameter
hole which is lined up with one of six 3.06-in. diameter holes in the outer turbine plenum inlet. Six
holes are available, allowing some degree of flexibility from an installation standpoint. Once
through this hole, the air is in the outer turbine plenum. From there, air travels from the MPS by
means of an outer duct in the turbine drive module.
Air for the inner turbine enters the turbine drive module housing through a second 3-in. diameter
hole (4.8-in. forward of the first hole) into a cavity which serves as a manifold to six air passageways
through struts within the outer turbine exhaust ducting. These six strut air passageways bring drive
air to the inner turbine air plenum; from which the air traverses through the inner turbine and then
exits from the MPS by means of an inner duct in the turbine drive module. The turbine section
support structure provides scats for the Nos. 7, 8, 9, and 10 bearings and contains passageways for
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muting the instrumentation and lubrication fines out of the MPS. A detailed assembly drawing
(including pans fist) of the turbine drive module is provided in the Boeing drawing No. 5801-2, and
in an internal GE report (MPS 84-02 by G.E. Hoff).
5.1.2.5 Rotating Force Balance
The rotating force balance incorporates su'ain-gange-instrumented flexure beams for load
measurement. These beams provide a means to measure reactions due to thrust and torque loads,
as well as various reactions and moments due to components of loading which are not of primary
interest, such as centrifugal force, but which are used to make interaction corrections. Balances are
installed between the rotating inner shaft and aft hub, and the rotating outer shaft and forward hub.
These balances are completely interchangeable.
5.1.2.6 Lubrication System
The MPS lubrication system utilizes a tank which contains MIL-L,-7808 oil heated to
approximately 150°F. Normal MPS operation requires seven to eight gallons; ffthe tank level should
fall too low, perhaps due to a leak, a level indicator switch will illuminate a warning lamp on the
control console. Oil is pumped from the tank through two fines by means of two Nichols-Zenith
1-gpm (gallon per minute) pumps designated as the lube pump and the damper pump.
In the fast line, after encountering the lube pump and passing a check valve, a portion of the oil
is cooled by circulating water running through a cooler at 0.45- to 0.50-gpm and 50- to 60-psig
water pressure. A trim valve in the water line provides adjustment capability, and a pressure sensor
causes a yellow fight on the control console to illuminate if the water pressure drops below 20 psig.
The portion of oR remaining in the first fine bypasses the cooler and then enters a three-way
thermostat, along with the cooled oil. The thermostat balances these two oil flows to yield an output
flow at approximately 140°F. This oil then passes through a 5-gin filter to pressure and temperature
sensors in the fine. Linked to the control console, these sensors display the status of the oil. If the
oil pressure is less than 150 psig, the console will shut down the MPS; if the temperature is greater
than 250"1:, a red fight located on the console panel will illuminate.
Next, the oil line progresses to a point where it merges with a line that carries excess oil from
the damper pump, forming a single line. (All hardware discussed thus far is housed within the lube
cabinet.) This single lube line then exits from the cabinet and confronts the warmup solenoid. This
solenoid is closed, and the oil directed to a relief bypass valve and then back to the tank, if the
pressure exceeds 250 ps/g when the MPS is rotadng at less than 150 rpm.
During this phase of MPS operation, whatever oil remains in the simulator bearings and supply
fines downstream of the warmup solenoid is then siphoned through the purge solenoid to the
evacuated deoiler. This is done to avoid oil temperature transients, especially when the MPS has
been inactive and at ambient temperature for an extended time period (for example, the beginning
of a test period). Once the MPS is operating above 150 rpm, the purge solenoid closes, and the
warmup solenoid opens. The ensuing oil line branches into two sections. One section has the
manifolded oil supply lines from the Nos. I, 2, 4, 5, and I0 bearings connected to it; the other section
has manifolded oil supply lines from the Nos. 3, 6, and the combined Nos. 7, 8, and 9 bearings
connected to it. Each of the eight bearing supply lines has its own individually adjustable needle
valve to provide for oil flow balance capability. Oil then enters the MPS through the bearing supply
lines.
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In the second line from the tank, the damper pump in the lube cabinet channels oil through a
check valve and 5--pro filter. Upon exiting the filter, the oil line branches into two sections, with one
leading to the damper bypass relief valve and the other connecting with the oil line segment from
the thermostat discussed in the preceding paragraphs.
The oil does not flow through the relief valve until the pressure exceeds 175 psid, after which
the valve maintains a 175 psi differential When this occurs, the oil is heated to approximately 160°F
and then flows to pressure and temperature sensors in the line. These sensors are connected to the
control console where the MPS running status of the damper oil is displayed. If the pressure here
is less than 20 psig, the console will shut down the NIPS; if the temperature is less than 130°F, a
yellow light is illuminated on the control console. All of the damper line components discussed to
this point are housed within the lube cabinet. When the damper line exits from the cabinet, it is
directed to the damper unit in the nacelle support housing.
Bearing sump oil is removed from the MPS through eight scavenge lines. The scavenge lines
from the Nos. 1, 7, 8, 9, and 10 bearings; and the combined Nos. 2 and 3; combined Nos. 3 and 4;
and combined Nos. 5 and 6 bearings exit the MPS and then are routed to the lube cabinet. These eight
Lines connect to eight separate scavenge pumps. The exit lines from the scavenge pumps drain into
the oil supply tank.
An air and oil mixture is removed from the NIPS by means of two lines that are eventually
connected to a vacuum pump. One of these lines exits the MPS in the Bendix cavity region (Bendix
vent line) and the other line leaves the MPS through the turbine section structure (aft vent line). Both
lines lead to the lube cabinet, where they terminate at the top of the deoiler tank. In the deoiler,
gravity forces the oil to the bottom of the tank. From there, a line with a 1.55-_m filter and a ball
valve transports the oil from the deoiler to the supply tank through the transfer pump. The parasitic
air from the MPS is sucked from the deoiler through a line to a vacuum pump outside the cabinet.
A vacuum trim valve is provided within the cabinet; also, instrumentation in the vacuum line
inside the Oabinet is connected to the control console to illuminate warning Lights on the MPS control
panel when the vacuum does not remain between 4 and 9 psia. Oil supply and scavenge line sizes
range from 0.33 to 1.5 in., and the pumps are Nichols--Zenith l-gpm pumps. A schematic of the lube
system for MPS SN002 is provided (Figure 128). All lubrication system limits pertinent to MPS
control console warning and shutdown displays are adjustable.
Facility requirements for the lubrication system are: a ll0-V/ac and 16--amp (starting) power
supply for each pump (pumps will be ripple started), a continuous 4--psia vacuum for scavenging,
and a standard tap water source for cooling flow. The lube cabinet measures approximately
19x36x60 inches; an internal Boeing report (D6-52523 by R.M. Swanson) presents additional
informationregardingthe MPS lube system.
5.1.2.7 MPS Control System and Support Equipment
The control console was designed to control the speed of the two counterrotating shafts in the
MPS unit. This is done through the operation of valves in the high pressure air supply system, the
movement of which is regulated by the console. The simulator operating conditions can be set either
manually or automatically through the proper use of controls on the appropriate console panel, and
the speed of both rotors can be controlled simultaneously or independently to the same or different
speed values.
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In the automatic mode, rates of acceleration are variable up to 400 rpm per second. The console
also displays such primary--operating and condition--monitoring parameters as: the bearing
temperatures, vibrations, and balance forces, on four separate panels (Figure 129) which will be
discussed in more detail later. It also has protective circuits which activate yellow and red warning
fights when preset low-of high--threshold limits are exceeded. In some instances, these circuits also
shut the MPS down. These limits are set by making adjuslments to the individual monitoring meters.
AC Power
Circuit Breakers
Hydraulic
Supply Status
Inner Rotor
Servocontroller
Outer Rotor
Servocontroller
First Fault
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Lube System
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Air
Management Vibration
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Setpoint and
Controller Balance
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Figure 129. Schematic of HPS SNO02 Control Console Panel Layout.
The left outboard panel, the first of four console panels, contains the ac (alternating current)
power control circuit breakers, the hydraulic supply control switch and status indicators, and the
servocontrollers for the two air control valve assemblies. The four circuit breakers at the top of this
panel allow power to be transmitted to the instruments and controls in the console and the MPS
telemetry equipmenL Below the circuit breakers and to the right is a switch to activate power to the
hydraulic bench. Here, a pump provides the necessary hydraulic pressure and flow to control air
valves which regulate air flow to the MPS turbine drive module. Lights to the left of this switch
indicate whether the bench is functioning normally or has been turned off by the console due to low
hydraulic pressure, low fluid level, or excessive oil temperature. If the hydraulic system is not
performing properly, the console will not permit the air management controls to become operational.
Finally, two servocontrollers are located at the bottom of the first console panel; for each rotor, the
air pressure signal sensed by a strain-gauge transducer and the rpm signal sensed by a magnetic-
speed pickup are conditioned and combined in the servocontrollers to manipulate rotor speed by
means of a nested, double closed-loop-feedback method.
The second panel (left inboard) accommodates the first-fault detector, bearing temperature
displays, and the MPS lubrication system control circuitry and status indicators. The first-fault
detector (located at the top of this panel) contains circuitry which will warn the console operator,
even shutting down the MPS if necessary, in the event that abnormal operating conditions are
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encountered. There are 40-warning and 40--trip circuits available. Of the 40-trip circuits, 6 will
initiate a 50-ms emergency MPS shutdown, while the other 34 will prompt a 400--ms automatic
shutdown by interrupting airflow to the MPS turbines. When any of the 40--warning circuits are
activated, a yellow light (to the right of the first-fault detector) is illuminated, and an audio alarm
is sounded (provided the switch below the light is turned on).
This system is capable of detecting multiple warning signals, provided the circuitry is rearmed
after each incident. When a shutdown occurs, red lights (at the left of the first-fault detector) indicate
whether it was an automatic or emergency shutdown, and a digital display at the center indicates the
numerical code associated with the most probable cause for the event. The nomenclature for the fault
numerical code associated with an MPS shutdown is listed and defined in Table 35. After a
shutdown, MPS operation cannot resume until the situation causing the abnormal condition is
rectified and the fault-clear button (below the digital display) is depressed.
The 10 MPS beating temperatures are shown on 10 separate digital meters at the center of the
second console panel; of these displays, 8 receive their signals directly from the bearing thermo-
couples. No. 2 and 5 bearing temperature signals are conditioned and buffered by telemetry
equipment before they are displayed on the console.
Low- and high-temperature limits are set by adjustments made directly to screws on the meter
face. Normal bearing operating temperatures are generally a function of the tunnel test section
pressure and temperature and the lube temperature. The design temperature limit for the Nos. 3 and
5 bearings is 300°F; the remaining bearings have a temperature limit of 225°F.
The bottom of the left inboard console panel is occupied by lubrication system control status
indicators. To function properly, the MPS depends on a steady flow of heated oil to lubricate and
cool the bearings and to dampen shaft vibrations. The operation of the lube system was discussed
in earlier paragraphs. The lube system control functions are automatically directed by the console,
and the running status of the various lube system components is displayed by console indicators. The
lube and damper systems have pressure and temperature status indicators, and the supply tank level
status is also displayed. In addition, the vacuum level produced by the facility vacuum pump is
indicated, as is the operation of the oil temperature control heater and cooler. Located at the left of
the indicator lights is a switch to activate the lube system. Special procedures (discussed in a later
section of this report) are required for the lube system control at the start of testing to avoid transitory
situations which will not permit MPS operation.
The third console panel is the right inboard panel and contains the air management controls,
torque indicators for both rotors, pressure and speed indicators, and the setpoint controllers. Located
at the top of this panel, the air management controls actuate the valving which permits facility air
to flow to the servos; supply line pressure level and air control valve positions are monitored at this
station. The console ignition switch and emergency stop button are also located in this section of
the third panel.
Propulsor loads are measured by rotating force balances gauged to measure the thrust, torque,
and centrifugal force. These parameters are conditioned by and routed through telemetry to the dual
digital displays in the middle of the third console panel. The WOZ (wind-off zero) button between
the torque displays allows for a wind-off zero to be accounted for in the displayed force balance data
readout on the console.
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Table 35. Numerical Code Nomenclature for the HPS Control
Console First-Fault Detector.
Reason Explanation
Console Operator Shuts Down HPS (Hanually)
Code
O0
01
02
03
04
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
2O
21
22
23
24
25
26
Emersency Stop Button
(Console Panel)
Outer Rotor Overxpeed
Inner Rotor Overxpeed
Emergency Stop Button
(Blade Monitor Station)
Tunnel Shutdown
Hydraulic Pressure
Outer Rotor Torque
Inner Rotor Torque
Outer Rotor Servo Error
Inner Rotor Servo Error
Outer Rotor Servo Limit
Inner Rotor Servo Limit
Lube Pressure
Damper Pressure
Vibration 1
Vibration 2
Vibration 3
Vibration 4
Vibration $
Vibration 6
Vibration 7
Outer Rotor Speed Limit is Exceeded
Inner Rotor Speed Limit is Exceeded
Blade Stress Monitor Shuts Down MPS
Tunnel Shutdown Triggers MPS Shutdown
Pressure Level in Air Valve Hydraulic System
Below Minimum Limit
Outer Rotor Force Balance Torque Limit Exceeded
Inner Rotor Force Balance Torque Limit Exceeded
Outer Rotor Supply Pressure Difference Between
Command and Feedback Exceeds Limit
Inner Rotor Supply Pressure Difference Between
Commnd and Feedback Exceeds Limit
Outer Rotor Speed Difference Between Command
and Feedback Exceeds Limit
Inner Rotor Speed Difference Between Command
and Feedback Exceeds Limit
Pressure in Lubrication System Below Hinimum
Pressure in HPS Damper Section Below Hinim,,-
Vibrations Exceed Limit at Inner Shaft Tracking
Filter Frequency (No. 1
Vibrations Exceed Limit
Filter Frequency (No. 3
Vibrations Exceed Limit
Filter Frequency (No. 3
Vibrations Exceed Limit
Filter Frequency (No. 1
Vibrations Exceed Limit
Filter Frequency (No. 1
Vibrations Exceed Limit
Filter Frequency (No. 3
Vibrations Exceed Limit
Filter Frequency (No. 6
Bearing,
at Inner
Bearing,
at Inner
Bearins,
at Inner
Bearing,
at Outer
Bearing,
at Outer
Bearing,
at Outer
Bearing,
Vertical)
Shaft Tracking
Vertical)
Shaft Tracking
Horizontal)
Shaft Trackins
Horizontal)
Shaft Tracking
Vertical)
Shaft Tracking
Vertical)
Shaft Tracking
Vertical)
2O2
Table 35. Numerical Code Nomenclature for' the DIPS Control
Console First-Fault Detector (Concluded).
-7.
Code
27
28
2g
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
Reason
Vibration B
Vibration 9
Vibration 10
Bearing No. 1
Overtemperature
Bearing No. 2
Overtemperature
Bearing No. 3
Overtemperature
Bearing No. 4
Overtemperature
Bearing No. 5
Overtemperature
Bearing No. 6
Overtemperature
Bearing No. 7
Overtemperature
Bearin| No. 8
Overtmeperature
Bearing No. 9
Overtemperature
Bearing No. I0
Overtemperature
F_plaaation
Vibrations Exceed Limit at Outer Shaft Tracking
Filter Frequency (No. 6 Bearing, Horizontal)
Vibrations Exceed Limit at Broad-Band Tracking
Filter Frequency (No. 7 Bearing, Vertical)
Vibrations Exceed Limit at Broad-Band Tracking
Filter Frequency (No. 10 Bearing, Horizontal)
Temperature at No. 1 Bearing Exceeds Limit
Temperature at No. 2 Bearing Exceeds Limit
Temperature at No. 3 Bearing Exceeds Limit
Temperature at No. 4 Bearing Exceeds Limit
Temperature at No. 5 Bearing Exceeds Limit
Temperature at No. 6 Bearing Exceeds Limit
Temperature at No. 7 Bearing Exceeds Limit
Temperature at No. 8 Bearing Exceeds Limit
Temperature at No. 9 Bearing Exceeds Limit
Temperature at No. 10 Bearing Exceeds Limit
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Rotational speed (in rpm) of the MPS innerand outer rotors is displayed, along with the MPS
inlet turbine pressures (psig) at the lower half of the third control console panel To establish MPS
operating setpoint conditions, controls located at the bottom of this console are u"ttlized to allow
either a manual adjustment of rotor speeds by means of dials at the panel sides, or an automatic
acceleration to a target value at a given rate. Target values for the rotors are selected using
thumbwheel _ below the displayed setpoint rpm's; these setpoint rotor speeds can be different,
and one rotor can be accelerating while the other is decelerating.
A fourth console panel (right outboard) contains MPS vibration monitoring equipment,
consisting of 2 four-channel wacking filters, 10 vibration amplifiers, and 10 amplifier meters. Two
additional tracking filters (lower left comer of this console) are used for rig trim balance.
The electrical power for the MPS control console must be supplied from 30-amp, 120--V/ac, 60
Hz, single-phase circuits. Grounding must be rigorous to ensure clean power as free from electronic
noise as possible. The support hardware to supplement the MPS control console includes the
hydraulic bench, MPS lubrication system, and the facility vacuum pump. All of these items have
been discussed briefly in preceding sections of this report, Electrical power to the hydraulic bench
must be supplied by a 60--amp, 120-V/ac, 60 Hz, single-phase circuit; electrical power to the lube
cabinet must be supplied by three 30--amp, 120-V/ac, 60 _ single-phase circuits. The power to
the NIPS control console support hardware is independent of the power source to the console and,
therefore, need not be of equivalent quality. A schematic of the hookup of the MPS control console,
together with its support hardware, is illustrated in Figure 13_ an internal Boeing report (D6-52523
by R.M. Swanson) provides a complete description of this equipment.
5.1 #.8 Instrumentation
Table 36 contains a complete listing of the pressure, temperature, force and moment, speed,
vibration, and acoustic instrumentation utilized during the MPS SN002 testing in Cell 41. It also
provides a description of the instrumentation and its location, purpose, recommended label
designation, expected measurement ranges, and indicators to signify which instrumentation items
are to be used for input signals to the control console, the health/blade magnetic tape, the acoustic
magnetic tape, the GE facility control console, the vibration monitoring station, and which are tele-
metered measurements. A pictorial representation of all MPS instrumentation is presented in an
internal GE report (MPS 84-02 by G.E. Hoff) and as GE drawing No. 4013338--571. For
convenience, Figures 131 tlu'ough 133 present instrumentation schematics of the outer turbine, the
inner turbine, and the balance cavity, respectively.
5.1.2.8.1 Aeromechanical Instrumentation and Telemetry
Four of the blades on each hub were instrumented with three strain gauges each. Signals from
these strain gauges were routed by telemetry to a blade/health magnetic tape and monitoring
equipment in the ]DR (instrumentation data room). A summary of the telemetry insaumentation is
provided in Table 37 and Figure 134. The monitoring and recording equipment required in the ]DR
for the blade strain gauges consisted of 14 oscilloscopes, a spectrum analyzer, amplifiers (signal
conditioners), and a magnetic tape recorder. The hookup for the strain gauge output to the scopes
is illustrated in Figure 135. Table 38 outlines the arrangement of blade parameters on the magnetic
tape which was running continuously when the MPS was operating.
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0o
IMs247.11
L
I MS 276.9 I
TM28DA
PT18DA
353" O°
luS25_.2I
90°
263° 97°
o
30°
PS2550
PS2551)
B2552
,TM28RA
225'
TM28KC
PT18KA
TM28KA,
.,_---'-.._0 o
/ _PS2582
:;hermocouple
MS 258 1
• Static Pressure [ • I
• Total Pressure
• Revolutions
Figure 131. HPS SN002 Outer Turbine Instrumentation.
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o• Thermocouple _r _ 90°
• Static Pressure L.J
• Total Pressure I MS271.2 I
• Revolutions
i !
i MS 268.3 PS2680 (0°)
• PS2681 (180o)
LMS 278.1 I
2
I MS 263 2 I TM's 225°_
135°
l MS 263.71 - PS's
Figure 132. HPS SNO02 Inner Turbine Instrumentation.
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• Static Pressure
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• Telemetric Parameter
IMS201.71 0= O= IMS194.09JPS2010 PS1940
Figure 133. lIPS SNO02 Balance Cavity Instrumentation.
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KDFB1
KDFB12
KSBLF6
KSBLF7
Spare
Dummy
KSBLF(
KDFB31
KDFB30
KSBLF4
KSBLF5
TKFM1
TKFM10
TKFM12
TKBLF2
Spare
TKBLF1
KDA
KSBLA6
Spare
TKI
TKAM0
TKB201
TKB501
TKI
TAI!
KDFB52
Scanner
PS1971
Scann
KDAB72"}
KDAB711
KDAB70?
KDAB51_
KDAB50)
KDAB_
Figure 134. MPS SNO02
F1
I
Outer Telemetry Ring
MS 200.0
Scanner
;1980
TKFA00, TKFA01 (Antenna)
KSBLA1
KDAB11
Dummy
Inner Telemetry Ring
MS 196.0
Telemetry
970
SBLA2
TKAA01 (Antenna)
Instrumentation.
TKBLF0
TKFM06
Dummy
PS1981
3
"KDFB51
KDFB50
KDFB72
KDFB71
KDAB30
KDAB32
IKSBLA4
{SBLA5
inner
TKAM07
TKBLA1
TKAM06
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Table 38. Health/Blade Magnetic-Tape I Channel Assignments
for PIPS SN002.
Channel
I
2
3
4
4
5
5
6
7
8
i
i
I'
9
,p
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18 _
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
Scope
A
B
C
D
D
E
E
F
G
H
1 P
I
J
K
L
M
N
0
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z
AA
BB
Switch
Pos.
1
2
1
2
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
GE No.
901
903
651
653
601
603
663
662
661
612
611
613
672
671
683
682
681
633
632
631
622
621
6522
6012
6732
6232
1
2
3
4
351
353
357
359
361
365
367
369
371
373
Parameter
Voice
XNRI01
XNR201
KDFBI0
KDFBI2
KDABI0
KDABI2
KDFB32
KDFB31
KDFB30
I(DAB31
KDAB30
KDAB32
KDFB5 l
KDFB50
KDFB72
KDFB71
KDFB70
KDAB72
KDAB71
"KDAB70
KDAB51
KDAB50
KDFBII
KDABI1
KDFB52
KDAB52
ZVBIlO
ZHB100
ZVB310
ZHB300
TI_100
'H_200
'I'_300
"H_400
TKB500
TKB600
TKBT00
TKB800
TKB900
TKBO00
IRIG Time
Description
Voice Transmission
Outer Rotor Speed (1/rev)
Inner Rotor Speed (1/rev)
Outer Hub Blade No. 1 Strain
Outer Hub Blade No. 1 Strain
Inner Hub Blade No. I Strain
Inner Hub Blade No. 1 Strain
Outer Hub Blade No. 3 Strain
Inner Hub Blade No. 3 Strain
Outer Hub Blade No. 5 Strain
Outer Hub Blade No. 5 Strain
Outer Hub Blade No. 7 Strain
Inner Hub Blade No. 7 Strain
Inner Hub Blade No. 5 Strain
Inner Hub Blade No. 5 Strain
Outer Hub Blade No. I Strain
Inner Hub Blade No. I Strain
Outer Hub Blade No. 5 Strain
Inner Hub Blade No. 5 Strain
Vibration
,p
No. 1 Bearing Temperature
No. 2 Bearing Temperature
No. 3 Bearing Temperature
No. 4 Bearing Temperature
No. 5 Bearing Temperature
No. 6 Bearing Temperature
No. 7 Bearing Temperature
No. 8 Bearing Temperature
No. 9 Bearing Temperature
No. I0 Bearing Temperature
Time Code
z Tape Speed Should be 15 ips (Minimum)
2 Continuous
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5.1.2.8.2 Health Monitoring and Control Instrumentation
The MPS health parameters were muted to: the Boeing control console, a magnetic tape
blade/health monitoring station, and a vibration monitoring station. The locations for the bearing
and vibration health parameters are depicted in Figure 136.
The control console has been discussed in a previous section; Table 39 lists the instrumentation
parameters used as input signals. The health monitoring station, also in the IDR, consists of 14
oscilloscopes, amplifiers (signal conditioners), and a magnetic tape recorder. Table 38 oudines the
arrangement of the health parameter signals on the scopes and magnetic tape; this tape was running
continuously when the MPS was operating. The vibration monitor station received the acceler-
ometer signals and, through a switching arrangement, was capable of displaying these signals one
at a time on a spectrum analyzer.
5.1.2.8.3 Acoustic Instrumentation
The acoustic instrumentation employed for this test consisted of 24 fixed microphones and 1
traversing microphone. Figure 137 illustrates the location of these microphones, relative to the MPS.
Signals from this instrumentation were routed to a 28--track, magnetic tape recorder. Only 22 fixed
microphones could be assigned to this recorder at a given time, due to other instrumentation
demands. During the course of testing, the chosen 22 varied. The format for the 28-channel acoustic
magnetic tape is listed in Table 40.
5.1.2.8.4 Aerodynamic Instrumentation
AU instrumentation on the MPS nacelle surface is identified in Table 36. This instrumentation
consists of five static presstac taps on the forebody and six static pressure taps on the aftbody.
5.1.2.8.5 Facility Instrumentation
The MPS-related facility instrumentation is listed and described herein (Table 36). The
instrumentation associated with the GE control console is summarized in Table 41.
5.1.3 Test Matrix Summary
Table 42 presents the acoustic and performance testing conducted on Rig 2 in Cell 41 and
summarizes the results of these acoustic and performance tests, regardless of whether the individual
tests were contract-related, or not.
Also, during the time period of July 8, 1985 through September 26, 1985 the Rig 2/Cell 41 testing
was devoted to aeromechanical hub evaluations. This activity is not included in Table 42; however,
Table 43 defines the myriad of configurations investigated, incorporating one or both of the
acromechanical hubs. Aeromechanical hub testing was directly charged to the contract, but only
involved the testing activity associated with the f'wsttwo test runs. During the f'trstrun (July 11, 1985)
A-7 blade flutter activity was detected that was considered significant enough to have the A-7
blades relaid to a 35°-ply arrangement, rather than the original 13°-ply layup. The A-7 blades were
retested on July 17, 1985. During this second run, blade/hub system instability resulted in the loss
of an A-7 blade from the second stage hub. Following this, separate noncontract funding was
provided to conduct a failure investigation and to continue aeromechanical hub testing to evaluate
potential design solutions for the phenomenon exhibited on July 17, 1985.
5.1.4 Test Procedures
Prior to operation of the MPS each test period, instructions outlined in a prerun check list were
followed to activate the facility air system used for the MPS turbine drive air supply and the MPS
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Table 39. MPS SN002 Instrumentation for Control Console Input Signals.
Parameter
ZVBIIO
ZHBI00
ZVB310
ZKB300
ZVB610
ZHB600
ZVB710
ZHBO00
PT2600
PT2750
TKBIO0
TKB200 z
TKB300
TKB400
TKB500 z
TKB600
TKB700
TKB800
TKB900
TKBO00
KSBLAO z
KSBLA11
KSBLA2 z
KSBLA3 z
KSBLFO z
KSBLFI I
KSBLF21
KSBLF31
XNRI01
XN'R201
PSLUBE2(LSF)
TALUBE (LS)
PLOILD2(LSF)
TAOILD(LS)
PSVACUZ(LSF)
PSWATRZ(LSF)
QVPOS1
QVPOS2
XNRI60
XNR260
PSFND 3
GE No. Description Output To
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
226
250
351
353
357
359
361
365
367
369
371
373
501
502
503
504
511
512
513
514
901
903
1072
1073
1051
1071
1074
1075
1076
1077
902
904
1078
Vibration
_r
Outer Rotor Supply Pressure
Inner Rotor Supply Pressure
Bearing Temperature
Inner Rotor Torque
Inner Rotor Thrust
Inner Rotor Fwd. Centrif. Force
Inner Rotor Aft Centrif. Force
Outer Rotor Torque
Outer Rotor Thrust
Outer Rotor Fwd. Centrif. Force
Outer Rotor Aft Centrif. Force
Outer Rotor Speed (I/rev)
Inner Rotor Speed (I/rev)
Lube Line Pressure
Lube Line Temperature
Damper Line Pressure
Damper Line Temperature
Deoiler Vacuum Pressure
Lube System Cooling Water Press.
Outer Rotor Drive Valve Position
Inner Rotor Drive Valve Position
Outer Rotor Speed (60/rev)
Inner Rotor Speed (60/rev)
Mixing Chamber Pressure
_H/B Tape & VSA
I P
H/B [Tape
DMS
I'
H/B&MIC Tape
I P
DMS
ir
I From Telemetry
2 Special Transducer Required (Liquid Environment)
3 Pneumatic Split; to GE Console and Boeing Control Console
(LS) Limit Switch
(LSF) Limit Switch Fluid
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Table 40. Acoustic Magnetic Tape Channel
Assignments for MPS SN002.
Channel
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
GE No.
901
9O3
4001
4002
4003
4004
4005
4O06
4007
4008
4009
4010
4011
4012
4013
4014
4015
4017
4019
4020
4021
4022
4023
4O24
4101
4200
Parameter Description
Voice
XNRI01
XNR201
FMIC01
FMIC02
FMIC03
FMIC04
_IC05
FMIC06
FMIC07
FMIC08
FMIC09
I_ICIO
FMICII
FMICI2
FMICI3
FMICI4
FMICI5
FMICI7
FMICI9
FMIC20
FMIC21
FMIC22
FMIC23
FMIC24
TMICOI
MICPOS
IRIG Time
Voice Transmission
Outer Rotor Speed, I/rev
Inner Rotor Speed, I/rev
Fixed Microphone
Fixed Microphone
Traverse Microphone
Traverse Microphone Position
Time Code
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Table 41. Console Parameters for MPS SN002 Test (Cell 41).
Parameter
PT28DB I
PDJETA
PSRIVU
PSRIVD
PSR2VU
PSR2VD
PSNOZZ
PLCRFM
PSDRIV
PSSTMtt
PSSEVO
PSSEV1
PTJETA
PDRIFR
PDR2FR
PDSCRN
PDRVLN
TMRIVU 2
TMR2VU 2
TANOZZ2
PSFNSD 3
PSHEAD2
UPCORE 2
DELCOR 2
UPFANP 2
DELFAN 2
DEWPNT 2
TFANUP 2
TCORUP 2
TENTOM2
TBRNRO
GE No. Description
1014
1052
1053
1054
1055
1056
1057
1058
1059
1060
1061
1062
1063
1064
1065
1066
I067
1068
1069
1070
1078
1081
1082
1083
1084
1085
1086
3001
3002
3005
3009
Freejet Total Pressure
Freejet Nozzle _P
Outer Turbine Drive Flow Venturi Inlet Pressure
Outer Turbine Drive Flow Venturi _P
Inner Turbine Drive Flow Venturi Inlet Pressure
Inner Turbine Drive Flow Venturi AP
Mixing Chamber Bleed Flow Pressure
Burner Pressure
Turbine Discharge Duct Pressure
Steam Header Pressure
Steam Ejector Vacuum Pressure
Steam Ejector Vacuum Pressure
Freejet Total Pressure
Drive Flow Filter AP (Outer Rotor)
Drive Flow Filter AP (Inner Rotor)
Screen _P
Water Relief Valve Pressure
Outer Turbine Drive Flow Venturi Temperature
Inner Turbine Drive Flow Venturi Temperature
Bleed Flow Temperature
Mixing Chamber Pressure
Supply Air Header Pressure
Core Flow Orifice Upstream Pressure
Core Flow Orifice _P
Fan Flow Orifice Upstream Pressure
Fan Flow Orifice _P
Dewpoint
Fan Flow Orifice Upstream Temperature
Core Flow Orifice Upstream Temperature
Mixing Chamber Temperature
Burner Room Ambient Temperature
I Pneumatic Split, to Scannivalve for DHS and to
Trans. for GE Console
2 Also Routed to DMS
3 Also Routed to Boeing Control Console (Pneumatic Split)
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hydraulicand lube support equipment; having completed that,the MPS prestartcheck listwas
addressed.Once thesetaskswere accomplished,proceduresoutlinedintheMPS startcheck listwere
followed to achieve MPS start up.
When the MPS was up and operating, and the tunnel conditions were established, the MPS
setpointscorresponding tovaluesoutlinedinthetestmau'ixwere loadedand engaged toaccomplish
the desiredtestobjectives.Dm'ing thecourse of testing,two types of speed pointswere requested.
The firstwas an equal rpm speed pointwhere theinner and outer rotorspeeds were matched; the
second typeof MPS setpointreflectedconditionswhere equal torqueson theinnerand outerrotor
were desired.
To do this,theforward and aftrotorspeedswere ramped totherequestedspeed setpoint.When
conditionsstabUized,thespeed oftheinnerrotorwas adjustedtoobtainthetorquevalueof theouter
rotor.When console torquedisplaysindicatedreadingsthatwere withinapproximately 10--inches
per pound of the goal,the controlmode was switched to "track,"and the inner rotorspeed was
manually fine-tuned to produce the desired torque value. To assure safe MPS operation in the
anechoic chamber, _c considerations were adhered to during testing in Cell 41; these
safeguards are outlined in Table 44. Procedures to enact a normal MPS shutdown at the end of a test
period were available, as was a postrun check list. Control console limits set for MPS SN002 testing
in Cell 41 are specified in Table 45.
A more detailed accounting of the procedures in the check lists discussed in the preceding
paragraphs is available in an internal GE report (MPS 84-02 by G.E. Hoff).
5.2 The Rig 3/8x6 Supersonic Wind Tunnel
Under Task V of NASA Contract NAS3-24080, during the time period of July 1985 through
April 1986, the MPS SN003 was tested in the NASA Lewis 8x6 supersonic wind tunnel. The
objective of the test program was to evaluate the high speed aerodynamic, acoustic, and aero-
mechanical performance of GE's counterrotating blade concepts for application in future advanced-
technology propulsion systems. Blade design variables tested included tip sweep, activity factor,
and pitch angle. Other model variables included rotor-to-rotor axial spacing and the number of
blades per rotor stage. A specially designed aeromechanical hub, which simulated the hub flexibility
of thefull-scaleblade supportstructureof theUDF® engine,was alsotested.Dam were acquired
over a Mach number range of 0.36 through 0.9 forvariousangles-of--attackbetween :1:4°.
5.2.1 Facility Oescription
Reference 29 contains a detailed description of the 8x6 supersonic wind tunnel. However, to
summarize, the 8x6 supersonic wind tunnel is capable of attaining isolated test section flow in the
Mach number range of 0.36 to 2.0. Because of the blockage associated with the MPS however, the
test section was calibrated with the MPS installed. Results showed that the presence of the MPS
reduced the tunnel test section measured Mach number by 0.5 to 1.0%. Change in Mach number
is continuous up to 1.3, and in increments of 0.1 between 1.3 and 2.0. The tunnel can be operated
in either of two mode cycles; aerodynamic or propulsion.
The major wind tunnel components are the air dryer, compressor, flexible wall nozzle, test
section, acoustic muffler, and the cooler. A floor plan of the wind tunnel layout is depicted in Figure
138.
The test section is 8-feet high by 6--feet wide, with parallel side walls, fora total length of 23--ft,
6-in. Downstream (for a distance of 2-ft, 3-in.) the walls diverge to a width of 6-ft, 4-in. to
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Table 44. MPS SNO02 Operational Procedures for Cell 41.
item No.
I,
.
3.
.
.
1
o
o
.
Description
MPS Start Up Should Always Occur from a Windmill Condition,
(except at Mach= O)
A Facility Shutdown Should Always Activate an MPS Shutdown
HPS Should be at Corrected Speed _ 60% for any Mach Number
Change
Always Check Console Thrust and Torque Displays After a
Telemetry Override to Determine if Retuning is Required
If Necessary, Set Shutdown Limits on Nos. 2 and 5 Bearings
Temperatures to High Level if Telemetry is "Noisy"
Avoid Prolonged Operation at a Given Condition; Telemetry
Noise Seems to Affect Nos. 2 and 5 Bearings Temperatures
More as Time on Point Progresses
Avoid Steady-State Operation with a Combined Thrust Loading
Between 165 and 195; this Operating Condition Lies in the
Regime of a Load Reversal on the No. 2 Bearing
Operation with Equal Speeds on Both Rotors may Result in a
High Vibration Situation at Certain Speeds; be Watchful for
this, and if it Occurs, it Should be Possible to Relieve the
Condition by Mismatching the Rotor Speeds by a Difference of
I00- to 400-rpm's
For Reverse Thrust Testing, to Avoid Hub Rotation in the
Wrong Dfrection Since Blade-Pitch Angles are Negative, the
Rotors are to be Driven to a Predetermined Speed Prior to
Freejet Nozzle Operation
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Figure 138. NASA Lewis 8x6 Wind Tunnel Schematic.
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compensate fortheblockage of thetransonicstrut.All ofthe wallsare made of l-in.thickstainless
steel plates; the test section is perforated on all four sides. One-inch-diameter perforations start at
9-ft, 1-in. from the upstream end of the test section and extend 14-ft, 5-in. downstream. These
perforations provide approximately 6% porosity; however, this can be reduced or varied along the
length of the testsection by selectivelyusing insertsin the perforations.
5.2.2 Vehicle (MPS) Description and Instrumentation
5.2.2.1 General Description
The MPS is a pneumatically powered, counterrotating unducted fan engine model propulsion
system thatisdesigned for testingfan blade configurationsin eithersubsonic or transonicwind
tunnels.A photograph ofthe assembled SN003 MPS inthe 8x6 wind tunnelisshown inFigure 139.
Measured from model Station170.62 tomodel Station290.00,the overalllengthis I19.38inches,
and the propulsor diameter is 24.5 inches.
Although the MPS components are discussed briefly within the following sections, a more
thorough account of these component parts and their function is available in an internal GE report
(MPS 84--02 by G.E. Hoff).
5.2.2.2 Mounting and Installation
For this test, the MPS SN003 unit was mounted on a strut extending from the floor of the NASA
Lewis 8x6 supersonic wind tunnel test section, as shown in Figure 140. The MPS centerline
coincided with that of the wind tunnel test section. NASA provided the necessary air lines from the
test facility air supply system to the MPS drive valves and from the valves to the MPS, modifying
the air supply system as necessary to accommodate the MPS. NASA also made modifications to the
existing facility strut to mount the MPS, and to provide passageways for instrumentation, lube, and
air fines.
5.2.2.3 Hub Shaft Module
GE defines the section of the MPS consisting of the blades, hubs, center shaft, rotating shafts,
nacelle, and nacelle support hardware as the hub shaft module. A cross section of the MPS SN003
hub shaft module is diagrammed in Figure 141.
5.2.2.3.1 Inner (Forward) Hub
The inner/forward hub (Figure 141, Item 1) on NIPS SN003 rotates CCWALF (counter-
clockwise, aft looking forward) and provides attachment and locking mechanisms for the forward
blades.The eight-bladehub isconstructedof a titaniuminnerdiameter ring with a microballoon
outerdiametercovering.The microballoonsurfaceisshaped tothenacellecontourwitheightcutout
areasfortheblade shanks.However, the9---,11---,and 13--bladehubs have aluminum fairingsinstead
of the microballoon.
A portionof the hub near the blade platform is dished,as is the blade platform,in order to
area--rulethehub/blade atthe blade rootand, also,toreduce Mach numbers through the bladesin
theregionof maximum bladethickness.This innerhub attachestothemetricsideof arotatingforce
balance which, in turn,attachestothe innerrotatingshaft.
5.2.2.3.2 Outer (Aft) Hub
The outer, or aft, hub (Figure 141, Item 2) on MPS SN003; rotates CWALF (clockwise, aft
looking forward) and is constructed in the same manner as the forward hub, providing the retainment
238
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Figure 139. The MPS SN003 in the NASA Lewis 8x6 Supersonic Wind Tunnel.
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function on the aft blades. The outer hub attaches to a second rotating force balance which, in turn,
is a_xed to the outer rotadng shaft.
5.2.2.3.3 Inner Rotating Shaft
The inner rotadng shaft (Figure 141, Item 3) is concentric with (inside of) the outer rotadng shaft.
It is supported on the id (inside diameter) by the Nos. 1 and 4 bearings, and on the od (outside
diameter) by the Nos. 2 and 5 bearings. On the forward end, it provides support for the forward blade
telemetry module and incorporates the "attach" point for the nonmetric side of the rotating force
balance associated with the inner hub and forward blades. It also incorporates different removable
spacers, which allow a variation in axial location of the forward blade row relative to the aft blade
row.
The aft end of the inner rotating shaft is mechanically connected to the inner turbine drive shaft
by means of a coaxial, flexible diaphragm (Bendix-type) coupling (Figure 141, Item 4), which
allows compensation for minor shaft misalignments and thermal expansion differentials. It
mechanically decouples the turbines and hub shafts; this coupling arrangement takes place between
NIPS Stations 238.275 and 245.6.
5.2.2.3.4 Outer Rotating Shaft
The outer r0tafing shaft (Figure 141, Item 5) is supported, on the id, by the Nos. 2 and 5 beatings,
and on the od, by the Nos. 3 and 6 bearings (Nos. 2 and 3 arc considered thrust bearings). The forward
end of this shaft provides a surface for supporting the telemetry module associated with the aft blades
and, also, provides the attach point for the nonmetric side of the rotating force balance which is
connected to the outer hub holding the aft blades. The aft end of the outer rotating shaft mechanically
connects to the outer turbine drive shaft by means of a second Bendix coupling (Figure 141, Item
6); taking place between MPS Stations 240.41 and 245.425.
5.2.2.3.5 Nonrotating Center Shaft
The nonrotadng center shaft (Figure 141, Item 7) is inside the rotating inner shaft and provides
a seat for the Nos. 1 and 4 bearings. The nacelle for¢bod_, is supported from the forwa._ end of the
center shaft, which extends through almost the entire length of the MPS and serves as a conduit for
the insu'umemadon and lubrication service lines which need to be routed out of the simulator.
5.2.2.3.6 Nacelle and Nacelle Support Housing
The nacelle is comprised of two sections: the forebody and aftbody. An ellipsoid-shaped shell
from MPS Stations 170.622 to 194.12, the forcbody is supported from the nonrotating center shaft
and represents the faired-over inlet and nacelle of an unducted fan engine (Figure 141, Item 8). The
forebody also provides a mounting surface for the forward blade telemetry antenna and power
source, ESP units, and other instrumentation-related equipment. The aftbody is a conical-shaped
shell, from MPS Stations 201.63 to approximately 205.98, which resembles the aftbody section of
an unducted fan engine nacelle as is represented by Item 9 in Figure 141. It provides a mounting
surface for the aft blade telemetry antenna and power source.
The nacelle support housing (Figure 141, Item 10) consists of a support structure cantilevered
from the turbine drive module. It houses the concentric drive shafts, nonrotadng center shaft, and
Bendix couplings, in addition to providing a seat for the No. 6 bearing. The external contour shape
from the nacelle aftbody TE (trailing edge) to approximately MPS Station 218 represents a
simulated jet exhaust plume shape. At the forward end of the housing is a daml)er section, which
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acts as a shock absorber to minimize vibrations on the hub shaft module and which provides a seat
for the No. 3 bearing and a mounting surface for designated instrumentation. An assembly drawing
of the entire hub shaft module and Bendix couplings is provided in Boeing drawing No. 5802-1.
5.2.2.4 Turbine Drive Module
GE defines the aft section of the MPS, consisting of the drive turbines, drive shaft, high pressure
air passageways, and section support structure, as the turbine drive module. Figure 142 provides a
detailed cross section of the turbine drive module.
5.2.2.4.1 Inner Turbine and Drive Shaft
The inner turbine (Figure 142, Item 11) is the aft turbine in the MPS; a two-stage turbine, it is
connected to the inner turbine drive shaft, which is supported by bearings Nos. 9 and 1O. On the aft
end of the inner drive shaft is a 60-tooth disk, installed for use with a magnetic-speed pickup instru-
mentation device. Operating limits at the inner turbine inlet are 300 psi for pressure and 250°F for
temperature. The inlet temperature is set at 160°F to eliminate the possibility of ice formation.
5.2.2.4.2 Outer Turbine and Drive Shaft
The outer, or forward, turbine (Figure 142, Item 12) on the MPS is a two-stage turbine connected
to the outer turbine drive shaft, which is supported by the Nos. 7 and 8 bearings. On the forward end
of the outer turbine drive shaft, just aft of the Bendix coupling, is a 60-tooth disk installed for use
with a magnetic-speed pickup instrumentation device. Operating limits are the same at the outer
turbine inlet as those for the inner turbine. The inner and outer turbines are interchangeable, thus
affording the flexibility of reversing the direction of rotation of the drive shafts.
5.2.2.4.3 Turbine Drive System
The above-described turbines are mounted in tandem on the counterrotating concentric inner
and outer turbine drive shafts and are driven by dual air supplies.
In the 8x6 tunnel, drive air, to both turbines, travels through facility piping and control valves
outside the tunnel to the base of the support strut (Figure 143). The drive air then advances from the
tunnel floor location to the MPS turbine-drive-module housing through bored holes in the support
strut. From there, the air from the forward bored air passageway in the support strut enters the
drive-module housing through a hole which is lined up with one of six 3.06-inch--diameter holes
in the forward plenum inlet (six holes are available to afford some degree of flexibility, from an
installation standpoint). Once through this hole, the air is in the forward plenum. From there, the air
travels from the MPS by means of an outer duct in the turbine drive module.
Air from the aft bored air passageway in the support strut enters the turbine--drive-module
housing through a second hole (aft of the fh'st hole) into a cavity which serves as a manifold to six
air passageways through struts within the outer turbine exhaust ducting. These six strut air
passageways bring drive air to the inner turbine air plenum. From there the air traverses through the
inner turbine and then exits the MPS by means of an inner duct in the turbine drive module.
The turbine section support structure provides seats for the Nos. 7, 8, 9, and I0 bearings and
passageways for routing instrumentation and lubrication lines out of the MPS. A detailed assembly
drawing (including parts list) of the turbine drive module is provided in Boeing drawing No. 580 I-I
(Sheets 1 and 2).
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5.2.2.5 Rotating Force Balance
The rotating force balances incorporate strain-gauge instrumented flexure beams for load
measuremenL These beams provide a means to measure reactions due to thrust and torque loads as
well as various reactions and moments due to components of loading which arc not of primary
interest; such as, cemrifugal force, bm which are used to make interaction corrections. These
balances are installed bev,veen the rotating inner shaft and forward hub, and the rotating outer shaft
and aft hub.
Isolated static calibration data for MPS SN003 rotating force balances were provided to NASA
Lewis. Although, these data were not obtained through the mlemem/inslrumentafion which was
udlized during testing; the installed static calibration data, corresponding to dead weight check
loading through the telemetry, was incorporated into the matrix for each balance. In addition, an
analytical adjustment for the effects of centrifugal force on both thrust and torque was supplied for
these rotating force balances. This analytical adjustment is described in more detail in Section 5.3
of this report.
5.2.2.6 Lubrication System
The MPS lubrication system uses a tank containing MIL-L-7808 oil heated to approximately
150o1 :. Seven to eight gallons are required for normal MPS operation. If the tank level should fall
too low, perhaps caused by a leak, a level indicator switch will illuminate a warning lamp on the
control console. Oil is pumped from the tank through two lines by two Nichols-Zenith pumps
(capability, 1-gpm), designated the lube and damper pumps. In the first line, after encountering the
lube pump and passing a check valve, a portion of the oil is cooled by water circulating through a
cooler at 0.45- to 0.50--gpm and 50- to 60-psig water pressure.
A trim valve in the water line provides adjustment capability, and a pressure sensor trips a yellow
fight on the control console ff the water pressure drops below 20 psig. The remaining portion of the
oil in the first line bypasses the cooler and then enters a three-way thermostat (along with the cooled
off), which balances the two oil flows to yield an output oil flow at approximately 140°E
This oil then passes through a 5-gm filter to the pressure and temperature sensors in the line
which arc linked to the control console, and which display the status of the oil. If the oil pressure
is less than 150 psig, the console will shut down the MPS. If the temperature is greater than 250°F,
a red light illuminates on the console panel. The oil fine then progresses to a point where it combines
with a line carrying excess oil from the damper pump to form a single line. (All hardware discussed
thus far is housed within the lube cabineL) The lube line then exits from the cabinet and confronts
the warmup solenoid. If pressure exceeds 250 psig when the MPS is rotating at less than 150 rpm,
the warmup solenoid is closed, and the oil is directed to a relief bypass valve and then back
to the tank.
During this phase of MPS operation, oil remaining in the simulator bearings and supply fines
downstream of the warmup solenoid is siphoned through the purge solenoid to the evacuated deoiler.
This is necessary to avoid oil temperature transients, especially when the MPS has been inactive and
at ambient temperature for an extended period of time; for example, at the beginning of the test
period.
Once the MPS is operating above 150 rpm, the purge solenoid closes, and the warmup solenoid
opens. The ensuing oil line then enters the MPS support strut, branching into two sections. One
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sectionhasthemanifold oil supplylinesfrom bearingsNos. 1, 2, 4, 5, and 10 connected to it; the
other section has the manifold oil supply lines from bearings Nos. 3 and 6, and the combined bearing
Nos. 7, 8, and 9 connected to it. Each bearing supply line has its own individually adjustable needle
valve to provide capability for oil-flow balance. Oil then enters the MPS through the bearing supply
lines.
In the second oil line from the tank, the damper pump in the lube cabinet channels oil through
a check valve and .5--pro filter. Upon exiting the filter, the line branches into two sections, with one
leading to the damper bypass relief valve, and the other connecting with the oil line segment from
the previously mentioned three-way thermostat. Oil does not flow through the relief valve until the
pressure exceeds 175 psid, after which the valve maintains a 175--psi differential. When this occurs,
the oil is heated to approximately 160°F and then flows to pressure and temperature sensors in the
line. These sensors are connected to the control console, where the MPS running status of the damper
oil is displayed. If the pressure here is less than 20 psig, the console will shut down the MPS, and
if the temperature is less than 13001 =, a yellow light will illuminate on the console panel. All damper
line components discussed to this point are housed within the lube cabinet. When the damper line
exits from the cabinet, it extends to, and then through, the MPS support strut; after which, it is
directed to the damper unit in the nacelle support housing.
Bearing sump oil is scavenged from the MPS through eight scavenge lines, which connect to
eight separate scavenge pumps. The scavenge lines from the Nos. 1, 7, 8, 9, and 10; the combined
Nos. 2 and 3; combined Nos. 3 and 4; and combined Nos. 5 and 6 bearings exit the MPS, travel
through the support strut, and then enter the lube cabinet. The exit lines from the scavenge pumps
drain into the oil supply tank.
An air/oil mixture is removed from the MPS through two lines which are eventually connected
to a vacuum pump; one line exits the MP$ in the Bendix cavity region (Bendix vent line), and the
other departs through the turbine section structure (aft vent line). Both lines pass through the MPS
support strut and into the lube cabinet where they terminate at the top of the deoiler tank. In the
deoiler, gravity forces the oil to the bottom of the tank. A line with a 1.55-1_ filter and a ball valve
carries the oil from the deoiler to the supply tank through the transfer pump. Parasitic air from the
MPS is sucked from the deoiler through a line to a vacuum pump outside the cabinet. A vacuum trim
valve is provided within the cabinet, and instrumentation in the vacuum line inside the cabinet is
connected to the control console to activate warning lights on the MPS control panel when the
vacuum deviates from between 4- and 9-psia.
Oil supply and scavenge line sizes range from 0.33-inch to 1.5-inches in diameter, and the
pumps are Nichols-Zenith 1-gpm pumps. The MPS SN003 lube system is diagrammed in Figure
144. All lubrication system limits pertinent to MPS control console warning and Shutdown displays
are adjustable. Facility requirements for the lube system consist of a 110-V/ac and 16-amp (starring)
power supply for each pump (pumps will be ripple started), a continuous 4-psia vacuum for
scavenging, and a standard tap water source for cooling flow. The lube cabinet measures
approximately 19-in. by 36-in. by 60-in. An internal Boeing report (D6-52523 by R.M. Swanson)
provides additional information regarding the MPS SN003 lube system.
5.2.2.7 MPS Control System and Support Equipment
The information provided in Section 5.1.2.7 pertaining to the control system of the MPS SN002
also applies to the MPS SN003 control system.
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5.2.2.8 Instrumentation
Table 46 itemizes the complete pressure, temperanu'c, force and moment, speed, vibration, and
acoustic instrumentation used during MPS SN003 testing in the 8x6 tunnel. Table 46 also includes
instrumentation location, purpose, description, recommended label designation, expected measure-
merit ranges, and indicators to signify which instrumentation items were used for input signals to
the control console, the 14=4zack blade magnetic tape, the two 14=.track acoustic magnetic tapes, the
two 14-track health magnetic tapes, the vibration monitoring station, and identifies which are tele-
metered measurements. A pictorial representation of all MPS instrumentation is provided in GE
drawing No. 4013312-548. For convenience, Figures 145, 146, and 147 provide schematics of the
outer turbine instrumentation, the inner turbine instrumentation, and the balance cavity instrumen-
tation, respectively.
5.2.2.8.1 Aeromechanical Instrumentation and Telemetry
Four of the blades on each hub were instrumented with three strain gauges each. Signals from
these strain gauges were muted by means of telemetry to a 14-track magnetic tape and monitoring
equipment in the control room. Table 47 and Figure 148 summarizes this telemetry instrumentation.
The monitoring and recording equipment in the control room for the blade strain gauges consisted
of 14 oscilloscopes, a spectrum analyzer, amplifiers (signal conditioners), channel switches, and a
14-track magnetic tape recorder. The hookup for the strain gauge output to the scopes is illustrated
in Figure 149.
During the aeromechanical hub testing, two of the blade dynamic strain gauges on each rotor
were replaced by strain gauges mounted on the brackets connecting the polygonal ring to the hub.
Laser measurements and strobe techniques were also utilized to investigate blade tip deflections.
5.2.2.8.2 Health Monitoring and Control Instrumentation
MPS health parameters were routed to the control console (discussed in an earlier section of this
reIxm), magnetic-tape health monitoring station, and a vibration monitoring station. Locations for
bearing and vibration health parameters are depicted in Figure 150. The instrumentation parameters
used as input signals to the console are itemized in Table 48.
The control room health monitoring station consisted of 28 oscilloscopes, amplifiers (signal
conditioners), and two 14-track magnetic tape recorders. The vibration monitor station received the
accelerometer signals and, through a switching arrangement, was capable of displaying them one
at a time on a spectrum analyzer.
5.2.2.8.3 Acoustic Instrumentation
Acoustic instrumentation for this test consisted of pressure transducer_ mounted on a special
plate attached to the ceiling and transducers located on the tunnel wall. A schematic of the ceiling
plate is provided as Figure 151; the transducer location on the ceiling plate is defined in Figure 152.
The angular positions are identified, relative to the propeller inlet axis, for ceiling-plate-mounted
pressure transducers (Table 49) and for the side wall transducers (Table 50). When acoustic
measurements were taken with the MPS at angle-of-attack, only five of the ceiling plate transducers
were used. Their corresponding angular positions changed from that designated at zero angle-of-
attack since the reference location was fixed on the MPS and the MPS and the MPS rotated (pitched
up) as angle-of-attack changed. The resulting angular positions for these transducers are included
in Table 50.
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SP01
SPO3
SB301*
SB302"
Spare
TQ
SP06
SPO5
SPO4
SB201*
SB20;
Sc
TTEL9
TTEL7
TTEL8
VTRBLI7
Spare
VTRBLI6 SP09
Outer Telemetry Ring
MS 200.0
STH2
SPO2
VTRBL 18
VTRBL I5
TRCI2
TTEL6
'FrEL4
TTEL5
SCFD2
,canner
SP08
SPO7
SPOI2
SPOll
SPOI0
,TAO2* (Antenna)
SPI1
SPI3
SB3II*
SB312*
Spare
VTRBLI4
TTELI
TBG22*
TBG52*
VTRBLII
TRCI1
SCFDI
VPRC]
SPI12
SPill
SPI10
SPI8
SPI7
Scanner
SPI9
* Not Being Read Out
Figure 148.
STH1
'I2
bBLD3
SPI5
'SPI4
SPI6
SB2II*
SB212*
STQ1
VTRBL 13
TTEL3
VTRBLI2,
TTEL2
TBRG5
TBRG2
BLD5
PRCII
TANTI,TAI2* (Antenna)
Telemetry Instrumentation for the MPS SN003.
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Table 48. HPS SN003 Instrumentation Used for
Control Console Input Signals.
Parameter
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
PCV4
PCV2
TBRG1
TBRG2
TBRG3
TBRG4
TBRG5
TBRG6
TBRG7
TBRG8
TBRG9
TBRG10
STQ1
STItl
SCFIJ1
SCFD1
STQ2
STH2
SCl_qJ2
SCFD2
NO
NI
PLUB
TLUB
PDAI'I
'rDAH
PVAC
PWAT
VPOS 1
VPOS2
SRPI'I2
SRPH1
GE No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
227
251
351
353
357
359
361
365
367
369
371
373
501
502
503
5O4
511
512
513
514
901
9O3
9O2
9O4
Description
Vibration
Outer Rotor Supply Pressure
Inner Rotor Supply Pressure
Bearing Temperature
Inner Rotor Torque
Inner Rotor Thrust
Inner Rotor Forward Centrifugal Force
Inner Rotor Aft Centrifugal Force
Outer Rotor Torque
Outer Rotor Thrust
Outer Rotor Forward Centrifugal Force
Outer Rotor Aft Centrifugal Force
Outer Rotor Speed (I/rev)
Inner Rotor Speed (I/rev)
Lube Line Pressure
Lube Line Temperature
Damper Line Pressure
Damper Line Temperature
De-Oiler Vacuum Pressure
Lube System Cooling Water Pressure
Outer Rotor Drive Valve Position
Inner Rotor Drive Valve Position
Outer Rotor Speed (60/rev)
Inner Rotor Speed (60/rev)
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Figure 151. NASA Lewis 8x6 Supersonic Wind Tunnel Translating
Acoustic Ceiling Plate Installation.
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Figure 152.
Transducer
Ntmber
1
2
3
4
$
6
7
8
710
11 x
12
13
t!
16
17
Transducer
Nwnber X (_,,.)
1 -18.4
2 - 15. )
3 o13.4
4 -11.6
$ -9.2
6 -7.4
7 -5.8
8 -2.8
9 0
10 2.8
11 5.8
12 7.4
13 9.2
14 11.6
1.5 13.4
16 15.3
17 18.4
Translating Acoustic Ceiling Plate
Transducer Locations.
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Table 49. Transducer Angular Positions I (Ceiling Plate).
Transducer
i
1
2
4
6
8
9
10
12
14
16
17
Angle 2,
degrees
46.8
52.0
59.4
69.3
81.8
90.0
98.2
110.7
120.6
128.0
133.2
Angle 3 , degrees
Close Nominal Far Close Nominal
49.6
55.2
63.2
73.8
86.8
95.0
102.9
114.9
124.2
130.9
135.7
50.3
56.0
64.1
74.9
88.0
96.1
104.0
115.9
125.0
131.6
136.3
51.7
57.7
66.1
77.1
90.3
98.4
106.2
117.7
126.5
132.9
137.4
44.3
49.1
55.8
65.1
77.1
85.0
93.2
106.2
116.8
124.8
130.4
Angle _ , degrees
Far
43.7 42.6
48.4 47.1
55.0 53.5
64.1 62.3
76.0 73.8
83.9 81.6
92.0 89.7
105.1 102.9
115.9 113.9
124.0 122.3
129.7 128.3
I All Angles are for Plate Position 0.3D from Propeller Tip
2 Measured from Point Halfway Between Propellers (all Spacings)
3 Measured from Forward Propeller at Spacing
4 Measured from Aft ProPeller at Spacing ,
Table 50. Transducer Angular Positions.
Transducer a
IP
2P
3P
4P
5P
1W
2W
3W
4W
5W
Propeller Angle-of-Attack, u, deg
M _
Angle from Propeller Test Rig
Centerline Axis, deg
63
72
90
99
ii0
63
72
89
99
ii0
58
67
84
94
105
6O
69
85
96
107
53 68 73
62 78 83
79 95 i01
88 105 ii0
99 115 120
57 66 69
66 76 79
82 92 96
92 103 106
103 113 116
a p denotes plate transducers; W denotes side-
wall transducers.
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One 14--channel tape recorders was utilized, which received the forward rotor 1/rev, aft rotor
lh'ev, and time code; the remaining 11 channels were used to record the acoustic signals.
5.2.2.8.4 Aerodynamic Instrumentation
In addition to the nacelle StL,'facc StatiC pressure instrumentation listed in Table 46, the
aerodynamic instrumentation included a single-element survey probe to measure propulsor
discharge total pressure, temperature, and flow angle. The survey probe was mounted from the
tunnel floor and was remotely actuated to travel radially through the propulsor wake. NASA Lewis
supplied both the survey probe and the actuator mechanism.
5.2.3 Test Matrix Summary
The 8x6 wind tunnel tests were carried out using F-4/A-4, F-7/A-7, the F-7/A-7/aero-
mechanical hub, F-8/A--8, F-IlIA-11, F-10/A-10, F-I/A-l, F-l/A-3, and F-21/A-21 blade
configurations. Both the F-1 l/A-11 and F-2 l/A-21 blades exhibited high stresses during the initial
part of the testing in their design configuration; subsequent testing utilized clipped blades designated
as F-lie/A-11 and F-21e/A-21 configurations.
Systematic attempts were made to vary the test configuration parameters in order to evaluate
their influence. Table 51 summarizes the major test configurations and their objectives. A summary
of the performance and acoustic testing carried out in the 8x6 wind tunnel is presented in Table 52.
5.2.4 Test Procedures
Prior to the operation of the MPS during each test period, instructions outlined in a prerun check
list were followed to activate the facility air system used for the MPS turbine drive air supply and
Table 51. Summary of 8x6 lIPS Test Configurations.
Blade
No. Type
1 F-4/A-4
2 Fo7/A-7
3 F-8/A-8
4 F-10/A-10
5 F-I/A-I
6 F-1/A-3
7 F-l/A-3
8 F-l/A-3
9 F-7/A-7
I0 F-7/A-7
II F-S/A-8
12 F-11/A-11
13 F-21/A-21
14 F-21/A-21
15 F-7/A-7
.ub
Config.
8+8
8+8
8+8
8+8
8+8
8+8
9+8
9+8
8+8
8+8
4+4
11+9
11+10
11+10
8+8
Spacing
Nominal
Ir
Nominal
Maximum
Minimum
Nominal
Maximum
i
Ir
Nominal
Objectives
Effect of Tip Sweep and
Activity Factor on Performance
and Acoustics
Effect of Reduced Diameter Aft
Rotor on Acoustic and Performance
Effect of Differential Blade Number
Combined with Item No. 2,
Effect of Spacing
Effect of Number of Blades
Effect of Wide Chord Blades
Design Configuration
Effect of Loading Design
Configuration
Effect of Slender Nacelle
Aeromechanical Hub
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forthe MPS hydraulicand lubc supportequipment. This was followed by a prcstartcheck listand
then a startup check list.
Various considerationsregarding safeMPS operation in the wind tunnel facilityled to the
operationalprocedures outlinedinTable 53, which were followed during testing.Check listsfor
normal shutdown procedures and postrunchecks were alsofollowed during theMPS testingin the
NASA Lewis 8x6 high speed wind tunnel.More detailedinformationpertainingtoallMPS SN003
check listsand procedures isavailableinthe Task V report.
All acro performance datawere acquiredwith theacousticplatestowed near the ceilingof the
testsection.The acousticdatawere obtained with theceilingplatepositionedat0.3 blade diameter
away from the rotor tips.
Table 53. MPS SN003 Operational Procedures for 8×6 Tunnel.
Item
I
2
Description
_PS Should be at Corrected Speed $ 60% for any Angle-of-Attack Change
MPS Should be at Corrected Speed $ 60% and at Angle-of-Attack = 0 °
for any Math Number Change
A Facility Shutdown Should Always Activate an MPS Shutdown
MPS Start-Up Should Always Occur from a Windmill Condition
Always Check Console Thrust and Torque Displays After a Telemetry
Override to Determine if Retuniag is Required
If Telemetry is "Noisy," the Shutdown Limits may be set at High Level
for Numbers 2 and $ Bearings Temperatures, as Needed
Avoid Prolonged Operation at any Given Condition; Telemetry Noise seems
to Affect Numbers 2 and 5 Bearings Temperatures more as Time-on-Point
Progresses
Operation with Equal Speeds on both Rotors may Result in a Nigh Vibe
Situation at Certain Speeds; be Watchful for this, and if it Occurs,
it Should be Possible to Relieve the Condition by Mismatching the
Rotor Speeds by a Difference of 100 rpm to 400 rpm
5.3 The Rig 3/9x15 Low Speed Wind Tunnel
The MPS SN003 was tested in the NASA Lewis 9xlS-ft low speed wind tunnel during the time
period from October 1986 through March 1987, under Task V of NASA Conu-act NAS3-24080. Thc
principal objective of the test program was to evaluate the low speed acoustic, aerodynamic, and
acromechanical performance of GF.'s countcrrotating blade concepts. Effects of blade numbers,
diamctcr, rotor-to-rotor spacing, and pitch angles on acoustic and acrodynamic pcrformancc wcrc
studied; installation effects (such as, pylon and simulated fuselage proximity) on performance wcrc
also investigated. Extensive acoustic measurements were made utilizing a specially dcsigncd polar
travcrsc microphone. The majority of the testing was conducted at 0.2 Mach number for
anglcs-of-attack bctwccn + 16 °.
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Figure 153. Schematic of the NASA Lewis 9x15 Wind Tunnel.
5.3.1 Facility Description
References 30 and 31 provides a detailed description of the NASA Lewis 9xl5-foot low speed
wind tunnel; however, in summary, the 9xl5-ft low speed wind tunnel is located in the return leg
of the 8x6--ft supersonic wind tunnel, as depicted in Figure 153. The area contraction ratio is 8:1,
and the test section is 28.67-feet long. The test section wall diverges slightly to account for
longitudinal boundary layer buildup. The cross-sectional dimensions are 9-ft high by 15-ft wide
at Station 27.7, and 9-ft high by 15.25-ft wide at Station 56.3. The ceiling and floor are completely
closed, but the side walls are 11% open, a result of four 4-in. slots which run the entire length of
the test section. All four sides of the wind tunnel test section were treated acoustically to provide
good quality acoustic data. The test section velocity (measured in feet per second) can be varied from
a minimum of 50 ft/s to a maximum of 250 ft/s, which corresponds to a range of Mach numbers from
0.05 to 0.23.
5.3.2 Vehicle (MPS) Description and Instrumentation
A detailed description of MPS SN003 is given in Subsection 5.2.2 of this report. The major
modifications to the test vehicle for utilization in the 9x15, however, consisted of changes in the
support strut and the addition of a pylon and a fuselage to study the effect of their installation on the
acoustic performance. Based on the experience gained in the 8x6 wind tunnel tests, significant
changes were made to the lubrication system. These changes are addressed in the appropriate
subsection that follow.
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5.3.2.1 Mounting and InstallaUon
The 9x15 wind tunnel support strut was essentially made of a circular pipe 8 inches in diameter,
along with necessary fairings to give it an aerodynamic shape. The support strut was designed and
fabricated by NASA Lewis and provided necessary attachment points to support the simulated
fuselage and pylon, along with a specially designed polar traversing microphone. Turbine drive air
supplies were routed through the inside of the pipe; the lube and instrumentation lines were routed
on the outside of the support strut inside the aerodynamic fairings.
At the same height as the tunnel centerline (52 inches from the tunnel floor), the MPS centerline
was offset by 2 feet from the centerline right, ALF (aft looking forward), of the tunnel toward one
wall. The pivot point for angle--of-attack was located at model Station 254.60 (Tunnel Station 50.2).
A photograph of the isolated MPS installation in the 9x15 wind tunnel is presented (Figure 154);
the MPS installation with the polar microphone, simulated fuselage, and pylon installed is shown
in Figure 155. A schematic of the MPS installation in the 9x15 wind tunnel is also depicted in Figure
156.
5,3.2.2 Lubrication System Modifications
The lubrication fluid for the 9x15 testing was changed to MIL-L--23699. The scavenge pumps
were removed from the lubrication cabinet, and all of the return lines from the model were connected
to the deoiler. Scavenge was accomplished by vacuum. The number of transfer pumps from the
deoiler to the supply tank was increased to three in order to accommodate all of the returning oil from
the model flowing through the deoiler.
These modifications increased the reliability of the lube system, as the total number of pumps
was reduced from nine to five. Scavenge efficiency also improved significantly, which reduced the
leakage ofoil into the wind tunnel. Figure 157 demonstrates, schematically, the modified lubrication
system.
5.3.2.3 Instrumentation
Such performance instrumentation as: the pressures, temperatures, forces and moments, rotor
speeds; and safety and health instrumentation such as, the vibration monitoring accelerometers and
blade strain gauges were basically the same as for the 8x6 wind tunnel tests. A detailed description
is contained in Section 5.2.2.8 of this report.
All significant changes to the instrumentation were related to acoustic parameters, since the
major objective of the 9x15 testing placed emphasis on low speed acoustics.
5.3.2.3.1 Acoustic Instrumentation
Acoustic instrumentation for 9x15 MPS testing consisted of:
• Two Arrays of F'txed Microphones (five, each array)
• Two Linear-Traversing Microphones
• One Polar-Traverse Microphone.
The two arrays of fixed microphones, consisting of five microphones each, were mounted on the
floor and the near wall. All microphones were staggered to avoid interference from the shed vortices
of the leading microphones. The arrangement of the fixed microphones is shown in Figure 158. The
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near-wall microphones were removed after installation of the polar microphone, because the polar
microphone boom interfered with the near-wall microphones at model angles-of-attack exceeding
+ 12 °. The floor microphones were removed prior to testing with the simulated pylon and fuselage
because these microphones interfered with the installation of this hardware.
The two linear-traversing microphones traveled along the length of the tunnel floor parallel to
the MPS centerline at a 0 ° angle--of-attack. These microphones were located at a height of 1-inch
below the model centerline. Both of the traversing microphones were mounted on the same traverse
post and traversed at distances of 54 inches and 66 inches from the model centerline, between the
model and the far wall. A schematic of the linear-traversing microphone installation is provided in
Figure 159.
The polar-traverse microphone was mounted on the model and traversed at a fixed radius of 2
feet from the model centerline. Circumferential travel was limited to approximately 240 °, and the
axial position of the traverse varied. Axial traverse of the polar microphone was parallel to the model
axis at all angles--of-attack and was limited to 51.2 inches (from model Station 174.4 to model
Station 225.6). A schematic of the polar microphone installation is illustrated in Figure 160.
During the test program, limited data were acquired using blade-mounted kulites with specially
instrumented blades. These blade-mounted kulite data were telemetered through the dynamic blade
strain transmitters and replaced selected dynamic swain-gauge instrumentation.
5.3.3 Test Matrix Summary
The 9x 15 wind tunnel MPS test was performed using F-7/A-7, F-7/A-3, and F-I l/A-11 blade
configurations. All of the test coverage and data an_ysis associated with the F-7/A-3 testing were
conducted using noncontract funding. Additional reverse-thrust testing was performed both on
F-7/A-7 and F-l/A-7 blade configurations. All associated test coverage and data analysis for the
F-l/A-7 were executed using noncontract funding.
Any data presented in this document related to testing covered by noncontract funding is
provided for reference purposes only. Table 54 summarizes the major test configurations and their
objectives. A detailed summary of the acoustic and performance testing conducted in the 9x 15 wind
tunnel is also presented (Table 55).
5.3.4 Test Procedures
Test procedures for the 9x15 low speed wind tunnel tests were identical to the 8x6 high speed
test procedures previously described (Section 5.2.4).
All of the aerodynamic performance data were acquired with the linear-traversing microphone
stowed at the far downstream position of the test section. Similarly, _e polar microphone was fully
retracted, and the microphone was located at the bottom-most-position possible in the counter-
clockwise direction (forward looking aft). This ensured that any effect of the polar and linear-
traversing microphones remained the same for all of the aero performance data acquired.
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Table 54. Summary of 9x15 MPS Test Configurations.
No.
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
Blade Hub Pylon +
Type Configuration Spacing Fuselage Objectives*
F-7/A-7 8+S Nominal No
F-7/A-3
F-11/A-11
11 F-7/A-7
12 F-7/A-3
11+9
1
11+9
11+9
11+9
11+9
Maximum
Haximum
Maximum
Nominal
Hinimum
Maximum
Nominal
Minimum
Maximum
Haximum
Maximum
No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Baseline Test
Configuration
Effect of Spacing
Installation Effect
Effect of Spacing
Plus Differential
No. of Blades
Effects of Spacing
Plus Reduced Aft
Rotor Diameter
Effect of Wide
Chord Blades
Installation Effect
Installation Effect
* All Blade Configurations were Investigated for Effect of Loading
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6.0 DATA ACQUISITION, REDUCTION, AND ANALYSIS
6.1 Anechoic Freejet Facility (Cell 41 with MPS Rig 2)
6.1.1 Acoustics
As was previously discussed (Section 5.1), all experimental measurements pertaining to Task
IV of thisprogram were conducted in GE's anechoic freejetfacility(Cell41). Descriptionsand
resultsofthetestsconducted inordertodetermine theacousticcharacteristicsof theanechoic cham-
ber,as well as the mean velocityand turbulenceintensitydistributionsinthe frecjetare presented
ininternalGE reports(R81AEG212 and TM 84-597 by P.G.Vogt and B.A. Janardan,respectively).
Figure 161 isa schematic of thefixedmicrophone locationswithinthe anechoic chamber. The
angularpositionsand radialdistancesof each of thesemicrophones, relativeto the axialmidpoint
between nominally spaced rotors,(X/Dt = 0.169)are alsotabulatedin thisfigure.
6.1.1.1 Acoustic Data Acquisition and Reduction
A flow chart (Figure 162) illustrates the acoustic data acquisition and reduction system which
has been optimized for obtaining acoustic data up to 40-kHz, 1/3--octave--band center frequency.
The microphones used to obtain the data are the B&K 4133, 12.5 cm (0.5 in.) condenser micro-
phones with microphone grid caps. The cathode followers utilized in the chamber are transistorized
B&K 2639 with B&K 2807 dual--channel power supply.
The primary system employed for recording acoustic data is a 28-track Honeywell-96 FM
recorder. The system is set up for wide-band Group I (intermediate band, double extended) at 1.524
raps (meters per second), which translates to 60 ips (inches per second), tape speed. Operating at
this tape speed provides adequate dynamic range for obtaining the high frequency, low amplitude
portion of the acoustic signal. The tape recorder is set up for + 40% carrier deviation, with a recording
level of 8---V peak-to-peak; during recording, the signal gain is adjusted to maximum without
exceeding this 8-V level. Individual monitor scopes are used for observing signal characteristics
during operation.
Standard data reduction is conducted in the IDR (instrumentation and data room) at GE Aircraft
Eengines. Data tapes are played back on a CDC3700B tape deck with electronics capable of
reproducing signal characteristics within the specifications indicated for wide--band Groups I and
II. Automatic shuttling control is incorporated in the system.
In the normal operation, a tone is inserted on the recorder in the time slot designed for data
analysis. The tape control automatically shuttles the tape, initiating an "integration start" signal to
the analyzer at the tone as the tape moves in its forward motion. This motion continues until a signal,
indicating "integration complete" is received from the analyzer, at which time the tape direction is
reversed, and the tape restarts at the tone in a forward direction advancing to the next channel to be
analyzed until all channels have been processed. A time code generator is also implemented to signal
the tape position of the readings as directed by the computer program control; upon completion of
one reading, the tape is advanced to the next reading.
All 1/3-octave analyses are performed on a General Radio 1921 1/3-<>ctave analyzer. Normal
integration time is set for 16 seconds to ensure good interaction for the low frequency content. The
analyzer has 1/3--octave filter sets from 12.5 Hz to 100 kHz and has a rated accuracy of + 1/4 dB
in each band. Each data channel passes through an interface to the interdata computer; these data
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are correcte_ for frequency responses of the microphones and recording and playback systems. The
data then are sent to a Honeywell 6000 computer for further processing. This is accomplished by
transmitting SPL (sound pressure level) data by means of a direct time-share link to the 6000
computer through a 1200-band modem. The Honeywell 6000 processes these data through the
PANDA (Propulsion Aeroacoustic Noise Data Analysis) Program, and appropriate calculations are
performed.
In the PANDA Program, scale model data are first corrected for background noise using the
background noise spectra obtained with only the freejet at the required simulated flight velocity.
Corrected scale model data are processed next through a transformation procedure to correct for
shear-layer-refraction correction, using the shear-layer correction model of Reference 32 to obtain
data representative of the noise produced in a wind tunnel. The Shields and Bass "pure tone method"
(Reference 33) is used for all atmospheric attenuation corrections.
Next, the scale model data are scaled to the desired engine size using the scaling criteria
evaluated in Section 3.2.1, and then these data are extrapolated to the required sideline distance. This
procedure yields 1/3-octave band engine-scale spectra and OASPL, PNL, PNLT, and dBA
directivities at corresponding engine test conditions. A fly-over analysis of the engine-scale PNLT-
directivity results in providing the EPNL value.
For report purposes, the Cell 41-measured 1/3--octave band acoustic data were scaled to an
engine size of 3.05 m (10 ft) and extrapolated to a fly--over sideline distance of 549 m (1800 ft).
6.1.1.2 Acoustic Narrow-Band Data
In addition, recorded analog acoustic data of selected test conditions at specified microphone
locations are digitized through an FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) analyzer to obtain narrow-band
spectra up to 10 kHz and with a bandwidth of 12.5 Hz. A demonstration of typical narrow-band
spectra obtained with equal and unequal number of forward and aft rotor blades is presented as
Figure 163.
Narrow-band spectral data next are processed in a MicroVax with an SST (sort and sum tones)
program that sorts the sound pressure levels at the blade passing frequencies, and their harmonics
of forward and aft rotors, and at the various interaction tones. Using the model of Reference 32, these
sorted data are corrected for shear-layer-refraction correction to obtain representative tone data that
would be measured in an anechoic wind tunnel. Corrected model-scale data are extrapolated to a
reference 8.2-m (27-ft) sideline. Tone data then are available to obtain, for each of the processed
points, model-scale directivities of:
1. Sound pressure levels of various individual tones (such as, F, A, 2F, F+A, 2A, 3F,
2F+A, F+2A, 3A,...).
2. The sum of the sound pressure levels at forward rotor blade passing frequency and
harmonics (that is, F+2F+3F+4F...). This is the total steady-loading noise
component associated with the forward rotor blades.
3. The sum of the sound pressure levels at aft rotor blade passing frequency and
harmonics (for example, A+2A+3A+4A...). This is the total steady-loading noise
component associated with aft rotor blades.
4. The sum of"b" and "c" (generally referred to herein as the sum of sound pressure
levels corresponding to forward and aft rotor BPF's and harmonics); this is the total
steady-loading noise.
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5. Sum of sound pressure levels at all interaction tones; such as, (A+F) + (2A+F) +
(A+2F) + (...); herein referred to as aerodynamic rotor-to--rotor interaction noise or
the unsteady-loading noise due to rotor-to-rotor interaction.
The above--described sums of various component noise levels can be obtained for test
configurations when the frequencies of various tones are sufficiently separate in the narrow-band
spectra. Such configurations are those having:
• An unequal number of blades rotating at equal rpm's
• An equal number of blades rotating at unequal rpm's.
Since significant numbers of tests were conducted with equal numbers of blades at equal rpm's,
the following assumptions were made in obtaining their steady-loading noise and aerodynamic
rotor-to-rotor interaction noise components:
• The SPL (sound pressure level) at the BPF's (blade passing frequencies) of equal
blade number configuration is a measure of the steady-loading noise. This is
generally true since, as was observed with data from unequal blade number
configurations, the SPL's of the higher harmonics of the fundamental are lower than
those of the fundamental by 6 dB to 15 dB or more over a range of emission angles
(60 < 0= < 120).
• The summation of SPL's of all harmonics, excluding fundamental, for an equal
blade number configuration at equal rpm's measures the total aerodynamic
rotor-to-rotor interaction noise (herein referred to as rotor-to--rotor unsteady-
loading noise). This is generally true since SPL's of steady-loading harmonics, as
were observed from data with unequal blade number configurations, are much lower
than those of the interaction tone levels.
To confirm the validity of these preceding assumptions, acoustic narrow-band data from test
points of configurations with an unequal number of blades rotating at equal rpm's, and an equal
number of blades rotating at unequal rpm's were processed using the SST program with and without
these assumptions. Data for the two test cases are compared in Figures 164 and 165. A comparison
for both the equal and unequal blade number configurations indicates that:
• The effect of neglecting the harmonics of BPF's of the forward and aft rotor on the
steady-loading noise sum is within 0.5 dB
• The effect of including the SPL's of the harmonics of the BPF's of forward and aft
rotors in the interaction noise sum level is also within 0.5 dB over most of the
emission angles.
Based on these and other similar test cases, it was concluded that the assumptions made axe
qualitatively valid for the purpose of obtaining steady-loading and aerodynamic rotor-to-rotor
interaction tone sum levels of equal blade number configurations at each rpm. Narrow-band data
of such configurations were then processed to obtain steady-loading and aerodynamic rotor-
to-rotor interaction (or unsteady) noise component levels.
6.1.1.3 Acoustic Test Results Analysis
The scale model tests conducted in Cell 41 with Rig 2 are summarized in Table 56; a total of 828
acoustic test points were performed, using four blade design configurations.
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The majority of the tests were associated with the baseline F-7/A-7 blade design. However, in
addition to conducting these tests with various F-7/A-7 blade number combinations to determine
the effect of blade number on noise, a number of tests were performed using the baseline design to
evaluate effects of rotor-to-rotor spacing, blade loading, tip speed, test Mach number, differential
blade diameter, and the presence of a typical pylon at two spacings. The other blade designs that were
tested under this program were the F-5/A-5, F--I/A-I, and F-11/A-11. Noncontract configurations
of F-7/A-7 (11+9), F-7/A-3 ( 11+8) and F-l/A-3 (8+8) tested in Cell 41 are referenced later in this
report during the discussion of test results.
6.1.2 Aerodynamic
The data reduction equations used to generate the aerodynamic performance parameters for Cell
41 are provided in an internal GE report (MPS 84-02 by G.E. Hoff). Nomenclature for the key
performance parameters are listed and defined in Figure 166. Two corrections are applied for the
calculation of net, ideal, and profile efficiencies, and for lift/drag. The fast accounts for centrifugal
force effects on balance thrust and torque output; the analytically developed corrections are
presented as follows:
• TORQUEcorrection = 1/[1-0.000192(rpm/9000) _]
• THRUSTcorrection ffi 1/[1-0.027(rpm/9000)2].
The balance thrust and torque outputs are adjusted by multiplying them by the correction factors;
these are then combined with the remaining components comprising the total thrust and torque for
the efficiency determinations. The second adjustment compensates for the presence of strain gauge
instrumentation on the propulsor blades during NIPS testing. This correction is a scalar added
directly to the net efficiency calculation; Figure 167 depicts the magnitude of this scalar which was
determined during MPS SN003 testing in the NASA Lewis 8x6 wind tunnel.
Table 57 lists the Cell 41 test configurations pertinent to data analysis for determining effects
of disk loading, rotor-to-rotor spacing, blade design, blade clipping, number of blades per rotor, and
pylon proximity on low speed aerodynamic performance.
6.1.3 Aeromechanics
MPS blades tested in Cell 41 were the 5, 7 (including the clipped version and torque blade), and
11 blade series. Except for the testing of the torque blades, which was uneventful, the reduced
aeromechanical data from Cell 41 are presented in the CDR.
However, included herein are some typical Campbell diagrams (Figures 168 and 169) illus-
trating engine Gauge No. 1 for Blades F-5 and A-5, respectively, and from engine Gauge No. 1 for
the clipped F-11 blade (Figure 170). Figures 171 through 173 are representative Campbell diagrams
from engine Gauge No. 3 of the A-7 blade on the aeromechanical hub for a flutter and two nonflutter
conditions. These figures (168 through 173) are intended to illustrate the typical format for reduced
aeromechanical data. Discussions regarding the contents within the figures are presented in a later
section of this report (Section 7.1.3).
6.2 Rig 3/NASA Lewis 8x6 Wind Tunnel
6.2.1 Aerodynamic
Rig 3 performance data acquired in the NASA Lewis 8x6 tunnel was for the F-7/A-7,
F-1 l/A-11, and F-21/A-21 configurations. By comparing performance information for selectively
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Table 57. Cell 41 Test Configuration Summary for
Aerodynamic Data Analysis.
Blades
F-7/A-7
F-7/A-7
F-7/A-7
F-7/A-7
F-7/A-7
F-7/A-7
F-7/A-7
F-7/A-7
F-7/A-7
F-7/A-7
F-7/A-7
F-7/A-7
F-7/A-7
F-7/A-7
F-IIAII
F-7/A-7
F-I/A-I
F-7/A-7
F-7/A-7c
F-7/A-7
F-7/A-7c
F-7/A-7
F-7/A-3
F-7/A-7
F-7/A-3
F-7/A-7
F-I/A-3
F-7/A-7
F-I/A-3
F-71A-7
F-7/A-7
F-7/A-7
F-7/A-7
F-7/A-7
F-7/A-7c
F-7/A-7c
F-7/A-3
F-7/A-3
F-7/A-7
Configuration
i i
8+8
8+8
9+8
8+8
9+8
8+8
9+8
8+8
9+8
8+8
11+9
8+8
11+9
8+8
8+8
8+8
8+8
8+8
9+8
9+8
9+8
9+8
11+8
8+8
11+8
8+8
8+8
8+8
8+8
8+8
9+8
9+8
11+9
11+9
9+8
9+8
11+8
11+8
8+8
Beta I
37.9
37.9
43.3
43.3
36.3
37.9
38.4
37.9
41.8
43.3
38.3
37.9
42.7
43.3
37.9
37.9
37.9
37.9
36.3
36.3
41.8
41.8
36.4
37.9
42.7
43.3
37.9
37.9
43.3
43.3
41.8
41.8
38.3
38.3
36.3
36.3
42.7
42.7
36.0
Beta 2
37.4
37.4
40.4
40.4
37.4
37.4
37.4
37.4
41.4
40.4
38.6
37.4
41.4
40.4
37.4
37.4
35.8
37.4
42.7
37.4
48.3
41.4
42.5
37.4
46.0
40.4
41.9
37.4
45.3
40.4
41.4
41.4
38.6
38.6
42.7
42.7
46.O
46.0
35.2
Spacing
Maximum
Nominal
Maximum
Nominal
Maximum
Maximum
Nominal
Nominal
Maximum
Maximum
Maximum
Nominal
Maximum
Nominal
Maximum
Maximum
Nominal
Maximum
Maximum
Maximum
Nominal
Pylon
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off
On
On
On
Off
Note: A-7c Indicates a 22% Span Clip
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Table 57. Cell 41 Test Configuration Summary for
Aerodynamic Data Analysis (Concluded).
Blades Configuration Beta 1 Beta Pylon
OffF-7/A-7
F-7/A-7
F-7/A=7
F-7/A-7
F-7/A-7
F=7/A-7
F-7/A-7c
F-7/A-Tc
F-7/A-Tc
F-7/A-Tc
F-II/A-II
F-IlIA-11
F-11/A-11
F-11/A-11
F-11/A-11
F-11/A-11
F-11/A-11
F-11/A-11
F-5/A-5
8+8
8+8
8+8
8+8
8+8
8+8
40
53
53
34
50
52
9+8 36
9+8 36
9+8 41
9+8 36
.0
.9
.9
.5
.0
.0
.3
.3
.8
.3
38.
40.
34.
51.
47.
44.
42.
42.
41.
37.
2 Spacing
0 Nominal
4
0
4
0
0
7 Nominal
7 Nominal
4 Maximum
4
Maximum
Supermax
Supermax
Nominal
11+9
11+9
11+9
11+9
11+9
11+9
11+9
11+9
8+8
38.7 38.9
52.6 47.5
54.2 47.5
54.2 47.5
44.8 43.3
48.7 45.3
44.8 43.3
48.7 45.3
38.4 37.6
Off
On
Off
Off
On
Off
Note: A-Tc Indicates a 22% Span Clip
• {J
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Figure 167. Blade-Surface-Mounted Strain Gauge Effects
on Net Efficiency (Eight Strain Gauges).
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chosen configurations from Table 52, the effects of disk loading, rotor-to-rotor spacing (for
F-7/A-7 only), blade cupping for stability, blade design, and the forebody and aftbody contour (for
F-21C/A-21 only) on high speed performance can be detemdned.
The data reduction equations used to generate the aerodynamic performance parameters for the
8x6 wind tuunel test are provided in an internal GE report (1riPs 85-1 by C. Balan).
6.2.2 Aeromechanics
The blade series tested at the NASA 8x6 tunnel were the 4, 7, 11, 11c, 21, and 21c (c indicates
clipped blade). Because the test for F-4/A-4 blades was uneventful, there was no attempt to reduce
the data from this test. The data reduction/analysis for the MPS blade testing in the 8x6 wind tunnel
are reported in the CDR.
Representative frequency amplitude time history diagrams presented herein, Figures 174 and
175, demonstrate the flutter response for Blade A-7 on the rigid hub. Typical preclipping and
postclipping test results for the F-11 are presented (Figures 176 and 177), and for the 1=-21 (Figures
178 and 179). A typical Campbell diagram, Figure 180, indicates no flutter for the A-7 blade on the
aeromechanical hub.
6.2.3 Acoustic
6.2.3.1 Data Acquisition
The acoustic data from the MPS SN003, operating under cruise conditions, were acquired by
means of pressure transducers flush-mounted in a 1.5x0.9-m (5x3-foot) steel plate suspended from
the ceiling of an otherwise unmodified perforated wall working section of the NASA Lewis
Research Center's 2.4xl.8--m (8x6--foo0 transonic wind tunnel. Having 17 transducers mounted
along its centerline, this plate was suspended such that the line of transducers was directly above
the centerline of the tunnel.
The plate could be moved in both the axial and vertical directions, with the motion being
controlled remotely, and digital read--outs identifying the location at any moment in time. The range
of movement from the extreme forward position was 0.2 m (8 in.) rearward; vertical traverse was
from 0.04 m (1.5 in.) below the tunnel ceiling to 0.4 m (15.915 in.) above the tunnel centerline. The
plate was positioned in the axial direction such that its midpoint was directly above the midpoint
of a line joining the pitch-change axes of the two MPS rotors; and four vertical locations were
employed to give sideline distances of 0.4 m (15.925 in.), 0.5 m (19.6 in.), 0.8 m (31.85 in.), and
1.1 m (42 in.), respectively. These sideline distances translate into tip clearance-to-diameter ratios
of 0.15, 0.3, 0.8, and 1.21.
The 17 pressure transducers on the acoustic plate were connected parallel to a tape recorder and
spectrum analyzer through a switching mechanism that selected which tranducer(s), to a maximum
of 11, would be recorded at any one plate position. Transducers were arranged on the plate such that,
at the four plate positions, those activated lay approximately on ray lines emanating from the axis
of the MPS at a point midway between rotor pitch-change axes.
The wind tunnel setup is described in References 34 through 36. Figures 181 through 183 depict
the acoustic plate in the tunnel and the arrangement of the pressure transducers on its surface. Table
58 provides details of the angular location of the transducers, relative to the mid-pitch-change-axis
origin.
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.Direction of
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1.83 m
Figure 181. Translating Acoustic Plate and MPS in
the 8x6 Wind Tunnel.
1.53 m
Flow
0.76 m
(2.Sft)
I
i
1
I Forward
7
B
9
10
11
II
lq
15
16
17
• ,--------0.91 m (3 ft) _.----,-
Transducer V Position
X
cm in.
I -_.7 -111.q
2 -31.9 -15.3
3 -Ph0 -13._
q -_J.5 -11.6
S -z_._ -g.z
6 -18.$ -7._
7 -I_.7 -S.|
8 -7.1 -2.11
9 0 0
10 7.1 2.|
11 lm.7 5.8
12 1|.| ?,t
13 23.11 9.2
lq 29.$ 11.6
1S 3q.O 13.t
16 _,9 15.3
17 _.7 11.11
Aft
Figure 182. Transducer Positions on Translating Acoustic Plate,
Standing Inside NASA 8×6 Tunnel Looking Up.
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Figure 183. Transducer Locations at the Four Acoustic Plate Positions.
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Table 58. Translating Acoustic Plate - Transducer Locations.
Transducer
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
Position x
cm inch
-46.7 -18.4
-38.9 -15.3
-34.0 -13.4
-29.5 -11.6
-23.4 -9.2
-18.8 -7.4
Approximate Angle from Inlet
Axis with Plate, degrees
Plate Positio_
1 2 3 4
Tip Clearance, Diameter
0.15
40.1"
46.2
50.0*
54.0
60.0*
65.1
0.3
46.8*
52.0"
55.7
59.4"
64.9
69.3*
0.8
60.0*
64.4
67.2
70.0*
73.9
76.9
1.21
-14.7
-7.1
7.1
14.7
18.8
23.4
29.5
34.0
38.9
46.7
-5.8
-2.8
2.8
5.8
7.4
9.2
11.6
13.4
15.3
18.4
70.0*
80.0"
90.0*
I00.0"
II0.0"
114.9
120.0"
126.0
130.0"
133.8
139.9"
73.5
81.8"
90. O*
98.2*
106.5
110.7"
115.1
120.6"
124.3
128.0"
133.2"
79.7
85.0
90.0*
95.0
100.3"
103.1
106.1
110.0"
112.8
115.6
120.0"
66.4*
70.0*
72.4
74.6
77.7
80.0*
82.1
86.2
90. O*
93.8
97.9
I00.0"
102.3
105.4
107.6
110.8"
113.6"
* These are the transducers that are to be operational at
this plate position
6.2.3.2 Data Reduction and Analysis
Experimental data obtained from the transducers on the acoustic plate was reduced by NASA
and made available to GEAE in the form of narrow-band spectra generated by the NASA on-line
system. These spectra were generated on line either at the time of the test or by replaying the
tape-recorded information through the analyzer. A typical spectrum is illustrated in Figure 184,
which also gives details of the number of averages (64) employed in the analysis and the resolution
(bandwidth = 32 I/z). In general, the frequency range employed was 0 to 10 kHz; but some data were
analyzed to 5 kHz, with a corresponding increase in resolution and reduction in bandwidth to 16 Hz.
Tone levels were obtained from the spectra either directly by digitization or, in the case of some of
the later tests, a digital readout was obtained from the analyzer by NASA-written software. Table
59 summarizes the acoustic analysis of the MPS 8x6 tests.
6.3 Rig 3/NASA 9x15 Low Speed Wind Tunnel
6.3.1 Acoustics
The acoustic instrumentation used in the 9X15 wind tunnel is described in Reference 37.
Instrumentation consisted of an array of fixed microphones on the tunnel floor, a polar microphone
probe that moved parallel to the axis of MPS at all angles--of-attack, and a translating microphone
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Figure 184. Typical Narrow-Band Spectrum from NASA's On-Line System.
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Table 59. NASA 8x6 Wind Tunnel Acoustic Test Summary.
Blade No./
Blades Mach Numbers Spacing Angles
F-7/A-7
F-7/A-7
F-7/A-7
F-7/A-7
F-7/A-7
F-7/A-7
F-7/A-7
F-7/A-7
F-7/A-7
F-If/A-11
F-ll/A-11
F-II/A-II
F-If/A-11
F-21/A-21
F-21/A-21
F-21/A-21
0.72, 0.67
0.8, 0.67, 0.72, 0.76
0.67, 0.72, 0.76, 0.80
0.72, 0.80, 0.76, 0.67
8+8/Nominal
8+8/Minimal
8+8/Maximum
8÷8/Nominal
0.72, 0.76, 0.67
0.67, 0.72, 0.76
0.8, 0.85, 0.9
0.8, 0.85, 0.9
0.8, 0.85, 0.9
0.80, 0.76, 0.72
0.80
0.85, 0.90
0.72, 0.76
0.80, 0.85, 0.76
0.72, 0.76, 0.80
0.80, 0.76, 0.72
8+8/Nominal
8+8/Nominal
8+8/Nominal
8+8/Maximum
8+8/Nominal
ll+9/Maximum
ll+9/Maximum
ll+9/Maximum
ll+9/Maximum
ll+lO/Maximum
ll+10/Maximum
ll+lO/Maximum
56.9/54.4
58.5/55.7
58.5/55.7
58.5/55.7
61.7/55.7
55.7/53.7
63.0/58.8
61.2/57.9
61.2/57.9
61.5/59.8
60.3/58.2
61.4/59.2
57.8/55.9
61.8/61.2
59.9/58.8
60.2/61.1
probeon a trackon thetunnelfloorthattraversesparalleltotheaxisof theNiPS ata 0° angle-
of-attack.The translatingmicrophoneprobehad"two microphones;theinnermicrophoneon the
probewas located1.37m (54in.)from the MPS axis,and the outermicrophone was located
1.68m (66in.)furtherfrom theaxisoftheIVlPS.A photographoftheMPS installedinthe9x15 wind
tunnelwiththeacousticinstrumentationasdiscussedaboveispresentedinFigure185.
The analogacousticdatarecordedwiththetranslatingmicrophoneprobesand selectedfixed
microphoneswere providedby NASA toGE on magnetictape.Sincethetranslatingmicrophone
traversesparalleltotheaxisoftheIViPSfora0°angle-of-attack,onlydatawithan angle-of-attack
of0°were selectedforprocessingthroughan FFT analyzer.ThisprocessingissimilartotheCell
41 narrow-bandprocessingpreviouslydescribedunderSection6.1.1.
In order to determine the quality of data processed from the traversing microphones, typical
analog data from a fixed microphone were processed first with different numbers of averages. This
set of data is presented in Figure 186, indicating that although a small number of averages is adequate
to obtain reasonable values for the tone sound pressure levels, a sufficiently large number of
averages is required to achieve good broadband definition. Tone definition rather than broadband
definition, however, was the primary goal of the translating probes. Detailed broadband analysis
at particular locations was possible from the fixed microphone data.
The data set, with different numbers of averages, was also processed by the SST program
described in Section 6.1.1.2. Figure 187 illustrates the sound pressure sum levels with steady-
loading tones (forward and aft rotor BPF's and harmonics) and rotor-to-rotor interaction tones,
demonstrating that a minimum of five averages axe required in order to attain reliable SPL's of the
various tones.
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Figure 187. The Dependence on the Number of Data Averages of
Model-Scale Tones Measured at 9x15 Wind Tunnel.
The analog acoustic data from traverse microphones for selected configurations, from the test
series conducted at the 9x15 tunnel, were processed to obtain narrow-band data up to I0 kHz and
with a bandwidth of 25. Figure 188 depicts a typical set of these data processed with the traversing
microphone. Because the traverse microphone traveled at a constant linear rate of approximately
5 cm/s (1.95 in./s) the number of averages attainable in the plane-of-rotation of the rotors was
limited to two or three. However, the uncertainty in the measured tone levels was less than I dB.
For the purpose of qualitative analysis related to the comparison of 9x15 wind tunnel and Cell
41 test results discussed later in this document (Section 7.3.1.1), this procedure proved to be
adequate.
6.3.2 Aerodynamics
Performance data acquired in the 9x15 wind tunnel utilizing MPS Rig 3 was for the F-7/A-7,
F-7/A-3, and F-1 l/A-11 configurations. The data for selectively chosen configurations from Table
55 can be compared to determine the effects of spacing and disk loading at Mach 0.2.
An internal GE report (MPS 86--2 by C. Balan) provides the data reduction equations used to
generate the aerodynamic performance parameters for the NASA Lewis 9x15 wind tunnel test.
6.3.3 Aeromechanics
Because tests at the NASA 9x15 tunnel were aeromechanically uneventful, no data reduction
was conducted.
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7.0 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
7.1 Rig 2/Cell 41 (Anechoic Chamber)
7.1.1 Acoustics
The acoustic data measured in C¢1141 with the model-scale configurations outlined in Table 56
arc analyzed and prcsentexl in this section. In addition to an acoustic evaluation of the various blade
design concepts, the objectives of some of the tests were to ascertain the impact of configurational
changes on sound pressure levels, due to various acoustic sources for a given blade design. Figure
189 identifies, for easy reference, the various noise sources associated with a counterrotating fan
engine. These components include:
• Forward rotor steady-loading and thickness noise
• Aft rotor steady-loading and thickness noise
• Noise due to interaction of the aft blades with the blade wakes of the forward rotor
blades
• Noise due to interaction of the aft blades with tip vortices from the forward blade tip
• Noise due to the interaction of forward blades with the wakes from a mounting pylon
• Aerodynamic broadband noise.
The configurational changes considered for evaluation during the model-scale testing to assess
their acoustic impact included the following:
• Variation of blade numbers, tip speed, blade spacing, and test Mach number
• Reduction in the diameter of the aft blades
• With and without a mounting pylon.
Results of these acoustic evaluations arc presented in this section with a description and
discussion of various analytical methods employed in this evaluation.
L
)
IP
Comp
_A Noise .
ttack 0
Induced Distortion Noise
Pylon
i
Nacelle
Fusela_ •
Pylon-Wake Rotor / -
Interaction Noise
f
TIpVorlex-lnteraction Noise
Sleady-Loading and
Thickness Noise
Jet Exhaust
(_ Power Turbine andI"'_ Combustor Noise
RI/R2 Interaction Noise
R2/R1 Interaction Noise
(Viscous Wake and Potential Field)
Figure 189. Noise-Source Mechanisms with Counterrotating Fan Engines.
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7.1.1.1 Repeatability of Acoustic and Performance Data
To ascertain the repeatability of acousdc and acroperformancc data at Cell 41 and to broaden the
data base of the F-V/A-7 baseline configuration, MPS tests with the F-7/A-7 blades (8+8, nominal
rotor spacing X/Dr-0.169, no pylon, and pitch angle of 37.90/37.4 °) were repeated during different
periods of this contract over identical range of tip speeds. These two test runs are identified as Runs
12 and 95 in Table 56. The measured aeroperformance and typical acoustic data are summarized in
Figures 190 through 193.
Figure 190 compares the aeroperformance data of forward rotor, aft rotor, and total corrected
thrusts that were measured during these two test runs as a function of forward rotor tip speed and,
also, compares these data in terms of the total power absorbed by the rotor as a function of total
output thrust. An examination of this figure indicates a very good agreement between the data from
the two tests.
The acoustic comparison, in terms of the scaled maximum PNL (peak noise levels) and dBA on
an extrapolated sideline, as a function of the total thrust is shown in Figure 191, indicating that the
results are within acceptable data scatter. Typical PNL and dBA directivities and selected spectral
comparison at a tip speed of 260 mps (854 fps) and at typical takeoff thrust plotted in Figures 192
and 193, demonstrating a very good repeatability in measured and processed acoustic results
between the two tests. The variation in the calculated values for EPNL for the two test conditions
(Figure 192) was determined to be 0.5 dB.
7.1.1.2 Acoustic Evaluation of Different Blade Designs
Aerodynamic and acoustic characteristics of blade designs F-5/A-5, F-7/A-7, F-l/A-1
(designed for cruise Mach Number 0.72), and F-11/A-11 (designed for cruise Mach Number 0.80)
were measured at Cell 41 to evaluate the effects of blade sweep and activity factor. Data from these
analyses are presented in this section under two sets of comparisons, as follows:
• Series 1
F-5/A-5, F-7/A-7, and F-l/A-l, each with 8+8 (8 forward and 8 aft) blade
configuration with nominal spacing between rotor pitch--change axes (X/Dt =
0.169) and at nominal pitch angles
* Series 2
F-7/A-7 and F-11/A-11, each with 11+9 (11 forward and 9 aft) blade
configuration at open pitch angles and with comparable normalized
rotor-to-rotor spacing.
These data results were measured at a simulated flight Mach number of 0.25 and were with no
pylon installation.
7.1.1.2.1 F-5/A-5, F-7/A-7, and F-l/A-1 (8+8): Series 1
A comparison of the geometry of the test blades is provided (Figure 194) wherein the F-7/A-7
and F-l/A-1 are noted to have similar chord and sweep, but the F-5/A-5 has a shorter chord and
a reduced sweep. The decrease in chord and, hence, the blade area of the F-5/A-5, relative to
F-7/A-7 and F-l/A-l, is also reflected in the smaller activity factor associated with the F-5/A-5
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design. In addition, for the nominal spacing between rotor pitch-change axes (Z/Dr = 0.169) of this
test series, the shorter chord of F-5/A-5 results in an increased axial spacing between the TE
(trailing edge) of the forward rotor and the quarter-chord point of the aft rotor. This spacing
comparison for the test pitch settings is provided in View D of Figure 194.
Mcasurrxi thrust and power for the three blade configurations at the test pitch settings are
comparod in Figure 195. Examination of this figure reveals that for a given tip speed, F-l/A-1
results in slightly higher thrust relative to F-7/A-7 and F-5/A-5; for a given absorbed shaft power,
the F-l/A-1 provides a slightly higher thrust than F-7/A-7, which in turn, provides a higher thrust
than does the F-5/A-5 (low activity factor) design.
Figure 196 provides an acoustic data comparison, in terms of scaled and maximum OASPL
(overall sound pressure levels), PNL, and dBA as a function of total thrust, demonstrating that the
higher sweep and higher activity factor (F-7/A-7 and F-l/A-l) designs result in lower overall noise
levels as compared to the lower sweep and lower activity factor (F-5/A-5) design. Since the
F-l/A-1 produced a slightly higher thrust for a given tip speed and given absorbed power, it is noted
to be slightly quieter than the F-7/A-7 for a given total thrust.
The OASPL and PNL directivities and selected spectra of the three blade designs are compared
(Figures 197 through 200) for tip speeds of 247 mps (810 fps) and 232 raps (760 fps). The F-l/A-1
and F-7/A-7 designs resulted in identical overall noise characteristics for a given tip speed; the
F-5/A-5 design exhibited substantial higher overall noise levels, particularly, at the higher tip speed.
Spectral comparison at the higher tip speed also indicates significantly higher noise levels between
BPF and 2xBPF, and also higher broadband noise at higher frequencies.
Figure 201 provides narrow-band model-scale spectral comparisons of the three blade designs
at tip speeds of 247 raps (810 fps) and 232 mps (760 fps). These data confirm the increased
broadband levels associated with the F-5/A-5 design, particularly at the higher tip speed. In
addition, these plots reveal substantial numbers of multiple pure tones between the BPF and 3xBPF;
this is probably due to separated flow. No significant differences are noted in the nan'ow-bands of
F-7/A-7 and F-l/A-1. For the two selected cases, Figure 202 compares the individual tone level
directivities of the F-7/A-7, F-l/A-l, and F-5/A-5. Comparing the directivities of F-5/A-5,
F-7/A-7, and F-l/A-1 at the BPF indicates no significant differences inthe levels of steady-loading
noise of the three blade designs; however, some differences are noted in the SPL's at higher
harmonics.
Sound pressure levels at the 2xBPF of F-l/A-1 am lower than those of F-7/A-7 and F-5/A-5.
SPL's at the 4xBPF and 5xBPF of F-5/A-5 am significantly lower than those of F-l/A-1 and
F-7/A-7, probably due to the increased spacing achieved as a result of the shorter chord design of
F-5/A-5. However, no significant differences am noted in the sound pressure sum levels of the
higher harmonic tones ofF-5/A-5, F-7/A-7, and F-l/F-1 (as evidenced by Views F and L of Figure
202) that are a measure of the sum of the aerodynamic rotor-to-rotor interaction or unsteady-
loading noise (as is described in Section 6.1.1.2).
Figure 203 depicts model-scale tone sum levels of the F-7/A-7, F-l/A-l, and F-5/A-5
configurations at selected emission angles as a function of model-size thrust. Again, due to the
slightly improved performance of F-l-A-l, the steady-loading noise of F-l/A-1 is noted to be
slightly smaller than that of the F-5/A-5 and F-7/A-7, for a given thrust. No significant differences
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Figure 202. Model-Scale Tone Level Directivities of F-7/A-7,
F-I/A-I, and F-5/A-5 (Concluded).
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arc noted in the SPL sums of the higher harmonic tones that arc a measure of the rotor-to--rotor
interaction or unsteady-loading noise.
The acoustic evaluation of F-5/A-5, F-7/A-7, and F-l/A-1 blade designs is concluded by
providing a comparison on the basis of EPNL (Figure 204) at two selected thrusts: 44,500 N (10,000
lb) and 57,800 N (13,000 lb). At these thrusts, the lower sweep and activity factor design (F-S/A-5)
is noisier than the higher sweep and higher activity factor (F-7/A-7) design by 2.2 dB and 4.2 dB,
respectively. Due to the slightly improved performance of the F-l/A-l, it is quieter, compared to
the F-7/A-7, at these thrusts by 1.0 dB and 1.8 dB, respectively.
7.1.1.2.2 F-7/A-7 and F-11A/A-11 (11+9): Series 2
Figure 205 provides a geometric comparison of the F-7/A-7 and F-I 1/A-I 1 blade designs.
F-1 l/A-11 blades have a higher sweep, a significantly higher activity factor, and a higher chord than
the F-7/A-7. An increased spacing (referred to as supermaximum, X/Dr = 0.32) between rotor
pitch--change axes was used for the F-1 l/A-11 tests; the rotor pitch-change-axes spacing utilized
for the F-7/A-7 test configuration was the maximum spacing with X/Dr = 0.24. The use of two
different spacings for the rotor pitch--change axes during this test series, however, resulted in
equivalent values for normalized axial distances between the trailing edge of the forward rotor and
the aft rotor quarter-chord point. This equivalent spacing for the test configurations of this series
is depicted in Figure 205, View B; both the F-7/A-7 and the F-1 l/A-11 were tested with 11 forward
and 9 aft blades at an open pitch angle.
Measured thrust and power data (Figure 206) demonstrate that these data sets are comparable;
with the F-1 l/A-11 yielding a slightly higher thrust for a given tip speed, and F-7/A-7 providing
slightly higher thrust for a given absorbed power. In term s of the scaled and maxim um OAS PL, PNL,
and dBA, the comparison of acoustic data as a function of total thrust (Figure 207) reveals that for
thrusts greater than 53,400 N (12,000 lb), higher sweep and significantly higher activity factor
blades (such as, F-IlIA-11) result in slightly lower maximum PNL and dBA data and equal
maximum OASPL data, as compared to an equivalent F-7/A-7 configuration.
Figures 208 through 211 compare OASPL and PNL directivities and selected spectra of test
configurations for tip speeds of 229 mps (750 fps) and 204 mps (670 fps). The F-1 l/A-11 is slightly
quieter at the higher tip speed than the F-7/A-7; at the lower tip speed, both blades result in the same
overall noise levels. Spectral comparison at higher tip speeds shows some benefit with the
F-11/A-11 at forward rotor BPF and at higher frequencies; however at lower tip speeds, some
increase is noted in the noise levels of F-1 l/A-11 at some of the higher harmonic frequencies.
Selected model-scale narrow-band spectra are shown in Figures 212 and 213 at tip speeds of
232 mps (760 fps) and 192 mps (630 fps), respectively; model-scale tone sum directivities for these
two cases are presented in Figures 214 and 215. These data indicate that at the higher tip speed, and
hence, higher thrust condition, the F-1 l/A-11 resulted in a small reduction of the steady-loading
noise as evidenced by a decrease in sound pressure sum level of the forward and aft rotor BPF's and
harmonics and a reduction in unsteady-loading noise as shown by a decrease in the sound pressure
sum level of the rotor-to-rotor interaction tones. At the lower tip speed and lower thrust condition,
no such clear reductions are noted with F-1 l/A-11 blades.
Model-scale tone sum levels of test configurations at selected emission angles are illustrated in
Figure 216 as a function of model-size thrust. The F-1 l/A-11 design yields a steady-loading noise
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Figure 212. Model-Scale Spectra of F-7/A-7 and F-11/A-11.
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Figure 213. Model-Scale Spectra of F-7/A-7 and F-If/A-It.
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comparable to F-7/A-7 and a rotor-to-rotor interaction noise and unsteady-loading noise smaller
than that of the F-7/A-7 at higher thrust conditions.
Acoustic evaluation of the 1=-11/A-11 blade design is concluded by providing a comparison with
the F-7/A-7 design on the basis of EPNL (Figure 217) at selected thrusts of 44,500 N (10,000 lb),
57,800 N (13,000 lb) and 66,700 N (15,000 lb). The higher sweep and higher activity factor design
(F--11/A-11) is quieter than the F-7/A-7 by 0.7 dB and 1.0 dB at higher thrusts; 57,800 N (13,000
lb) and 66,700 N (15,000 lb) respectively; and is noisier by 0.5 dB at the lower thrust of 44,500 N
(I0,000 Ib).
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Figure 217. EPNL Comparison of F-7/A-7 and F-II/A-11
(11+9) Blade Configurations.
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7.1.1.3 Acoustic Evaluation of Blade Numbers
In order to evaluate the effect of blade numbers on acoustic data, the baseline F-7/A-7 blades
were tested with various blade number combinations/configurations. Results from this study arc
presented in this section under two sets of comparisons as follows:
• Series 1
m The F-7/A-7 with nominal spacing between rotor pitch-change-axes (X/Dr =
0.169) and with blade number combinations of 4+4, 8+4, 8+8, 9+4, and 9+8
• Series 2
The F-7/A-7 with maximum spacing between rotor pitch-change-axes (X/Dt
= 0.24) and with blade number combinations of 8+8, 9+8, and 11+9.
The tests in these series were conducted at nominal pitch settings that were selected to give equal
lift per blade at takeoff power tip speed. The results presented herein were measured at a simulated
flight Mach number of 0.25 and were measured without a pylon.
7.1.1.3.1 F-7/A-7 with 4+4, 8+4, 9+4, and 9+8 Blades: Series 1
Figure 218 plots total thrust and power data for the five different blade number configurations
for the F-7/A-7 at nominal rotor-to-rotor spacing. The data indicate that together with an increase
in blade numbers at the low Mach number test conditions, the thrust output increases for a given
power input at typical takeoff and cutback conditions. This indicates improved efficiency can be
attained with an increase of blade numbers.
Acoustic data is compared for the various blade number configurations in terms of scaled and
maximum OASPL, PNL, and dBA as a function of total thrust (Figure 219) and demonstrates a
significant reduction in noise levels with an increase in blade number; from a 4+4 to a 9+8
combination for a whole range of thrust conditions. For example, at a thrust of 44,500 N (10000 lb),
reductions to the extent of 15 dB, 11 dB, and 8 dB are measured in peak values of OASPL, PNL,
and dBA of a 9+8 configuration relative to a 4+4 configuration.
These OASPL and PNL data (Figure 219) arc replotted in Figure 220 as a function of tip speed.
Resultant data indicate that, for example, at a tip speed of 247 mps (810 fps) while thrust was
increased by 66%, from 34,700 N (7,800 lb) to 57,800 N (13,000 lb), maximum OASPL and PNL
increased by 5.6 dB and 4 dB over the blade number variations of this test series. However, for any
one of these blade number combinations, this increase in thrust by only a tip speed increase would
have caused the maximum OASPL and PNL to increase by approximately 10 dB and 9 dB,
respectively (Figure 218).
Maximum OASPL and PNL data of Figure 219 are then replotted (Figures 221 and 222) as
functions of thrust per blade and power per blade, respectively, indicating that the maximum OASPL
of all blade number combinations and the maximum PNL of all of the blade number combinations
(except that of the 4+4) correlate within a 2 dB band spread on the basis of thrust/power per blade.
The PNL data for the 4+4 configuration does not correlate with the rest of the data due to the lesser
weighting of the lower interaction frequencies of a 4+4 blade configuration, relative to higher
weighting of the higher interaction frequencies of larger blade number configurations.
Figures 223 through 226 depict OASPL and PNL directivities and selected spectra at an emission
angle of 86 ° for the various blade number combinations at two thrust settings that approximately
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angle range (5 < oe < 167) with significant benefit over angles in the range of 51 ° < oe < 120 °.
Typical spectral data indicate reduced sound pressure levels at blade passing frequencies due to
reduction in steady-loading noise and reduction in levels at higher harmonics due to reduction in
rotor-to-rotor interaction noise with increased blade numbers. One of the reasons for this decrease
in interaction noise is the wake strength reduction that results from decreased blade loading due to
increased blade numbers.
Model-scale narrow-band comparisons with different blade numbers at equal thrust and
different blade numbers at equal tip speed are presented in Figures 227 and 228, respectively. A
reduction in each of the tone levels of the 444 configuration (with increase in forward and aft blade
numbers) is noted for a given total thrust.
Model-scale SPL tones sum directivities, for typical takeoff and cutback thrust (Figures 223
through 226), are shown in Figures 229 and 230. Further, the model-scale tone sum levels, at
selected emission angles and for various blade number configurations of the test series, are depicted
(Figure 231) as a function of model-size total thrust. These figures demonstrate the following two
benefits from the increased blade numbers. The fast benefit, a significant decrease in steady-
loading noise, is a result of the reduction in blade loading and tip speeds. The second benefit (a
natural consequence of the first) is a decrease in the interaction noise due to aft rotor blades, at a
lower tip speed, interacting with the weakened wakes and tip vortices from the forward rotor blades.
7.1.1.3.2 F-7/A-7 with 8+8, 9+8, and 11+9 Blades: Series 2
Data for the various F-7/A-7 blade combinations of Series 2 at maximum spacing between the
rotor pitch-change axes are shown in Figures 232 through 236. These data are arranged in a manner
similar to that previously presented for Series 1 at nominal rotor-to-rotor spacing.
Figure 232 shows the total thrust and power for the three different blade number combinations
at maximum spacing. As before, these data indicate an improvement in the thrust delivered for a
given power input; this corresponds with the increase in blade numbers.
The acoustic data are illustrated in terms of scaled and maximum OASPL, PNL and dBA as a
function of thrust (Figure 233). Maximum OASPL and PNL data are replotted (Figures 234 through
236) as functions of tip speed, thrust per blade, and shaft power per blade, respectively. As before,
this set of data demonstrates the significant reduction in noise levels with increase in blade numbers.
For example, at a typical takeoff thrust level of 64,500 N (14,500 lb), reductions to the extent of 5.5
dB, 4.2 dB, and 3.0 dB are obtained in peak values of OASPL, PNL, and dBA for increase of blade
numbers from an 8+8 to an 11+9 configuration, respectively. Also, the acoustic data of Series 2
correlated within a 2.0-dB band spread when plotted on the basis of thrust per blade and power per
blade.
The OASPL and PNL directivities and selected spectra at emission angle oe = 86 ° for the three
F7A7 blade number combinations are presented in Figures 237 through 240 for typical takeoff and
cutback thrust conditions. The directivity data indicate a significant benefit due to the increased
blade numbers over most of the test angle range. The spectral data denotes reduction, which
corresponds with the increase in blade numbers, in the sound pressure levels at blade passing
frequencies, due to a reduction in steady-loading noise and also a decrease in levels at higher
harmonics, indicating lesser aerodynamic interaction noise.
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Figure 240. Spectra of F-7/A-7 with Different Blade
Numbers at Typical Cutback Thrust.
Figures 241 and 242 show model-scale narrow-band spectra at equal thrust and equal tip speed
for the different blade number combinations. For a given thrust, pressure level reductions in most
of the tone levels arc noted for increasing the blade count from a 9+8 to an 11+9 configm'ation.
Figures 243 and 244 depict the model-scale tone SPL (tones sum) dh'ectivides at model thrusts
that match the typical takeoff and cutback conditions, rcpcctively, of Figures 237 through 240. In
addition, model-scale tone sum levels at selected emission angles arc presented (Figure 245) as a
function of model thrust. As with the test data of F-7/A-7 at nominal spacing between the rotor
pitch-change axes, these results (with the maximum spacing) demonstrate a decrease in steady-
loading and aerodynamic interaction noise components as a result of blade number increase. This
is mack: clear by replotting model-scale rune sum data from Figure 246 as a function of total numbers
of blades for a selected angle that is in the plane-of-rotation of the rotor (Figure 246).
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The acoustic evaluation of the blade number effect on the F-7/A-7 configuration is concluded
by comparing the processed EPNL values, measured with the various blade numbers, at both
nominal and maximum spacingsbetween thepitch--changeaxes.Figure247 compares theseEPNL
datatothecorrespondingEPNL value of theF-71A-7, with a bladecount of 8 forward and 8 aft.
Examination ofthisfigureverifiesthesignificantacousticbenefitofincreasingbladenumbers.
For example, theincreaseof bladenumbers from a 4+4 configurationm an 8+8 blade,with both at
nominal spacing, w, sults in a benefit of 9.6 EPNdB at a thrust of 44,500 N (10,000 Ib). A similar
increase from an 8+8 configuration to an 11+9 blade count, with both at maximum rotor spacing,
results in an additional benefit of 3.4 EPNdB at the above thrust; which, in turn, increases with thrust
to yield a 5 EPNdB reduction at 62,300 N (14,000 lb) for increasing blade numbers from an 8+8 to
an 11+9 configuration.
7.1.1.4 Effect of Spacing Between Forward and Aft Rotors
To determine what effect, if any, the axial spacing between the forward and aft rotors of
counterrotating fan blades might have on their acoustic characteristics, tests were conducted with
different spacings between rotor pitch--change axes utilizing the F-7/A-7 and F-IlIA-11
model-scale blades. The test configurations for this study are summarized in Table 60. The rotor-
to--rotor spacings (referred to as nominal, maximum, and supermaximum), defined by the axial
distance between pitch-change axes of the forward and aft rotors, are equal to: 10.6 cm (4.16 in.),
15.0 crn (5.90 in.), and 19.9 cm (7.82 in.), respectively. These axial spacings result in a
spacing-to--diameter ratio of 0.169, 0.24, and 0.32 for the test configurations. Figure 248 illustrates
the various rotor spacing installations. All of the above tests were conducted without a pylon.
The acoustic data measured during the four series of tests (Table 60) are presented and discussed
in this section. These data were measured at a simulated flight Mach number of 0.25.
7.1.1.4.1 F-7/A-7 (8+8) at Nominal and Open Pitch Angles: Series 1
The F-7/A-7 8+8 blade configuration was tested at the nominal and maximum rotor-to-_tor
spacings with pitch angles of 37.9*/37.4* and 43.4*/40.4*. For these test conditions, the impact of
the increased rotor-to--rotor spacings, in terms of a normalized axial distance between the TE of a
forward blade and the quarter-chord point of an aft blade, is depicted in Figure 249.
A comparison of selected acoustic data obtained for this test series, using nominal and maximum
rotor spacings, with pitch angles of 37.90/37.4 * is provided as follows:
• Figure 250 compares model-scale narrow-band data at microphone locations of
67*, 92*, and 107" at a tip speed of 232 raps (760 fps)
• Figure 251 portrays sound pressure level dircctivity of blade passing frequency and
higher harmonics (narrow-band scale model data) at a tip speed of 232 mps (760
f-ps)
• Figure 252 presents model-scale tone sum levels as a function of total thrust
• Figure 253 compares scaled spectral data at the flight emission angle of 91 o for tip
speeds of 220 raps (720 f-ps), 232 raps (760 f-ps), 247 mps (810 fps), and 260 raps
(855 fps)
• Figure 254 provides a PNL directivity comparison at tip speeds of 220 mps (720 fps)
and 247 raps (810 fps)
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Table 60. Summary of Cell 41 Rotor Spacing Tests.
Test
Series
Number of Pitch Angle, Rotor
Configuration Blades degrees Spacing
F-7/A-7
F-7/A-7
F-7/A-7
F-7/A-Tc
F-II/A-II
F-If/A-If
8+8
8+8
9+8
9+8
11+9
37.9/37.4
(Nominal)
43.4/40.4
(Open)
38.4/37.4
(Nominal)
36.4/42.7
(Nominal)
44.8/43.3
11+9
(Open)
48.7/45.3
(Open)
Nominal
Maximum
Nominal
Maximum
Nominal
Maximum
Nominal
Maximum
Maximum
Supermaximum
Maximum
Supermaximum
Run
No.
12
27
13
28
26
32
43
45
94
140
II0
139
tr( %_ Supermax Rotor
Maximum Rotor__ _ _. Fspacing" 19.9 cm
Spacing-15.0 cm ... [_. _%._.....__ (7.S2 inch)
(5.90 inch) -_'_ r--- _. Nominal Rotor
_ --'_ Spacing- 10.6cmFonear(:l Blade -' ---_--._-.--,---_r- (4 16 inch)
Center of F'TRotation (Fixed)
Figure 248. Schematic of HPS Cell 41 Setup of
Rotor Installation Spacings.
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• Figure 255 depicts the maximum PNL and dBA data as a function of total thrust.
Also presented, as described below, arc a limited number of acoustic data comparisons which
were similarly me,asur_ with nominal and maximum rotor spacings with pitch angles of 43.3"/400:
• Figure 256 demonstrates spectral data at tip speeds of 220 mps (720 f'ps) and 247
mps (810 fps)
• Figure257 compares PNL and dBA directivitiesattipspeedsof220 raps(720 fps)
and 247 naps(810 fps)
• Figure258 presentsthemaximum PNL and elBA dataas a functionof totalthrust.
A closer examination of narrow-band and scaled 1/3--octave band spectral data reveals no
change in SPL's at the BPF and 2xBPF over a range of angles (60 < 0e < 120); this indicates, as
expected, that the rotor spacing has no effect on the steady-loading noise component. At both test
pitch angles, significant SPL reductions are noted at the third harmonic over a range of angles;
however, smaller reductions are noted in SPL's of some of the harmonics higher than the third. Since
tip vortices arc known to cl_ay at a much slower rate, relative to blade wakes with increase in
downstream distance, the obsm'ved SPL reductions are attributed to the increased decay of the front
blade wakes with increase in rotor spacing. This benefit of increased spacing decreases with a
corresponding increase in thrust.
The open pitch angle of the F-7/A-7 (8+8) was selected to give the same thrust as the Series 1
nominal pitch configuration, but at a 10% reduced tip speed. A comparison of the 91 ° spectra at a
tip speed of 220 raps of the open pitch blades (View A of Figure 256) with the corresponding data
tip speed of 947 mps (90% rpm) of the nominal pitch blades (Figu_ 253, View (2) verifies this
benefit, particularly at BPF, due to the decreased tip SlX_ at a given thrust. Due to reduced BPF
levels, SPL reductions at the third harmonic as a result of increased spacing have a greater impact
on the total noise (PNL and dBA) of Figure 258, relative to that of Figure 255. Figure 258 indicates
an approximate 1 clB to 2 dB reduction in peak PNL and dBA.
7.1.1.4.2 F-7/A--7 (9+8) at Nominal Pitch: Series 2
The F-7/A-7 design with 9+8 (9 forward and 8 aft) blades was tested at a nominal pitch angle
of 38.4°/37.4*; because this pitch setting is almost equal to that used for the nominal pitch setting
of the F-71A-7 (8+8) configuration, Figure 249 (View A) can be used to determine the impact of
spacing increase at various radii for this test series. Selected acoustic data measured at the two rotor
spacings are compared as follows:
• Figure 259 provides model-scale narrow-band data at microphone locations of 67 °,
92 °, and 107" and at a tip speed of 247 raps (810 fps)
• Figure 260 plots the dir_tivity of model-scale steady-loading and rotor-to- rotor
interaction noise at a tip speed of 247 raps (810 fps)
• Figure 261 is similar to the data presented in Figure 260, but was measured at a tip
speed of 220 raps (720 fps)
• Figure 262 compares the model-scale steady-loading and rotor-to-rotor
interaction noises, as a function of total thrust
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• F7A7; 8x8; 43.3°/40.4 °
• 3.05 H (10.0 FT) DIA; 0.25 Ro; 549 (1800 FT) SIDELINE
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Figure 258. F-7/A-7 Effect of Spacing on the
Maximum PNL and dBA.
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Tygical Narrow-Band Data Comparison of the F-7/A-7
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Figure 260. Directivity of Steady-Loading and Rotor-to-Rotor
Interaction Noise for F-7/A-7 (9+8; 38.4°/37.4°).
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• MODEL SCALE; 0.25 MO; 8.2 M (27.0 FT) SIDELINE
eMODEL THRUST = 1550 N (350 LB); TIP SPEED 222 MPS (720 FPS)
• 12.5 HI NARROWBAND DATA
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Figure 261. Directivity of Steady-Loading and Rotor-to-Rotor
Interaction Noise for F-7/A-7 (9+8; 38.4°/37.4°).
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• Figure 263 shows scaled spectral data at flight emission angles of 61 °, 91 °, 108 °,
and 120 ° at a tip speed of 247 raps (810 fps)
• Figure 264 illustra_s PNL and dBA directivities at a tip speed of 247 mps (810 fps)
• Figure 265 compares the maximum PNL and dBA dam, as a function of total thrust.
As with the results of d_ F-7/A-7 8+8, test data for the 9+8 indicate no change in the SPL's at
BPF and 2xBPF, nor in the total steady-loading noise component with change in spacing. The
significant impact of spacing is the reduced A+2F tone level of the third harmonic.
Figure 259, for example, indicates a reduction of up to 15 dB in the A+2F tone level for
increasing the spacing from nominal to maximum. Accordingly, the 1/3-octave-band spectral data
presented in Figure 263 further indicates a reduction of 1/3--octave band with the third harmonic to
extend over a range of angles in the plane--of-rotation and in the aft quadrant. A reduction in SPL's
associated with the second harmonic are noted due to reductions in the first interaction (A+F) tone
levels; smaller reductions axe noted (mostly in the aft quadran0 at some of the higher frequency
interaction tones. Because the tip vortices are known to decay at a much slower rate, with distance
relative to blade wakes; the reduction noted for interaction tones is atu'ibuted mainly to the increased
decay of forward blade wakes before they interact with the aft rotor blades.
Reductions in PNL and dBA are in the range of I dB to 3 dB over most of the thrust range; and
for a given thrust, the spacing benefit is I dB to 2 dB over most of the angles. Like the F-7/A-7 with
8+8 blades at nominal pitch, significant SPL reductions noted in rotor--to-rotor interaction noise
components are not fully reflected in total maximum noise levels because the SPL's at BPF are
greater than those at 3xBPF over most of the peak noise angles.
7.1.1.4.3 F-7/A-7c (9+8) at Nominal Pitch: Series 3
The aft blades of the model-scale F-7/A-7 measure 17.8 cm (7 in.) from the hub to tip of the
blade. The aft blades were clipped at 75% of their span to achieve the clipped aft blades (F-7/A-7c)
utilized in this series of tests. Figure 266 (View A) compares the difference between the unclipped
and clipped aft blades.
To compensate for the loss in thrust at a given rpm due to clipping, the aft blade was set at a more
open pitch angle than that used in Series 2. The impact of the spacing increase at various radii for
this clipped configuration at the set pitch angle of 36.30/42.7 ° is demonstrated in View B of Figure
266. Comparing this with the unclipped spacing increase data (Figure 249, View A) reveals very
similar increases in the normalized value of the axial distance between the wailing edge of a forward
blade and quarter--chord point of the aft blade over the remaining span of the clipped configuration.
Selected acoustic data measured at the nominal and maximum spacings are compared as follows:
• Figure 267 presents model-scale narrow-band data at microphone locations of 67 °,
92 °, and 118 ° and at a tip speed of 247 mps (810 fps)
• Figure 268 plots the directivity of model-scale steady-loading and rotor-to- rotor
interaction noise at a tip speed of 247 raps (820 fps)
• Figure 269 contains data similar to that of Figure 268, but at the tip speed of 220 raps
(720 fps)
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Figure 264. A PNL and dBA Directivity Comparison of the F-7/A-7
(9+8; 38.4/37.4 °) at Tip Speed of 247 mps (810 fps).
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• F7AT; 9x8; 38.4"/37.4"
• 3.05 M (10.0 FT) DIA; 0.25 Mo; 549 M (1800 FT) SIDELINE
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Figure 265. Effect of Rotor-to-Rotor Spacing on the
Maximum PNL and dBA of the F-7/A-7.
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Figure 267. Typical Narrow-Band Data Comparison of F-7/A-7
(Clipped) at Tip Speed of 247 mps (810 fps).
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• MODEL SCALE; 0.25 Mo; 8.2 M (27 FT) SIDELINE
e MODEL THRUST - 2000 N (450 LB); TIP SPEED = 247 MPS (820 FPS)
• 12.5 Hz NARROWBANDDATA
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Figure 268. Directivity of Steady-Loading and Rotor-to-Rotor
Interaction Noise for F-7/A-7c (9+8; 36.3°/42.7°).
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*MODEL THRUST - 1375 N (310 LB); TIP SPEED = 220 MPS (720 FPS)
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Figure 269. Directivity of Steady-Loading and Rotor-to-Rotor
Interaction Noise for F-7/A-Tc (9+8; 36.3°/42.7°).
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• Figure 270 compares the model-scale steady-loading and rotor-to--rotor
interaction noises as a function of total thrust
• Figu_ 271 shows scaled spectral data at flight emission angles of 61 °, 91 °, 120 °,
and 134 ° at a tip speed of 247 mps (810 fps)
• Figure 272 depicts the PNL and dBA directivities at a tip speed of 247 mps (810 fps)
• Figure 273 presents maximum PNL and dBA data, as a function of total thrust.
As with the unclipped F-7/A-7 configurations of this study, no effect of spacing is observed on
the steady-loading noise components. This is substantiated by the absence of change in the SPL's
at BPF and 2xBPF, as evidenced in Figures 267 and 271, and by a lack of any significant change
in the steady-loading sums (Figures 268 through 270). However, significant reductions to the sound
pressure levels are noted, not unlike the Series 2 unclipped blades, over all of the measured angles
at the third harmonic and, in particular, in the level of the A+2F tone.
Unlike unclipped blades, however, reductions of 5 dB to 10 dB are noted in some interaction
tones of the fourth and fifth harmonics in the levels of A+3F and A-_F tones. Reduced SPL's
associated with the second harmonic are noted, due to the significandy reduced levels of A+F tone;
smaller reductions also are noted in some higher frequency tones beyond the fifth harmonic. The
combined effect of individual tone reductions in total rotor-to-rotor interaction noise is illustrated
in Figures 268 through 270; wherein these reductions are noted as significandy higher than those
previously measured (Figures 260 through 262) for the unclipped blades.
For this clipped configuration (F-7/A-7c), it can be assumed that the tip vortices of the forward
rotor do not interact with the clipped aft blades and, hence, produce no unsteady vortex/rotor
interaction tones for the test rotor spacings. A consequence of this assumption is that the significant
reductions previously notedin the sound pressure levels of the interaction tones are due to increased
decay of the forward blades wakes with increased rotor spacing. This reduction in interaction tone
levels due to spacing was not fully evident in the earlier unclipped configurations of this study,
because their levels were masked by the interaction noise as a result of the tip vortex interacting with
the aft rotor blades.
Maximum PNL and dBA reductionsinarange of3dB to8dB were notedovermost of thethrust
conditions;alsofora given thrust,significantlygreaterreductionisnoticed,relativetounclipped
configuration,over aftquadrant anglesgreaterthan 100°.
7.1.1.4.4 F-11/A-11 (11+9) at Open Pitch: Series 4
The F-IlIA-11 blade configuration 11+9 (with 11 forward and 9 aftblades) was tested at two
open pitch angles of 44.80/43.3 ° at both maximum and supermaximum rotor-to-rotor spacings.
Figure 274 shows, for these test conditions, the impact of the increased rotor-to-rotor spacing in
terms of the normalized axial distance between the trailing edge of the forward blade and the
quarter-chord point of the aft blade. Since data obtained during one of the test runs with pitch angles
of 44.8°/43.3 ° are questionable, due to a telemetry problem, selected acoustic data measured for the
pitch-angle setting of 48.7°/45.3 ° are provided as follows:
• Figure 275 shows model-scale narrow-band data at the microphone location of 97 °
and for tip speeds of 220 raps (720 fps) and 192 raps (630 fps)
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Figure 272. PNL and dBA Directivity Comparison of F-7/A-7 Clipped
at a Tip Speed of 247 mps (810 fps).
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Figure 273. Effect of Rotor-to-Rotor Spacing on the Maximum
PNL and dBA of the F-7/A-7 Clipped.
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• MODEL SCALE; AS MEASURED DATA
• 11x9 BLADES; 48.7"/45.3"
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Figure 275. Typical Narrow-Band Comparison of F-11/A-11
for Maximum and Supermaximum Spacing at a
Microphone Angle of 97° .
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• Figme 276 presents a scaled spectral data comparison at flight emission angles of
61", 96*, 120", and 134" for a tip speed of 220 raps (720 f'ps)
• Figure 277 demonstrate scaled PNL and dBA directivities at tip speed of 220 mps
(720 fps)
• Figu_ 278 provides data that issimilarto thatof Figure 277, but ata tipspeed of
192 raps(630 f-ps)
• Figure279 plotsthemaximum PNL and dBA as a functionof totalthrust.
As withtheresultsof theF-7/A-7 blades,no significanteffectofthechange inspacingisnoted
atBPF; therefore,no impact of spacingisobserved on the steady-loadingnoise.Again, likethe
F-7/A-7 (9+8) unclippedblades,the significantimpact of spacing isthereductionin the A+2F
interactiontone level.PNL and dBA reductionsinpeak noiseregionarein therange of IdB to 3
dB over most of the thrustrange.This reductionissimilartothatnoticedwith open pitchdatafor
F-7/A-7 bladesof SeriesI.
This studyon the effectof increasedspacingwith the F-7/A-7 and F-I I/A-I I bladedesigns
is concluded by providing two general observationsthat are made based on steady- and
interaction--noiser sultsof the fourtestseriespresentedin thissection.Increasingrotorspacing
from nominal to maximum, in the case of model-scale F-7/A-7 blades,and from maximum to
supermaximum, in the case of model-scale F-I I/A-i I blades,had no effecton steady-loading
noise,but did resultin a reductioninthe aerodynamic rotor---tit-rotorinteractionoise.
The amount of theinteractionoisereductiondue to theincreasedrotorspacing depended on
the presence or absence of tip--vortexinteraction.With no tip-vortex-to--rotorinteraction,as
assumed with the F-7/A-7c (9+8) clippedbladesof Series3, the benefitof the increasedrotor
spacing on interactionnoise was found to be substantial.Considering the sum of SPL's of all
interactiontonesas a measure of the rotor-to-rotorinteraction,an 8 dB to I0 dB reductionwas
observed inthepeak noiseregionfortheclippedconfiguration.Thisreductionisattributabletothe
benefitof increasedwake decay resultingfrom the increasedrotorspacing.The corresponding
reductionobtained with unclipped F-7/A-7 9+8 blades of Series 2 thatcontain tip--vortex
interactionwas approximately4 dB.
Accordingly,thisseems toindicatethattheinteractionoiselevelsdue totip-vortexinteraction
aremore orlessofthesame orderofmagnitude asthosedue towake/rotorinteractionwithnominally
spaced rotors;therefore,only a partialbenefit(approximately 3 dB) would be obtained by
substantiallyreducingeitherone oftheseeffects.Itwas concluded from thisstudy thatsignificant
reductionsin interactionoise could be obtained by firstreducing the tip-vortexinteractionby
clippingthe aftblades,and then increasingthe wake decay by increasingthe rotorspacing.If
clippingisnot done, the benefitobtainablewith the increasein spacing would be masked by
interactionoiselevelsdue totip-vortexinteraction.
The impact of interactionoisereduction,measured withincreasedrotorspacing on the total
noise (PNL, OASPL, and dBA), depends on associatedlevelsof the steady-loading noise.
Significantbenefit in the steady-loadingnoise levelsfor a given thrustwere noted with
configurationsatopen pitchangles,due todecreasedtipspeed,and withconfigurationshaving an
increasednumber of blades.As a resultof thisreductioninsteady-loadingnoise,sound pressure
levelreductionsathigherharmonics due toincreasedspacingwere found tohave a greaterimpact
on thetotalnoiseof such a configuration.
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F'mally,the impactof the increased spacing on EPNL for configurations of this test series is
provided in Figure 280 for typical takeoff and cutback thrust conditions. For all of the unclipped
configurations, the benefit from increased spacing was approximately 1 dB at takeoff, and with a
range of I dB to 5 dB at cutback; for the clipped configuration, this benefit was increased to 2.5 dB
at takeoff and 5.5 dB at cutback.
7.1.1.5 Effect of Tip Speed
To determine the benefit of decreasing tip speeds of counterrotating fan blades on their acoustic
characteristics at fixed takeoff and cutback thrust conditions, tests were conducted with different
blade-pitch angles for various configurations. Table 61 summarizes the various configurations
utilized in these study tests of the F-7/A-7 and F-I I/A-11 blades; all of these tests were performed
without a mounting pylon.
The acoustic data measured during the six series of tests (Table 61) are presented and discussed
in this section. The presented results are data at a simulated flight Math number of 0.25.
7.1.1.5.1 F-7/A-7 (8+8) at Nominal Rotor Spacing: Series 1
The F-7/A-7 (8+8) blade configuration was tested during Series 1 using a nominal
pitch--change-axes spacing (X/Dr = 0.169) at blade-pitch angles of 36.0/35.2, 37.9/37.4, 40.0/38.0,
43.3/40.4, and 53.9/40.4. The effect of the increased blade-pitch setting conditions on
rotor-to-rotor spacings, in terms of the normalized axial distance between the trailing edge of a
Table 61. Summary of Cell 41 Tip Speed Variation Tests.
Test
Series
4
Configuration
F-71A-7
F-7/A-7
F-7/A-7
F-7/A-7c
F-ll/A-ll
F-ll/A-11
Blade
Number
8+8
8+8
9+8
9+8
11+9
11+9
Rotor
Spacing
Nominal
Maximum
Maximum
Maximum
Maximum
Supermaximum
Pitch
Angles
36.0/35.2
37.9/37.4
40.0/38.0
43.3/40.4
53.9/40.4
37.9/37.4
40.3/40.3
36.3/37.4
38.4/37.4
41.8/41.4
36.3/42.7
41.8/48.3
38.7/38.9
44.8/43.3
48.7/45.3
54.2/47.5
44.8/43.3
48.7/45.3
RRn
No.
14
12
15
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16
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forward bla_ and the quarter--chord point of an aft blade, is depicted in Figm'¢ 281. This figure
reveals that this effective distance between the forward and aft blades decreases by increasing
blade-pitch angles (that is, more open pitch setting).
Fign_ 282 provides dam for total thrust and power. The data for thrust versus tip speed indicate
the pitch angles of 36.0/35.2, 37.9/37.4, 40.0/38.0, and 43.3/40.5 resulted in typical takeoff thrust
of 66,700 N (I5,000 lb) at sequentially reduced tip speeds of 274 mps (900 fps), 264 mps (865 fps),
250 raps (820 fps), and 238 mps (780 f'ps), respectively. However, the power for a given thrust
indicates an increase in the power absorbed with decrease of tip speed, indicating a decrease in
aerodynamic efficiency. For example, required power at takeoff is observed to increase from 9620
kW (12,900 shp) to 9920 kW (13,300 shp) for a decrease in tip speed from 274 raps (900 fps) to 238
raps (780 fps). Upon opening the blades to a significantly more open pitch setting (53.9/40.4), power
absorption increases accordingly to 11,200 kW (15,000 shp) for the same thrust. The above-listed
pitch settings also resulted in typical cutback thrusts of 44,500 N (10,000 lb) at tip speeds of 242
naps (795 fps), 216 raps (710 fps), 221 mps (725 fps), and 207 mps (680 fps), respectively.
Figure 283 presents the acoustic data in terms of the scaled and maximum OASPL, PNL, and
dBA as a function of total thrust, and indicates reductions of 3 dB and 2..5 dB in the measured
maximum levels OASPL and PNL of takeofftlp speed from 274 raps (900 fps) to 238 raps (780 fps).
Further reduced tip speed, achieved by increasing the pitch angle from 43.3/40.4 to 53.0/40.4,
resulted in an increase in noise level comparable to that measured at 43.0/40.4. The effect of
variation in tip speed at cutback is less significant than at takeoff due to the fact that the total noise
at cutback is dominated by rotor--to--rotor interaction noise; whereas at takeoff, steady-loading
noise dominates.
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Figures 284 through 286 plot the OASPL and PNL directivitivs and selected spectra for typical
cu_ and takeoff thrust conditions. Acoustic benefit of decreased tip speed in dhectivity data is
noted more at emission angles in the region of the plane-of-rotation. The spectral data of Figure 286
shows a systematic decreas¢ in the SPL's at BPF's, indicating a corresponding decrease in
steady-loading noi_ with the decrease of tip speed.
Figures 287 and 288 provide medel--_ale narrow-band spectral comparisons for cutback and
takeoff concfifiom, reg_ctively, at the microphone angle of 92 °. In addition, model-scale tone level
directivifies of the blade passing frequency and harmonics for these two cases are presented in
Figures 289 and 290 from available narrow-band spectra; these figures demonstrate significant
reductions in the SPL's of the BPF, indicating steady-loading noise decreases with a decrease in tip
speed. Reductions also are noted in the sound pressure levels of the 2x BPF, 4x BPF, 5x BPF, and
in the levels of the sums of the harmonics; however, no significant effect is noted in the level of the
3xBPF tone with the variation in tip speed.
The model-scale BPF level (at an emission angle of 91 °) is summarized for the four test pitch
angles (Figure 291, View A), indicating lines of constant tip speed; as described in Subsection
6.1.1.2, these levels are a measure of the steady-loading noise in the region of the plane-of-rotation.
These data are replotted in View B (Figure 291), to indicate that steady-loading noise continuously
decreases with a decrease in tip speed.
The net benefit in EPNL for a change from nominal pitch angle of 36.00/35.2 ° to an open pitch
angle (lower tip speeds) of 43.30/40.4 ° was determined to be 1.5 dB and 1 dB, respectively, for
typical takeoff and cutback thrust conditions, with the P-7/A-7 (8+8) configuration at a nominal
pitch-change-axes spacing.
7.1.1.5.2 _--7/A--7 (8+8) at Maximum Rotor Spaoin0: Series 2
The F-7/A-7 blade configuration (8+8) also was tested with maximum pitch-change-axes
spacing (X/Dr = 0.24) at the blade--pitch angles of 37.90/37.4 ° and 43.3°/40.4°; Figures 292 through
296 present selected data from these tests.
Figure 292 plots data for total thrust and power, indicating that the test pitch angles (37.90/37.4 °
and 43.30/40.4 °) yielded a typical takeoff thrust of 66,700 N (15,000 lb) at tip speeds of 264 raps
(865 fps) and 240 mps (790 fps), respectively. Tip speeds corresponding to the typical cutback thrust
of 44,500 N (10,000 lb) were noted to be 233 raps (765 fps) and 210 raps (690 fps). As with the
nominally spaced F-7/A-7 (8+8) data, an increase in absorbed power for a given thrust indicates
a decrease in aerodynamic efficiency with the tip speed decrease.
The acoustic data contained in Figures 293 through 296 reveals reductions in the range of 2 dB
to 3 dB in the peak noise values for thrusts greater than typical cutback; these reductions also are
noted over an emission angle range of 70 ° < oe < 110 °. One-third-octave band spectral comparisons
of Figure 296 show systematic decreases in the SPL at the BPF, indicating a steady-loading noise
reduction that corresponds with tip speed reduction. Benefit at some of the higher interaction
frequencies is also noted at typical takeoff.
7.1.1.5.:3 F--7/A--7 (9+8) at Maximum Rotor Spacin0: Series :3
Testing the F-7/A-7 (9+8) at the maximum rotor pitch-change-axes spacing (X/Dt = 0.24) with
blade--pitch semngs of 36.3°/37.4 °, 38.4°/37.4 °, and 41.8°/41.4 ° resulted in the performance data
presented in Figure 297. Plotting the thrust versus tip speed indicates that a takeoff thrust of 66,700
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N (15,000Ib)was achieved attipspeedsof268 mps (880 fps),262 mps (860fps),and 239 mps (785
fps),respectively.These pitchsettingsresultedin a cutback thrustof 44,500 N (I0,000 Ib) at
sequentiallyreduced tipspeedsof 236 mps (775 fps),232 mps (760 fps),and 207 mps (680 f-ps),
respectively. As with the F-7/A-7 (8+8) tests, decreased acr(xtynamic efficiency is noted with a
decrease in tip speed for a given total thrust.
An acoustic data set similax to that of Series 1 is depicted in Figures 298 through 303. The scaled
maximum noise level data of Figure 298 and the directivity data (Figures 299 and 300) reveal
reductions of 3 dB at takeoff and 2 dB at cutback for the previously cited decrease in tip speeds. The
1/3--<x:tave--band spectral data (Figure 301) also demonstrate a progressive decrease in SPL's at the
BPF's with tip speed decrease; this indicating a decrease in steady-loading noise with reduced tip
speed.
Figure 302 shows model-scale narrow-band spectra for typical takeoff and cutback at a
microphone angle of 92 °. Figure 303 compares model-scale tone sum level dixectivities of the
loading noise for the aft and forward rotors, as weLl as the total steady-loading and rotor-to-rotor
interaction noises for these test conditions. The expected decrease both in steady-loading tone and
total steady-loading noise levels are noted at takeoff and cutback. Although a reduction is noted in
the total interaction noise levels at takeoff (due to tip speed reduction), an increase is noted at
cutback. Perhaps an increased wake strength with increased pitch angle is required to obtain an
equivalent thrust at a lower tip speed.
Narrow-band spectra (Figure 302) also indicates an increase in the broadband noise at cutback
with tip speed reduction. The combined effect of these observations at cutback is to indicate
decreased total noise benefits with tip speed reduction at lower tip speeds than at takeoff tip speeds.
Some of these observations with steady and interaction noise levels are demonstrated in the
model-scale tone sum data provided (Figure 304) as a function of total thrust.
This discussion of the F-7/A-7 (9+8) data is concluded with Figure 305 depicting the impact
of tip speed decrease on EPNL, indicating a decrease of 2 EPNdB for corresponding reductions in
tip speeds from 268 mps (880 fps) to 239 raps (880 fps) at takeoff, and from 236 raps (775 fps) to
207 mps (680 fps)atcutback.
7.1.1.5.4 F--7/A--7c (9+8) at Maximum Rotor Spacing: Series 4
This testseriesissimilarto thoseconductedinSeries3 excepttheaftbladesareclippedat75%
of theirspan. A schematic comparing planforms of the clipped and unclipped (F-7/A-Tc and
F-7/A-7) configurationswas presentedpreviously(Figure266). Aeroperformance data for the
clippedseriesatthepitchanglesof36.3°/42.7°and 41.8°/48.3°arepresentedinFigure306.Further,
thrustversustipspeed datademonstratethat,with thepitchsettingsused inthesetests,thetypical
takeoffthrust66,700 N (15,000Ib)was achievedattipspeedsof 270 raps(885 f-ps)and 247 raps
(810 fps),and thetypicalcutback thrustof44,500 N (10,000Ib)was obtainedattipspeedsof 239
raps (785 fps)and 213 raps (700 fps).As with the unclipped blades,decreased aerodynamic
efficiencyrequiredmore power to be absorbed ata lower tipspeed fora given thrust.
Figure 307 compares acousticdata(interms ofscaledand maximum OASPL, PNL, and dBA)
asa functionof totalthrust.Despitea2 dB reductionnotedinthemaximum OASPL data,no benefit
isobserved in the maximum PNL or dBA for decreased tipspeeds for a given thrust.This is
confirmed by directivitydata of Figure 308. Again, typicalspectralcomparison (Figure 309)
indicatesa reductionin thelevelassociatedwith theBPF and,therefore,the steady-loadingnoise.
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A set of narrow-band dam is illusu-auxi in Figures 310 through 312. The narrow-band specwa
(Figure 310) depicts the increase in broadband levels with a corresponding decrease of tip speed for
a given thrust. Although the sum tone dam (Figures 311 and 312) indicate a reduction in the
smady-loading noise of both rotors, no significant impact is nouxi with the total rotor-to--rotor
inmz'acfion tone sums with decreasing tip speeds. Unlike the unclipped F--7/A-7, the combined
effects of these changes have no significant impact on the EPNL values due to reduced tip speeds.
This suggests a different impact of ti_ changes on the wake interaction and tip--vortex
interaction noise components.
7.1.1.5.5 F-11/A-11 (11+9) Blades at Maximum Rotor Spacing:
Series 5
The F-II/A-I1 (11+9) blade configuration at the maximum rotor spacing (X/Dr = 0.24) was
tested at pitch angles of: 38.70/38.9 ° , 44.80/43.3 ° , 48.70/45.3 ° , and 54.20/47.5 ° . Increased
blade-pitch- angle effects on the normalized spacing between the wailing edge of a forward blade
and the quarry-chord point of an aft blade arc illusu'au:d in Figure 313, indicating a progressive
decrease in this effective spacing with an increase in blade-pitch setting that is needed for reduced
tip speeds for a given thrust.
The total thrust and power data are presented in Figure 314, except data from the pitch setting
44.8°/43.30, as ihose test data were questionable due to a problem with the telemetry system. Thrust
versus tip speed data indicate that the test pitch settings of 38.70/38.9 °, 48.7°/45.3 o, and 54.20/47.5 °
resulted in typical takeoff thrust of 66,700 N (15,000 lb) at correspondingly reduced tip speeds of
256 raps (840 fps), 210 raps (690 fps), and 198 raps (650 fps). The thrust versus power data prove
that to attain this thrust, successively increased absorption powers of 9,700 kW (13,000 shp), 10,440
kW (14,000 shp), and 11,190 kW (15,000 shp) are required due to the decreased aerodynamic
efficiency with reduced tip speeds. Tip speeds for a cutback thrust of 44,5130 N (10,000 lb) are
observed to be 225 raps (740 fps), 186 raps (610 fps), and 172 raps (565 fps) for the test pitch angles
used in this series of tests.
Figure 315 identifies acoustic data (in terms of the scaled and maximum OASPL, PNL, and
dBA), as a function of total thrust, indicating reductions in peak noise levels to be in the range of
2 dB to 3 clB for an open pitch setting of 48.7°/45.3 °, compared to the nominal pitch setting of
38.70/38.9 °. However, a more open condition (54.20/47.5 °) reverses this trend and increases the
noise level, relative to the open pitch condition of 48.7/45.3, by about 1 dB. The typical directivity
at takeoff thrust (Figure 316) conf'trms this trend between the three data sets over an emission angle
range of 60 ° to 120 ° .
Figure 316 also compares typical spectra for these test conditions, and although indicating
progressive reduction in the sound pressure levels at the BPF's, increases in the levels of the third
harmonic are noted for successive increases of tip speeds. The increased pitch angle needed to
produce a given thrust at a lower tip speed results in a stronger wake which, combined with the
accompanying reduction in the spacing between blades (Figure 313), causes the rotor-to-rotor
interaction noise to increase for large reductions of tip speeds. Furthermore, successively lowering
the tip speeds for a given thrust results in increased broadband noise levels, as seen from the typical
narrow-band spectra in Figure 317 for typical takeoff and cutback conditions.
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Decreasing takeoff tip speed from 256 mps (840 fps) to 210 raps (690 fps) resulted in an EPNL
reduction of I dB; however, additionally decreasing the tip speed to 198 raps (650 fps), increased
the EPNL by 1 db.
7.1.1.5.6 F-11/A-11 (11+9) at Supermaxlmum Rotor Spacing: Series 6
The F-IlIA-11 (11+9) blade configuration was also tested at the designed supermaximum
spacing(X/Dt = 0.32)attwo blade--piu:hsettings,44.8°/43.3°and 48.7°/45.3°.Figure318 illuswates
the total thrust and power dam from these tests. The thrust versus rip speed dam indicate typical
takeoffthrustof 66,700 N (15,000 Ib)at225 mps (740 fps)and 210 mps (690 fps)tipspeeds.Ln
agreement with all other performance data of this study, Figure 318 shows decrement in
aerodynamic efficiency with decrease of tip speed.
Figure 319 demonstrates the acoustic data (in terms of scaledand maximum OASPL, PNL, and
dBA), as a functionof totalthrustand indicatesI dB to2 dB increasesinmaximum PNL and dBA
noise levelswith the open pitchsetting,as compares to the44.8°/43.3°,attypicaltakeoff.Similar
to that observed with Series 5 data, this increase with reduced tip speed is due to sound pressure
levels at the rotor-to-rotor interaction harmonics (Figure 320). In addition, the model-scale 10-kHz
narrow--band comparison (Figure 321) shows an increase in the broadband levels with increase of
tip speed.
The model-scale tone sum directivity data at typical takeoff presented in Figure 322 confirms
this increase in rotor-to==rotor interaction noise (over an emission angle range of 70 ° to I I0°), along
with a decrease in steady-loading noise for the test tip speed reduction. The model-scale tone sum
levels for Series 6 are illustrated as a function of total thrust in Figure 323. These increased
rotor-to-rotor interaction noise levels resulting from the reduction in tip speed are noted over a
range of high thrust conditions. As with all of the other tests of this study, the steady-loading noise
reduces in conjunction with decreasing tip speed.
7.1.1.6 Effect of Reduced Diameter Aft Blades
The aft blades of the model-scale F-7/A-7 design measure 17.8 cm (7 in.) from hub to tip; these
blades were clipped at 75% span to yield the reduced diameter aft blades utilized in this study. The
objective was to determine what acoustic benefit, if any, could be achieved with a configuration in
which tipvorticesfrom theforward bladesarenotinteractingwith theaftbladesand,thus,toreduce
a component of the rotor-to--corerinteractionnoise of a two--rotorcounterrotatingfan con-
figuration. An illustration of a planform of a clipped aft blade was previously provided as Figure
266.
The individual test configurations of this clipped aft blade study and the reference unclipped test
comparisons are summarized as:
Series Configuration Pitch Angles, deg Run No.
I F-71A-7 36.3/37.4 35
F-7/A-Tc 36.3/42.7 43
2 F-7/A-7 41.8/41.4 37
F-71A-7c 41.8/48.3 41
Allof these tests used the 9+8 configuration blades, spaced at a maximum spacing (X/Dr = 0.24)
between the rotor pitch--change axes. As detailed above, to make up for the loss in thrust at a given
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rpm due to clipping, the clipped aft blades were set at a more open pitch angle, compared to the
unclipped aft blades. The acoustic data results presented in this section were acquired at a simulated
flight Mach number of 0.2.5.
7.1.1.6.1 Nominal Pitch Angle: Series 1
Both the unclipped (F-7/A-7) and aft clipped (F-7/A-7c) blade configurations were tested at
nominal blade-pitch angles of 36.30/37.4 ° and 36.30/42.7 ° , respectively. Typical takeoff and
cutback thrusts of 66,700 N (15,000 lb) and 44,500 N (10,000 lb) were attained at tip speeds in the
proximity of 265 raps (870 fps) and 236 raps (775 fps). As previously described (Subsection 6.1.2),
there was a decrease in the efficiency with the F-T/A-7c for a given thrust, compared to the
corresponding unclipped tesL
Figure 324 depicts the acoustic data in terms of the scaled and maximum OASPL, PNL, and dBA
as a function of total thrust and indicates reduced peak noise levels (in the range of 3 dB) for all
thrusts less than 57,800 N (13,000 lb); this reduction decreases with increases in thrust.
OASPL and PNL directivities and selected spectra at a thrust in the range of a typical cutback
are illustrated in Figures 325 and 326, demonstrating the benefit of clipping on total noise levels over
all of the measured angles (50 < Ge< 160). While the reduction is 3 dB at the peak noise angles, the
benefit with clipping increases through a range of 5 dB to 7 dB in the aft angles between 90 ° and
140 ° . Figure 326 shows that the presence of the aft clipped blade resulted in dramatic reductions in
higher frequency SPL's at all angles.
Assuming that the length of clipping on the aft blade was sufficient to avoid interaction of the
aft blades with tip vortices from the forward rotor blades, reduction in this higher frequency sound
pressure level is attributed mainly to the absence of vortex/rotor interaction tones. The reduction
noted in these spectra at the blade passing frequency is mainly due to the reduced tip speed of the
aft rotor.
Figure 327 provides a narrow-band spectral comparison between unclipped and clipped con-
figurations. Since no narrow-bands for unclipped configuration with pitch angles of 36.30/37.4 °
were available for analysis, narrow-band spectral data of unclipped tests with pitch angle of
38.40/37.4 ° were substituted. These data demonstrate a significant reduction in interaction tones
occurring beyond 3xBP F, particularly in the aft quadrant. This is further demonstrated in the
model-scale rotor-to-rotor interaction tone sum level directivities of Figure 328 for a typical cut-
back thrust. Finally, a comparison of tone sum data of configurations at the nominal pitch (Figure
329) indicates significant interaction tone sum benefit with a clipped aft blade over a range of thrust.
7.1.1.6.2 Open Pitch Angles: Series 2
The unclipped and clipped F-7/A-7 blades were also tested at open pitch angles of 41.8°/41.4 °
and 41.8°/48.3 *, respectively. Typical takeoff and cutback thrusts of 66,700 N (15,000 lb) and
44,500 N (10,000 Ib) were attained at tip speeds of approximately 239 raps (785 fps) and 209 mps
(685 fps). As with the nominal pitch, there was a degradation in performance with the clipped blades.
Figure 330 shows the acoustic data in terms of scaled and maximum OASPL, PNL, and dBA
as a function of total thrust. Like that measured at the nominal pitch, these data indicate a reduction
of about 3 dB in peak noise levels for cutback thrust; no significant benefit is observed at takeoff
conditions.
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The OASPL and PNL directivities and selected spectra for typical cutback thrust conditions arc
plotted in Figures 331 and 332. The benefit of clipping for total noise levels is shown over most of
the measured angles (70 < ee < 140). In agreement with the data presented for nominal pitch, this
spectral comparison indicates significantly decreased levels of higher harmonics. As shown in
Figure 333, these direcfivities also were measured for thrust in the range of a typical takeoff and
indicate no significant benefit of clipping, except in aft angles; however, the correponding spectra
(Figure 334) indicates benefit of clipping in the plane-of-rotation as well.
The reason for not observing any benefit of clipping at high thrust (such as takeoff) is that overall
noise levels at such conditions are dominated by steady-loading noise; however, if higher blade
numbers had been used, instead of the 9+8 configuration, it is believed that the benefit of clipping
would have been observed, even at takeoff thrust.
Figure 335 compares narrow-band spectra for unclipped and clipped configurations at cutback
and takeoff conditions; these data sets reveal significant reductions in the interaction tones of the
3xBPF and beyond, and as with the nominal pitch, this reduction is most significant in the aft
quadrant. This benefit occurs again over most of the thrust range. Figure 336 summarizes the
rotor-to-rotor interaction tone sum levels as a function of thrust.
This section concludes by comparing, in Figure 337, the F-7/A-7c (9+8) blade data with data
from the F7A7 (8+8) baseline test at a typical cutback condition. This data demonstrates reductions,
attained with the clipped aft blade configuration (F-7/A-Tc), of 7 dB to 8 dB in the plane-of-
rotation and of 9 dB in most of the aft quadrants.
7.1.1.7 Effect of Test Mach Number Varlatlon for Fixed Pitch Angle
All of the Cell 41 acoustic data presented thus far in this report were measured at a freejet Mach
number of 0.25. During the various configuration tests, acoustic data were measured over a Mach
number range of 0.2 to 0.3, in order to assess the effect of Mach number variation on the measured
community noise data. The test configurations employed for this discussion are:
Blade Pitch Test
Series Configuration Angle, deg Mach No.
1 F-7/A-7 38.4/37.4 0.20
(9+8) 0.23
0.25
0.30
2 F-7/A-7 38.3/38.6 0.20
(11+9) 0.25
Forward and aft rotors for all of these tests were spaced at maximum spacing (X/Dr = 0.24)
between the rotor pitch-change axes. Performance and acoustic data from these two series of tests
are briefly discussed in this section.
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7.1.1.7.1 F-7/A-7 (9.8) at Maximum Spacing: Series 1
The F-7/A-7 (9+8) configuration was tested at Mach 0.20, 0.23, 0.25, and 0.30 with a fixed
nominal--pitch angle. A comparison of the measured thrust and power data for these four test Mach
numbers (Figure 338) substantiates that for a given angle, the loading in_s with a decrease of
Mach number;, consequently,required thrustis obtained at a lower tip speed. In addition,the
efficiency over the test range improves with a decrease/n Mach aumber.
The acoustic data comparison (Figure 339) is presented in terms of scaled maximum OASPL,
PNL, and the calculated EPNL, as functions of thrust and shp at Mach numbers of 0.20, 0.23, 0.25,
and 0.30. Plotted as a function of thrust, these maximum OASPL and PNL data demonstrate that
the peak noise values reduce with a decrease of Mach number for a given thrust due to decreased
tip speed. For a given shp, acoustic data at the various Mach numbers correlate within a noise spread
of 2 dB; EPNL values for a given shaft power indicate the data for flight Mach 0.2 to be greater due
to the larger duration correction, even though the corresponding maximum PNL is lower. Combined
effects of variation in efficiency, duration correction, and tip speed, result in the EPNL data as a
function of thrust to correlate within 2 dB for Math numbers increasing from 0.2 to 0.3.
7.1.1.7.2 F--7/A-7 (11+9) at Maximum Spacing: Series 2
The F-7/A-7 (11+9) configuration was also tested at Math numbers of 0.2 and 0.25 with a fixed
nominal pitch. The thrust and power measured at the two test Mach numbers are presented in Figure
340; similar to the Series 1 data, a decrease of tip speed with decrease of Mach number for a given
thrust and a corresponding improvement in efficiency is noted. The acoustic data (in terms of the
scaled and maximum OASPL, PNL, and the calculated EPNL) as functions of total thrust and shaft
horsepower are depicted in Figure 341. In harmony with the results of Series 1, peak OASPL and
PNL show reduced levels at flight Mach 0.2 (relative to those at flight Mach 0.25), due to reduced
tip speed for a given thrust. When plotted against shp, these acoustic data correlate within a noise
band of less than 2 dB; the EPNL data at the Mach numbers 0.2 and 0.25 also correlate within 1 dB
for a given thrust.
PNL directivity and selected spectraat emission angles of 91 ° and 120 ° are depicted in Figure
342 for cutback and high thrust conditions. These data clearly reflect the decrease in the sound
pressure levels at the blade passing frequencies and, hence, the steady-loading noise levels with
decrease of Mach number due to a reduction in tip speed. As previously discussed (Section 7.1.1.5),
some increase in interaction noise components occurs with decreased tip speed and Mach number.
This is particularly evident in aft quadrants and where higher overall noise levels correspond with
lower Mach numbers; these observations are also demonstrated (Figure 343) in the narrow-band
tone sum directivities for cutback and high thrust conditions and in Figure 344 for the model-scale
tone sum levels, as a function of total thrust.
7.1.1.8 Assessment of a Mounting Pylon
To determine the effect of a mounting pylon on acoustic characteristics of counterrotating
blades, selected MPS tests were conducted at Cell 41 both with and without a pylon. Whereas,
Section 5.1 described the scale model test pylon, this section briefly describes the test configurations
and summarizes the acoustic analyses results. A total of five test series were conducted, utilizing
model-scale F-7/A-7 and F-1 l/A-11 blade configurations. Table 62 identifies these configurations
and summarizes test conditions.
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Table 62. Cell 41 Pylon Test Summary.
|
Blade Blade Pitch Pylon/
Series Configuration Spacing Angle Spacing
I Nominal
2
3
4
5
F-7/A-7 (8+8)
F-7/A-7 (9+8)
F-7/A-7c (9+8)
F-7/A-7c (9+8)
F-If/A-f1 (11+9)
Maximum
Maximum
Nominal
Maximum
37.9/37.4
(Nominal)
41.8/41.4
(Open)
36.3/42.7
(Nominal)
36.3/42.7
(Nominal)
54.2/47.5
(Open)
Run
Nos.
None/ 95
Nominal 96
None/ 37
Close 38
Nominal 39
None/ 43
Nominal 46
None/ 45
Nominal 46
None/ 112
Nominal 113
For the MPS tests, nominal and maximum rotor spacings refer to the axial spacing between
pitch--change axes of the forward and aft rotors, and are e_lual to 10.6 cm (4.16 in.) and 15 cm (5.90
in.), resp_tively; yielding spacing-to-diameter ratios of 0.169 and 0.24. However, test pylon
spacings (Figure 345) termed "nominal" and "close," are defined by the axial distance between the
trailing edge of the pylon at the hub and the forward rotor pitch-change axis, and are equal to 7.46
crn (2.94 in.) and 4.75 cm (1.87 in.), respectively.
This section discusses the acoustic data measured (at a simulated flight Mach number of 0.25)
during the above--described five series of tests. Results presented are measured data with no
angle-of-attack.
7.1.1.8.1 F-7/A-7 (8+8) and F-7/A-7 (9+8): Series I and 2
The F-7/A-7 with 8 forward and 8 aft blades (nominal pitch, nominal rotor spacing) was tested
with the pylon mounted at nominal spacing. The F-7/A-7 with 9 forward and 8 aft blades (open
pitch, maximum rotor spacing) was tested with the pylon mounted at both close and nominal pylon
spacings.The acousticdatainterms of thescaledmaximum levelsofOASPL, PNL, and dBA (with
and withoutthepylons)arccompared inFigure346 asafunctionoftotalthrust.Figure 346 indicates
the effectof the nominal spaced pylon on PNL and OASPL tobe 0.5 dB to 1.0dB for the 8+8 and
I dB to 2 dB for the 9+8. Moving thepylon positionfrom nominal toclosedoubled thiseffect,to
2dB to3dB forthe9+8 configuration.These effectsofpylon on noiselevelsareobserved forthrusts
thatare greaterthan 35,500 N (8,0(X}Ib),includingtypicaltakeoffand cutback conditions;the
impactofpylon on maximum dBA; however, foralloftheseconditionsappearstobe lesssignificant.
The typicalOASPL and PNL dirccdvides(Figure347) and selectedspectra(Figure348) of the
F-7/A-7 (8+8) configuration,both withand withoutnominal spacedpylon and foratypicalcutback
thrust,arc presented.The impact of pylon on the directivityis seen only in the region of the
plane-of--rotation.The impact on spectraisnoted mostly atthe BPF atallmicrophone locations;
however, no significanteffecton totalnoise levclsinthe forward and aftquadrants isnoted;since
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- 4.75 ¢m (1.87 in.)
- 7.75 cm (2.94 in.)
Figure 345. Schematic of MPS Cell 41 Setup, Detailing
the Nominal and Close Pylon Positions.
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Figure 346. Effects of Pylon on Maximum Noise Data of F-7/A-7
with 8+8 and 9+8 Blades.
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Figure 347. A Comparison of OASPL and PNL Directivities of
F-7/A-7 (8+8) With and Without Nominal Pylon.
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attheseangles,thetotalnoiselevels are governed by the sound pressure level of the third harmonic,
which is greater than the SPL at BPF. Since this configuration (8+8) has an equal number of blades
and these data are from a condition with both rotors rotating at equal tip speed, the impact of the
pylon on noise levels due to forward and aft rotors could not be separately ascertained.
Figures 349 through 352 compares the acousticdata of the F-7/A-7 (9+8) configurationwith
the corresponding datafrom nominal and closepylon-mounted configurationsfor typicaltakeoff
and cutback thrustconditions.The amount ofnoiseincreasenoted inpeak OASPL and PNL (Figure
346) clueto nominal and closepylons,relativetono pylon data,isobserved alsoover a wide range
ofemission anglesextending from 60°to 120° (Figures349 and 351).As shown inFigures350 and
352, thesignificanteffectofthe pylon on thespectraistheobserved increaseinthe sound pressure
levelsatBPF and,to a lesserextent,at2xBPF.
For example, atcutback thrustand with thepylon incloseposition,the sound pressurelevelat
BPF of the forward rotorincreasesby as much as 8 dB to I0 dB over emission anglesof 60° < c_
< 120°.The sound pressurelevelattheaftrotorBPF alsoincreases,over a range of 3 dB to I0 dB,
with significantimpact in the aftquadrant.However, moving the pylon from the closepositionto
nominal reduces thispylon effectby approximately one-half; no significantincrease in sound
pressurelevelsisnoted athigherharmonics.
Since the F-7/A-7 (9+8) had an unequal number of blades,itwas easy to separateindividual
tones and identifythose due to the steady-loadingnoise of the forward and aftrotorsand those
resultingfrom the rotor---to---rotorinteractionnoise.These nan'ow-band model-scale tone data
con_sponding to previouslydefined testconditions(Figures328 through 33 I) were processed as
was described in Section 6.1.I.2;these resultsarc presented in Figure 353 illustratingthe
dir_tiviticsof sums of $PL's at the forward rotor BPF and harmonics, the aftrotor BPF and
harmonics, and alloftbe rotor--to--rotorinteractiontones.Observationsmade earlierfrom thescaled
spccu'aldataofFigttres350 and 352 on effectsofnominal and close-spaced pylonsareevidentfrom
thesemodel-scale tone results.
The noisecomponents, due to interactionof the pylon/wake with the rotorwere identifiedby
subtractingthe sound pressurelevelsums atrotorblade passing frequenciesand harmonics of a
no--pylonF---7/A-7(9+8) configurationfrom the corresponding tone sum data of the two pylon--
mounted tests.Figure 354 summarizas the pylon/rotorinteractionoisedata directivic/fortypical
takeoffand cutback conditionspresentedinFigure 353. Utilizingthesedata,Figure 355 isissued
todescribe the variationof steady-loadingnoise,rotor-to-rotorinteractionoise,and pylon-to-
rotorinteractionoiseas a functionof thrust.The sound pressurelevelsfrom those sources(Figure
355),forthe testconfiguration,arc more orlessequal intheregionof cutback thrust,and due tothe
steady-loadingnoise and pylon/rotorinteractionoise being approximately equal atcutback, the
effectof pylon on totalnoiseisinthe range of 3 dB.
Discussion of the F-7/A-7 Series1 and 2 acoustictestresultsishereby conclude.dby demon-
stratingtheimpact ofa mounting pylon on theEPNL values,compared toa no-pylon configuration.
This comparison ismade inFigure 356 for typicaltakeoffand cutback thrustswith no angle--of-
attack,indicatingthenominal pylon effectis0.7 dB and 1.2dB attypicaltakeoffand cutback con-
ditionsfor theF-7/A-7 testconfigurations.This increasesto 1.5dB and 2.2dB, respectively,when
moving thepylon toa close position.
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Figure 349.
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Emission Angle, degrees
OASPL and PNL Directivities of F-7/A-7 (9+8)
Without any Pylon and With Nominal and Close
Pylons at Typical Takeoff.
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Figure 351. OASPL and PNL Directivities Without Pylon and With
Nominal and Close Pylons at Typical Cutback.
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F-7/A-7; 9x8; NAX. ROTOR SPACING: 41.8/41.4; 85g RPN
MODEL SCALE; 8.23m (27 FT.)SIDELINE
|10
100 .............................. '_......................................
oo..._80 .
°° .......:...........! ...;........._ ....!..........; .........._............- ........! .......: ...i ...........
(a) Forward Rotor BPF and Harmonics
i
40 80 °0 1(30 180 140 leo
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.................... /_CZose _lon_
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....................o, o ...........
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(b) Aft Rotor BPF and Harmonics ......
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.....(c) Rotor-to-Rotor Interaction .....
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Comparison of Forward Rotor, Aft Rotor, and Rotor-to-Rotor
Interaction Tone Sum Results of F-7/A-7 (9+8) With No Pylon,
and With Nominal and Close Pylons.
Figure 353.
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F-7/A-7; 9x8; HAX. ROTOR SPACING; 41.8141.4; 75[
MODEL SCALE; 8.23m (27 FT.)SIDELINE
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Figure 353. Comparison of Forward Rotor, Aft Rotor, and Rotor-to-Rotor
Interaction Tone Sum Results of F-7/A-7 (9+8) With No Pylon,
and With Nominal and Close Pylons (Concluded).
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Figure 355. Steady-Loading, Rotor-to-Rotor, and Pylon-to-Rotor Interaction
Noise Components as a Function of Total Thrust.
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7.1.1.8.2 F-7/A-7c (9+8) at Maximum and Nominal Rotor Spacings:
Series 3 and 4
The F-7/A-Tc (9+8), having the 8 aft blades clipped at 75% of the blade height, was tested at
nominal pitch with maximum rotor spacing (X/Dr = 0.24), and with the pylon spaced at nominal
position. This configuration also was tested with nominal rotor spacing (X/Dt = 0.169). Figures 357
through 359 arc provided to compare selected acoustic data from these tests and corresponding data
obtained with no pylon.
Figure 357 compares the acoustic data for the F-7/A-7c (9+8) with maximum and nominal rotor
spacings, as a function of total thrust. Like the unclipped F-7/A-7 (9+8) maximum rotor spacing
data previously presented, the effect of nominal spaced pylon on the PNL is about 1.0 dB to 2.0 dB
for thrust values greater than 35,500 N (8,000 lb) for the maximum spaced clipped configuration.
However, with the F-7/A-7c (9+8) and using nominal rotor spacing, the pylon effect is limited to
0.5 dB over most of the test range. These differences in the pylon effect on total noise of the
F-7/A-7c (9+8) at nominal and maximum spacing arc also noted in the dimctivities presented in
Figure 358.
An explanation for differences in pylon effect observed with the maximum spacing, relative to
nominal, is to be found in typical spectral comparisons (Figure 359) for the F-7/A-7c (9+8) at the
two test rotor spacings, indicating that the impact of pylon at the blade passing frequencies are more
or less the same for the two different spaced configurations. However, because the levels associated
with higher harmonics are lower with maximum spacing than are those with nominal spacing (that
is, increased spacing benefit), the sound pressure level changes at blade passing frequencies due to
pylon, contribute more to the total noise of the maximum spacing configuration. Similar to other
pylon configurations of this study, these spectral comparisons indicate no effect of pylon on
rotor-to-rotor interaction harmonics levels.
7.1.1.8.3 F-IlIA-11 (11+g): Serles5
The F-1 l/A-11 with 11 forward and 9 aft blades (very open pitch, maximum rotor spacing) was
tested with the pylon mounted at nominal spacing. Selected acoustic data are shown in Figures 360
and 361. As seen from the directivity data, the pylon impact is limited to 1 dB mostly in the region
of the plane--of--rotation and only at the BPF and 2xBPF.
This section on the assessment of use of a mounting pylon is concluded by summarizing some
observations noted during the discussion of the results from the five test series of this study. For a
given blade, interaction between the blade and the pylon wake occurs once in a revolution (1/rev);
therefore, the effect of pylon-wake/rotor interaction should be noted at blade passing frequency and
its harmonics.
From the tests conducted, it was observed that, for a given pylon/rotor system, the pylon/rotor
interaction noise generally was significant at BPF and, to a lesser extent, at 2xBPF. These are the
frequencies at which the steady-loading noise dominates over the peak noise region. The effect of
the pylon/rotor interaction was not significant at higher harmonics, the levels of which are
determined by the aerodynamic rotor-to-rotor interaction noise components.
For a given blade-pitch setting and a given thrust, the pylon effect at frequencies corresponding
to BPF is more significant in the aft and forward quadrants than in the regions of the
planes-of-rotation of the rotors. This is due to the fact that steady-loading noise levels, which are
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Figure 358. A Comparison of OASPL and PNL Directivities of F-7/A-7c (9+8)
With and Without Nominal Pylon at Typical Cutback (Concluded).
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at their peak levels in the plane--of-cotation, decrease significantly in the front and aft quadrants.
Also, for a given configuration and an operating freejet Mach number, the pylon effect decreases
with increased thrust. Since, for a given freejet Math number, steady-loading noise increases faster
with thrust than does interaction noise due to pylon wake and rotor, the pylon effect is masked by
the higher steady-loading noise levels at the higher thrust settings. As a consequence, the pylon
effect at the blade passing frequency generally is more significant at lower thrust settings.
The level of steady-loading noise depends upon, among other parameters, the number of blades
and the pitch setting (or tip speed) for a given thrust; the pylon-wake/rotor interaction effect also
depends on these parameters. For example, for a given thrust, either an increase in blade numbers
(decreasing the loading per blade) or a change in pitch setting from nominal to open pitch
(decreasing the tip speed), results in a decrease in the steady-noise levels. Under such situations,
the effect of pylon is more significant. For example, in comparing the F-7/A-7 with 8+8 blades at
nominal pitch, the pylon effect is more significant for the F-7/A-7 with 9+8 blades at open pitch.
An increased spacing between the pylon and the forward rotor (from close to nominal) results
in an increased decay of the pylon-wake defect before its interaction with the forward blades.
Therefore, this increase in pylon spacing results in the observed decrease in the pylon effect on the
forward rotor sound pressure levels. As expected, a decrease in rotor-to-rotor spacing from
maximum to nominal also results in the same effect of pylon on sound pressure levels at the blade
passing frequency of the forward rotor.
7.1.1.9 Community Noise Status from Measured Model-Scale Data
A two-engine airplane has been def'med for a typical mission, in order to assess the aircraft
community noise status. The altitude, speed, and thrust requirements relative to FAR (Federal
Aviation Requirements), Part 36, Stage 3 noise measurements are listed in Table 63.
Data measured at Cell 41 have been scaled to a lO--foot diameter engine-size fan. Noise levels
are expressed in terms of N-PD (noise/power/distance) curves. Figure 362 (Views A through C) plots
the freefield and single-engine effective perceived noise levels as functions of fan corrected thrusts
for the three distances of sideline, cutback, and approach. View A presents the NPD curves for the
F-7/A-7 (8+8) blade with nominal pitch--change-axes spacing, and in View B the NPD curves are
shown with blade numbers increased to 1 I+9 and at maximum spacing between the pitch-change
axes. Finally, View C demonstrates the NPD curves for the F-7/A-3 (11+8) configuration having
Table 63. Aircraft/Engine Information for FAR,
Part 36, Stage 3 Nois_ Assessment.
J I
Condition
Sideline
Cutback
Approach
i|i
Altitude/
Range, ft
Correct Fan
Thrust I, klb
1800
2200
400
14.0
9.0
5.0
Flight
Hach No.
0.25
0.25
0.25
i Fan thrust is approximately equal to 95_ engine thrust
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short aft blades. From each set of these charts, noise levels are determined for the altitude and thrust
specified in Table 63; adjustments are then made as follows:
• +3.0 dB to account for a two-engine airplane
• +2.5 dB for the ground reflection to a 4--foot microphone
• +1.0 dB at cutback power to represent the influence of the core engine noise
• +2.0 dB at approach condition to include core engine as well as airframe noise
contributions.
Table 64 compares resultant noise levels with FAR, Part 36, Stage 3 noise limits for a two-engine
airplane with a maximum TOGW (takeoff gross weight) of 130,000 lb. Although the results indicate
that the aircraft does not meet the FAR, Part 36, Stage 3 limits for the 10ft diameter F-7/A-7 (8+8)
blade configuration; the F-7/A-7 (11+9), with increased blade number and rotor spacing, will lower
the noise levels enough to meet the certification rule with trade. With a blade configuration such as
that of the F-7/A-3 (11+3), the aircraft meets the rule with margin at greater than 80% confidence
limit for a standard deviation of 2.5 dB.
Furthermore, it should be noted that an ahemate way to reduce noise, at the same required engine
thrust, is to use a larger fan diameter, for example, in order to conduct the mission of Table 63, an
ll-foot diameter fan could be utilizedinstead of the 10-foot diameter fan. The projected noise levels
of Table 64 would be reduced by approximately 2.5 dB EPN. Consequently, using the F-7/A-7
(11+9) blade configuration would meet the FAR, Part 36, Stage 3 requirements without trade and
with reasonable margin, and the same airplane would be about 3 dB to 7 dB EPN below the rule by
utilizing the F-7/A-3 (11+8) configuration, depending upon its measurement condition and
location.
Table 64. Noise Status Projection, EPNdB.
• Aircraft TOGW = 130,000 ib
• Fan Diameter = 10 feet
• Two-Engine Aircraft
• Microphone Height, 4-feet
Condition
Sideline
Cutback
Approach
FAR Part 36
Stage 3
Limit
95.9
90.2
99.8
BladeConfiguration
104.5
94.2
102.0
F-7/A-72
(11+9)
96.8
88.2
97.9
F-7/A-33
(11+8)
95.2
85.7
95.0
Certification Status Code:
I Fail
2 Pass with Trade
3 Pass with Margin
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7.1.1.10 Summary of Acoustic Results
A comprehensive acoustic test series which was conducted at the GEAE (GE Aircraft Engines)
anechoic facility,Cell41, with theMPS Rig No. 2 testeda totalof 49 differentconfigurations,and
model---scaledata were obtained at mon_ than 800 various testconditions simulating freefield
community noise measurements of a counten'otating fan.
During the course of this program, the test facility's anechoic quality was verified, and the
repeatability of measured acoustic and aeroperformance results was established. The measured
acoustic data were processed to obtain I/3--octave band and narrow-band spectra. The I/3--octave
band were scaled to the desired engine-size using the scaling criteria that were evaluated during this
program, and as described in Section 3.2. I. The scaled data were then extrapolated to the required
sideline distance and fly-over analyses conducted to obtain EPNL values. The narrow-band spectra
for selected test conditions were processed to obtain model-scale directivities of sound pressure
levels of various individual tones and tone summations that describe the steady-loading,
rotor-to---rotor interaction, and pylon-wake/rotor interaction noise components. These two sets of
acoustic results were analyzed to evaluate different blade designs, blade numbers, blade spacings,
tip speeds, and test Mach numbers. In addition, these data were analyzed to determine benefit with
reduced diameter aft blades and to evaluate the impact of a mounting pylon at two spacings; the
following observations and conclusions were derived from these analyses:
1. The lower sweep and activity factor design of F-5/A-5 (15°/18°; 120/126) is noisier
than the higher sweep and activity factor of the baseline F-7/A-7 (34°/31°;
147/152) or the F-l/A-1 (33°/30°; 150/158) designs. The F-l/A-1 is quieter than
F-7/A-7 due to a slightly improved performance. The F-1 l/A-11 blades also with
a high sweep and higher activity factor (37°/34°; 180/200) and, hence, a wider chord
yielded a slightly smaller rotor-to-rotor interaction noise than the F-7/A-7;
however, this design did not yield any significant EPNL benefit compared to
F-7/A-7.
2. An increased blade count produces acoustic benefit that is particularly significant,
as it is twofold. Steady-loading noise decreases due to reduced blade loading and
tip speed. A consequence of this is the second benefit; namely, decreases in the
rotor-to-rotor interaction noise caused by the aft rotor blades rotating at a lower tip
speed interacting with weakened wakes and tip vortices from the forward rotor
blades. The combined effect results in an acoustic benefit of, perhaps, 9.6 EPNdB
at a thrust of 44,500 N (10,000 lb) for a blade number increase from a 4+4 to an 8+8
at nominal spacing (X/Dr = 0.17). Likewise, increasing blade count from an 8+8
configuration to an 11+9 with both at maximum rotor spacing (X/Dr = 0.24) results
in an additional 3.4 EPNdB benefit, which increases to 5 EPNclB for a typical takeoff
thrust of 62,300 N (14,000 lb).
3. For all unclipped F-7/A-7 configurations tested in this study, the benefit of increased
spacing between the rotor pitch-change axes from nominal (X/Dt = 0.17) to
maximum (X/Dr = 0.24) was limited to 1 EPNdB at takeoff and 1.5 EPNdB at
cutback; however for an aft-reduced-diameter configuration, the spacing benefit
increased to 2.5 EPNdB at takeoff and 5.5 dB at cutback. This increased benefit of
spacing with aft-clipped configuration was due to significant reductions noted in
the interaction tones of the second, third, fourth, and fifth harmonics, and in
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particular, in the levels of A+F, A+2F, A+3F and A+4F tones. Assuming that the
length of clipping on the aft blade was sufficient to prevent any interaction of the
tipvortex of the forward blade with the aftblade,the reductions are attributedto
increased decay of the forward blade wakes with increased rotor spacing. Similar
reductions in the interaction tone levels, as a result of spacing, were not fully evident
with equal-diameter configurations, as their levels were masked by the interaction
noise due tothe forward blade tipvortexinteractingwith the aftrotorblades.
4. The steady-loadingnoise for a given thrustand blade number decreases with tip
speed. A red_ncfion in mud noise is also attained by decreasing the tip speed;
however, a decrease of tip speed beyond an optimum increases the overall noise
levels. The increased pitch angle required to produce a given thrust at a lower tip
speed may result in stronger wakes; this, combined with the accompanying
reduction in spacing between the blades, causes rotor-to-rotor interaction noise to
increase for decease of tip speed beyond the optimum.
5. A reduced-diameter, aft blade configuration produced dramatic reductions in sound
pressure levels beyond the 3xBPF compared to an equal--diameter configuration.
The significant reductions observed in interaction tone sum levels are attributed
mainly to the absence of vortex/rotor interaction tones. Net benefit in EPNL
between F-7/A-7 (9+8) unclipped and clipped configurations was in the range of
2dB.
6. The combined effects of improved efficiency, increased duration correction, and
reduced tip speed resulted in EPNL data for a Math number decrease from 0.3 to
0.2 to correlate within a band of 2 dB.
7. The pylon effect is noted mostly at the BPF and 2x BPF of the forward rotor;, the
impact of the pylon/rotor interaction noise depends on the levels of steady-loading
noise of the configurations. Higher steady-loading noise levels such as are expected
with higher thrust settings or with configurations having a low blade count mask the
influence of the pylon. Generally, effect of pylon is more significant at conditions
with low steady-loading noise, such as cutback and approach. Increased spacing
between the pylon and the forward rotor results in an increased decay of the pylon-
wake defect, also, and reduces the impact of pylon on the forward rotor. Presence
of a pylon had no effect on the rotor-to-rotor interaction noise levels.
This section is concluded by presenting data from two runs that highlight the reduction in
steady-loading noise by increasing blade numbers and decrease in rotor-to-rotor interaction noise
by using a reduced--diameter aft blade. The selected configurations are the F-7/A-7 with 11+9
blades and the F-7/A-7c (9+8) with clipped aft blade. Figure 363 compares these data with the
baseline F-7/A-7 (8+8) data, suggesting that even lower overall noise levels could be achieved by
the combined effect of increased blade numbers and reduced aft diameter.
7.1.2 Aerodynamic
Because the emphasis of Cell 41 testing was on acoustics, limited aerodynamic performance
results will be reported for this testing. These results will concentrate on F-7/A-7 and F-1 l/A-11
rotor-to-rotor spacing effects and F-1 l/A-11 blade number variation effects on efficiency.
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Figure 364 illustrates the F-7/A-7 (8+8) performance data from Cell 41 at Math 0.25 for
nominal and maximum rotor-to--rotor spacing configurations at typical takeoff pitch-angle
combinations, demonstrating that the efficiency of the nominal spacing configuration is better than
that of the maximum spacing configuration and that the improvement increases loading parameters.
The F-I1/A-11 (11+9) maximum and supermaximum spacing performance data at Mach 0.25
are shown for two different pitch-angle combinations in Figure 365. With a pitch-angle setting of
44.8o/43.3 °, the efficiency demonstrated by the supermaximum spacing configuration is
approximately 1.0 point better than that achieved with maximum spacing. However, at the
blade-pitch-angle setting of 48.70/45.3 ° , there is no noticeable effect of rotor-to-rotor spacing
variation on efficiency.
Figure 366 shows the effect of blade number variation on the performance of F-11/A-11
supermaximum spacing configuration for two different pitch-angle combinations. In both cases, the
13+ 11 blade arrangement is more efficient than the 11+9 blade arrangement by between 0.5 and 3.0
points, depending on loading parameters. Figure 366 demonstrates that for both the 13+11 and 11 +9
blade number arrangements, the more highly loaded configurations (more open pitches) are less
efficient at a given loading parameter level.
7.1.3 Aeromechanics
7.1.3.1 Blades
Although the typical data presented in Section 6.1.3 and in the CDR indicate a sudden increase
in stress for the F-5 blade at 8700 rpm, which resembles an instability signal, the data analysis efforts
failed to establish adequate evidence to assert that it was a flutter phenomenon. High stress for the
F-5 blade was attributed to separated flow vibration.
The F-I i blade, which in its original shape experienced instability, was clipped at the tip along
the trailing edge and then tested in Cell 41. Figure 170 (presented in Subsection 6.1.3) is a typical
result from one of several runs and shows no flutter response at the low Math number (Mach 0.34)
testing. However, when tested at the NASA 8x6 wind tunnel, the F-11 blade fluttered at the Math
numbers 0.8 and 0.9; therefore, it can be concluded that the clipping did not stabilize the F-11 blade.
Data used to formulate this conclusion is available in Appendix P of the Comprehensive Data Report
for the NAS3-24080 contract.
Series 7 blades tested in Cell 41 were mainly for the purpose of testing the aeromechanical hub.
7.1.3.2 Aeromechanica! Hub
To simulate the structural operating condition of the UDF® Demonstrator engine, which has
an actuator system and other mechanisms in the blade root that make the blade root boundary
condition more flexible, the aeromechanical hub was designed, fabricated, and tested with Series
7 (Demo) blades. These tests were performed both in Cell 41 and then, later, in the NASA 8x6 tunnel.
The original A-7 blade had a 13°-ply reference angle and experienced flutter, the instability
occurred at the second mode frequency around 375 Hz. A redesigned A-7. blade with a 35°-ply
reference angle was tested which experienced the same instability. A series of flutter-control
devices were tested then.
Figures 171 through 173 (Section 6.1.3) demonstrate how the flutter could be controlled by
installing either platform adaptor seals or a friction damper on the aeromechanical hub. Other
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measures, such as cropping the blade tip (to a certain amount) also demonstrated the capability to
control flutter.
7.2 Rig 3/NASA 8x6 Supersonic Wind Tunnel
7.2.1 Aerodynamic Performance
Because testing in the NASA 8x6 wind tunnel was basically performance oriented, performance
results from all test facilities will be addressed in this section. Aerodynamic performance testing was
conducted in the NASA 8x6 supersonic and 9x15 low speed wind tunnels, as well as in the GE low
speed, anechoic test chamber, Cell 41. Early model testing of the F-4/A-4, F-5/A-5, and F-7/A-7
configurations was also performed at the BTWT (Boeing Transonic Wind Tunnel). The NIPS SN003
horizontal-drive unit was used to drive the UDF® counterrotating blades tested in NASA's 8x6 and
9x15 runnels; whereas, the vertical--drive unit (SN002) was used in the CeU 41 tests. The BTWT
was used to test the SN001 horizontal-drive unit.
The F-7/A-7, F-11/A-11, and F-21/A-21 configurations were tested at high speed in NASA's
8x6 wind tunnel, and at low speed in Cell 41. Low Mach number testing of F-7/A-7 and F-11/A-11
was also done in the NASA 9x15 tunnel. Using the F-7/A-7, the rotor-to-rotor spacing and flight
Mach number effects were investigated at both high- and low-speed. Mismatched speed effects also
were studied. Due to high blade stresses, the original F-1 l/A-11 configuration was limited to a short
performance mapping test near the design point. In order to reduce stresses and blade tip deflection,
the tip TE (trailing edge) comer of the F--ll blades was clipped and data was again collected. The
F-21/A-21 configuration investigated effects of two different shapes of the forebody and aftbody;
the F--21 blade also had to be clipped at the tip TE to reduce the tip deflections and blade instability.
Strain gauges were removed from F-21/A-21 blades near the end of the test, and the performance
effect was determined.
The UDF® blades were tested in the wind tunnels over a wide range of Mach numbers, pitch
angles, and rotor speeds. The blades were first set to pitch angles that would produce equal rotor
torques at the design speed, and tunnel air speed was increased to the test Mach number with the
blades windmilling. The rotors were then powered to the minimum speed above windmill, and data
taken with equal rotor speeds at several increments up to 110% design speed. The tunnel Mach
number was then adjusted slightly up and down from the nominal setting, and the test was repeated
with the same pitch angles and at the same equal rotor-speed conditions.
The initial pitch angles tested were chosen so as to produce the power required along the
maximum climb flight path at 100% speed on both rotors and with equal rotor torques; additional
pitch angles were set and tested to yield both higher- and lower-than normal levels at constant Mach
numbers.
It should also be noted that all NASA data presented was corrected for centrifugal effects and
blade strain gage factor (except for the data discussed in Section 7.2.1.3.1).
7.2.1.1 F-7/A-7 Performance Results
The overall performance of the F-7/A-7 was mapped in the NASA 8x6 tunnel at Mach numbers
of 0.67, 0.72, 0.76, 0.80, and 0.85; data were taken with five different pitch-angle settings at tunnel
Mach numbers where the blade stress levels allowed. These data are presented in Figures 367
through 371 (Views A and B, each) as net efficiency versus the disk loading parameter, and as the
power coefficient versus advance ratio. At the design Mach number, the pitch angles of 58.5*
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Figure 367. F-7/A-7 (8+8) Overall Performance in 8x6 Tunnel
at Mach 0.67 (Concluded).
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forward and 55.7* aft produce approximately the design power coefficient at the design advance
rotor. The net efficiency values include a dynamic calibration factor for the force balances and an
adder for strain gauge removal. The measured design point efficiency with these corrections applied
is 0.82.
These data were erossplotted to obtain the effects of flight Mach number at constant loading and
pitch angles. Figure 372 demonstrates that the efficiency falls offrapidly as the Mach numbers and
tip speeds are increased. At constant design tip speed (237.7 m/s), the efficiency rises slightly from
Math 0.67; peaks near Maeh 0.75, and then falls off at higher Mach numbers. Figure 373 shows the
effi_ency trend with disk loading at constant design tip speed and Math number, this trend indicate s
that a 10% increase in disk loading will cost approximately 0.6 point in net efficiency.
7.2.1.1.1 Rotor Spacing Effects
Rotor spacing effects were investigated from Mach 0.67 to 0.80, for three different spacings of
the rotor pitch--change axes. The spacings varied with the minimum axial distance to blade-diameter
ratio (Z/D) of 0.14, a nominal distance ratio of 0.17, and a maximum ratio of 0.24. The nominal
spacing, at which most of the wind tunnel testing was conducted, was 10.57 cm (4.16 in.). Figure
374 depicts that for the various spacings, power absorbed at Mach 0.72 by the rotors is the same over
a wide range of rotor speeds.
Figure 375 illustrates the spacing effect on net efficiency at Mach 0.72 as a function of the disk
loading parameter. The minimum spacing provides the highest efficiency at all Mach 0.72 loading
levels; approximately 0.3 point better at design and higher loadings, to 1.0 point better at the lower
levels. Maximum spacing data show 2 points worse in efficiency than nominal spacing at low
loadings, and 1.4 points worse at the higher loading levels. Other F-7/A-7 wind tunnel data (Figure
376) reveals that at slightly lower Mach numbers (0.67), nominal to maximum spacing effect is 1
to 2 points in net efficiency, and the minimum to nominal effect is less. Data taken at Mach 0.80
indicates a difference in efficiency of approximately 2 points between nominal and maximum
spacings, and of 1.0 to 1.5 points between nominal and minimum spacings. The Cell 41 test data
taken at Maeh 0.25 (Figm'c 364) indicates these rotor spacing effects are similar, depending on the
loading levels.
Proximity of the downstream rotor to the upstream rotor has a pronounced effect on the torque
split between rotors; this is demonstrated in Figure 377 for the three different axial spacings. At equal
power and rpm, total torque remains the same, but the split between rotors is different. The torque
ratio decreases as spacing increases, since the induced effect of the downstream rotor is diminished.
If the spacing were further increased, the effect would continue to lessen to the extreme condition
where the downstream rotor is so far removed from the upstream rotor that it acts as an isolated blade
row, having no effect at all.
7.2.1.1.2 Angle-of-Attack/Pylon Effects
Since limited angle--of-attack testing was conducted in the 8x6 tunnel, and no pylon was
employed there, the BTWT data will be used for discussion in this section. Aerodynamic
performance data were taken in the BTWT to assess the effect of angle--of--attack, both with and
without pylon. All BTWT data were corrected for centrifugal effects and incorporate the freestream
Mach number calibration derived by Krynytzky (see Reference 38). These data however do not
include a correction for blade strain gauges. The three plots in Figure 378 demonstrate the net
efficiency, power coefficient, and torque ratio parameters as a function of advance ratio for the
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F-7/A-7 configurationwithout pylon atMach 0.70.Data are shown fortwo angles--of-attack(0°
and 2°), with constant-pitch angles. Since the model is rotated in the tunnel on a platform by the
angle--of-attack(_),fxe,estrearnvelocity(3/0)in the directionof thrustisequivalentto VoCosa.
Cozrecting the advance ratio by the cosine causes the data to collapse to one curve for all
angles-of--attackon thepower coefficientplot.The effecton thetorqueratiolinesistospreadthem
furtherapartwith increasingangle--of--attack-
Measured thrustisin the directionof the model centerlineaxis skewed from the freestream
tunneldirectionby the angle--of--attack-The normal forceon the blades as a resultof the model
directionrelativeto the airflow was not measured; therefore,itsstreamwise component is not
accounted forin the efficiencycalculation.The word "apparent" has been added to the efficiency
labelto indicatethatitisnot a trueefficiency
With thepylon installed,thetestpointswere repeatedatthe same Mach number and blade-pitch
angles.Power coefficient,apparentnetefficiency,and torqueratiodataam presentedinFigure 379.
Since the pylon drag isnot measured by therotorforcebalances and not otherwise accounted for
in theoverallthrust,the apparentefficiencyvalueswith pylon are about the same as thepylon--off
data,but slightlyhigher.Now, thefreestreamvelocitycorrectionisno longerappropriatetocollapse
the power coefficientlinesbecause of the angular momentum change caused by the pylon.
The pylon effectismost noticeablein how itaffectsthe levelof torqueratio.With increasing
angle--of-attack,the pylon actslikean inletguide vane, producing counter swirlintothe forward
rotorand loading itrelativeto the aftrotor.
At Mach 0.24,the torqueratiovariesfrom 1.0at0° angle--of-attackto 0.85 at5°,and to0.60
at 16° (Figure380). The largesplitin torqueper stage,observed from testingwith constant-pitch
angles and constant speeds,willbe correcledin the installedengine by varying the blade--pitch
angles and maintaining equal speeds as the airplaneclimbs out from takeoffat some angle-of-
attack.The directionof pitch-anglechange willalsovary from a fight--handengine to a left-hand
engine; since the directionof forward rotationisdown-inboard on the airplanerightside,and
up-inboard on the leftside.
7.2.1.1.3 Mismatched Rotor Speed Effects
The NASA 8x6 wind tunnel data were taken at Mach 0.72 with unequal rotor speeds over a wide
range of rpm's. Figure 381 depicts net efficiency plotted against the power loading parameter for
two different speed ratios, as well as equal rotor speed reference data. Testing was conducted with
the aft rotor speed 10% higher and then 10% lower, than that of the forward rotor. Holding pitch
angles constant, as was necessary in this type of model test, means the rotor torque splits are not equal
as the rpm's are increased. When the aft rotor is running 10% faster than the forward rotor, the ratio
of the aft-to-forward rotor torque varies from 1.04 to 1.32. When the aft rotor is running 10% slower,
its torque varies between 23% and 74% of the forward rotor torque.
Test data reveal that the net efficiency is higher at low loadings when the torques are within 25%
of being equal. The lower efficiency line (N2/N 1 = 0.91) at low loadings indicates torque ratios that
are much less matched and, thus, lower efficiencies; however data taken at high loading levels show
that when torque ratios are within 25% of being matched, the speed ratio has little effect on net
efficiency. A comparison of the data (Figure 381) reveals those test points with torque ratios closest
to 1.0 have the highest efficiencies.
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Figure 380. Effect of Angle-of-Attack on Baseline F-7/A-7 at Mach 0.24
with Pylon On (in BTWT).
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Figure 381. Effect of Mismatched rpm's on F-7/A-7 (8+8) Nominal Spacing
Performance at Mach 0.72 (ENET Versus PQA/J3).
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Figure 382 plots the power coefficient as a function of the advance ratio of the forward rotor for
three different speed ratios. If plotted, versus an average advance ratio, these dam would appear at
the same advance ratios for the same average speeds. However, when the aft rotor is running 10%
faster than the forward rotor, the power absorbed is approximately 8% higher than if the speeds were
equal. Conversely, when the forward rotor is running 10% faster than the aft, the power absorbed
is approximately 10% lower.
7.2.1.2 F-11/A--11 Performance Results
The F-11/A-11 (11+9) design was tested in the NASA high- and low-speed wind tunnels, as
well as in Cell 41. Due to high blade stresses, a limited amount of high speed performance data were
acquired at Mach 0.72 and 0.80, but further testing was performed after clipping the trailing edge
comers at the tip of the F-11 blades. The data presented in Figures 383 and 384 were taken at Mach
0.72 for the unclipped and clipped blades, and at Mach 0.80 for the clipped blade only. The clipping
had the effect of reducing the efficiency by about 2 points at Mach 0.72. Unclipped F-11 data were
not available at Mach 0.80 at high enough power for a good comparison; however, Mach 0.80
performance with the clipped blade demonstrates an efficiency of 0.809 at design loading. At more
open pitch angles, and with the blades running slower, the efficiency was almost 1.0 point better.
Data taken in Cell 41 at Mach 0.25 were previously presented as Figures 365 and 366; data taken
with the same pitch angle, but with different rotor spacings shows little effect (Figure 365) on Mach
0.25 efficiency when varying the spacing from 15.0 cm (5.9 in.) to 19.9 cm (7.84 in.). Reference is
made to Figure 366, which illustrates the Mach 0.25 data taken (at Cell 41) with different numbers
of blades in each rotor. The number of blades were varied from design configuration (11+9) to
13+11; the addition of two blades in each row showed a gain of about 2 to 3 points in the takeoff
efficiency. Although high speed data were not taken, it is expected that additional blade blockage
would lead to higher shock losses, and thus, would have an adverse effect on the cruise fan efficiency.
7.2.1.3 F-21/A-21 Performance Results
The F-21/A-21 blade configuration was tested both in NASA's high speed wind tunnel and in
GE's low speed anechoic facility (Cell 41). At high flight speeds in the NASA wind tunnel, data was
obtained with both a standard and a modified forebody and aftbody. The flowpath of the modified
forebody, shown in Figure 385, has a slimmer nacelle shape with less flow diffusion ahead of the
blades. The maximum curvature occurs at the forward rotor LE (leading edge). The modified
aftbody, also illustrated in Figure 385, incorporates a larger hub diameter just downstream of the aft
rotor, allowing for more favorable hub streamline curvature and, thus, more effective area-ruling
through the aft blade row.
The test results for the two forebody shapes are presented for the power coefficient versus
advance ratio, and net efficiency versus disk loading as plotted in Figure 386. The blades absorb
approximately 15% less power with the same pitch angles when tested with the slim nacelle
forebody; at the Mach 0.80 loading levels tested, the net efficiency is about 2 points worse. At
slightly lower flight Mach conditions, the slim nacelle is about 1.0 to 1.5 points worse.
The modified aftbody exhibited a significant performance improvement at high flight Mach
numbers. Data taken at Mach 0.80 (Figure 387) demonstrate a 3.0-point increase in net efficiency
at the design loading. Larger increases in efficiency occur at lower than design loadings. Data in
Figure 388 show an increase in power absorbed by the rotors with the new aftbody shape. The net
efficiency at Mach 0.72 is compared (Figure 389) for the different forebody and aftbody
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Figure 388. Effects of Aftbody Configuration and Blade Strain Gauges on
F-21c/A-21 Performance in the 8x6 Tunnel (PQA Versus JIC).
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Figure 389. Performance Summary for F-21c/A-21 in 8x6 Tunnel.
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configurations. At this lower flight speed, the net efficiency gain with the new aftbody is between
I and 2 points.
7.2.1.3.1 Blade Strain-Gauge Effect
The effect of performance loss resulting from the application of strain gauges to the blades was
investigated at the conclusion of the F-21/A-21 test. After baseline data was obtained with the new
aftbody and the blades strain-gauged as normal, the gauges were removed and the test repeated at
the same pitch angles. These data (with no blade strain gauge factor applied) are depicted in Figures
387 and 388. Removing the swain gauges improved the efficiency at all loading levels, by as much
as 2 points, and indicated a gain of 1.3 points at the Mach 0.80 design loading level. At Mach 0.76,
the effect on efficiency was 1.1 points.
7.2.1.4 F-4/A-4 Performance Results
The F--#A--4 UDF® scale model configuration was tested in the BTWT (Boeing Transonic
Wind Tunnel) over a wide-range of fight Mach numbers from takeoff to maximum climb. Data
were taken with one pitch setting per Mach number and are shown in Figure 390. The power
coefficient and net efficiency are plotted versus the forward rotor advance ratio. Design point
efficiency is approximately 2 points lower than that of the F-7/A-7.
7.2.1.5 F-5/A-5 Performance Results
The F-5/A-5 scale model blades also were tested in the BTWT with similar Mach number and
pitch-angle settings. Figure 391 presents the performance map data of power coefficient and
efficiency as a function of advance ratio. When compared to the longer chord F--4/A--4 blades, the
F-5/A-5 configuration has a 1 point lower net efficiency.
7.2.2 Aeromechanics
7.2.2.1 Blades
As summarized in Table 65, the 8x6 wind tunnel tests using the F-7/A-7 (with a 13°-ply
reference angle) mounted on the rigid hub had several instability encounters at different Mach
numbers and pitch-angle settings. Flutter occurred at about 350 Hz, which is around the 1F mode
frequency. The typical results were depicted in two representative frequency amplitude time history
diagrams (Figures 174 and 175) which were presented in Section 6.2.2; however, for a complete
listing of the various flutter conditions and flutter responses at those conditions, the reader is referred
to the CDR an Task V reports.
Both the 11- and 21-blade series experienced instability in their original design shape. The F-11
fluttered at about 540 Hz (around the second mode frequency), while the F-21 exhibited instability
at about 500 Hz (also around the second mode frequency). Both blades were clipped in an attempt
to rectify this situation, but the instability persisted. The CDR and Task V reports contain more
detailed discussions pertaining to testing, aeromechanical performance, and results of these blades.
7.2.2.2 Aeromechanical Hub
The aeromechanical hub tests with the F-7/A-7 were performed with such flutter-conlrol
devices as blade platform adaptor seals and friction dampers installed. After the data reduction and
analysis, it was concluded that this set of tests was free from flutter. A typical Campbell diagram
from one of the tests was presented in Figure 180; the CDR provides a more complete description
of test conditions and resulting Campbell diagrams.
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Table 65. Summary of F-7/A-7 Flutter Events at the NASA 8x6
Wind Tunnel, with a Hub Configuration I of 8+8.
Test Date
2/14/86
2/20/86
2/21/86
2/22/86
2/24/86
2/26/86
Pitch
Angles
58.5/55.
58.5/58.
61.7/55.
55.7/53.
49.1/51.
49.6/48.
Mach
7 0.60
7 0.67
7 0.67
7 0.60
0 0.50
0 0.5O
Speed
627O
6470
6170
675O
695O
752O
Stress
(Ksida)
24
17.5
4
15
12
16
Flutter
Frequency
(Hz)
360
330
310
360
345
365
Comments
A7 Flutter
Near IF Mode
A7 Flutter
Near IF Mode
F7 Flutter
A7 Flutter
A7 Flutter
A7 Flutter
I All of the above configurations are with no pylon installed and both
F-7 and A-7 blades with a 13°-ply reference angle
Itisconcluded thattheacromcchanical hub flutterproblem experiencedinCell41 was resolved
withtheeffectiveinstallationof theabove-mentioned flutter---controldeviceson theoriginaldesign
blade geometry.
7.2.3 Discussion of Acoustic Results
7.2.3.1 Assessment of Oata Quality
The validityof acousticdatatakeninan unu'vamd wind canneloperatingathigh subsonic Mach
numbers has bccn discussedpreviouslyinthecontextof single--rotationhigh speed propfan testing
(forexample, References 39 through 42).The testsdescribedhereinprovided an opportunityforthe
comparison of experimentaldatataken in thismanner with datafrom an acousticallytreatedwind
tunneland,also,with theoreticalpredictions.
Three model bladedesignswere testedinthisscricsofNASA 8x6 tunneltcsts.They arcshown
in planform at theirdesign spacings in Figure 392, and Table 66 identifiesrelevant design
parameters.Of these,bladesdesignatedas F-7/A-7 were testedinmore configurationsthan wcrc
cithcl"theF-1I/A-11 orF-21/A-2 i.The F-7/A-7 bladeswere alsotestedintheacousticallytreated
BTWT and,thus,were selectedforthiscomparison.
Resultsforthe F-7/A-7 operatingatitsdesign pointof 0.72 Mach, 100% correctedrpm, arc
shown inFigures393 through 397.Performance informationforthedatapointsconsidered isgivcn
inTable 67.
The translatingacousticplateused fordata acquisitionand the analysissystem employed arc
describedinSubscction 6.2.3of thisreport.Figures393 through 395 indicatethedirectivityof thc
firsthreeharmonics of the BPF (bladepassingfrequency) ateach of the fourplatepositions.
As thebladeswere configuredwith an equalnumbcrof blades(eight)on each row, thetonessccn
arccomposed of isolatedrotornoiscof the forward and aftrows operatingindependently,together
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Table 66.
Configuration
Design M°
NB
Tip Sweep (I)
Tip Sweep (2)
Activity Factor
Activity Factor
PCA Az/Dtl
Dtl (m)
C1)
C2)
MPS Blade Design Parameters.
F-7/A-7
0.72
8+8
34
31
147
152
0.17
0.625
F-11/A-11
0.8
11+9
37
34
180
200
0.32
0. 625
F-21/A-21
0.8
II+I0
45
25
173
121
0.25
O.625
with rotor-to-rotor interaction tones at BPF harmonics greater than unity; all of which occur at the
same frequency for each harmonic. These figures also demonstrate the results of a theoretical
prediction calculation; examination of these figures reveals that, for plate Positions 1 through 3, for
the first two harmonics of BPF, the data and prediction arc in very good agreement as to peak level,
with moderately good agreement on the directivity.
However, for three times BPF, it appears that the prediction is higher in level everywhere,
particularly in the forward region. At a tip clearance-to-diameter ratio of only 0.15, plate Position
1 is, undoubtedly, in the acoustic near-field of the model. The directivity shown in the data for the
BPF tone at this position (Figure 393) is of a different character than that seen at Positions 2 or 3.
It was observed during the test that, whereas generally, the effect of the plate on the performance
of the model was minimal, with the plate in this position, performance deteriorated.
Data from plate Position 4 also appears anomalous, with a BPF tone that peaks at a higher level
than that observed at Position 3, which is closer to the rotors. Consequendy, it was decided to
concentrate on data acquired at plate Position 2 (where the angular range covered was greater than
at Position 3) for the remainder of this discussion. Final justification for this choice is shown in
Figure 396, where data from all four plate positions are presented collapsed at Position 2 by means
of the simple invea'se-squarv law.
Figure 397 compares the same data taken at Position 2 with data from a nomimally identical run
in the acoustically treated BTWT. The BTWT data were taken with a free-field traversing
microphone and have been adjusted to NASA conditions by adding 6 dB to account for the presence
of the solid plate and have also been adjusted for differences in static pressure between these two
tunnels and for differences in distance of the microphone location relative to the MPS. The
theoretical prediction is also shown.
As seen, these three curves are in very good agreement in the aft portion of the directivity pattern,
with the NASA data tending to drop in level, going forward from the peak more rapidly than either
the prediction or BTWT data. Dittmar, et al. (Reference 42) attributes this dropping off in the
forward arc to the effects of refraction in the plate boundary layer, which would explain why the
free-field prediction and BTWT measurement are unaffected.
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To summari_, these results indicam that, in and aft of the peak noise region, measurements
obtained in this fashion in an untreated tunnel operating at high subsonic Mach numbers can provide
useful information with regard to the noise generated by counterrotating fan models.
7.2.3.2 Effects of Rotor-to-Rotor Spacing
Three rotor pitch-change-axis spacings designated nominal, minimum, and maximum arc
available on the MPS model. When normalized by the F-7/A-7 blade diameter, these correspond
to the spacing/diameter ratios of 0.169, 0.136, and 0.241, respectively. The F-7/A-7 blades were
tested at these three spacings, and of the data available, those instances where blades were running
closest to their design point (Me -- 0.72, 100% rpmc) were selected for analysis. The readings used
for this comparison arc listed in Table 67 as: 3684 (nominal), 3452 (minimum), and 3597
(maximum); relevant performance parameters, in terms of physical quantities, also arc given.
Figure 398 depicts the spanwise variation of the axial distance from the TE of Rotor 1 to the
1/4-chord point of Rotor 2, normalized by the axial chord of Rotor 1, when the blades arc set at pitch
angles (130.75) of 58.50/55.7 ° . At low flight speeds, such as would be encountered in the community
noise regime, it would be anticipated that the increases in spacing/chord ratio from minimum
spacing to maximum spacing would result in a corresponding decrease in the rotor-to-rotor
interaction tones.
Therefore, for these cases of equal blade number and nearly equal rpm for each rotor, where the
filter bandwidth is too large (at 32 Hz) to separate out the individual tones, it would be anticipated
that for BPF harmonics equal to and greater than the third (the point at which the interaction tones
would be expected to dominate the spectrum), there would be a decrease in tone noise with increased
spacing. Figure 399 illustrates that for this example of high speed, where the helical tip Mach number
of each rotor is greater than unity, there is virtually no difference between the noise measured at each
harmonic, up to and including the fifth, for all three spacings.
Note, that levels plotted here have been adjusted to take into account the differences in tunnel
static pressure. In fact, if the power absorbed by the rotors under each condition is adjusted to that
which would be required under nominal spacing conditions (Reading 3684) of temperature and
pressure, it is possible to account for at least some of the differences observed. The major difference
between the levels measured at the different spacings occurs in the forward arc, at about 70 ° observer
angle; here, the level at maximum spacing is observed to be considerably higher (of the order of 7
dB) than the levels observed at the other two spacings. The reason for this is unclear.
Dittmar (Reference 34) re--reduced recorded data from spacing tests at three Mach numbers with
a very narrow falter bandwidth, in order to investigate the interaction tones in detail. Such an analysis
was not possible here, given the form in which the data were received.
7.2.3.3 Effects of Blade Design
The three blade designs that were tested under the NAS3-24080 contract have different design
requirements with regard to flight Mach number and disk loading. In addition, neither the
F-1 l/A-11 nor F-21/A-21 was tested as per design intent, due to instabilities in the forward rotor
which required some geometric modifications be made during the test. Further, upon manufacture
of the blades, it became apparent that F-7/A-7 blades have higher camber than the design intent,
and that F-21/A-21 blades are thicker than was intended.
The decision was made to compare the acoustic results for these blades at a tunnel Mach number
of 0.8; this being the design condition for F-1 l/A-11 and F-21/A-21 blades. Suitable data points
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for comparison in terms of performance parameters were hard to find; therefore, it was decided to
compare the F-7/A-7 with the F-21/A-21, both designs at 100% corrected rpm and similar PQA;
and to then compare the F-21/A-21 with the F-11/A-11, both designs at approximately 95%
corrected rpm. All comparisons use data from maximum spacing test points.
The test readings chosen for comparison are listed in Table 67 and are: F-7/A-7, Reading 4377;
F-21/A-21, Readings 5300 and 5186; and F-11/A-11, Reading 2839. Table 67 also indicates that
although overall performance figures are similar, the split between rotors varies from reading to
reading. This tends to complicate interpretation of the results.
Figure 400 iUustrate the initial comparison between the F-7/A-7 and the F-21/A-21. Because
the F-7/A-7 is configured with 8+8 (forward+aft) blades; wb_ile the F-21/A-21 has 11+10 blades,
and the rotors were running at approximately equal speeds, comparison has been made on the basis
of tone sum. The F-7/A-7 spectrum automatically gives the sum of tones from both rotors; the
F-21/A-21 tones were added antilogarithmically to give:
I (sp  BPF2  l (50)BPF = 10 lOgl0 10 \ 10 / + 10 \ 10 /_letc.|
As evidenced by this comparison, there is very little difference between the two blade designs.
There is a possisbility that the F-7/A-7 tones are slightly higher than those from F-21/A-21, but
there is no dramatic difference between the two blade designs.
Figure 401 illustrates the individual BPF tone components for F-21/A-21, Reading 5300,
clearly portraying the important role of the rotor--alone tones at these high helical tip Math numbers,
as well as the relatively unimportant contribution of the rotor-to--rotor interaction tones. This can
be conu'asted with the results shown in Sections 7.1.1 and 7.3.1 of this report, wherein low speed
data are discussed.
To gain greater insight into these results, the analytical model employed in the blade evaluation
study of Section 3.4 of this report was utilized to predict the noise for F-7/A-7, Reading 4377, and
F-21/A-21, Reading 5300. The results of these predictions are compared with data in Figure 402
for the F-7/A-7 case and in Figures 403 through 406 for F-21/A-21. Figure 402 depicts two
predictions; one with the rotor-alone steady-loading and thickness noise only, and the second with
the inclusion of rotor-to-rotor interaction tones. The drolr--off of the data in the forward arc
(ascribed in Section 7.2.3.1 to the boundary layer on the plate) is seen to be more severe here, at the
increased Mach number (Mo - 0.8) than was observed at Mo = 0.72. The increase in steepness of
the drop with increasing frequency can also be seen. Both of these phenomena support the idea of
refraction of sound in the plate boundary layer. The effect of including interaction tones in the
prediction is most noticeable in the forward are of the third harmonic.
Figure 403compares the predicted and measured tone sum directivities for F-21/A-21, Reading
5300. It should be noted at this point that the 21-series blades, when manufactured, were found to
be thicker than was designed. The prediction was made using the design coordinates. Figure 404 is
a comparison of prediction and data for the individual BPF tones; and it can be seen that although
the forward rotor peak level is predicted well, there are differences in the directivity patts that could
result from differences in the thickness noise component and possible shortcomings in the
theoretical model.
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Figures 401 through 406 demonstrate that both the prediction and the data show approximately
equal levels for the tone sum BPF harmonics, although there are some discrepancies in the details
comprising these totals. It was decided to examine the predicted steady-loading and thickness
components of both rotor (forward and aft) BPF tones in order to gain some understandings that
could result from differences in the thickness noise component and possible short comings in the
theoretical model.
Figures 401 through 406 demonstrate that both the prediction and the data show approximately
equal levels for the tone sum BPF harmonics, although there are some discrepancies in the details
comprising these totals. It was decided to examine the predicted steady-loading and thickness
components of both rotor (forward and aft) BPF tones in order to gain some understanding of the
noise generation mechanisms at work.
Figure 407 compares separate predictions for both the steady-loading and thickness noise for
the BPF tones of the forward and aft rotors of F-7/A-7, Reading 4377, and F-21/A-21, Reacting
5300. At first glance, the difference in predicted steady-loading noise peak levels for forward rotors
appears swange, when compared with the lack of difference predicted for the aft rotors, but after the
power absorbed is reviewed on a per-blade basis, the differences are reasonable. Thickness noise
of both designs is predicted to be of the same peak level, but the A-21 directivity shape suggests
a cancellation effect is predicted in the peak region. Figure 408 demonstrates the predicted
steady-loading and thickness contributions to the total BPF tones for the 1=-2 l/A-21, Reading 5300.
It can be seen that for both rotors, the steady-loading term is predicted to dominate in the aft arc,
with the thickness contribution providing both the peak and the forward arc levels. Contrast this with
Figure 409, where the same information is plotted for F-7/A-7, Reading 4377; wherein, the loading
and thickness terms are depicted as having an almost equal role in the BPF tone noise generated.
This implies that errors in manufacturing, with regard to the thickness distribution, would be
expected to have a greater effect on F-21/A-21 blades under these conditions than on F-7/A-7. A
further point to emerge from this study is the demonstration that reducing disk loading under cruise
conditions is not solely sufficient to guarantee a reduction in noise.
Figures 410 and 411 compare the BPF tones of F-21/A-21, Reading 5186, and those of
F-11/A-11, Reading 2839. The rotors were running at approximately 95% corrected speed, as no
comparable data were taken at 100% speed. Once again, it appears that thickness noise is dominating
the tone, as differences in loading for the aft rotor are significant enough to anticipate an impact on
the noise if loading were the only source-mechanism present.
7.3 Rig 3/NASA 9x15 and Cell 41 Data Comparisons
7.3.1 Discussion of Acoustic Results Measured at the NASA Lewis 9x15 Wind
Tunnel
The scope of tests conducted at the NASA Lewis 9x15 wind tunnel was previously discussed
in Section 5.3. Section 6.3.1 described the acoustic data acquisition and reduction procedures which
were implemented; processed results are presented and discussed in this section. The analyses
includes comparison of select data measured in the wind tunnel with the corresponding Cell 41 data
for a matching configuration and for test conditions. This is followed by an analyses of data
measured at the 9x 15 wind tunnel utilizing the F-7/A-7 (11 +9) configuration at three rotor-to-rotor
pitch-change-axes spacings designated as: minimum (X/Dr - 0.136), nominal (X/Dr - 0.169), and
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maximum (X/Dt ffi 0.24). The presented data are results at a simulated flight Mach number of 0.2
and were mcasttred without a pylon.
7.3.1.1 NASA Lewis 9xl5 and Cell 41 Data Comparisons
As described in Subsection 6.3.1, acoustic data were obtained from two translating microphones
traversing parallel to the MPS axis at a 0 ° angle-of-attack. These microphones were located on a
sideline of 1.37 m (4.5 ft) and 1.68 m (5.5 ft) from the MPS axis. For a given F-7/A-7 (11+9) test
condition, data from both microphones were processed to obtain the narrow-band spectra, that were
then extrapolated to a reference sideline distance of 8.2 m (27 ft). This reference sideline distance
was chosen because it corresponds to the reference sideline distance used in Cell 41. The resultant
sum tone data (Figure 412) indicate that both microphones yield reasonably equivalent data which
is representative of the steady-loading and rotor-to-rotor interaction noise. Based on this
comparison, and the fact that the 1.68 m (5.5 ft) microphone was closer to the tunnel wall than the
1.37 m (4.5 ft) microphone was, it was decided to only process acoustic data from the 1.37 m (4.5
ft) microphone.
Among the series of tests conducted at the 9x15 wind tunnel, one test with the F-7/A-7 (11+9)
configuration at maximum rotor spacing was at a pitch-setting condition that reasonably matched
a test conducted earlier in Cell 41 for a given Mach number of 0.20. These matching test conditions
at the 9x15 wind tunnel are identified by the acoustic Test Points 296 through 315. The aerodynamic
performance measured in the wind tunnel, in terms of total thrust versus tip speed, and total absorbed
shaft power versus total thrust (Figure 413), are compared with the corresponding Cell 41 data.
While these two sets of data are comparable, a higher thrust was measured at the 9x15 wind tunnel,
relative to Cell 41, for a given tip speed. This difference could have been caused by small differences
in pitch-angle settings; as the two test sites did not use the same calibrated pitch-setting block.
Figures 414 through 418 compare the acoustic data measured at Cell 41 and at the 9x15 wind
tunnel for a selected tip speed of 247 raps (810 fps). For this comparison, the NASA 9x 15 acoustic
data was processed up to 20 kHz. An examination of the model-scale tone results presented in Figure
414 indicates:
• Equal sound pressure sum tone levels for forward rotor BPF's and harmonics, and
for the 3rd, 4th, and 5th interaction tone sum noise
• Higher sound pressure tone sum levels for the aft rotor BPF's and harmonics and the
first rotor--to-rotor interaction noise.
Part of this difference could be due to the anechoic characteristics of the two facilities; also, the
test rig in the 9x15 wind tunnel was operating at a slightly loaded aft-rotor condition, compared to
that of the Cell 41 test condition. This suggests that some of the suspected pitch-setting error that
could have caused the increased performance is on the aft rotor. The effect of this increased aft-rotor
noise is also noticed in the total steady-loading noise (Figure 415). The rotor-to--rotor interaction
tones sum at the NASA 9x15 tunnel is also higher, than the equivalent data of Cell 41. The fh'st
interaction tone is partially responsible for this increasein total level. The remainder of the increase
must be due to sound pressure levels of the higher harmonics.
Figure 416 provides a model-scale 1/3--octave-band spectral comparison of Cell 41 data and
9x15 wind tunnel translating microphone data at selected emission angles, and an OASPL (overall
sound pressure level) directivity comparison. Even though the general trend in data between these
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two facilities compares well, differences are noted in broadband noise levels. The low frequency
broadband noise levels in the 9x15 wind tunnel are higher;, whereas, the higher frequency broadband
noise levels are higher at Cell 41.
The OASPL directivity comparison reveals significant differences between the two facilities
beyond 120 ° in the aft quadrant. The reason for this high noise level in the 9x15 tunnel is due to the
difference in construction of the test rigs. The Cell 41 test rig collects exhaust gas from the driving
turbine and exhausts it outside of the cell; however, the 9x15 wind tunnel test rig exhausts directly
out at the back and into the wind tunnel. This causes additional jet noise at aft angles and
contaminates the data.
Figures 417 and 418 present a comparison of scaled and extrapolated data. In the plane--of-
rotation of the rotors, OASPL, PNL, and PNLT levels measured in the 9x 15 wind tunnel are observed
to be higher by 1.5 to 2.0 dB, but the dBA levels are almost the same because of the differences in
facility spectral content and noise level parameter weighting factors. The shapes of these direc-
tivities are very similar up to aft angle of 120 °, but diverge later due to the exhaust of the rig into
the 9x15 tunnel. The scaled spectral comparison of Figure 418 shows broadband noise level
differences noted cartier with the model-scale spectra.
From the acoustic data presented in this section, it is concluded that the shear-layer correction
method (Reference 32) which is used to correct the freejet measured data of the anechoic facility
is applicable to the Cell 41 setup. In addition, the overall acoustic data from these two facilities are
within 2.0 dB, at all angles where meaningful comparisons can be made, with data from the NASA
9x15 wind tunnel being higher, compared to that of Cell 41.
7.3.1.2 Effect of Rotor-to-Rotor Axial Spacing
In order to determine the effect, if any, of variation in spacing between pitch-change axes of the
forward and aft rotors, MPS tests were conducted at the 9x15 wind tunnel with an F-7/A-7
configuration having 11 forward and 9 aft blades. The pitch angles were set at 36.40/36.5 °, and tests
were conducted at three rotor-to-rotor pitch-change-axes spacings. These are identifed herein as:
minimum (X/Dr = 0.136), nominal (X/Dr = 0.169), and maximum (X/Dr = 0.24) spacings. Figure
419 illustrates the axial projections Of the blades for the three test configurations and the impact of
increased spacing on the normalized radial distribution of the axial distance between the trailing
edge of a forward blade and a 1/4--chord point of an aft blade.
The aerodynamic performance data measured at the three spacings are shown in Figure 420.
Accordingly, it is concluded that for acoustic data comparison purposes, there is no significant
change in performance for a given tip speed at the test spacings. A typical tone sum noise directivity
comparison for the three spacings at a tip speed of 260 mps (850 fps) is provided (Figure 421); thrust
and power for the data of Figure 421 are summarized in Table 68.
Acoustic data represented in Figure 421 contain directivities of the sum levels of forward and
aft rotor BPF's and harmonics; first interaction tone level; sum levels of all interaction tones in the
3rd, 4th, and 5th harmonics; that is, the sum levels of (2A+F), (A+2F), (3A+F), (2A+2F), (A+3F),
(4A+F), (3A+2F), (2A+3F), and (A+4F) tones; and sum levels of all interaction tones. Figure 421
also indicates some smaller differences in the directivities of the steady-loading noise with variation
in the pitch-change-axes spacings. This is due, perhaps, to observed differences in the thrust split
between the two rotors, ahhough total thrust is approximately equal for the three spacings at the test
tip speed. An examination of the directivity of the sound pressure level of the first interaction tone
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Table 68.
Spacing
Axial Spacing Comparison for the F-7/A-7
(11+11) NPS Tests in NASA's 9x15 Tunnel.
Nominal Thrust
Forward
N ib
Maximum 1641
Nominal 1597
Minimum 1757
(369)
(359)
(354)
Aft
N Ib
1388 (312)
1486 (334)
1512 (340)
Power
Forward
kw shp
207 (278)
204 (273)
202 (271)
Aft
kw shp
215 (288)
225 (302)
226 (303)
(Figure 421, View B) indicates significant systematic decrease in this interaction tone level, for
spacing increase from minimum to nominal, and then from nominal to maximum.
The peak steady-loading noise and peak rotor-to-rotor interaction tone sum levels for these
spacings at test tip speeds of 259 raps (850 fps), 232 raps (760 fps), and 190 raps (625 fps) are shown
in Figure 422 as a function of the nondimensional--distance between pitch-change axes that is
normalized with the maximum chord of the forward blade. These data indicate significant benefit
is achieved with spacing increase in the rotor-to-rotor interaction noise sum levels. A decrease in
tip speed or thrust for a given pitch setting decreases this benefit; however, the impact on
steady-loading noise is minimal and is mainly due to differences in the loading splits between the
two rotors.
Similar rotor-to--rotor spacing effects testing was conducted by NASA-Lewis in the 9x15 wind
tunnel on a counterrotating propeller configuration with a reduced aft rotor diameter (F7/A3).
Results of this testing are presented in Reference 43.
7.3.2 Aerodynamic
Because the 9x15 wind tunnel test emphasis was directed toward acoustics, rather than
performance, only limited aerodynamic data was analyzed for this test.
However, Reference 44 presents the effects on aeroperformance parameters of rotor-to-rotor
spacing variations and unmatched power split and rotational speed between the rotors for the
F-7/A-7 8+8 and 11+9, and the F--7/A-3 11+9 configurations at several different pitch-angle
settings, and the F--7/A-7 11+9 configuration. In addition, pylon and fuselage proximity effects on
aeroperformance parameters can be determined by evaluating pertinent data from Reference 45 for
the F-7/A-7 11+9 and F-7/A-3 11+9 maximum spacing configurations. All data from References
44 and 45 are for a Mach number of 0.20.
7.3.3 Aeromechanical
During all testing conducted in the 9x15 wind tunnel, all of the blade configurations were
well-behaved, aeromechanically speaking; no flutter events were observed. Several test conditions
and model configurations were investigated; including different Mach numbers (up to Mach 0.22,
maximum), different rotor-to-rotor spacings, various pitch-angle settings, the 8+8 and 11 +9 blade
arrangement configurations, and different angles-of-attack.
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Except for high angles-of-attack (up to 16 °) where the 1/rev stress was high, with a maximum
value of approximately 7 ksida, or 45% of the 1F scope limits; the stress levels were very much
contained (themaximum overallstresslevelwas about 7 ksida).
The high stressleveldue to thehigh angle---of--attackwas very similarto thatobserved for the
F--4/A--4blades,previouslytestedatthe BTWT facility.This situationand applicabletestresults
were reportedin the Comprehensive Data Report (CDR).
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8.0 LOW-RADIUS-RATIO MODULE AND DYNAMIC CALIBRATION
LOADING FIXTURE SYSTEM
8.1 Low Module
GE is responsible for the overall design and fabrication of a low--radius-ratio, counterrotating,
hub shaft module which will be adaptable to the MPS Rig 3 for use in the 8x6 wind tunnel at NASA
Lewis.
This low-radius--ratio hub shaft module design will feature approximate radius ratios of 0.23 and
0.26 for the first- and second-stage rotors, respectively, and a hub balance system having an
accuracy goal within the range of 0.5% to 1.5% for both thrust and torque measurements.
As subcontractor to GEAE, the BCAC (Boeing Commercial Airplane Company), has developed
the preliminary design, and results from the design study have been approved by the NASA Project
Manager. The detailed module design work, including development of manufacturing drawings, has
been performed by Boeing with the objective of maximum commonality with the Rig 3 radius-ratio
of 0.4. GE supported the design effort with detailed structural dynamic analysis and with design
analysis of bearings, seals, and drives as required.
The hardware was fabricated, instrumented, assembled, and provided to NASA at no cost to the
contract. GE will be responsible both for delivering the completed hardware to NASA Lewis and
for providing the necessary on-site hardware support for the module at NASA Lewis. A
chronological history of the work associated with the low-radius-ratio module from the beginning
of the contract is presented in the Comprehensive Data Report.
8.2 Dynamic Calibration Rig Loading Fixture Subsystem
GE is responsible for the overall design, including the establishment of design requirements of
a dynamic calibration rig capable of being utilized with both the high- and low-radius--ratio MPS
modules in the 8x6 wind tunnel area at NASA Lewis. A subcontractor, the Belcan Corporation, has
developed the preliminary design, and the results from the preliminary design study have been
approved by the NASA Project Manager. The detailed system design work is being performed as
follows:
• Dynamometer System and Support Structure - Belcan (Subcontractor)
• Precision Secondary Standard- Boeing
• Calibration Fixture Assembly -GE
• Fixture Interface with Simulator - GE.
The dynamometer system and support structure are being fabricated by Belcan. The dynamic
calibration fixture and precision secondary standard will be fabricated, assembled, and provided to
NASA at no direct cost to this contract. GE will acceptance-test the dynamic calibration fixture and
secondary standard, deliver hardware with drawings and operation manuals to NASA, and provide
on-site hardware support at NASA Lewis through the acceptance test.
A chronological history of the activity associated with the dynamic calibration rig is presented
in the Comprehensive Data Report.
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9.0 CONCLUSIONS
9.1 Acoustic
Because such an extensive amount of acoustic testing, data analyses, and reduction was
conducted in the three facilities associated with the execution of NASA Contract NAS3-24080,
conclusions resulting from these efforts will be divided into separate sections devoted solely to the
findings uncovered from each of these test facilities.
9.1.1 GE Anechoic Freejet Facility (Cell 41)
A comprehensive acoustic test series which was conducted at the GEAE (GE Aircraft Engines)
anechoic facility, Cell 41, with the MPS Rig No. 2 tested a total of 49 different configurations, and
model-scale data were obtained at more than 800 various test conditions simulating free-field
commurLity noise measurements of a countermtating fan.
During the course of this program, the test facility's anechoic quality was verified, and the
repeatability of measured acoustic and aeroperformance results was established. The measured
acoustic data were processed to obtain 1/3-octave band and narrow-band spectra. Using the scaling
criteria that were evaluated during this program, and as described in Section 3.2.1, the one-
third-octave band data were scaled to the desired engine-size. These scaled data were then extrap-
olated to the required sideline distance, and fly-over analyses were performed to obtain EPNL
values. Narrow-band spectra for select test conditions were processed to obtain model-scale
directivities of sound pressure levels of various individual tones and tone summations that describe
the steady-loading, rotor-to-cotor interaction, and pylon-wake/rotor interaction noise components.
These two sets of acoustic results were analyzed to evaluate different blade designs, blade
numbers, rotor-to-rotor spacings, tip speeds, and test Mach numbers. Further, these data were
analyzed to determine the benefit with reduced-diameter aft blades and to evaluate the impact of
a mounting pylon at two spacings. Analyses of these data led to the following observations and
conclusions:
1. The lower sweep and activity factor design of F-5/A-5 (15°/18°; 120/126) is noisier
than the higher sweep and activity factor of the baseline F-7/A-7 (34°/31 o; 147/152)
or the F-I/A-1 (33°/30°; 150/158) designs. Due to a slightly improved performance,
the F-l/A-1 is quieter than the F-7/A-7; however, the F-11/A-11 blades, also
possessing a high sweep and higher activity factor (37°/34°; 180/200) and, hence a
wider chord, yielded a slighdy smaller rotor-to-rotor interaction noise than did the
F-7/A-7. However, this design did not yield any significant EPNL benefit relative to
a comparable F-?/A-7 configuration.
2. An increased blade count produces acoustic benefit that is particularly significant, as
it is twofold. Steady-loading noise decreases due to a reduction in blade loading and
tip speed. A consequence of this is the second benefit; namely, a decrease in
rotor-to-rotor interaction noise caused by aft rotor blades rotating at a lower tip speed
interacting with weakened wakes and tip vortices from the forward rotor blades. The
combined effect results in an acoustic benefit of, perhaps, 9.6 EPNdB at a thrust of
44,500 N (10,000 lb) for a blade number increase from a 4+4 to an 8+8 configuration,
at nominal spacing (X/Dr = 0.17). Likewise, an increased blade count, from an 8+8
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configuration to an 11+9, both set at maximum rotor-to-rotor spacing (X/Dt = 0.24),
results in an additional benefit of 3.4 EPNdB, This added benefit increases to 5 EPNdB
for a typical takeoff thrust of 62,300 N (14,000 lb).
3. For all uncfipped F--7/A-7 configurations tested in this study, the benefit of increased
spacing between the rotor pitch--change axes from nominal (X/Dr = 0.17) to maximum
iX/Dr = 0.24) wu limited to 1 EPNdB at takeoff and 1.5 EPNdB at cutback. For an
aft_ced-diameter blade configuration; however, this spacing benefit increased to
2.5 EPNdB at takeoff and 5.5 dB at cutback. This increased benefit of spacing with
the aft-clipped blade configurations was due to significant reductions noted in the
interaction tones of the second, third, fourth, and fifth harmonics, and in particular, in
the levels of A+F, A+2F, A+3F and A+4F tones. Assuming that the length of clipping
on the aft blade was sufficient to prevent any interaction of the tip vortex of the forward
blade with the aft blade, the reductions are attributed to in_ decay of the forward
blade wakes with increased rotor-to-rotor spacing. Similar reductions in the
interaction tone levels, as a result of spacing, were not fully evident with the
equal--diameter blade configurations, as their levels were masked by the interaction
noise due to the forward blade tip vortex interacting with the aft rotor blades.
4. For a given thrust and blade number, the steady-loading noise decreases with tip
speed.A reduction in total noise is also attained with a decrease in tip speed; however,
decreasing the tip speed beyond an optimum increases the overall noise levels. The
increased pitch angle required to produce a given thrust at a lower tip speed may result
in stronger wakes; this, together with the accompanying reduction in spacing between
blades as a result of the blade-pitch angie change, causes the rotor-to-rotor interaction
noise to increase for a decrease of tip speed beyond the optimum.
5. A reduced-diameter, aft blade configuration produced dramatic reductions in sound
pressure levels beyond the 3xBPF compared to an equal--diameter blade con-
figuration. Significant reductions observed in interaction tone sum levels are
attributed mainly to the absence of vortex/rotor interaction tones. The net benefit in
EPNL between F-7/A-7 (9+8) unclipped and clipped configurations was in the range
of 2 dB.
6. The combined effects of improved efficiency, increased duration correction, and
reduced tip speed resulted in EPNL data for a Mach number decrease from 0.3 to 0.2
to correlate within a band of 2 dB.
7. The pylon effect is noted mostly at the BPF and 2xBPF of the forward rotor, the impact
of the pylon/rotor interaction noise depends on the levels of steady-loading noise of
the configurations. Higher steady-loading noise levels such as are expected with
higher thrust settings or with configurations having a low blade count mask the
influence of the pylon. The pylon effect, generally, is more significant at conditions
with low steady-loading noise, such as cutback and approach. In addition, an increase
in spacing between the pylon and forward rotor results in an increased decay of the
pylon-wake defect and reduces the impact of pylon on the forward rotor. Presence of
a pylon had no effect on the rotor-to-rotor interaction noise levels.
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9.1.2 NASA Lewis 8x6 Wind Tunnel
The analysis of the acoustic data acquired from testing of the F-7/A-?, F-1 l/A-11, and
F-21/F-21 blade configurations on MPS SN003 in the NASA Lewis 8x6 wind tunnel led to the
following observations and conclusions:
1. Analyses of data obtained with the translating acoustic plate in the untreated, working
section of the NASA 8x6 wind tunnel included a comparison of these data both with
free-field data from an equivalent test in a treated wind tunnel, and with the results
of analytical prediction. This comparison reveals that these measurements, in and aft
of the peak noise region, can provide useful information with regard to the noise
generated by counterrotafing fan models at high subsonic flight speeds; however,
those data forward of the peak region are contaminated by the presence of the
boundary layer on the plate.
2. Effects of changes in pitch-change-axis spacing are reflected in the rotor-to-rotor
interaction tones. At the high helical tip Mach numbers studied, steady-loading and
thickness sources dominate, leading to negligible changes in the tone noise of the equal
blade number and equal rpm cases examined.
3. Reducing the steady-loading noise by increasing the number of blades does not, as in
the low speed case, necessarily reduce the BPF tone levels. Thickness (volume
displacement) noise is a prime contributor, whose importance becomes more apparent
as the loading per blade is reduced. The noise from blade designs which have a high
tip helical Mach number is a function of the phase relationship between these sources.
9.1.3 NASA Lewis 9x15 Wind Tunnel
The analysis of the acoustic data acquired during testing of the F-7/A-7 and F-1 l/A-11 blade
configurations on MPS SN003 in the NASA Lewis 9x15 wind tunnel yielded the following
observations and conclusions:
1. The comparison of acoustic data measured at the NASA Lewis 9x15 wind tunnel with
the corresponding Cell 41 test data indicates these acoustic data are comparable.
However, the data from the NASA 9x15 tunnel is found to have measured overall
levels that are higher by approximately 2 dB than that of Cell 41. While the 9x15 wind
tunnel has a higher low frequency broadband level compared to Cell 41, it was also
noted to have a lower level of high frequency broadband noise relative to that of the
Cell 41.
2. The rotor-to-rotor interaction noise level benefit noted during the Cell 41 spacing
tests was confirmed by the tests at NASA's 9X15 wind tunnel.
3. The comparison of the data from Cell 41 and the NASA 9x15 wind tunnel facilities
demonstrates the applicability of the method (described in Reference 32) that has been
used to correct the freejet simulated acoustic data of Cell 41.
9.2 Aerodynamics
Scale model, counterrotating unducted fan configurations were tested in NASA's 8x6 and 9x 15
wind tunnels, the BTWT (Boeing transonic wind tunnel), and in GE's anechoic chamber, freejet
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facility, Cell 41. Aerodynamic performance dam were measured for each configuration over a wide
range of Mach numbers and pitch angles. Also, effects of loading, rotor-to-rotor spacing, number
of blades, pylon/angle-of-attack, mismatched rotor speeds, and blade clipping were demonswated.
The most significant performance results are as follows:
1. Data were obtained with several blade-angle combinations, up to a maximum Mach
number of 0.90. The corrected net efficiency at the maximum climb Mach 0.72 design
point is 82%; the efficiency at takeoff is 62%.
2. Large rotor-to--rotor spacings have a significant effect on the net efficiency at high
Mach numbers.
3. When the advance ratio is corrected by Cos a to account for the skewed thrust
direction, power coefficient lines at different angles-of-attack and constant--pitch
angles collapse to a single line.
4. The symmetrical pylon, installed at an angle-of-attack, acts like an inlet guide vane,
producing swirl to the forward rotor;, this swirl unloads or loads the forward rotor,
depending on the direction of its rotation with respect to the pylon. If pitch angles are
not changed to compensate for this, unequal torque splits between rotors result.
5. Data taken with unequal rotor speeds show very little effect on efficiency at loadings
and torque ratios near the cruise design point. When the torque ratios are sub-
stanriaily different from 1.0, the overall efficiency can be 2 to 5 points lower than
nominal.
6. Clipping the blades at the tip (for stability) has a significantly adverse effect on blade
performance.
7. The shape of the forebody and aftbody can have a significanteffect on performance,
demonstrating the need for hub flowpath area-ruling.
8. The F-4/A--4 and F-5/A-5 blade designs with lower aero tip sweep demonstrated
lower performance.
9. The higher aspect ratio F-5/A-5 configuration was approximately 1 point worse in
efficiency at high speed than was the F-4/A-4 configuration.
9.3 Aeromechanics
An evaluation of the test programs conducted in the GE anechoic chamber (Cell 41), and in the
NASA Lewis 8x6 and 9x15 wind tunnel facilities revealed that except for blade design, where blade
sweep, thrust, camber, etc. are considered, the effects of the major variable engine design parameters
of interest (such as, rotor-to-rotor spacing, blade number, reduced-diameter-aft blades, and pylon
presence) had no significant impact on the aeromechanical performance of the F-4/A-4, F-5/A-5,
F-7/A-7, F-11/A-11, and F-21/A-21 MPS blade configurations.
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